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SKYLINE COLLEGE 

ANNUAL PROGRAM PLANNING SELF-STUDY 
 

Note: To complete this form, SAVE it on your computer, then send to your Division Dean/VPI as an 

ATTACHMENT on an e-mail message. 

 

Program Title       Date Submitted  

 

 

Key Findings:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Planning Group Participants (include PT& FT faculty, staff, students, stakeholders) 

     

    List of names and positions:  

 

 

 

 

2. Contact Person (include e-mail and telephone):  

 

3. Program Information   

  

 A. Program Personnel 
      Identify the number of personnel (administrators, faculty, classified, volunteers, and student  

  workers) in the program:  

  

 

 

 

 

      

 

 FT Faculty:                                                  PT/OL Faculty (FTE):  
 

FT Classified:                                               PT Classified (FTE):  

 

Volunteers:                            Student Workers:  
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B. Program mission and goals   

    State the goals/focus of the program and how the program contributes to the mission and 

priorities of the College and District. Address how the program meets the current year’s 

strategic priorities. (200 word limit is recommended.) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Program/Service Area Student Learning Outcomes and Program Data 

    A. Summarize recent course (for instruction, including student service courses) or program (for 

student services and every three years, CTE programs) SLO assessment, identify trends and 

discuss areas in need of improvement. Please attach summary Tracdat reports with assessment 

and analysis for SLOs evaluated during the last two years (prior to submission deadline of April 

1
st
). (200 word limit is recommended.) Tool:  https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/  
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B.   Analyze evidence of Program performance. Review and analyze productivity, student 

characteristics and outcomes. (200 word limit is recommended.) 

Tool: http://www.skylinecollege.edu/prie/programdata.php 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Explain how other information may impact Program (examples are business and 

employment needs, new technology, new transfer requirements etc.)  
(200 word limit is recommended.) 
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5. Curricular Offerings  

  

A.  Program Curriculum and Courses. If your program does not offer curriculum, please state 

“N/A”.  Tools: CurricUNET http://www.curricunet.com/smcccd; https://sanmateo.tracdat.com/tracdat/ 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respond to the following:  

 What new courses (excluding individual Selected Topics [665] topics and Experimental [680/880] courses) 

have you added to your program curriculum in the past academic year? List by Department, Course Number 

and Course Title.  

 Note that you’ve added new courses to the department’s three-year calendar of assessment and requested that 

they be added to TracDat.   

 Note that you’ve done the following for new courses on TracDat:  

o Uploaded SLOs? 

o Mapped course-level SLOs to PSLOs (including relevant interdisciplinary degrees) and ISLOs? 

o Uploaded assessment method(s) (need not be specific)?  
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B. Identify Patterns of Curriculum Offerings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respond to the following:  

 Identify the planning group’s two-year curriculum cycle of course offerings by certificates 

and degrees.  

 Describe the ideal curriculum cycle. 

 Discuss any issues.  
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6. Response to Previous Annual Program Plan & Review 
   

List any recommendations for the program and your responses to these recommendations based on 

previous Annual Program Plan and/or CTE Professional Accreditation report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  Action Plan 

      

Provide your action plan based on the analysis and reflections provided in the previous sections. 

Note: resource requests should be connected to action plans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respond to the following:  

 Describe data and assessment results for SLO assessment on the course level (for instruction, 

including student service courses) or program level (for student services or every three years, career 

technical education programs). Analyze and reflect on SLO assessment results and other measures of 

Program performance.  

 Analyze and reflect on other evidence described in previous sections. Identify the next steps, 

including any planned changes to curriculum and pedagogy.  

 Identify questions that will serve as a focus of inquiry for next year.   
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8.  Resource Identification  

 

A. Professional Development needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness requests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Faculty and Staff hiring, Instructional Equipment and Facilities Requests  

Complete the following table:

Actions:  

 List data requests for the Office of Planning, Research & Institutional Effectiveness.  

 Explain how the requests will serve the Student/Program/Division/College needs.   
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Annual Program Planning Resource Needs 

Program _______________ Date__________ 

 Needs 

How does this request align 

with your assessment of 

student outcomes 

How does this request 

align with your action plan 

Estimated cost for 

facilities and equipment 

Personnel  

1.  

2.   

3.   

 

 

 

 

  

Equipment 

 

 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Facilities  

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND GOALS OF SKYLINE COLLEGE 
Please check current catalog for most recent goal statements. 
 

Vision Statement 

Skyline College inspires a global and diverse community of learners to achieve intellectual, cultural, 

social, economic and personal fulfillment. 

 

Mission Statement 

To empower and transform a global community of learners. 

 

Values Statement 

Education is the foundation of our civilized democratic society. 

Thus:  

 

Campus Climate: We value a campus-wide climate that reflects a ‘students first philosophy' with 

mutual respect between all constituencies and appreciation for diversity. Both instruction and student 

services are dedicated to providing every student with an avenue to success.  

 

Open Access: We are committed to the availability of quality educational programs and services for 

every member of our community regardless of level of preparation, socio-economic status, cultural, 

religious or ethnic background, or disability. We are committed to providing students with open access 

to programs and responsive student services that enable them to advance steadily toward their goals.  

 

Student Success: We value students’ success in achieving their goals, and strengthening their voices as 

they transform their lives through their educational experience.  

 

Academic Excellence: We value excellence in all aspects of our mission as a comprehensive 

community college offering preparation for transfer to a baccalaureate institution, workforce and 

economic development through career technical education programs and certificates, Associate of Arts 

and Associate of Science degrees, basic skills development, and lifelong learning. We are committed to 

academic rigor and quality with relevant, recent, and evolving curriculum and well-equipped programs 

that include new and emerging areas of study. We are dedicated to an educational climate that values 

creativity, innovation and freedom of intellectual exploration, discovery, thought, and exchange of ideas.  

 

Community Connection: We value a deep engagement with the community we serve and our role as an 

academic and cultural center for community including business, industry, labor, non-profits, government 

and the arts. We are dedicated to maintaining a college culture and institutional climate that is warm and 

welcoming to all.  

 

Shared Governance: We value just, fair, inclusive, and well understood, transparent governance 

processes based upon open and honest communication.  

 

Sustainability: We value an institutional culture that represents a strong commitment to environmental 

sustainability and justice. We are committed to the tenets of sustainability “To meet present needs 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.” 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 

Definition of Terms 
 
WSCH: Weekly Student Contact Hours are based on the first census week of a Fall term. They do not 

include second census week data, but they do include all positive attendance data for the term 

(converted to WSCH) including classes which start after the first census 

 

FTE: The full-time equivalent faculty count is determined by the set of rules provided to each college at 

the time the data is requested. Generally, the figures are the decimal fraction of the teaching hours 

or units ascribed to the faculty member for teaching work done. Non-teaching time is specifically 

excluded so that it does not affect the value of the data. Work done by non-certified-personnel is 

not included. 

 

LOAD: Teaching Load is taken as the ratio of WSCH to FTE 

 

N GRADES: The total number of grades awarded (A+B+C+D+F+CR+NCR+I+W) 

 

RETENTION: The sum of all non-W grades divided by N grades times 100, expressed as % 

 

SUCCESS: A+B+C+CR grades divided by N grades times 100, expressed as % 

 

 





Course Assessment Report-- Four Column
San Mateo CCCD


SKY Dept - Kinesiology
Department Assessment


Coordinator:
 Jan Fosberg and Kevin Corsiglia


Course Outcomes 1 and ctu.unitid = 835 Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up


SKY ADAP 358    - Adapted Strength
Development                                               -
Skills and Concepts - Upon completion of the
course, and in the absence of a degenerative
disease process, students will be able to
demonstrate increased muscular strength and
endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative
disease process, demonstrate either maintained or
slowed degradation of muscular strength and
endurance in areas where given the normal
course of the disease, decreased muscle strength
and endurance would be expected.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Oral and/or Demonstration individually and in
small groups of proper techniques relative to
daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or descending
stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability
for using closed chain equipment (leg press,
hamstring curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and
arm/leg cyles, personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls and various
methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Successful Demonstration wins approval to
include that technique as part of individual
exercise prescription either in class or at home as
daily homework.
Performance Criteria: 50% of Students will be
capable of achieving a 70% or higher on this
exam


02/10/2016 - Of the 80 students enrolled in Spring 15
and Fall 16; greater than 90% received a C grade or
higher on exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - Of the 100 students enrolled in Spring 14
and Fall 15; greater than 80% received a C grade or
higher on exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


02/03/2014 - The majority of students who completed
the class were able to demonstrate individually and in
small groups of proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding
with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and safe techniques
adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment
(leg press, hamstring curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical
bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands,
Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
While students are meeting this outcome, the
lack of specialized equipment and a qualified
aide makes serving additional students difficult.
Class numbers are in the teens and need to stay
there to effectively achieve outcomes.


05/24/2013 - 46 of 47 students (98%) successfully
demonstrated individually and in small groups proper
techniques relative to daily functioning (standing,
sitting, lying, walking, striding with arm swing,
stopping or speeding up quickly, climbing or
descending stairs) and safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press,
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Course Outcomes 1 and ctu.unitid = 835 Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up


hamstring curl, seated row, lat pulldown, gravitron),
adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical bikes,
treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands,
Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 45 of 50 students (90%) were able to
demonstrate proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding
with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and safe techniques
adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment
(leg press, hamstring curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical
bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands,
Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 26/31 Students=84% of Students could
explain/demonstrate proper techniques for physical
movement and use of class machines and equipment
appropriate to their degenerative disease process.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17 11.doc


Assessment Method:
Bicep curl repetitions in 30 seconds
Assessment Instrument: Repetitions completed
in 30 seconds by females using 3# and males
using 5# weights


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students without physical limitations will
complete 15 or more lifts in 30 seconds


02/10/2016 - 100% of the students who completed the
class without physical limitations completed 15 or more
lifts in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - More than 70% of the students who
completed the class without physical limitations
completed 15 or more lifts in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
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Course Outcomes 1 and ctu.unitid = 835 Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up


02/03/2014 - Over 70% of students without physical
limitations were able to complete 15 or more bicep curl
repititions. Repetitions completed in 30 seconds by
females using 3# and males using 5# weights
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/24/2013 - 42 of 42 students, 100%, without physical
limitation were able to complete 15 repetitions in 30
seconds with females using 3# and males using 5#
weights.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 49 of 50 students were able to meet the
criteria by completing 15 or more bicep curl repetitions
in 30 seconds Assessment Instrument: Repetitions
completed in 30 seconds by females using 3# and males
using 5# weights
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 27 /27 Students= 100% of students were
capable of lifting 3# or 5# respectively 15 or more lifts
in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17 11.doc


07/31/2009 - Greater than 50% showed improvement,
maintenance or slowed degradation of muscular
strength, endurance, balance, gait and cardiovascular
efficency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Chip ADAP Summer 2009
PORTFOLIO 9 17 10 (2).pdf


Assessment Method:
Sit and stand for 30 seconds (wheelchair and
recent surgery exempt)
Assessment Instrument:  Sit, stomp feet and
stand the maximum number of  times possible
with physical limitations


02/10/2016 - 100 of the students who completed the
class without physical limitations were able to sit and
stand 10 or more times in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students without physical limitations will
be able to sit and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - Over 70% of the students who completed
the class without physical limitations were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


02/03/2014 - All students who completed the class who
did not have a physical limitation which prevented them
from completing the assessment were able to sit, stand
and stomp feet as a measurement of agility and balance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/24/2013 - 30 of 30 students, 100%, were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30 seconds(wheelchair
and recent surgery exempt) Assessment Instrument: Sit,
stomp feet and stand the maximum number of times
possible with physical limitations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 28 of 31 students (90%) without physical
limitations were able to sit and stand 10 or more times
in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 15 /15 Students= 100% of students
without limiting physical conditions were able to sit
and stand 10 or more times in 30 seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17 11.doc


Assessment Method:
In-class chair exercises; Assessment Instrument:
Daily participation points in progressive
exercises


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will complete 70% of in-class
chair exercises


02/10/2016 - All students were able to earn progress
points for performance of chair exercises.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - All students were able to earn progress
points for performance of chair exercises.
Result Type:
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Course Outcomes 1 and ctu.unitid = 835 Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
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Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/24/2013 - 47 of 47 students who completed the class
demonstrated improved flexibility, muscular stamina
and general strength as compared to pre-test /
presentation assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 47 of 47 students (100%) met the criteria
by completing in-class chair exercises; Assessment
Instrument: Daily participation assessment in
progressive exercises
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 28 / 31 Students = 90% of students
completed 70% of in-class workouts
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17 11.doc


SKY ADAP 359    - Balance/Functional
Movement...                                             - Skills
and Concepts - Upon completion of the course,
and in the absence of a degenerative disease
process, students will be able to demonstrate
increased balance and functional movement, or in
the presence of a degenerative disease process,
demonstrate either maintained or slowed
degradation of balance and functional movement
in areas where given the normal course of the
disease, decreased balance and functional
movement would be expected.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method:Individual verbal and
kinesthetic testing of proper techniques for good
stride and gait function, how to balance on one
foot from high to low with a reach, how to
change stride and direction to avoid falling or
colliding with obstacles.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of Students will be able to successfully
explain and demonstrate proper techniques for
gait, stride and balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles
common in everyday life.


02/10/2016 - Slightly more than 90% of students were
able to successfully explain and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and balance appropriate to
stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles
common in everyday life
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - Slightly more than 95% of students were
able to successfully explain and demonstrate proper
techniques for gait, stride and balance appropriate to
stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles
common in everyday life
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


02/03/2014 - Over 70% of students were able to
successfully explain and demonstrate proper techniques
for gait, stride and balance appropriate to stairs, hills,
uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles common in
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Course Outcomes 1 and ctu.unitid = 835 Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up


everyday life.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Limitations on space, equipment and personnel
impact success rates and number of students who
can enroll.


05/24/2013 - 39 of 39 students successfully completed
verbal and kinesthetic testing of proper techniques for
good stride and gait function, how to balance on one
foot from high to low with a reach, how to change
stride and direction to avoid falling or colliding with
obstacles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 43 of 44 students successfully completed
the assessment listed below.


Presentation/Performance - Assessment
Method:Individual verbal and kinesthetic testing of
proper techniques for good stride and gait function,
how to balance on one foot from high to low with a
reach, how to change stride and direction to avoid
falling or colliding with obstacles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 15/15 =100% of ambulatory students were
able to lengthen their stride or widen/narrow their
stride, hop on one foot and quickly change footwork
patterns to adapt to surfaces changes and unexpected
physical obstacles
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN 1 17
11.doc


Assessment Method:
Two Minute Stepping Cardio Test
Assessment Instrument:  Number of steps in
place with knee lifted half way between the knee
and hip of the standing leg in two minutes


Assessment Method Category:


02/10/2016 - 100% of ambulatory students were able to
step 120 or more steps/complete the two minute step
test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of ambulatory students will step 120 or
more steps/complete the two minute step test


02/04/2015 - 100% of ambulatory students were able to
step 120 or more steps/complete the two minute step
test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


02/03/2014 - Of the ambulatory students, 70% were
able to complete 120 steps or more in a timed
assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/24/2013 - 36 pof 36 students who could be assessed,
were able to demonstrated improvement and / or
complete 120 or more steps in the two minute step test.
Steps are considered steps in place with knee lifted half
way between the knee and hip of the standing leg in
two minutes
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 24 of 28 students successfully completed
the Two Minute Stepping Cardio Test Assessment. It is
the number of steps in place with knee lifted half way
between the knee and hip of the standing leg in two
minutes. Ambulatory students will step 120 or more
steps/complete the two minute step test


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 15/15 Students = 100% of ambulatory
Students were able to complete the 2 minute test and/or
do 120 steps or more
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN 1 17
11.doc


01/20/2011 - 15/15 Students = 100% of ambulatory
Students were able to complete the 2 minute test and/or
do 120 steps or more
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN 1 17
11.doc


Assessment Method:
Seated Measurement of shoulder, hip and
hamstring Flexibility
Assessment Instrument:  Distance of finger tips
apart/overlapping with R arm reach over
shoulder and L arm reach behind back followed
by L arm over shoulder and R arm behind back;
distance of R and L heels from waist for hips;
and number of inches both arms reach toward or
beyond toes


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70 % of the Students who can ambulate without
an assistive aid will  measure less than 20 inches
in the shoulder reaches, less than 15 inches in the
heel to waist reaches and not more than five
inches negative touching the toes.


02/10/2016 - 100 % of the students who can ambulate
without an assistive measured less than 20 inches in the
shoulder reaches, less than 15 inches in the heel to
waist reaches and not more than five inches negative
touching the toes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - Over 90 % of the students who can
ambulate without an assistive measured less than 20
inches in the shoulder reaches, less than 15 inches in
the heel to waist reaches and not more than five inches
negative touching the toes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/24/2013 - 42 of 42 students assessed, 100%, who
could ambulate without an assistive aid measured less
than 20 inches in the shoulder reaches, less than 15
inches in the heel to waist reaches and not more than
five inches negative touching the toes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 36 of 36 students successfully completed
shoulder, hip and hamstring Flexibility Assessment (pre
and post test) using distance of finger tips
apart/overlapping with R arm reach over shoulder and L
arm reach behind back followed by L arm over
shoulder and R arm behind back; distance of R and L
heels from waist for hips; and number of inches both
arms reach toward or beyond toes
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 13/15 Students = 87% of ambulatory
Students improved in their flexibility
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
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SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN 1 17
11.doc


Assessment Method:
Standing Balance30 seconds R/L
Assessment Instrument:  Time balanced
consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L feet where
possible


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of Students capable of standing unassisted
will be able to balance for 10 seconds or longer
on each foot.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students capable of standing
unassisted were able to balance for 10 seconds or
longer on each foot.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students capable of standing
unassisted were able to balance for 10 seconds or
longer on each foot.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


02/03/2014 - Less than 70% of students were able to
balance unassisted  for 10 seconds or longer on either
foot.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
The need for specialized equipment such as a
vibration platform or Nu-Step machines would
make a big difference. The other issue is to
really improve in balance and gait you need
more assisted movement which requires aides.


05/24/2013 - 24 of 24 students who could be assessed,
100%, were capabale  of standing unassisted and
balance for 10 seconds or longer on each foot and / or
demonstrate improvement based on pre-test assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 29 of 31 students successfully completed
the assessment. Assessment is Standing Balance30
seconds R/L Assessment Instrument: Time balanced
consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L feet where possible.
Students capable of standing unassisted will be able to
balance for 10 seconds or longer on each foot


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/20/2011 - 15/15 Students= 100% of Students were
capable of balancing on both right and left feet for 10
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seconds
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN 1 17
11.doc


SKY COMB 301    - Beginning Wrestling
- Skills, Fitness and Concepts - Upon successful
completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor
skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and
use critical thinking to apply skills in a
competitive environment.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Participation: Students are evaluated based on
the division instituted Fitness Testing Program in
various categories related to strength, endurance,
efficiency, flexibility and body composition.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: Of the students who complete
the course, 80% will show improvement in 2
categories.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students who completed the
course showed improvement in muscular endurance and
the step-test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students who completed the
course showed improvement in muscular endurance and
the step-test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 20 of 22 students showed improved body
composition and 18 of 22 improved flexibility. The
rigor of the class, at least 2.5 hours of high intensity
activity, was responsible for results. Students who did
not improve missed too much class due to injury or
personal necessity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Exam: Students will be evaluated visually using
a check-point system to grade performance
(poor, satisfactory, excellent) on the proper
technique in executing a drill match at a
beginning level. Assessment will include
performance of the basic take down, stand up
escape, and set-up.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: Of the students who complete
the course, 80% will show improvement in the
basic skills and have an average rating of
satisfactory or higher.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students at the beginning level
improved skills scores to a level of satisfactory or
higher by the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students at the beginning level
improved skills scores to a level of satisfactory or
higher by the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 20 of 22 students shoed improvement in
basic skill levels based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill development and not strategy
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thus result is expected.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Final: Students will be evaluated on tactical,
technical, fitness and skills in a live wrestling
match situation based on weight classification
and experience.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: Of the students who finish the
course, 80% will be competitive (based on
technique, fitness and strategy) in their matches.


02/10/2016 - All students participating in final matches
were competitive and met criteria. Students were
classified by weight and assessed on technique prior to
competition
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - All students participating in final matches
were competitive and met criteria. Students were
classified by weight and assessed on technique prior to
competition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 21 of 22 students successfully completed
the tactical exam with a grade of 80% or higher.
Students were grouped by weight and skill level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY COMB 302    - Intermediate Wrestling
- Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Upon successful
completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor
skills at an advanced level in the sport of
wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills
in a competitive environment.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Participation: Students are evaluated based on
the division instituted Fitness Testing Program in
various categories related to strength, endurance,
efficiency, flexibility and body composition.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: Of the students who complete
the course, 80% will show improvement in 2
categories.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students were successful in
showing improvement in cardiovascular efficiency and
muscular endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students showed improvement in
the musuclar strength and step-test assessments.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 10 of 12 students showed improved body
composition and 12 of 12 improved muscular
endurance. The rigor of the class, at least 2.5 hours of
high intensity activity, was responsible for results.
Students who did not improve missed too much class
due to injury or personal necessity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Exam: Students will be evaluated visually using
a check-point system to grade performance
(poor, satisfactory, excellent) on the proper
technique in executing a drill match at an
intermediate level. Assessment will include
performance of the intermediate take down,
stand up escape, and set-up.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: Of the students who complete
the course, 80% will show improvement in
intermediate skills and have an average rating of
satisfactory or higher.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students completing the course
demonstrated improvement based on visual assessment
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students completing the course
demonstrated improvement based on visual assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 10 of 12 students shoed improvement in
basic skill levels based on a three point rating scale.
Class emphasis is on skill development and not strategy
thus result is expected.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Final: Students will be evaluated on tactical,
technical, fitness and skills in a live wrestling
match situation based on weight classification
and experience.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: Of the students who finish the
course, 80% will be competitive (based on
technique, fitness and strategy) in their matches.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students were successful in
having a competitive final match. Students were
classified by weight and technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students were successful in
having a competitive final match. Students were
classified by weight and technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 12 of 12 students successfully completed
the tactical exam with a grade of 80% or higher.
Students were grouped by weight and skill level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY COMB 401    - Self Defense
- Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength


Assessment Method:
Final written knowledge exam.
55 question written exam


Assessment Method Category:


01/11/2010 - Of the 22 students who completed the
course, 17 received a score of 90% or higher on the
written final exam covering fitness principles.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
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related to performance in the practice of self
defense.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Exam
Success Criterion:
90% of students will pass with a 90% score


Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Impliment clicker technology and assess
students continually throughout the semester.


Assessment Method:
Fitness Tests.
Pre and post test comparison.


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
 70% of students will increase flexibility by 1
inch at the end of the semester


01/11/2010 - Of the 22 students who completed the
class, all 22 improved Fitness scores by at least 1 inch
using the Pre and Post test data from the PEEP
evaluation
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Quiz on fitness and wellness using Response
Cards


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% will achieve a score of 70% or higher


01/11/2010 - NA - Technology not available until too
late in the semester to implement.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


04/04/2013 - Reassess when response
cards are available to faculty member


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


SKY COMB 401    - Self Defense
- Skills and performance - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills necessary to perform and
progress at a beginning level in the practice of
self defense.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Tests
10 point scale- checklist


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn a C or better.


02/10/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 80% received a 7 or higher on the check list.
Students who didn't generally had attendance issues.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/03/2014 - Over 80% of the students who
successfully completed the class passed the skills
checklist related to self-defense techniques such as
blocking, rolling, avoidance, etc....
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/11/2010 - Of the 22 students who completed the
class 16 received a 70% or better on the skills checklist.
(72%)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
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Assessment Method:
Final demonstration
Faculty and peer evaluation using a checklist


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
 70% will earn a C or better


02/10/2016 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the class were able to complete the final successfully
demonstrating self-defense techniques.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/03/2014 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the class were able to complete the final successfully
demonstrating self-defense techniques.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Class seems to be especially popular with
women. It may be worth developing on-line
resources for students as well. Teacher requests
professional development on latest techniques to
help incorporate information.


01/11/2010 - All 22 students earned a 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need to reveiw peer evfaluation piece. It
involves students and gets them to evaluate and
think critically. But, they are extremely reluctant
to critically evaluate peers which throws off the
scoring.


Assessment Method:
Skills tests/Final Demonstration
Checklist for application of skills used in final
demonstration.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will show progression in their skills from
the skills test to the final demonstration.


02/10/2016 - 16 of 19 who completed the course
received a grade of 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/11/2010 - 16 of 22 who completed the course
received a grade of 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Success was tied to participation in course and
general fitness level. Need to incorporate some
fitness training into skills development


SKY COMB 404    - Beginning Shotokan Karate
- Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Demonstrate the


Assessment Method:
A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching


02/10/2016 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a rating above 6.0 as an average score.
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fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and
vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan
Karate to perform and progress at a beginning
level in this art.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


and kicking techniques.  Students will be
evaluated on a 10 point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 70% of the students who
complete the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 -  90% of the students who completed the
course had a rating above 6.0 as an average score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the 21 students who completed the
course 16 were able to complete the 10 basic blocking,
punching and kicking techniques with a 6 or higher
rating on the 10 point rubric.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 16 of 16 Students = 100 % of Students
received a score of 6 or higher on the exam on
blocking, punching and kicking techniques.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 17 of 17 students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam. The exam consisted of the
following:


A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and
kicking techniques. Students will be evaluated on a 10
point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/17/2010 - Assessment Method: Final Exam - Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and
kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on a 10
point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will rate
above 6.0 as an average score.


Results: 14 of 15 Students or 93% scored 6.0 or higher
on the exam.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
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Related Documents:
SLOAC Report 404 Fall 10.doc


Assessment Method:
A final exam on the individual performance of
the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student?s
skill level.  Students will be evaluated on a 10
point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
 Success Criterion: 70% of the students who
complete the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


02/10/2016 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course rated above 6.0 as an average score
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 90% of the students who completed the
course rated above 6.0 as an average score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 18 or 21 students seperated by level
demonstrated proficiency (C or higher performance) of
the Shotokan Kata
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 15 of 16 Students = 94 % of Students
received a score of 6 or higher on the exam rating
student skills in competition based on level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 16 of 17 students received a score of 6 or
higher on the  final exam. The final exam consisted of
an assessment on the individual performance of the
Shotokan Kata appropriate to the students skill level.
Students were evaluated on a 10 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the
division.  Students will be evaluated on
improvement.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 70% of the students who
complete the course will improve in 2 of the
testing areas.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students improved in the
muscular endurance and step-test categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students improved in the
muscular endurance and step-test categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
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01/31/2014 - All 21 students who completed the class
showed improvement in at least two of five fitness
areas based on the pre-test v. post-test. Most students
showed improvement in muscular endurance and
flexibility.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - Results:  16 of 16 Students = 100% of
Students improved their flexibility.
Results:  14 of 16 Students = 88% of Students
improved their muscular endurance.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 15 of 18 students improved flexibility and
16 of 18 students improved muscular endurance using
results from the pre and post test from PEEP
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY COMB 405    - Int. & Adv. Shotokan
Karate                                                - Concepts,
Skills and Fitness - Demonstrate the
intermediate/advanced skills, knowledge,
concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of
Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at an
intermediate / advanced level in this art.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
A final exam on intermediate/advanced blocking,
punching and kicking techniques.  Students will
be evaluated on a 10 point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 70% of the students who
complete the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


02/10/2016 - 100% of the students who completed the
course rated above 6.0 as an average score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 90% of the students who completed the
course rated above 6.0 as an average score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - :  5 of 5 Students = 100 % of Students
received a score of 6 or higher on the exam rating
interemediate advanced level blocking, punching and
kicking.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 3 of 3 students received a score of 6 or
higher on the exam.A final exam that consisted of an
evaluation of intermediate/advanced blocking,
punching and kicking techniques. Students were
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evaluated on a 10 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/16/2010 - Assessment Method: Final Exam - Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic, intermediate and
advanced blocking, punching and kicking techniques.
Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will rate
above 6.0 as an average score.


Results: 10 of 10 Students or 100% scored 6.0 or higher
on the exam.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC Report 405 Fall 10.doc


Assessment Method:
A final exam on the individual performance of
the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student?s
skill level.  Students will be evaluated on a 10
point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 70% of the students who
complete the course will rate above 6.0 as an
average score.


02/10/2016 - 90% of the students who completed the
course rated above 6.0 as an average score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 90% of the students who completed the
course rated above 6.0 as an average score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 5 of 5 Students = 100 % of Students
received a score of 6 or higher on the exam based on
skill level in competition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 3 of 3 students received a score of 6 or
higher on  a final exam on the individual performance
of the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the students skill
level. Students were evaluated on a 10 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the
division.  Students will be evaluated on
improvement.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 70% of the students who
complete the course will improve in 2 of the
testing areas.


02/10/2016 - 100% of students showed improvement in
muscular endurance and step test categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/04/2015 - 100% of students showed improvement in
muscular endurance and step test categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results:  5 of 5 Students = 100% of
Students improved their flexibility.
Results:  5 of 5 Students = 100% of Students improved
their muscular endurance.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 3 of 4 students improved flexibility and 4
of 4 students improved muscular endurance. Results are
based on data  from pre and post test on the PEEP
exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 106    - Varsity Conditioning
- Fitness, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and
build individual / team skills related to
conditioning programs for specific sports ,
evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning,
and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength,
muscular endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 80% or more of the students that complete
the class with no physical restrictions will show
improvement in 5 out of 6 categories.


02/24/2016 - In all secions, students showed at greater
than 80% rate inprovement in strength, endurance,
agility, speed and efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - In all secions, students showed at greater
than 80% rate inprovement in strength, endurance,
agility, speed and efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results: 17/19 Students = 89% of
Students who complete the class with no physical
restrictions will showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories. Categories were based on muscular power,
speed, endurance, velocity, intensity and sustainability.
Result Type:
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Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


02/08/2011 - 32 of 32 students (100%) of students
showed improvement on pre and post testing (skills
testing based on strength and endurance criteria).


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 106_Fall_ 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
80% of the students who complete the class with
no physical restrictions will show improvement
in 3 areas of the division fitness test.


02/24/2016 - All students who completed the course
showed improvement in at least half of the tested areas
on division pre and post fitness tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


06/06/2013 - Results: 16/19 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood
pressure.
Results: 17/19= 89% of Students improved their scores
on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test).
Results: 18/19 = 94% of Students improved (increased)
their core strength as measure by sit up testing.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


02/08/2011 - 32 of 32 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least half of the tested areas on
division pre and post fitness tests..


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 106_Fall_ 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Students will be examined visually, verbally and
kinesthetically in order to make sure they have
assimilated concepts and can apply those to
improve sport specific performance.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of students will demonstrate mastery of


02/24/2016 - In all sections over 90% of the students
scored above 75% on mastery and application of
concepts as related to a specific VARS activity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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concepts and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam.


03/16/2015 - In all sections over 90% of the students
scored above 75% on mastery and application of
concepts as related to a specific VARS activity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results: 18/19 = 94% of students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and application by
scoring 75% or better on exam. Exam was based on
soccer specific skills and conditioning.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


02/08/2011 - 32 of 32 (100%) students passed the final
skills tests on improvement of sport specific
performance


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 106_Fall_ 2010 Sky.doc


SKY FITN 107 - Intercollegiate Fitness - Fitness
Assessment - Upon successful completion of this
course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it
pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or
modify specific fitness practices in order to
maintain performance.


Start Date:
07/27/2012


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 80% or more of the students that complete
the class with no physical restrictions will show
improvement in 5 out of 6 categories.


02/24/2016 - 100% of the students who completed the
course demonsrated improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and flexibility
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Over 90% of the students who completed
the course demonsrated improvement in strength,
endurance, speed, agility and flexibility
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Five sections of FITN 107 were offered
with much improved results. Over 80% of students
improved in all categories. Those who did not were
limited by injury. The availability of a second certified
trainer greatly improved return to class time with
treatment and injury prevention exercises.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
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06/06/2013 - Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
scored 70% or better on strength and endurance skills.
Those skills were bench press, lat pull down, bicep curl,
tricep extension, squat, toe raise.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Results: 24/26 Students = 92% of
Students who complete the class with no physical
restrictions will showed improvements in 5 out of 6
categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - 77.2 % (17 of 22) students showed
improvement in 5 out of 6 categories of strength and
endurance measured through pre and post testing.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
80% of the students who complete the class with
no physical restrictions will show improvement
in 3 areas of the division fitness test.


02/24/2016 - No sections participated in the division
fitness tests because scheduling was done outside of
when the tests were conducted. Based on anecdotal
data, it appears that all students through participation
improved muscular endurance / strength, flexibility,
body composition and cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


06/06/2013 - Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students
showed improvement in muscular strength, muscular
endurance and body composition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Results: 23/26 = 84% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood
pressure.
Results: 26/26= 89% of Students improved their scores
on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test).
Results: 25/26 = 94% of Students improved (increased)
their core strength as measure by sit up testing.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - 100% (22 of 22) students showed
improvement  in three areas of the division fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be examined visually, verbally and
kinesthetically in order to make sure they have
assimilated concepts and can apply those to
improve sport specific performance.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of students will demonstrate mastery of
concepts and application.


02/24/2016 - 100% of the students who completed the
class were able to demonstrate improved efficacy in
skills and performance based on increased conditioning.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Over 90% of the students were able to
demonstrate improved efficacy in skills and
performance based on increased conditioning.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Student performance in prescribed
activities related to their sport did improve. Level of
improvement was greatest in those who were not
engaged in off-season activities. However, these
students were injured at a much higher rate.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - Results:  93% (14 of 15) of students
showed improvement in performance in strngth and
conditioning as related to the sport of basketball.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Results: 25/26 students demonstrated
mastery of concepts and application by scoring 75% or
better on exam. Sport specific exam was related to
baseball.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - 90.9 % of students demonstrated mastery
of concepts and application in improving sport specific
performance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 110    - Adult Conditioning
- Skills, concepts and techniques - Identify and
build individual skills related to conditioning
programs for adults applicable to their specific
goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning,
and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength,
muscular endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
A 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, phisiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-assessment.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.


Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22 09.pdf
FITN written final exam 11 22 09.pdf


12/29/2012 - 32 of 34  (94%) students received a grade
of 70% or higher on a comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety.  The exam also
included self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


02/08/2011 - 79% of students passed the final exam
related to functional exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam
also included self-assessment


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 110_Fall_ 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Skills Testing based on strength and endurance
criteria.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 70% of the students enrolled will show
improvement based on 8/12 skill tests.


12/29/2012 - 28 of 32 (88%) students demonstrated
improvement in 8 or more of the assessment tests based
on strength and endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


02/08/2011 - 92% of students showed improvement in
12 of 12 strength and endurance skills test areas.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 110_Fall_ 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Fitness Testing
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement on at
least 2 fitness test results at the post test.


12/29/2012 - 19 of 32 students (59%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and cardiovascular
efficiency
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:


03/22/2013 - Due to high absenteeism
in this section, instructor will test next
semester's class and compare results
before making changes to course
content/SLO expectations.
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2012 - 2013
Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


02/08/2011 - 100% of students showed improvement in
their post test on at least half of the areas.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 110_Fall_ 2010 Sky.doc


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
- Fitness Improvement - Improve fitness levels,
increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat
through participation in a variety of fitness
activities.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Pre- and post-fitness test comparison
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement on at
least 1 fitness test result at the post test.


05/15/2013 - 90% of students improved on at least 1
fitness test result at the post test.  76% of students
improved their muscular endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - Out of 16 students who completed both
the pre and post-fitness test (FITN 112 AX), 14 showed
improvement on at least one test.  Therefore 88%
showed improvement on at least one test.  On muscular
endurance alone, 88% of students showed
improvement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/15/2009 - 73% of students improved performance on
at least 1 test.
73% of students improved their body mass index.
67% of students improved their body composition.
67% of students improved their 1 minute crunch
performance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Survey on personal fitness
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to
questions about fitness levels at the end of the
semester


05/20/2013 - 94% of students responded positively to
questions about fitness level improvement at the end of
the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Related Documents:
Goal Tracking Form for classes.doc


12/04/2012 - 94% (16 of 17 respondents in FITN BX)
answered positively to at least 70% of survey questions
about perceived fitness levels at the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/15/2009 - 95% of responses to questions about
fitness levels at the end of the semester, were positive
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Daily participation points in progressive
exercises to improve cardiovascular fitness,
strength, and flexibility
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will complete 80% of daily
workouts


05/20/2013 - 76% of students completed at least 80% of
daily workouts
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/13/2012 - 19 of 20 students (FITN 112 BX), 95%, of
students earned at least 80% of daily progressive
exercise points to improve cardiovascular fitness,
strength, and flexibility.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/25/2011 - 88% of students completed 80% of daily
workouts designed to improve cardiovascular fitness,
strength, and flexibility
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
- Fitness self assessment - Be able to identify and
assess their current fitness level; alter or modify
specific wellness or fitness practices in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Weight loss/wellness quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on
questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness
principles


02/24/2016 - Of the students who completed the course
slightly more than 90% were able to successfully
complete the quiz / exam related to weight loss / fitness
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Of the students who completed the course
slightly less than 80% were able to successfully
complete the quiz / exam related to weight loss / fitness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
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05/20/2013 - 75% of students scored 70% or better on
questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness
principles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


10/26/2012 - 87% of students correctly answered
questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness
principle.  Exam questions were practical inquiries
about individual food log results.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/15/2009 - 80% of students scored 70% or better on
questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness
principles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Fitness and wellness principles quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will correctly identify the role of
fitness in physical and mental wellbeing; 70% of
students will score 70% or better on multiple
choice quiz


02/24/2016 - 100% of students correctly identified the
role of fitness in physical and mental well-being; 92%
scored 70% or better on a multiple choice quiz
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


05/17/2013 - 90% of students correctly identified the
role of fitness in physical and mental well-being; 76%
scored 70% or better on a multiple choice quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/10/2012 - 80% of students who completed the
fitness and wellness quiz scored 70% or better
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/20/2011 - 96% scored 70% or better on multiple
choice quiz on fitness and wellness principles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Journal or small group discussion on fitness


02/24/2016 - All students who completed the course
(100%), we able to list and summarize fitness
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principles
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will list and summarize fitness
discussion points from in-class lecture/discussion


discussion points from in-class lecture/discussion in a
journal exercise log.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/31/2014 - All students who completed the course
(100%), we able to list and summarize fitness
discussion points from in-class lecture/discussion in a
journal exercise log.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/08/2013 - 90% of students were able to list and
summarize discussion points from in-class lecture and
discussion in a small group setting.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/06/2012 - 95% of students completed a fitness
journal which included fitness/wellness discussion
points as applied to weight loss or fitness goals.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2010 - 74% of students listed and summarized
fitness discussion points from in-class
lecture/discussions
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY FITN 112    - Cross Training
- Role of fitness in wellbeing - Identify/explain
the role of physical fitness and fitness principles
in both physical and mental wellbeing


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Division Wellness Quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


Related Documents:
Division ISLO test.doc


02/24/2016 - Of the students who completed the course
slightly more than 90% were able to successfully
complete the quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


05/20/2013 - 75% of students scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz pertaining to fitness and wellness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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12/04/2012 - 80% of students who completed the
Division Wellness Quiz scored 70% or better
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/17/2010 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
the division wellness exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Journal-  students will track fitness activities and
feelings in a journal over the course of the
semester
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will exhibit positive mental
changes brought about by physical fitness
activities


05/20/2013 - 83% of students exhibited positive mental
changes brought about by class fitness activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - 80% of students, while tracking daily
fitness activities in a journal, expressed positive mental
changes/feelings of accomplishment/sense of fitness
and wellness improvement through course activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2010 - 75% of students exhibited positive mental
changes brought about by physical fitness activities in
their journal entries.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Goal setting/goal attainment- students will set 3
realistic goals relating to fitness, set both an in-
class and out of class workout schedule, and
follow their plan to achieve their goals
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will reach at least one of their
semester goals pertaining to fitness/wellness


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of the students were able to
meet multiple goals.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Over 90% of the students were able to
meet multiple goals.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Multiple sections were taught utlizing a
varity of modes of conditioning (aerobic and
anaerobic), means (running, cycling, sprinting,
resistance training, edurance training) and
methodologies. In all cases, students at greayter than
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90% were able to achieve pre-test goals.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/20/2013 - 76% of students reached at least one of
their semester goals pertaining to fitness/wellness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/06/2012 - 95% of students set 3 realistic goals
related to fitness and a plan for attaining the goals.
70% of students reached at least one goal.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/15/2009 - 85% of students achieved at least one of
their semester goals pertaining to fitness/wellness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY FITN 116    - Body Conditioning
- Skills. Concepts and Techniques - Identify and
build individual skills related to conditioning
programs applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning,
and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy
body composition, flexibility, muscular strength,
muscular endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
A 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-assessment.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.


Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22 09.pdf


02/24/2016 - Of the students who completed the class
more than 80% attempted and successfully completed
the exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Of the students who completed the class
more than 70% attempted and completed the exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/24/2013 - 22 of 25 students earned a 70% or higher
on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
includes a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 30 of 38 (79%) students earned a 70% or
higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movements,
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anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
included a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 70% of the students who complete the
course will show improvement  in 8/12 skill tests.


02/24/2016 - Of the 12 skills test, slightly more than
70% of students, showed improvement. Cardio scores
were strongest but in other areas related to agility,
speed, balance, etc... gains were not achieved. Possible
need for more functional space.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Of the 12 skills test, the majority of
students, but not 70%, showed improvement. Cardio
scores were strongest but in other areas related to
agility, speed, balance, etc... gains were not achieved.
Possible need for more functional space.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need for more functional space in current
training area.


01/31/2014 - Numerous sections were taught in this
class with some varied results. Result variation was
based on student goals as the class is more general in
nature and focused on student goals and engagement.
Over 80% of students completed the class with these
items being consistent through sections:


Cardiovascular equipment is quite popular and a focus
Move away from machine to functional training
Need for more open space for speed and agility
training.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/24/2013 - 28 of 28 students demonstrated
improvement in more that 8 of the 12 skill area assessed
related to muscular endurance and stamina.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 33 of 38 (87%) students improved in 8 or
more categories on pre and post testing (skills testing
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based on strength and endurance criteria).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/13/2010 - 24 of 28 students (86%) showed
improvement in at least 8 out of 12 skills tests on pre
and post testing  (skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Fitness Class_List_Spring_116 _
Summary only 2010-6 13 10.pdf


Assessment Method:
Fitness Pre and Post Tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement in 2
areas of the division instituted fitness test.


02/24/2016 - Of the students who completed the class
slightly more than 90% improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were muscular endurance
and strength.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - Of the students who completed the class
slightly more than 80% improved in at least two areas.
Most consistent areas noted were muscular endurance
and strength.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 80% of students showed
improvement in two or more fitness areas. These was
diversily spread amond all components of fitness -
muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular
efficiency, body composition and flexibility. Factors
such as balance and agility also improved.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/24/2013 - 21 of 25 students demonstrated improved
muscular endurance; 17 of 25 students demonstrated
improved flexibility; 16 of 25 students demonstrated
improved body composition; 10 of 25 students
demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
70% threshold was met only related to muscular
endurance. Body composition and flexibility
were slightly below that. Body composition test
is subject to human error and as such it's
possible that total numbers have a margin of
error that could put result over 70%.


01/10/2013 - 25 of 33 students (75%) improved in
flexibility and 31 of 33 (94%) in muscular endurance
on the division-instituted fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
- Fitness improvement - Identify and assess
current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter
or modify specific fitness practices in order to
improve performance, increase strength,
flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Self assessment survey
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to survey
on performance increases


02/24/2016 - 100% of students who completed the class
were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength through golf activities
but cardio component improvement was inconclusive
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - 100% of students who completed the class
were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength through golf activities
but cardio component improvement was inconclusive.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Self assessment survey
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to
questions pertaining to increases in
strength/flexibility/ fitness.


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement on at
least one fitness test


02/24/2016 - 100% of students who completed the class
were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength through golf activities
but cardio component improvement was inconclusive.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/31/2014 - 100% of students who completed the class
were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students
were able to improve strength through golf activities
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but cardio component improvement was inconclusive.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Reassess cardiovascular component in Spring
2014


SKY FITN 166    - Golf Fitness
- Technique - Demonstrate an understanding of
proper technique and execution of golf fitness
principles.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Completion of progressive exercises
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will complete 80% of daily
progressive fitness exercises


02/24/2016 - 100% of students who completed the class
successfully completed over 80% of the daily
progressive fitness activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - 100% of students who completed the class
successfully completed over 80% of the daily
progressive fitness activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 100% of students understood proper
technique. Age and injury factors limited execution of
all fitness activities to 95%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


Assessment Method:
Performance rubric
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate correct
technique of fitness activities by scoring 6 or
more points on an 8 point rubric


02/24/2016 - 100% of students who completed the class
demonstrated correct technique of fitness activities by
scoring 6 or more points on an 8 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/16/2015 - 100% of students who completed the class
demonstrated correct technique of fitness activities by
scoring 6 or more points on an 8 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Short essay
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:


02/24/2016 - 100% of students who successfully
completed the class were able to  describe proper
technique of golf fitness activities/principles either
verbally or in written form.
Result Type:
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70% of students will correctly describe proper
technique of golf fitness  activities/principles


Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY FITN 199 - Interactive Cardiovascular
Fitness - Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess
their current fitness level; alter or modify
cardiovascular fitness program in order to
improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance


Assessment Method:
Students will be tested on understanding of
exercise principles, program development, and
current research related to cardiovascular
efficiency as covered in on-line lectures and
specified web content.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will earn an average grade of C or higher on this
content.


02/24/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
81% earned an average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of exercise principles,
program development, and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures
and specified web content.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the course,
78% earned an average grade of C or higher on this
content on understanding of exercise principles,
program development, and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures
and specified web content.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Students who completed the course
successfully tested at a passing level on their
understanding of exercise principles, program
development, and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures
and specified web content.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 87 of 101 students who completed the
course earned a 70% or higher on exams to test
understanding of exercise principles, program
development, and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures
and specified web content.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 84 of the 101 (83%) students who
completed the course earned a C or higher on the exam
of exercise principles, program development, and
current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as
covered in on-line lectures and specified web contents.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
The lab portion of the course entails 48 hours of
cardiovascular activity. To assess  cardiovascular
system development students will complete a
timed 1 Mile Run fitness test during the course.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
show improvement from their pre-test to their
post-test Mile Time test results.


02/24/2016 - 78% of the students who completed
showed improvement from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 73% of the students who completed
showed improvement from their pre-test to their post-
test Mile Time test results.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 90% of students showed
improvement on their post-test activity as related to
their pre-test. A timed run was not mandated for all due
to physical limitations or injury.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - Results: 81/107 = 75% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood
pressure. This was done instead of the mile time result
test to validate improvements in cardiovascular
efficiency and muscular endurance / strength.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 80 of 101 (80%) students improved on a
pre-test and post-test of cardiovascular efficiency (Mile
walk / run and / or step test), body composition and
muscular strength / endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Discussion forums are an important part of the
course. Students are rated on a three point scale
(poor, average, outstanding) based on their
ability to think critically about topics and apply
what they have learned.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will


02/24/2016 - 78% of the students who completed the
course averaged a rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their ability to think
critically about topics and apply what they have
learned.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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have an average rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums.


03/19/2015 - 86% of the students who completed the
course averaged a rating of 2.0 or greater in the
discussion forums based on their ability to think
critically about topics and apply what they have
learned.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Only about 1/2 the students regularly
engaged in discussion forums. Students were rated on a
three point scale (poor, average, outstanding) based on
their ability to think critically about topics and apply
what they have learned.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Two sections linked together into one is serving
over 120 students. It's probably too much. It
would make sense to have two non-linked
sections, beginning and intermediate, so the
discussions are between more "like" students in
terms of conditioning and goals. Also, it would
be much easier for the instructor to facilitate
with lower numbers.


06/06/2013 - Results: 92/107= 85 % of the students
who complete the course had an average rating of 2.0 or
greater in the discussion forums.Students are rated on a
three point scale (poor, average, outstanding) based on
their ability to think critically about topics and apply
what they have learned.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 88 of 101 (87%) students who completed
the course had an average 2.5 rating or higher in
discussion forums on fitness/wellness/fitness
assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 201    - Beginning Weight Training
- Skills, Techniques and Concepts - Identify and
build skills related individual weight training
programs applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use of


Assessment Method:
A  55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-assessment.


02/24/2016 - 79% of the students completing the course
got a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.
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equipment, scientific knowledge of weight
conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.


Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22 09.pdf


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 74% of the students completing the course
got a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/29/2012 - 31 of 33 (94%) students received a 70% or
higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
included a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 70% of the students who complete the
course will show improvement in 8/12 skills
tests.


02/24/2016 - Over 80%of the students who completed
the course showed improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance criteria.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90 of the students who completed
the course showed improvement in 9/12 skills tests
based on strength and endurance criteria.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - In several sections of weight conditioning,
almost 85% of students demonstrated improvement is at
least 8 of 12 skills tests. Of the grouping these trends
emerged:


Participation on a consistrent basis was an indicator of
success
Functional (non-machine based training) was a better
mode in which to effect gains.
Those working out in two day a week classes made
greater gains than those working out three times per
week
Student engagement is made greater through the use of
on-line tools for out of class information and
assignments.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/24/2013 - 9 of 10 students demonstrated
improvement from pre-test to post test in more than 8 of
the 12 assigned skills tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2012 - 30 of 33 (91%) students showed
improvement in 8 or more of the pre and post testing -
skills tests based on strength and endurance criteria.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/13/2010 - 24 of 27 students (88%) showed
improvement in 8 of 12 skills test measured through pre
and post testing and based on strength and endurance
criteria.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Fitness Class_List_Spring
201__Summary  only 2010 6 13 10.pdf


Assessment Method:
Fitness Pre and Post Tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement in 2
areas of the division instituted fitness test.


02/24/2016 - All students who completed the course
showed improvement on the division PEEP tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students showed improvement on the
division PEEP tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course demonstrated improved fitness testing results
related to muscular strength and endurance.Other
indicators were flat or showed some regression.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
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Need for more open functional space so as to
effectively condition students in core exercises
and flexibility (ROM)


12/29/2012 - 23 of 33 (70%) students demonstrated
improved muscular endurance and cardiovascular
efficiency in 2 areas of the division-instituted fitness
test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 202    - Intermediate Weight Training
- Skills, Concepts and Techniques - Identify and
build skills related individual weight training
programs applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of weight
conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
A 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions /
movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The
exam also includes a self-assessment.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.
Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22 09.pdf


12/29/2012 - 3 of 3 students (100%) received a 100%
on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movement,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
included a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 70% of the students who complete the
course will show improvement in 8/12 skills
tests.


05/24/2013 - 6 of 7 students who successfully
completed the course demonstrated improvement from
pre-test to post test in 8 or more of the assigned skills
tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2012 - 3 of 3 (100%) students showed
improvement in all 12 assessments based on pre and
post testing (skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/13/2010 - 24 of 27 (89%) students showed
improvement in 8 of 12 tests based on pre and post
testing (skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Fitness Class_List_Spring
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_202_Summary  only 2010 6 13 10.pdf


Assessment Method:
Fitness Pre and Post Tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement in 2
areas of the division instituted fitness test


12/29/2012 - 3 of 3 students (100%) showed
improvement in blood pressure and cardiovascular
efficiency on Fitness Pre and Post Tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 205    - Weight Conditioning
- Concepts, Technique and Fitness - Students will
learn to develop individual weight training
programs applicable to their specific goals,
evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight
conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable
and healthy body composition, flexibility,
muscular strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
A 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology and safety.
The exam also includes a self-assessment.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students completing the course will
get a 70% or higher on the exam.


Related Documents:
FITN written final exam 11 22 09.pdf


03/19/2015 - 78% of the students completing the course
got a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive
exam related to functional exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam
also includes a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 33 of 39 students received a passing grade
on the comprehensive exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy,
physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-
assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/24/2013 - 14 of 25 students who completed the class
passed the exam with a grade of 70% or higher. The
exam is a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
includes a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need to assess students for learning disabilities
and make the exam more user friendly for such
students.


01/10/2013 - 14 of 19 students (74%) received a 70% or
higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to
functional exercise, specific motions / movements,
anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
included a self-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Skills testing based on strength and endurance
criteria
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
That 70% of the students who complete the
course will show improvement in 8/12 skill tests.


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of the students who completed
the course showed improvement in 9/12 skill tests
based on strength and endurance criteria
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 32 of 39 students demonstrated improved
skills based on muscular tests tied to:
Chest, Shoulders, Neck, Back, Abdominals, Hip
Adduction, Hip Adduction, Knee Extension, Knee
Flexion, Forearm / Wrist, Toe Raises and Pushups
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/24/2013 - 25 of 25 students who completed the class
showed improvement from pre-test to post-test in more
than 8 of 12 skill tests designed to assess muscular
strength  and endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 19 of 19 students (100%) improved in 8 or
more categories on pre and post testing - (skills testing
based on strength and endurance criteria).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/13/2010 - 25 of 35 students (71%) improved in 8 of
12 skills tests on pre and post testing (skills testing
based on strength and endurance criteria).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Fitness Class_List_Spring_-205_
Summary only 2010-6 13 10.pdf


Assessment Method:
Fitness Pre and Post Tests
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% Students will show improvement in two
areas of the division instituted fitness test.


03/19/2015 - All students showed improvement on
division PEEP tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 38 of 39 students improved cardiovascular
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efficiency as measured by blood pressure and 35 of 39
students improved muscular endurance as measured by
a sit-up test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/24/2013 - 23 of 25 students showed improvement in
flexibility; 24 of 25 students demonstrated improved
muscular endurance; 17 of 25 students demonstrated
improved body composition; 14 of 25 students
demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/10/2013 - 14 of 19 (74%) students improved
flexibility and 16 of 19 (84%) students improved
muscular endurance as measured through division
fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
- Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and
techniques necessary to safely perform spine
stabilization while performing activities related to
athletic performance and activities of daily living.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Evaluation of proper execution and pace of core
exercises performed on a rating scale of 1-3.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show progression in mean
score as compared to the start of the semester


01/14/2013 - 21 of 25 students (84%) increased their
execution and pace of core exercises. Evaluation was
by photograph analysis of squat technique and visual
observation of performance of other key core exercises.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Performance of strength, endurance and balance
exercises with emphasis on progression
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students who complete the course will
show progression in all three areas (strength,
endurance and balance) as compared to the start
of the semester.


01/14/2013 - 22 of 25 students (88%) showed
improvement in strength, endurance and balance in
three key core exercises including abdominal curls,
squats and dying bugs. Balance assessment is observed
during performance of single leg squat. Strength
assessment was 1 minute timed bouts of key exercises
and endurance was evaluated by timed exercise bouts of
greater than two minutes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Physical education Evaluation Program (PEEP)
Fitness Test with an emphasis on the tests related
to flexibility and sit-ups.
Assessment Method Category:


01/14/2013 - 23 of 26 (88%) students showed improved
muscular endurance. 13 of 26 (50%) students showed
improvement in flexibility.
Result Type:
Criterion not met


03/22/2013 - Revisit success criterion
on flexibility


Action Plan Category:
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Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
show progression in these two specific tests.


Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Current research does not support stretching to
increase flexibility for improvement of
performance or prevention of injuries.


Develop new evaluation methods


Assessment Method:
Written examinations and assignments covering
the health benefits of core fitness exercise
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
demonstrate satisfactory or better performance on
the assignments and exams.


01/14/2013 - 18 of 25 students (72%) scored 70% or
higher on written exams and assignments covering the
health benefits of core fitness exercise.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 219.1-4 - Core Fitness Training I- IV
- Skills and technique - Identify and build skills
related to core conditioning that are applicable to
specific goals of the course; improve / maintain
acceptable and healthy body composition,
muscular strength, muscular endurance, and
balance.
Assessment Cycles:
2012-2013


Start Date:
05/08/2013


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Using photographic analysis of squat technique,
students will be evaluated on proper form
through both pre- and post-testing. Students will
be assessed using a 10 point checklist.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 7 points or more on a
10 point checklist.


03/19/2015 - All students who completed the course
(33) scored 7 points or more on a 10 point checklist.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 90% of the students who completed
the course demonstrated excellent squat technique by
the end of the semester as exhibited by photo analysis.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Posting of on-line workouts really helped
students as an out of class assignment /
homework


06/06/2013 - c.	Results: 14/15 (5 students did not finish
course) or 96.4% of students increased their execution
and pace of core exercise performance in key core
exercises and scored a 4/5 or higher on pace of
exercises at the completion of the course
d.	Execution of core exercises was evaluated by
photograph analysis of squat technique and visual
observation of performance of other key core exercises.
14/15 (5 students did not finish course) or 93.3%of
students improved their squat technique scoring 8/10
points on squat analysis by the end of the course


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
Students will be evaluated on basic core
exercises for endurance through monthly timed
exercise bout tests.  Endurance tests consist of
ten core exercises performed for maximum
repetitions over time.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of beginning students will improve their
endurance by 75%.
70% of intermediate students will improve their
endurance by 50%.
70% of advanced intermediate students will
improve their endurance by 25%.
70% of advanced students will improve their
endurance by 10%.


03/19/2015 - 100% of beginning students improved
their endurance by 75%. 100% of intermediate students
improved their endurance by 50%. No level III or IV
students enrolled
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - c.	Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of students
showed improvement in strength, endurance and
balance by the end of the course, scoring a 4/5 or higher
on testing of key core exercises.
d.	Balance assessment is observed during performance
of single leg squat performance
e.	Strength assessment was through 1 minute timed
bouts of key exercises
f.	Endurance was evaluated by timed exercise bouts > 2
minutes of key exercises


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be evaluated on basic core
exercises for strength through a pre- and post-
one minute test for maximum repetitions and
resistance.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of beginning students will improve their
strength by 75%.
70% of intermediate students will improve their
strength by 50%.
70% of advanced intermediate students will
improve their strength by 25%.
70% of advanced students will improve their
strength by 10%.


03/19/2015 - 100% of beginning students improved
their strength by 75%. 70% of intermediate students
improved their strength by 50%. No level III or IV
students enrolled
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 90% of the students were evaluated
on basic core exercises in a pre- and post-one minute
test for maximum repetitions and resistance. 90% of
beginning students improved their strength by 75%.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Students noted their enjoyment ofv the diversity
of modes and methods that are used.


06/06/2013 - c.	Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of students
showed improvement in strength, endurance and
balance by the end of the course, scoring a 4/5 or higher
on testing of key core exercises.
d.	Balance assessment is observed during performance
of single leg squat performance
e.	Strength assessment was through 1 minute timed
bouts of key exercises
f.	Endurance was evaluated by timed exercise bouts > 2
minutes of key exercises
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Written quiz covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises, athletic
performance, activities of daily living, and injury
prevention.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of student will score 70% or better on
written quiz.


03/19/2015 - 68% of students received a 70% or higher
on the written quiz covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises, athletic performance,
activities of daily living, and injury prevention.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - c.	Results:  or 14/15 or 77% of students
scored 70% or better on written exams and assignments
covering principles of spine stabilization for core
exercises, athletic performance, activities of daily
living, and injury prevention.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 301    - Spinning
- Skills, Concepts and Fitness - Identify and build
skills related to a spinning program applicable to
their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific
knowledge of conditioning, and improve /
maintain acceptable and healthy body
composition, flexibility, muscular strength,
muscular endurance and flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students complete a heart rate chart over the
course of the semester measuring recovery rate.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 80%
will showed increased cardiovascular efficiency
through improved (lower) RHR (recovery heart
rate).


02/24/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
80% showed increased cardiovascular efficiency
through improved (lower) RHR (recovery heart rate).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the course,
806% will showed increased cardiovascular efficiency
through improved (lower) RHR (recovery heart rate).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Nearly 92% of students who completed
the class did a heart rate chart over the course of the
semester measuring recovery rate. Almost all these
students demonstrated improved cardiovascular
efficiency as monitored by RHR
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Improvement greater in sections that met 3x a
week v. 2x a week
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12/21/2012 - 32 of 32 students (100%) showed an
improved recovery rate (indicating increased
cardiovascular efficiency) on their post test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/24/2011 - 24 of 28 students (85%) showed a lower
recovery heart rate (and therefore increased
cardiovascular efficiency) from pre-test to post-test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 301 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Participation in the division evaluation (PEEP)
program.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will show improvement in 2 of the 5 measured
areas.


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in three or more areas of the division
PEEP test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in three or more areas of the division
PEEP test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/21/2012 - 23 of 32 students (72%) showed lowered
blood pressure levels. 17 of 32 students (53%)
improved their cardiovascular endurance test.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


03/22/2013 - Activity is geared toward
recovery rate and not endurance.
Possibly may need to extend time on
task to improve endurance metric.
Students who did improve had better
attendance records and benefited from
training effect.


01/24/2011 - 21 of 28 (75%) of students improved
(lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
21/28 (75%) of students improved their scores on the
cardiovascular endurance test (step test). Students'
progress was measured on pre and post fitness  test.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
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SLOAC FITN 301 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Students will be tested on understanding of
Spinning principles, Spinning program
development, and current research related to
cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line
lectures and specified web content.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will earn an average grade of C or higher on this
content.


02/24/2016 - Slightly more than 70% of students got a
C or higher on test based on understanding of Spinning
principles, Spinning program development, and current
research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified web content.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 66% of students got a C or higher on test
based on understanding of Spinning principles,
Spinning program development, and current research
related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-
line lectures and specified web content.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Review exam. Students
struggled on expository parts. May need
to stick with more objective based
testing.


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods


12/21/2012 - 26 of 32 students (81%) completed
Spinning Profile (design a workout based on goals and
needs. This profile demonstrates their understanding of
the physiological principles necessary to improve
performance) that satisfied the requirements of this
assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/24/2011 - 24 of 28 students (85%) presented a
completed Spinning Profile (design a workout based on
goals and needs. This profile demonstrates their
understanding of the physiological principles necessary
to improve performance) that satisfied the requirements
as the assignment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC FITN 301 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Students are evalauted daily on the application of
technique, posture and effort in performance of
spinning activites. Evaluation is on a 3-point
scale (poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3,
0= not attending)
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:


02/24/2016 - Over 80 of students averaged a 2 or higher
on daily application of technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites. Evaluation is on a 3-
point scale (poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0=
not attending)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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Of the students who complete the class, 70% will
have an average participation score of 2 or higher
for the semester.


03/19/2015 - 73% of students averaged a 2 or higher on
daily application of technique, posture and effort in
performance of spinning activites. Evaluation is on a 3-
point scale (poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0=
not attending)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Barely 70% of the students earned a 2 or
higher on progress and participation points. Survey
indicated boredom as a major factor in student lack of
engagement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
We've purchased monitors for the bike so the
students can get information on speed, intensity
and duration of exercise.


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
- Skills and technique - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and techniques necessary to
safely perform the activities related to fitness
walking


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Based on 3-point rubric (good, average and
poor), students will show improvement related to
walking posture, stride length and arm swing
based on pre and post test.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, at least
80% will show improvement in two of the three
areas (posture, stride length and arm swing)


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
- Role of fitness - Identify/explain the role of
physical fitness and fitness principles in both
physical and mental wellbeing


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Fitness principles quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn a "C" or better


03/19/2015 - Quiz was redundant and was eliminated.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 25 of 27 students passed exam on
principles related to fitness with walking as the primary
mode of exercise.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2012 - 32 of 34 students (94%) received a 70% or
higher on a fitness principles exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Student survey on fitness principles
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their knowledge of fitness
principles


02/24/2016 - All students at all levels were able to
successfully complete the survey pertaining to their
knowledge of fitness principles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students at all levels were able to
successfully complete the survey pertaining to their
knowledge of fitness principles
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Short essay
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
70% of students will correctly explain the role of
fitness in lifelong wellness


02/24/2016 - 71% of students successfully completed
essay explaining the role of fitness in lifelong wellness
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 56% of students successfully completed
essay explaining the role of fitness in lifelong wellness
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Need to rework this
component. Students struggled with
expositoryy writing. May make sense to
just use the survey which is a more
objective means of evaluation.


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods


SKY FITN 304    - Walking Fitness
- Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their
current fitness level; alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Pre and post- fitness testing
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement in at
least one fitness test


02/24/2016 - All students at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP tests
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 88% of students at all levels showed
improvement in at least 2 PEEP tests
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 24 of 27 students tested improved
cardiovascular efficiency as measured by a blood
pressure evaluation. 24 of 27 students improved
cardiovascular efficiency as measured through recovery
rate during a three minute step test.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2012 - 28 of 34 students (82%) showed
improvement in cardiovascular efficiency as measured
on pre and post fitness tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Daily progressive exercises
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will complete at least 80% of
walks in their exercise heart range


02/24/2016 - Difficulty is accessing target heart rate
continued but improved. Students were given option of
using technology. Those students were primarily
successful. For those dependent on using their hands,
success rates were below 70%.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 50% of students were able to successfully
monitor their heart rate and stay in target range.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Technology plays a role
here. Wearable devices greatly aid
students with this. May have to look in
the future about a material fee so
students have an electronic means of
tracking.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Timed 3 mile walk
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will decrease their time for a 3
mile walk


02/24/2016 - All students decreased time for the three
mile walk.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students decreased time for the three
mile walk.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 26 of 27 students improved their time
based on a pre-test and post test on a three mile walk.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need to shorten walk when class is taught in 50
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minute period. Three miles is to far except for
final.


12/29/2012 - 31 of 34 students (91%) decreased their
time on a 3 mile timed walk, demonstrating improved
cardiovascular fitness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
- Concepts and Technique - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and techniques necessary to
safely participate in a running fitness program.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Students will be given a written final exam on
the topics covered in class regarding
cardiovascular fitness.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who finish the class will
receive a grade of C or higher on the final exam.


08/01/2012 - Of the 28 students who took the final
exam on the topics covered in class regarding
cardiovascular fitness, 25 (89%) received a 70% or
higher score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Students are evaluated on their ability to
complete a 1.5 mile timed run at intervals
throughout the semester.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
show improvement based on time and / or
distance over their pre-test results.


08/01/2012 - 100% of students who completed the
course showed improvement based on time on a 1.5
mile run. Greater improvement was possible for
students who began at a lower level. Some students did
not improve as much because their starting fitness level
was higher, they were injured or because of missing
classes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


SKY FITN 305    - Running for Fitness
- Fitness - Identify and assess their current fitness
level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Fitness Test measuring body composition,
flexibility, muscular strength / endurance and
cardiovascular efficiency.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
show improvement over their pre-test results
specifically related to cardiovascular efficiency.


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of the students who completed
the class showed improvement over their pre-test
results specifically related to cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of the students who completed the
class showed improvement over their pre-test results
specifically related to cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 85% of students who finished the class
showed improvement over their pre-test results
specifically related to cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by resting heart rate, blood pressure and step-
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test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 18 of 22 students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficency as measured by a three minute
step test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


08/01/2012 - 100% of students who completed the post
test improved their cardiovascular efficiency. Overall
the 70% threshold was met. Flexibility showed the least
improvement and may need to be emphasized more
(warm-up and cool down) in the future.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Written final on cardiovascular fitness topics
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will receive a "C" or higher


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of students received a C or
higher. Clicker technology is especially helpful in
preparing students.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 86% of students received a C or higher.
Clicker technology is especially helpful in preparing
students.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Sightly below 70% of the students who
completed the class received a C or higher on the final
exam related to cardiovascular fitness topics.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need professional training on webaccess so
students can have access to resources and course
materials.


06/06/2013 - 19 of 22 students passed the written final
that dealt with cardiovascular fitness concepts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
1.5 mile timed run (pre and post test)
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will complete  a 1.5 mile timed
run with at least 10% improvement on time on
the 2nd test.


02/24/2016 - Almost 90% of students completed a 1.5
mile timed run with at least 10% improvement on time
on the 2nd test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 83% of students completed a 1.5 mile
timed run with at least 10% improvement on time on
the 2nd test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 20 of 23 students successgfully completed
a 1.5 mile timed run with at least 10% improvement on
time on the 2nd test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 308    - Hiking & Trekking for
Fitness                                              - Fitness
improvement - Improve cardiovascular fitness
levels through hiking.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Self assessment/perception of fitness level
improvement over course of semester
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will report perceptions of
improved fitness over the course of the semester


02/24/2016 - 100% of students reported based on their
self-assessment improved cardiovascular efficiency.
This was based on perceived excertion in
cardiovascular activities (walking, running, biking,
etc....) and in every day activities (climbing stairs,
gardening, etc...)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/31/2014 - 83% of students reported based on their
self-assessment  improved cardiovascular efficiency
based on their self assessment. This was based on
perceived excertion in cardiovascular activities
(walking, running, biking, etc....) and in every day
activities (climbing stairs, gardening, etc...)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/10/2011 - In a brief opinion poll, 100% of students
reported perceptions of fitness improvement over the
course of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Maintainance of exercise heart rate during
participation on trekking outings
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will maintain an exercise heart
rate of 70-85% of their computed maximum
during the majority of hiking activity.


02/24/2016 - 100% of students maintained exercise
heart rate of 70-85% of computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities. All students utilized
technology is measuring their heart rate.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/31/2014 - 71% of students who completed the class
demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by resting heart rate from pre-test to post-test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Course met once a week and if students missed a
class or two it could impact progress. Also RHR
is subject to bias based on what a student may or
may not have ingested or been doing prior to the
test. Recmmend either doing a step test to
measure recovery od do heart rate pre-test a
class later so as to orient students. May also need
to encourage student to use wearable devices to
track progress.


12/15/2010 - 100% of students maintained exercise
heart rate of 70-85% of computed maximum during the
majority of hiking activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Hiking competence/hill climbing improvement
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% or more of students who complete the
course will show improvement (measured
through completion of progressively steeper
hikes/ longer distances) of fitness levels


02/24/2016 - 100% of students who completed the
course showed improvement on progressively
steeper/more difficult hikes. Demonstration of
improvement was apparent through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester were too challenging
to complete.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


12/16/2010 - 86% of students who completed the
course showed improvement on progressively
steeper/more difficult hikes.  Demonstration of
improvement was apparent through faster hike times on
steeper terrain or longer hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester were too challenging
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to complete.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness -
Backpacking Technique and Theory - Identify
necessary backpacking equipment and supplies,
develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid
potential safety risks, and complete a safe
overnight intermediate-level backpacking
excursion.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Group equipment presentation
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will contribute equally to a
group presentation on one major equipment area
including cost comparisons, pros and cons,
weight, and explanation of use.


Assessment Method:
Discussion and hands-on practice on topics
which may include;  safety, basic first aid
principles, trip planning, map reading, use of
compass, tent set-up and other areas
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will participate in group
discussion and demonstrate competence in given
subject matter


01/31/2014 - 93% of students were able to identify
necessary backpacking equipment through a "dress
rehersal" prior to the group overnight trip and on
overnight excursions. 93% of students participated and
demonstrated knowledge of backpacking principles,
techniques and nomenclature in group discussions.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


Assessment Method:
Safe participation in final overnight backpacking
trip, carrying both personal and group
equipment.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
80% of students will safely complete an
overnight backpack trip with a backpack
weighing less than 25% of their body weight and
including all necessary equipment.


01/31/2014 - 93% of the students successfully
completed the overnight trip and improved their
strength and fitness through weekly hikes of increased
difficulty. Difficulty was measured by length / speed of
hike, degree of elevation and weight carried.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


SKY FITN 314 - Backpacking for Fitness -
Fitness - Build the strength and fitness necessary
to complete an overnight intermediate level
backpacking excursion while carrying all
necessary equipment and supplies.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Participation in progressively more difficult
training hikes carrying weight in a framed
backpack.  Students will carry more weight with
each hike, on the penultimate hike students will
carry equipment that is 25% of their body
weight.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will complete at least 70% of
training hikes with applicable weight in pack
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Assessment Method:
Computation of exercise heart rate
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will comprehend and compute
individual exercise heart rate range to be used on
training hikes


Assessment Method:
Monitoring and maintenance of exercise heart
rate
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will monitor their heart rates
during training hikes, maintaining their heart rate
in exercise ranges through at least 70% of each
hike in which they participate


SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
- Stretching techniques - Develop and perform
techniques to improve stamina, strength and
flexibility.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Skills/form Tests-
Students will demonstrate 5 different techniques
for stretching. A 10 point scale will be used.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
 70% will earn a C with 7 points or better.


Assessment Method:
Form Test
Checklist with an evaluation for correctly
performing different poses of stretching.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn a C or better by performing the
poses correctly


Assessment Method:
Final Demonstration- Students will perform 10
poses with and without the physioball.
Checklist for application of skills used in final
demonstration.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will perform at least 7 different poses
correctly in their final demonstration


11/29/2010 - 22 out of 25 (88%) students met the
criteria of performing 7 out of 10 different poses (with
and without a physioball) correctly in a final
demonstration.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
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SKY FITN 332    - Stretching and Flexibility
- Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level; alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to stretching


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Final written knowledge exam.
55 question written exam


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will pass with a 70% score or
higher


02/24/2016 - 100% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study guide which improved
success rates. Realize it's teaching to the test but want
to make sure they have the knowledge.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 93% of students scored above a C
average. Started giving out study guide which improved
success rates. Realize it's teaching to the test but want
to make sure they have the knowledge.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 15 of 17 students passed the general
fitness exam with an emphasis on flexibility and it's
role related to fitness and general health.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/08/2010 - 96% of students passed the 55 question
comprehensive exam on fitness principles with a score
of 70% or higher
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Fitness Tests.
Pre and post test comparison.


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will increase flexibility by 1 inch
at the end of the semester


02/24/2016 - All students regardless of level improved
flexibility. Used multiple means as opposed to just
testing hamstring flexibility in PEEP testing.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students regardless of level improved
flexibility. Used multiple means as opposed to just
testing hamstring flexibility in PEEP testing.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the 23 students who completed the
class all were able to improve flexibility as measured
by the sit and reach test by 1 inch. In addition, students
demonstrated improvement in cardiovascular efficiency
and strength.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 12 of 17 students demonstrated increased
flexibility of an inch or more using the sit and reach
test. All students, except one, showed improvement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Student self-assessment
Survey


Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to
questions pertaining to increases in their fitness
levels


02/24/2016 - Students generally respond that the class
has been beneficial. Most select the class because it
does not have the impact of other activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students generally respond that the class
has been beneficial. Most select the class because it
does not have the impact of other activities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 20 of 23 students felt the class had
improved their flexibility, ROM and health. To validate
this students were pre and post tested in a number of
stretches positions and exercises and showed
improvement unless limited by injury or lack of
attendance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 17 of 21 students responded positively to
questions pertaining to increases in their fitness levels
based on participation in the class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
- Skills - Demonstrate an increased awareness of
proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a
heightened sense of balance and agility


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In class demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students learn a series
of poses in-class, and must demonstrate proper
alignment and flow.  Students receive
corrections from the instructor and/or from their
classmates, and must incorporate these


02/24/2016 - Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections. Students learn a
series of poses in-class, and must demonstrate proper
alignment and flow. Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their classmates, and must
incorporate these corrections into their demonstration.
Result Type:
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Course Outcome Status:
Active


demonstration.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections. Students learn a
series of poses in-class, and must demonstrate proper
alignment and flow. Students receive corrections from
the instructor and/or from their classmates, and must
incorporate these corrections into their demonstration.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 200 students were assessed in yoga.
Of those approximately 85% were able to learn a series
of poses in-class, and demonstrate proper alignment and
flow. Students receive corrections from the instructor
and/or from their classmates, and must incorporate
these corrections into their demonstration. That 85%
demonstrated improvement on a minimum of 3 of 5
corrections (most were 5 of 5)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/21/2012 - 30 of 38 students (79%) assessed at a
higher level in three of five corrections on
demonstration of proper alignment and flow in yoga
poses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/30/2011 - 78% of students (30/31) were able to
successfully demonstrate proper alignment and flow in
their daily yoga practices.  Students at lower levels
consistently incorporated modifications that were
assigned by the teacher, and more advanced students
attempted and succeeded at many of the more advanced
poses (e.g. arm balances).  The lower-ability students
would benefit from having additional props (especially
yoga blocks) to facilitate attempting the more difficult
poses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
The lower-ability students would benefit from
having additional props (especially yoga blocks)
to facilitate attempting the more difficult poses.
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Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


02/24/2016 - All students  who completed the class
received a 70% or higher on daily participation points
in progressive exercises
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students received a 70% or higher on
daily participation points in progressive exercises
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 33 of 37 students successfully completed
progressive skill development points, based on level, to
earn a 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 30 of 38 students (79%) completed 70%
of progressive class workouts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/21/2010 - 23 of 27 Students (85%) of students
completed at least 70% of progressive in-class
workouts


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will be
able to list the physical benefits of ten poses with
70% accuracy or better.


Related Documents:
Yoga Final


02/24/2016 - Slightly over 80% of students
demonstrated knowledge of ten poses, their names and
their physical benefits
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 73% of students demonstrated knowledge
of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 33 of 37 students were able to
successfully demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 36 of 38 students (95%) successfully
completed the capstone assignment of listing the
physical benefits of ten poses with 70% accuracy or
better.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
- Concepts - Recognize a relationship of mind to
body, create and understand individual fitness
goals and document progress to assure
appropriate fitness goals are being achieved


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
 Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay/discussion


Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will be
self-assess an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the semester.


02/24/2016 - About 80% of students self-assessed an
increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the
semester. Improvement based on allowing assessment
to be done verbally rather than written form.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - About 60% of students self-assessed an
increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the
semester.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Problem in the essay
section. Students struggle with
expository writing. Will need to
emphasis more objective testing /
evaluation.


12/30/2011 - 100% of students (27/27) reported an
improvement in their posture of 3/5 or above, where a
score of 1="It's the same; I don't feel any increased ease
in maintaining good posture," and a rating of 5="Tons!
Standing up straight, keeping my shoulders down and
back, I even hold my tummy in just a little bit now, in
class & even at the computer!"
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


02/24/2016 - 100% of student earned daily participation
points in progressive exercises
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of student earned daily participation
points in progressive exercises
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Barely made the 70% threshold due to
lack of participation due to illness or lack of effort
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Major problem is floor cleanliness. This
manifested itself in sick days missed but also
with lack of effort if posses called for direct
floor contact, especially related to the upper
body, neck and / or face. The floor needs to be
cleaned and sanitized once a week.


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their names and their
physical benefits.


Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will be
able to create a personal practice appropriate to
their fitness goals with 70% accuracy or better.


02/24/2016 - Over 80% of students were able to create
a personal practice appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of students were able to create
a personal practice appropriate to their fitness goals.
Students demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their
names and their physical benefits.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/21/2010 - 24 of 27 students (89%) received a grade
of 80% or higher on the final project demonstrating
their ability to create a personal practice appropriate to
their fitness goals with 70% accuracy or better.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY FITN 334    - Yoga
- Fitness /Wellness - Improve/Maintain overall
fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical
independence through evaluation of skill and
knowledge of a safe yoga practice.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class participation
points in progressive exercises.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will


02/24/2016 - 100% of students earned participation
points in progressive exercises.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students earned participation
points in progressive exercises.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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complete 70% of In-Class workouts


Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/30/2011 - 78% of students (30/31) completed over
70% of in-class progressive yoga workouts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short answer/essay


Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will be
self-assess an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the semester.


02/24/2016 - Slightly more than 80% of students were
able to self-assess an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the semester. Improved rate due
to assessment being done verbally.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slightly less than 60% of students were
able to self-assess an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Struggle with expository
writing


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument: Comparison of early and
late semester fitness test activities


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 2 of 5 fitness tests


02/24/2016 - Over 80% of students showed
improvement in majority of PEEP tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of students showed
improvement in majority of PEEP tests.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 90% of students showed
improvement in two or more areas with most being in
muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency as
measured by blood pressure and flexibility.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/21/2012 - 63% of students showed improved
flexibility; 52% improved body composition, 52%
improved cardiovascular efficiency and 78% improved
muscular endurance
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:


03/22/2013 - Flexibility improved
among beginning and intermediate level
students. More advanced students did
not have the ability to improve.  Further
assessment will be done in coming
semesters.
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2012 - 2013
Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


05/21/2010 - 18 out of 22 (82%) of students improved
their flexibility
18 out of 22 (82%) of students increased their number
of abdominal curls/min
The criteria of improvement on 2 of 5 fitness tests was
met.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
- Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and
techniques necessary to safely perform the
activities involved in Pilates and apply Pilates
principles to personal biomechanics.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Final Exam: Students
demonstrate knowledge of basic mat exercises,
their names and their physical benefits.


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will be
able to complete the exam with a score of 70% or
better.


Related Documents:
Pilates Final


02/24/2016 - Based on level, over 90% of students
demonstrated knowledge of mat exercises, their names
and their physical benefits at a passing level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Based on level, over 90% of students
demonstrated knowledge of mat exercises, their names
and their physical benefits at a passing level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Over 100 students were enrolled in
Pilates. Of that number greater than 80% were able to
demonstrate knowledge of basic mat exercises, their
names and their physical benefits.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 56 of 72 students passed the final exam
demonstrating a  knowledge of mat exercises, their
names and their physical benefits. Exam is based on
student level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need to change test construct regarding
matching questions. Most errors occured in that
section.


06/06/2013 - Change exam so matching
questions are not as confusing.
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12/21/2012 - 36 of 40 students (90%) who took the
final exam demonstrating knowledge of basic mat
exercises, their names and their physical benefits
received a grade of 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/30/2011 - 91% of students (33 of 36) completed the
final exam demonstrating knowledge of basic mat
exercises, their names and their physical benefits with a
score of 80% or better
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


12/18/2009 - 36 of 40 students (90%) received a grade
of 90% or higher on the final exam demonstrating
knowledge of basic mat exercises, their names and their
physical benefits


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
1.1 Major Assignment: In class demonstration
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


02/24/2016 - 100% of students earned participation
points in progressive exercises.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students received daily
participation points based on level at a passing rate.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 69 of 87 students successfully earned
daily participation points at a passing level based on
rubric of progression. Students are classified by level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In class demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students learn a series
of exercises in-class, and must demonstrate
proper alignment and execution.  Students
receive corrections from the instructor and/or
from their classmates, and must incorporate


02/24/2016 - Slightly more than 80% of students
showed improvement on 3 of 5 corrections concerning
proper alignment and execution of Pilates technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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corrections into their demonstration.


Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


2015- 2016


01/11/2011 - 93% (49 out of 53) of students showed
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections concerning proper
alignment and execution of Pilates technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
- Fitness / Wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition, flexibility, cardiovascular
fitness and muscular endurance & strength


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short
answer/essay/discussion


Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will be
self-assess an increased sense of fitness and
wellness at the end of the semester.


02/24/2016 - 85% Reported their feeling of increased
fitness of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or
no improvement). (40 Students Completed the Online
Self-Assessment.)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/11/2011 - 93% Reported their feeling of increased
fitness of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or
no improvement). (43 Students Completed the Online
Self-Assessment.)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
Student Self-Assessment Results 2010-
12 Steele


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class participation
points in progressive exercises


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts


02/24/2016 - 100% of tudents who completed the
course completed assessed in-class workouts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


12/21/2012 - 44 of 52 students (85%) who completed
the course completed assessed in-class workouts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/30/2011 - 95% (42/44) of students successfully
demonstrated the progressive exercises during the In-
Class workouts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


12/18/2009 - Results: 25/40 = 63% of Students
Completed 80% of In-Class Workouts
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Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


03/23/2013 - Reassessing standards to
"70% of students will complete 70% of
in-class workouts"


Action Plan Category:
Revise course syllabus or outline


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument: Comparison of early and
late semester fitness test activities


Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 2 of 5 fitness tests


02/24/2016 - Of the over 130 students enrolled in
Pilates over 80% showed improvement in 2 of five
fitness categories related to muscular endurance,
flexibility and body composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and muscular endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/31/2014 - Of the over 100 students enrolled in
Pilates over 70% showed improvement in 2 of five
fitness categories related to muscular endurance,
flexibility and body composition. The majority of gains
were in body composition and muscular endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/21/2012 - 76% of students showed improved
flexibility, 54% showed improved body composition,
54% showed improved cardiovascular efficiency and
68% showed improved muscular endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY FITN 335    - Pilates
- Concepts - Understand the concept of functional
neutral spine to specifically target abdominal
strength through body-awareness and practice
while protecting the natural alignment of the
spine.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class participation
points in progressive exercises.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 70% of students will
complete 70% of In-Class workouts with proper
posture.


02/24/2016 - Of the over 130 students enrolled in
Pilates, 100% earned enough progressive participation
points to earn credit. Attendance inconsistencies cited
before were addressed by allowing more missed
opportunities and counting more heavily opportunities
at the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/31/2014 - Of the over 100 students enrolled in
Pilates, barely 70% earned enough progressive
participation points to earn credit. Consistent
attendance was a problem.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
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Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
We met the criteria but a continuing issue was
floor cleanliness. This created more students
being sick or not fully wanting to engage in the
exercises. The floor in 3201 needs to be cleaned
and sanitized weekly.


12/30/2011 - 95% (42/44) Demonstrated proper posture
during In-Class workouts. Approximately 5% of the
students had trouble maintaining this posture
throughout the entire class.  They would benefit from
the use of additional props, such as foam rollers and
Pilates Circles, to isolate weaker muscles for
strengthening.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Students would benefit from Pilates Circles and
Foam Rollers


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short answer/essay


Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  70% of students will be
self-assess an increased sense of kinesthetic
awareness about their spinal posture at the end of
the semester.


02/24/2016 - 100% Reported their feeling of increased
awareness of spinal posture and stability 3 or higher on
a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no improvement). (40
Students Completed the Online Self-Assessment.)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/11/2011 - 96% (43 of 45 students) reported an
improvement of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 for
increased sense of kinesthetic awareness about their
spinal posture at the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
Student Self-Assessment Results 2010-
12 Steele


Assessment Method:
3.1 Major Assignment: Final Exam
Assessment Instrument: Written, multiple
choice, final exam tests students on proper spinal
alignment and nomenclature of basic Pilates
exercises.


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:


02/24/2016 - Slighly more than 75% of the students,
based on level, passed the exam with a C or higher
grade.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slighly more than 75% of the students,
based on level, passed the exam with a C or higher
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Performance Criteria: 70% of students will be
able to complete the exam with 70% accuracy or
better.


grade.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/18/2009 - 36 of 40 Students (90%) received a grade
of 90% or higher on the Final Exam on proper spinal
alignment and nomenclature of basic Pilates exercises.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
- Fitness knowledge and modification - Be able to
identify and assess their current fitness level;
alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Final comprehensive exam
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will pass with a 70% score


11/29/2010 - 77% of students received a 70% score or
higher on the comprehensive written exam on fitness
knowledge and modification.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will increase flexibility by 1 inch
at the end of the semester


Assessment Method:
Student self-assessment survey


Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to
questions pertaining to increases in their fitness
levels


SKY FITN 400    - Fitness Academy
- Goal setting - Development of personal goals
and improvement in health.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Personal Prescription- checklist
Each student will make personal goals to
improve their health.


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of fitness academy students will be able to
pass 3 out of 4  (75% or higher) personal goals by
the end of the semester


02/24/2016 - Over 80% of fitness academy students
were able to pass 3 out of 4 (75% or higher) personal
goals by the end of the spring semester
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of fitness academy students
were able to pass 3 out of 4 (75% or higher) personal
goals by the end of the spring semester
Result Type:
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Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 28 of 35 students were able to meet their
fitness goals at a level to successfully complete the
class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Drop rate and success was lower at the
beginning level. This may demonstrate a need
for more effective and regular contact.


06/06/2013 - 29 of 34 students in fitness academy were
able to achieve at least three of four goals stated at the
beginning of the semester as part of their exercise
prescription.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/02/2010 - 72% of students received a score of 75%
or higher on their personal fitness goals to improve
their health.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Workout hours- assessed through tallying of
hours
(The number of units a student elects for the
course will determine how many hours they need
to workout both at school and on their own.)


Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% will complete goal hours


02/24/2016 - Slightly more than 70% of the students
who completed the class, regardless of level, met hour
goals.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slightly more than 70% of the students
who completed the class, regardless of level, met hour
goals.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 28 of 35 students completed the requisite
hours to successfully complete the course.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
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06/06/2013 - 27 of 33 students completed their
prescribed exercise hours.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Written test on fitness


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn a C or better.


02/24/2016 - Slightly more than 70% of the students
who completed the class got a passing grade on the
fitness exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slightly more than 70% of the students
who completed the class got a passing grade on the
fitness exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Only 2 out of 3 (24 of 35) students
successfully completed the written test with a C or
better.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
May need to begin posting information on-line
through web access.


06/06/2013 - 21 of 29 students who completed the final
exam based on general fitness and health principles
passed the exam with a grade of 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
- Shooting technique - Develop the necessary
skills and proper shooting technique in order to
score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


Assessment Cycles:
2009-2010


Start Date:
10/25/2009


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Scorecard results from 20 and 25 yards


Success Criterion:
70% of students will score at a "C" or better level
(with 6 arrows, 70% of students will average 18
points or better)


02/24/2016 - Over 80% of students scored at a "C" or
better level (with 6 arrows, 70% of students will
average 18 points or better) regardless of level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students scored at a "C" or
better level (with 6 arrows, 70% of students will
average 18 points or better) regardless of level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - All students regardless of level scored at
least an average of 70% or higher on scorecards from
both 20 and 25 yards. 82% of students demonsytrated
an ability to explain correct usage and bow sight. 82%
of students expressed confidence is their ability to
correctly use a bow site on a student survey.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/15/2013 - 95% of students scored a "C" or better
from 20 and 25 yards.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 100% of students scored a "C" or better on
shooting from 20 and 25 yards (section AX).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/16/2009 - 100% of students scored a "C" or better on
20 and 25 yard shooting;
16% averaged an "A"
71% averaged a "B"
13% averaged a "C"
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
12 point archery rubric for shooting technique


Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 8 or greater on rubric
during daily shooting practice


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of students scored 8 or greater
on rubric during daily shooting practice
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students scored 8 or greater
on rubric during daily shooting practice
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/01/2013 - 77% of students scored 8 points or greater
on an archery technique rubric during daily shooting
practice.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 92% of students scored 8 points or more
on a shooting technique rubric.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/03/2010 - 80% of students scored 8 points or greater
on a shooting technique rubric during daily shooting
practice,
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
10 question self-assessment survey


Success Criterion:
70% of students will show increased confidence
in shooting technique


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of students expressed increased
confifdence. Quality of writing is not strong. Might
need to look at alternatives to measure this.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students expressed increased
confifdence. Quality of writing is not strong. Might
need to look at alternatives to measure this.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/22/2013 - 19 out of 22 (86% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively (strongly agree or agree)
to at least 70% of survey questions pertaining to
confidence and self-assessment of skill technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/05/2012 - 24 out of 25 (96% of INDV 101 AA)
students responded positively (strongly agree or agree)
to at least 70% of survey questions pertaining to
confidence and self-assessment of skill technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


11/16/2011 - 96% of students responded positively
(strongly agree or agree) to survey questions pertaining
to confidence and self-assessment of skill technique.
Of the 4% who responded negatively to any of the
survey questions (only 4 questions elicited negative
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responses), a quarter of those respondants blamed bad
equipment and/or frequent absenses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


SKY INDV 101    - Beginning Archery
- Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk
factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply
general fitness/well being principles to their own
lifestyles.


Start Date:
01/20/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Final examination questions on wellness
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will answer 70% of
wellness questions correctly


01/31/2014 - 84% of students were able to identify risk
factors for heart disease and stroke as measured on a
group project and questions on final exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/17/2012 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
final wellness questions.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/19/2010 - 95% of students scored 70% or better on
wellness questions
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Response cards to test student's knowledge of
fitness wellness
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will receive a score of 70% or
better


12/09/2012 - 92% of students scored at least 70% on
fitness wellness questions
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Division Wellness quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on a
division wellness/fitness exam


12/17/2012 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
the division wellness exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/09/2011 - 83% of students scored 70% or better on a
division wellness/fitness exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


12/16/2009 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
division fitness exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
None


12/15/2010 - 72% of students scored 70% or better on
final exam questions pertaining to fitness topics.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
- Shooting technique - Develop the necessary
skills and proper shooting technique in order to
score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.


Start Date:
10/26/2009


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Scorecard results from 20 and 25 yards
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score at a "C" or better level
(with 6 arrows, 70% of students will average 20
points or better)


05/15/2013 - 100% of students scored a "C" or better
when shooting from 20 and 25 yards.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 88% of students score a "C" or better on
scorecards from 20 and 25 yards (section AX).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/16/2009 - 100% of students scored a "C" or better on
scorecards from 20 and 25 yards;
43% scored an "A"
43% scored a "B"
14% scored a "C"
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
12 point archery rubric for shooting technique
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 8 or greater on rubric
during daily shooting practice


05/15/2013 - 100% of students scored an 8 or better on
archery technique rubric during daily shooting practice.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 88% of students scored 8 points or more
on a shooting technique rubric.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/03/2010 - 90% of students scored 8 points or greater
on rubric during daily shooting practice
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
10 question self-assessment survey
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show increased confidence
in shooting technique


05/22/2013 - 94% of students showed increased
confidence in shooting technique on a 10 question self-
assessment survey.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/05/2012 - 88% of students (7 of 8 INDV 105 BX)
responded positively (strongly agree or agree) to survey
questions pertaining to confidence and self-assessment
of skill technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


11/16/2011 - 100% of students answered positively to
survey questions pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


SKY INDV 105    - Intermediate Archery
- Fitness assessment -  Be able to identify risk
factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply
general fitness/wellbeing principles to their own
lifestyles.


Start Date:
01/20/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Final examination on fitness principles


Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on final
exam questions pertaining to fitness topics


12/15/2010 - 75% of students scored 70% or better on
final exam questions pertaining to fitness topics.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Final examination on wellness principles
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will answer 70% of
wellness questions correctly


12/17/2012 - 86% of students scored 70% or better on
wellness questions on the final exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/19/2010 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
wellness questions
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Response cards to test student's knowledge of
fitness wellness
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better


12/09/2012 - 100% of students scored at least 70% on
fitness wellness questions
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
Division exam on fitness/wellness
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on
division fitness/wellness exam


12/05/2012 - 86% of students scored 70% or better on
the division wellness exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/16/2009 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
fitness exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
None


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
- Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate basic skills
and strategies of the game of badminton and use
critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in
a competitive environment.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students are evaluated daily on progression of
skills based on participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points per class.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn two or more points for each class
session.


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of students regardless of level
earned 2 or more progression points based on
participation in class activities. Students can earn up to
three points per class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students regardless of level
earned 2 or more progression points based on
participation in class activities. Students can earn up to
three points per class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 80% of students (75% of beginners and
100% of intermediate) demonstrated level appropriate
knoeledge of techniques and strategies in drills,
competition and the written final.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 22 of 27 students aeraged two or more
points on progression of skills based on participation in
class activities. Students can earn up to three points per
class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/19/2012 - 11 of 12 students (92%) earned two or
more points for each class session on progression of
skills based on participation in class activities
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - 92% of students earned 2 or more points
per class on progressive skills drills
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2010 - 89% of students who completed the class
earned two or more points for each class session (on
progression of skills based on participation in class
activities).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Tournament Play - Students will engage in
singles and doubles competition and be awarded
a point for each win.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of the students will earn at least 70% of
available tournament points over the course of
the semester.


02/24/2016 - Slightly more than 75% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in singles and doubles
competition and were awarded a point for each win.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slightly more than 70% of students,
regardless of level, engaged in singles and doubles
competition and were awarded a point for each win.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 19 of 25 students earned 70% or more of
tournament points available based on play against
students at similar competitive level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/19/2012 - 10 of 12 students (83%) earned 18 or
more tournament points over the course of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/07/2012 - Fewer than 70% of students earned at
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least 18 tournament points over the course of the
semester.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
None


12/18/2012 - Due to a large number of
students in the beginning class, fewer
opportunities to compete in singles were
had.  If the class is again large, more
tournament time will be spent on
doubles since it requires fewer courts.


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods


12/29/2010 - 82% of students who completed the class
earned at least 18 points over the course of the
semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
A comprehensive written final from handouts
and course lectures.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course 70% or
more will get a C or higher on the comprehensive
written final.


02/24/2016 - Slighly more than 75% of students passed
the final based on their skill level and class placement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slighly more than 80% of students passed
the final based on their skill level and class placement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 20 of 25 students passed the
comprehensive written final from handouts and course
lectures.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/19/2012 - 11 of 12 students (92%) received a C or
higher on the comprehensive exam pertaining to
strategy and skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - 76% of students earned 70% or better on a
comprehensive final exam on strategies and skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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12/29/2010 - 70% of students who completed the
course received 70% or higher on the comprehensive
written final on strategies and skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY INDV 121    - Beginning Badminton
- Fitness - Demonstrate an understanding and
increase in fitness and wellness developed
through activity and measured through increased
performance on post-fitness test.


Assessment Method:
Students will complete a self analysis based on
fitness testing results.
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will
be able to individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories.


02/24/2016 - All students who completed the course
were able to individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students who completed the course
were able to individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/19/2012 - 10 of 12 students (83%) were able to
individually assess and analyze their fitness in three of
the five fitness categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/18/2012 - 84% of students were able to correctly
assess and analyze their fitness in at least 3 of 5 fitness
categories
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will complete the Division administered
fitness pre and post test.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students that complete the course, 70%
will see improvement in at least two areas of the
fitness test.


02/24/2016 - Of the students that completed the course,
100% saw improvement in at least two areas of the
fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students that completed the course,
100% saw improvement in at least two areas of the
fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
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01/31/2014 - 90% of students demonstrated
inprovement in blood pressure, step-test, flexibility and
crunches. Same studemnts demonstrated competency
on final exam questions related to fitness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/19/2012 - 9 of 12 students (75%) showed
improvement in at least two areas of the fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/03/2012 -  17 of 20 students improved on abdominal
curls (85%), 19 of 20 improved on muscular endurance
(95%).  85% of students showed improvement on at
least 2 areas of the fitness test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Fitness survey- perceptions of fitness levels
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to survey
questions on self perception of fitness
improvements


02/24/2016 - 100% of students responded positively to
survey questions on self perception of fitness
improvements
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students responded positively to
survey questions on self perception of fitness
improvements


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/09/2012 - 82% of students responded positively to at
least 70% of survey questions regarding fitness
improvements.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
- Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate advanced
knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game
of badminton and use critical thinking skills to
apply this knowledge in a competitive


Assessment Method:
A comprehensive written final from handouts
and course lectures.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam


06/06/2013 - Four of five students successfully passed
the comprehensive written final from handouts and
course lectures.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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environment.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course 70% or
more will get a C or higher on the comprehensive
written final.


Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/19/2012 - 4 of 5 students (80%) earned a C or higher
on the comprehensive exam on skills and strategies.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - 80% of students scored 70% or better on
the comprehensive final exam on skills and strategies.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2010 - 92% of students who completed the
course scored a "C" or better on the comprehensive
written final on skills and strategies.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Tournament Play - Students will engage in
singles and doubles competition and be awarded
a point for each win.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of the students that complete the class will
earn 70% or more of the available tournament
points over the course of the semester.


06/06/2013 - Four of five students earned enpought
tournament points in singles to receive a passing grade.
Because of the small number, doubles points were not
awarded.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/19/2012 - 5 of 5 students earned 18 or more
tournament points over the course of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - Fewer than 80% of students earned 18 or
more tournament points
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
None


12/18/2012 - Due to a large class, fewer
students could compete in singles
matches during tournament play.  If the
class is again large, more time will be
spent in doubles play to increase the
opportunity for points students can earn.


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods


12/29/2010 - 92% of students that completed the class
earned 18 or more tournament points over the course of
the semester/
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Students are evaluated daily on progression of
skills based on participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points per class.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
 70% will earn two or more points for each class
session.


06/06/2013 - Four of Five students earned a 70% or
higher on daily participation points rated by skill level
on progression of skills based on participation in class
activities. Students can earn up to three points per class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/19/2012 - 5 of 5 students (100%) earned two or
more points for each class session (progression of skills
based on participation in class activities).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - 100% of students earned 2 or more points
for each class session (progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/29/2010 - 85% of students who completed the class
earned two or more points for each class session
(progression of skills based on participation in class
activities).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY INDV 125    - Advanced Badminton
- Fitness - Upon successful completion of this
course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in
fitness and wellness developed through activity
and measured through increased performance on
post-fitness test.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Students will complete a self analysis based on
fitness testing results.
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will
be able to individually assess and analyze their
fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness categories.


12/19/2012 - 4 of 5 students (80%) were able to
individually assess and analyze their fitness in three out
of five categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/14/2012 - 100% of students correctly assessed and
analyzed their fitness in at least 3 of 5 categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will complete the Division administered
fitness pre and post test.


12/19/2012 - 5 out of 5 students (100%) showed
improvement in at least two areas of the fitness test.
Result Type:
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Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
show improvement in two of the fitness
assessments.


Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/03/2012 - Of the students who completed both
fitness tests, 100% improved on at least 2 of the fitness
assessments.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Survey on self perception of fitness
improvements
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to survey
questions on self perception of fitness
improvements


12/09/2012 - 80% of students responded positively to at
least 70% of survey questions regarding fitness
improvements.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 126    - Coed Club Badminton
- Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the
fundamental individual and team skills necessary
to perform and progress at a competitive level in
the sport of badminton.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an individual and
doubles partner.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


02/24/2016 - 100% of students showed improvement of
skills based on pre and post tested skills related to their
offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual
and doubles partner.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students showed improvement of
skills  based on pre and post tested skills related to their
offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual
and doubles partner.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


04/24/2013 - 100% of students showed improved skills
on offensive and defensive responsibilities in singles
and doubles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in match scrimmages and
are rated as individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


02/24/2016 - 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
for the majority of class sessions/scrimmages.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


05/06/2013 - 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
for the majority of class sessions/scrimmages.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
can apply strategy and terminology in the proper
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use.


02/24/2016 - 100% of students demonstrated mastery of
strategy and terminology during in-class competition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


05/08/2013 - 100% of students demonstrated a mastery
of strategy and terminology during match play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 160    - Golf
- Swing technique competence - Demonstrate
competence in beginning swing technique while
performing skills in a practical setting.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Checklist for daily drills with progression on 10
key swing mechanics points
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will understand and perform
70% of key swing mechanics at a beginning level


02/24/2016 - 90% of students understood and
performed 70% of key swing mechanics at their
respective level. Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing mechanics points.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 90% of students understood and
performed 70% of key swing mechanics at their
respective level. Checklist for daily drills with
progression on 10 key swing mechanics points.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/16/2013 - 71% of students performed at least 70% of
key swing mechanics at a beginning level.  88% of
students could explain key swing mechanics.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Student self-survey on swing technique
knowledge
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:


02/24/2016 - 100% of students responded favorably to
survey questions, based on level, pertaining to swing
technique understanding
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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70% of students will respond favorably to survey
questions pertaining to swing technique
understanding


2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students responded favorably to
survey questions pertaining to swing technique
understanding


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/16/2013 - 75% of students responded favorably to
survey questions pertaining to swing technique
understanding.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Swing technique performance in on-course play
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Using a 10 point checklist, 70% of students will
perform 70% of proper swing mechanics at a
beginning level while playing a round on a golf
course


02/24/2016 - Over 90% of the students who completed
the course demonstrated competency in swing
technique based on their skill level in a practical setting.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Using a 10 point checklist, over 90% of
students will perform 70% of proper swing mechanics
at a beginning level while playing a round on a golf
course
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - *5% of the students who completed the
course demonstrated competency in swing technique
based on their skill level in a practical setting.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/13/2013 - 71% of students performed 70% of proper
swing mechanics at a beginning level while playing on
a golf course.  Students new to the sport could identify
at least 70% of the necessary skill technique but were
not yet able to perform 70% of the skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 160    - Golf
- Rules and etiquette - Demonstrate a


Assessment Method:
Etiquette test


02/24/2016 - 100% of students, based on level, passed
the ettiqute test.
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comprehension of and abide by the rules and
etiquette of golf.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students, based on level, passed
the ettiqute test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 90% of students who completed the
course demonstrated knowledge of golf ettiqutte and
rules in written assignments, group discussions and
practical application on the golf course.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/08/2013 - 93% of students scored 70% or better on a
golf etiquette quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Rules test
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% or more students will score 70% or better on
a rules test


02/24/2016 - 100% of students, regardless of level,
passed the rules test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students, regardless of level,
passed the rules test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 90% of students who completed the
course demonstrated knowledge of golf ettiqutte and
rules in written assignments, group discussions and
practical application on the golf course.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


05/13/2013 - 87% of students scored 70% or better on a
beginning rules test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
Practical use of proper etiquette
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on a
practical etiquette test while competing in a short
game contest


02/24/2016 - 100% of students demonstrated proper
etiquette during on-course demonstrations
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students demonstrated proper
etiquette during on-course demonstrations
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/13/2013 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
a practical etiquette test during competition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 165    - Golf: Short Game
- Increased short game proficiency - Demonstrate
increased success in the short game; increased
proficiency in green side bunker play, bump and
run, chipping, and putting through the use of
proper technique and analysis of green slope and
conditions.


Start Date:
02/20/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Scorecard statistic analysis
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will use 20 or fewer putting strokes per 9
holes while playing a round of golf


12/16/2009 - 73% of students were able to use 20 or
fewer putting strokes per nine holes while playing a
round of golf (at least once during the semester).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
On-course practical skills test
Observation of strategy and technique using 7
point
checklist


Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
70% of students will use proper strategy and
execute 4 of 6 critical
skills related to the short game
Related Documents:
Short game club selection quiz.doc


Assessment Method:
Short Game club selection quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn 70% or better on a quiz
for strategy use in short game situations


Related Documents:
Short game club selection quiz.doc


05/24/2012 - 83% of students scored 70% or better on
strategy quiz in short game situations
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


12/16/2009 - 87% of students earned 70% or better on a
quiz for strategy use in short game situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
- Club selection and strategy - Use critical
thinking to determine proper club selection and
explain the most successful strategy for a variety
of shots in a practical setting


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Club selection quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or more on a quiz
pertaining to club selection


12/09/2012 - 88% of students scored 70% or better on a
club selection quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Strategy checklist
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate successful
strategy choices in a practical setting


12/09/2012 - In a short game performance, 88% of
students demonstrated successful strategy choices in 5
different scenarios.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Pre and post quiz on shot strategy on the course
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate increased
proper shot strategy on a late semester quiz


12/09/2012 - 100% of students demonstrated increases
(or a repeat of a perfect score) in proper shot strategy
on a quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 167    - Golf Course Strategies
- Fundamental skills - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills necessary to perform and
progress in the sport of golf


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Daily progressive drills
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will perform 80% of daily
progressive drills


12/09/2012 - 94% of students performed at least 80% of
daily progressive drills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Final performance
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate increases in
performance on selected shots ina practical
setting


12/09/2012 - 75% of students demonstrated increases in
performance on selected short game shots.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Peer teaching
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will explain/demonstrate
fundamentals skills to peer "students"


12/09/2012 - 100% of students explained and
demonstrated fundamentals to their peers, including
grip, alignment, posture, ball position and strategy
points.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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SKY INDV 168  -- BANKED   - Tournament
Golf                                                            - Rules,
etiquette, skills, and strategies - Abide by the
basic rules and etiquette of golf, perform the
basic skills necessary in the game of golf while
competing in various stroke play and match play
tournaments and apply strategies to decision-
making in tournament play


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Etiquette quiz
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better on a test
on golf etiquette


08/09/2010 - Of the 27 students who completed the
class, more than 21 students received a grade of 70% or
higher on the quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Group project
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students, in a group project, will be able
to correctly describe basic rules of golf using the
"USGA Rules of Golf" as reference


08/09/2010 - A total of 9 groups of three were formed
and given scenarios for following the rules of golf. All
groups were able to meet the 70% threshold
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Self assessment survey
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond favorably to
questions pertaining to knowledge of rules,
etiquette, basic skills and strategy


08/09/2010 - All students responded favorably.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing
Lesson                                             - Club
selection - Increase club selection competency in
a practical setting and in tournament play


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
"Club journal" to gain a history of student's ball
flight performance with each club.  Journal
entries will be made throughout early semester
play days and range use.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will establish a history of each of
their clubs' preformance through distance the ball
travels when struck cleanly.


12/29/2010 - 75% of students established an history of
each of their clubs performance in distance when struck
cleanly.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Observation of short game club selection during
tournament play
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will use sound club selection
strategies in short game shots at least 70% of the
time.


Assessment Method:
Quiz to test knowledge of proper club selection
in given circumstances
Assessment Method Category:
Exam


12/29/2010 - 83% of students identified sound
strategies at least 70% of the time in given short game
situations
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Success Criterion:
70% of students will identify sound strategies in
given short game situations at least 70% of the
time.
Related Documents:
Short game club selection quiz.doc


Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY INDV 171    - Golf: On-Course Playing
Lesson                                             - Shot
selection and short game technique - Demonstrate
proper shot selection and apply sound technique
to improve approach and greenside shots


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Group project/discussion on strategies for given
course and hole layouts
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
Students will be able to correctly defend their
approach shot strategies on a given course
situation/hole 70% of the time


12/29/2010 - Students were able to discuss and defend
their approach shot strategies at least 70% of the time in
a group discussion.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Short game contest and practice
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate proper shot
selection and sound technique during drills and a
"short game contest"


Assessment Method:
Checklist for proper performance of approach
and greenside shots
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will correctly perform 50% of
skills on approach and greenside shots


SKY INDV 172 - Golf: Improving the Mental
Game - Mental Strategies - Apply various mental
strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence
and improve performance on the golf course.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Survey on confidence given at the end of the
semester
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate increased self-
confidence as it applies to golf


05/23/2013 - 73% of students reported increased
confidence in an end of semester survey.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 100% of students demonstrated increased
self-confidence as it applies to golf. Results per
question ranged from 78-100% confidence
improvement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
Students will create a pre-shot routine that
incorporates at least one visualization or mental
focus exercise
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
75% of students will create an effective pre-shot
routine utilizing at least on mental technique


05/16/2013 - 94% of students created a pre-shot routine
incorporating at least one mental game technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 100% of students created a pre-shot
routine to include at least one mental technique. 78%
reported using a mental technique in their pre-shot
routine on a regular basis.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Effective use of mental technique(s) to improve
golf course performance
Measured through pre and post golf round results
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will show improvement in golf
scores through the use of mental focus/technique
methods


05/16/2013 - 73% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from pre- to post-semester
scorecards.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/09/2012 - 78% of students showed some
improvement on golf scores from pre- to post-semester
scorecards.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
- Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular
fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of tennis.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
55 question comprehensive written exam
including questions on fitness and wellness


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will pass with a 70% score or
higher


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness test comparison.


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will increase flexibility by 1 inch
at the end of the semester


12/03/2010 - 70% of students increased their flexibility
by 1 inch
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Student self-assessment survey
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Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
 70% of students will respond positively to
questions pertaining to increases in their fitness
levels


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
- Skills and Knowledge - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to
perform and progress at a beginning level in the
sport of tennis.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Tests- Students will perform the Forehand,
backhand, and serve
while being assessed on a 10 point  scale


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn a C with 7 points or better.


02/24/2016 - Based on level over 90% of the students
were able to perform the forehand, backhand, and serve
at a passing level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Based on level over 80% of the students
were able to perform the forehand, backhand, and serve
at a passing level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the 23 students who completed the
class all scored 70 percent or higher on the skills test
for the forehand, back hand and serve. A huge
improvement was noted related to the use of the
dartfish program. This program provided video
feedback with before and after comparison capability.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 18 of 19 students scored 7 points or higher
on skills test on forehand, backhand, and serve while
being assessed on a 10 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Form Test
Checklist with an evaluation for using correct
form and fluidity of each stroke.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn a C or better by performing the


02/24/2016 - Based on level over 90% of the students
were able to perform the forehand, backhand, and serve
at a passing level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Based on level over 80% of the students
were able to utilize the correct motor sequencing to
lend fluidity to their stroke.
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stroke efficently


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Again all students who completed the
course showed marked improvement in stroke
efficiency and fluidity. Again, these seems based on the
dartfish program where students can make those types
of before and after comparisons and make changes
based on visual cues.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 17 of 19 students, based on skill level,
were evaluated using a rubric on correct form and
fluidity of each stroke and were able to perform at an
average or above level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


11/23/2011 - 100% earned a "C" or better on the Form
Test checklist (an evaluation for using correct form and
fluidity of each stroke).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
100 point written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% will earn 70% or better


02/24/2016 - Based on level, almost 80% of the
students completed the objective 100 question exam
with a passing grade.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Based on level, almost 100% of the
students completed the objective 100 question exam
with a passing grade.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Not as strong here. Slightly more than
70% passed the written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy. That represented a drop from
previous semesters. More time was spent on video
analysis at the expense of exam preparation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - Based on skill level, 15 of 19 students
were able to pass the 100 point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 251    - Beginning Tennis
- Rules, terminology, and strategy - Identify /
Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used
in the sport of tennis.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
100 question written exam pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy, and scoring


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn 70% or better


11/23/2010 - 88% of students passed the written test
pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy, and scoring
with a score of 70% or better
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Singles and doubles Demonstration
Strategy checklist
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will be able to differentiate
between singles and doubles game strategies by
demonstrating the game play correctly.


Assessment Method:
Final Tournament competition
Checklist for application of rules used in final
demonstration.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of the students will perform using the
correct rules.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
- Fitness and Wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular
fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of tennis.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:


Assessment Method:
55 question comprehensive written exam
including questions on fitness and wellness.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will record a grade of 70% or
higher


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness test comparison


12/03/2010 - 63% of students increased flexibility by
one inch at the end of the semester
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Inactive Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will increase flexibility by 1 inch
at the end of the semester.


Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


02/15/2011 - Instructor will emphasize
a longer stretch and warm up routine at
the start and finish of class.  INDV 253
will be re-assessed Spring 2011


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Student self-assessment survey
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of student will respond positively to
questions pertaining to increases
in their fitness levels.


SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
- Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary to perform and progress at
an intermediate level in the sport of tennis.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Test- Students will perform forehand,
backhand, and serve at an intermediate level
while being assessed on a 10 point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will receive a 7 or higher.


06/06/2013 - 2 of 2 students, based on skill level, were
evaluated using a rubric on correct form and fluidity of
each stroke and were able to perform at an average or
above level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


11/23/2010 - 100% of students earned a "C" or better
on the skills test (perform forehand, backhand, and
serve at an intermediate level while being assessed on a
10 point scale).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Form Test: Checklist with an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity of each stroke
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will ear a C or better rating by performing
each stroke efficiently.


06/06/2013 - 2 of 2 students scored 7 points or higher
on skills test on forehand, backhand, and serve while
being assessed on a 10 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
100 point written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 70% or better


06/06/2013 - Based on skill level, 2 of 2 students were
able to pass the 100 point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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SKY INDV 253    - Intermediate Tennis
- Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify /
Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used
in the sport of tennis.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Final written tennis exam pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy and scoring
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn 70% or better


12/07/2010 - 100% of students earned a 70% or higher
on the written exam pertaining to rules, terminology,
strategy and scoring
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Singles and Doubles Strategy Checklist
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will be able to differentiate
between singles and doubles game strategies by
demonstrating correct game play.


Assessment Method:
Final Tournament Competition: Checklist for
application of rules used in final demonstration.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of the students will perform using the
correct rules.


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
- Fitness and Wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular
fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of tennis.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
55 question comprehensive exam including
questions on fitness and wellness
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will pass with a grade of 70% or
higher.


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness test comparison
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will increase flexibility by 1 inch
at the end of the semester


12/02/2010 - 80% of students increased their flexibility
by one inch on the post test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Student self-assessment survey
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will indicate improvement in
their perceived fitness / wellness.
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SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
- Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary to perform and progress at
an advanced level in the sport of tennis.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Test: Students will perform the forehand,
backhand, and serve while being assessed on a
10 point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn 7 or better


06/06/2013 - 1 of 1 students, based on skill level, were
evaluated using a rubric on correct form and fluidity of
each stroke and were able to perform at an average or
above level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Form Test: Checklist with an evaluation for
using correct form and fluidity.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will earn a 70% or higher by
performing strokes efficeintly at an advanced
level.


06/06/2013 - 1 of 1 students scored 7 points or higher
on skills test on forehand, backhand, and serve while
being assessed on a 10 point scale
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


11/22/2010 - 100% of students scored over 70% on the
form test (an evaluation for using correct form and
fluidity).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
100 point written exam on rules, terminology,
scoring, and strategy
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students will score 70% or better


06/06/2013 - Based on skill level, 1 of 1students were
able to pass the 100 point written exam on rules,
terminology, scoring, and strategy
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY INDV 255    - Advanced Tennis
- Rules, terminology and strategy - Identify /
Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used
in the sport of tennis.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Final written tennis exam pertaining to rules,
terminology, strategy and scoring.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will receive a grade of 70% or
higher.


11/24/2010 - 100% of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on final written tennis exam pertaining to
rules, terminology, strategy and scoring.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Singles and Doubles Strategy Checklist
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will be able to differentiate
between singles and doubles game strategies by
demonstrating 5 correct game play.


Assessment Method:
Final Tournament Competition: Checklist for
application of rules used in final demonstration.
Assessment Method Category:
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Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will perform using the correct
rules.


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology -
Application of Concepts and Principles -
Understand and apply activity based and
cognitive principles visually, verbally and
kinesthetically as it applies to the study of
kinesiology in areas related to motor
development, biomechanics and human
performance.


Assessment Method:
Students will work in a group setting and
develop a presentation designed to demonstrate
their specific knowledge related to physical
activity and theoretical analysis of  human
performance. Presentation will utilize visual and
verbal components and require a written
summary of findings.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 70% will
demonstrate an understanding of these principles
in their group presentation.


02/29/2016 - Over 85% of the students completing the
class were successful working in a group setting and
developing a presentation designed to demonstrate their
specific knowledge related to physical activity and
theoretical analysis of human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal components and require a
written summary of findings.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students completing the
class were successful  working in a group setting and
developing a presentation designed to demonstrate their
specific knowledge related to physical activity and
theoretical analysis of human performance. Presentation
will utilize visual and verbal components and require a
written summary of findings.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 44 0f 55 students demonstrated an
understanding of motor development, biomechanics and
human performance in their group presentation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


03/20/2013 - 87% of students demonstrated an
understanding of exercise prescription, analysis and
human performance by creating a lesson plan and
teaching a skill to their peers.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Chapter exams and on-line assignments will be
used to assess student understanding and
retention of material.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 80% will
completed the chapter exams and on-line


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
over 85% completed the chapter exams and on-line
assignments at a passing level
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the class,
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assignments at a passing level.


over 80% completed the chapter exams and on-line
assignments at a passing level
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 53 of 55 students who completed the class
were able to complete successfully the chapter exams
and on-line material.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/05/2013 - 47 of 55 students eho completed the class
had an average score of 70% or higher on chapter
exams and on-line assignments.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology -
Scientific Foundations - Understand the
philosophical, historical, biological,
physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and
social foundations of human movement.


Assessment Method:
Chapter quizzes and assignments will be used to
assess student understanding and critical
thinking skills related to course content.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
successfully complete the mid-term and final
examination.


02/29/2016 - Over 85% of the students who completed
the class successfully passed either / both mid-term and
final exams.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - over 80% of the students who completed
the class successfully passed either / both mid-term and
final exams.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY KINE 100  - Introduction to Kinesiology -
Skills Assessment - Examine and assess the
personal values, characteristics, skills and
knowledge related to career success in the field of
kinesiology.


Assessment Method:
Complete survey as a means of determining
potential areas of interest in the field
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
All students will complete the survey


02/29/2016 - All students who completed the class
completed the survey.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - All students completed the survey
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Utilizing results from the survey, students will


02/29/2016 - Over 85% of the students, utilizing results
from the survey, engage in and successfully completed
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engage in a final project designed to identify a
"mentor" that they can shadow in a professional
environment. The purpose is so the student can
think critically and assess the education,
experience and skills necessary to find and keep
a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 80% will
successfully complete the assignment and
demonstrate and understanding of their area of
interest


a final project designed to identify a "mentor" that they
can shadow in a professional environment. The purpose
is so the student can think critically and assess the
education, experience and skills necessary to find and
keep a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students, utilizing results
from the survey, engage in and successfully completed
a final project designed to identify a "mentor" that they
can shadow in a professional environment. The purpose
is so the student can think critically and assess the
education, experience and skills necessary to find and
keep a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 53 of 55 students who completed the class
successfully pased the final project designed to identify
a "mentor" that they can shadow in a professional
environment. The purpose is so the student can think
critically and assess the education, experience and skills
necessary to find and keep a job in their area of interest
in Kinesiology.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and
Wellness - Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress
management - Students who successfully
complete the course will be able to describe the
effects of physical fitness, nutrition and stress
management on overall health
Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016


Start Date:
02/29/2016


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Chapter quizzes on content (text and power
point) designed to make students identify and
describe key terms and concepts related to
physical fitness, nutrition and stress
management.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of students who complete the class, 70% or more
will have a C average or better on the quizzes.
Students are allowed to drop one quiz.


02/29/2016 - More than 90% of the students had a C
average or better on the quizzes. Students were allowed
to drop one quiz.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Students are required to keep a food log over a
two week period describing the foods they eat,
how much and at what time of the day. The log
will then be used to develop short presentation
on how the types of food we eat, when we eat
them and how much determine our ability to


02/29/2016 - Slightly more than 90% of the students
were able to successfully complete a food journal and
use the data to make a presentation describing the foods
they ate and how what they ate, when and how much
impacted their health and well being.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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maintain health and reduce stress.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will be able to successfully complete a food
journal and use the data to make a presentation
describing the foods they ate and how what they
ate, when and how much impacted their health
and well being.


Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and
Wellness - Disease Processes and Prevention -
Students who successfully complete the course
will be able to discuss the impact of disease
processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer,
etc. on overall health.
Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016


Start Date:
02/29/2016


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will prepare a family health history that
will span at least three generations. The history
will look at family disease and how that may
impact health through genetic predisposition.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, at least
70% will be able to prepare a family health
history and discuss the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential diseases such as heart
disease, cancer, etc.


02/29/2016 - Slightly more than 90% of the students
were able to prepare a family health history and discuss
the impact of genetic predisposition on potential
diseases such as heart disease, cancer, etc.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Chapter quizzes on content (text and power
point) designed to make students identify and
analyze key terms and concepts related to the
impact of disease processes on health.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of students who complete the class, 70% or more
will have a C average or better on the quizzes.
Students are allowed to drop one quiz.


02/29/2016 - Slightly more than 90% of students had a
C average or better on the quizzes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and
Wellness - Evaluation and Prescription of a
Fitness and Wellness Program - Students who
successfully complete the course will be able to
evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and
implement a personal wellness plan.
Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016


Start Date:
02/29/2016


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will create wellness goals at the
beginning of the semester and explain the means
and methods used to accomplish those goals by
the end of the semester. This portfolio will
include logs of activity, nutrition behavior along
with an analysis on impact related to general
health and wellness.
Assessment Method Category:
Portfolio
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, at least
70% will successfully (Grade of C or higher)
complete their portfolio and be able to analyze
results and describe how their activity, nutrition


02/29/2016 - Slightly more than 90% of students will
(Grade of C or higher) completed their portfolio and
were able to analyze results and describe how their
activity, nutrition and behavior impacted their personal
health and wellness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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and behavior impacted their personal health and
wellness.


Assessment Method:
Students will engage in the division Physical
Education Evaluation Program (PEEP) and will
be able to engage in an exercise program that
will improve their muscular strength, muscular
endurance, body composition, flexibility and / or
cardiovascular efficiency.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, at least
70% will show improvement in two categories
that is consistent with their own personal
wellness plan.


02/29/2016 - More than 90% of students showed
improvement in more than two categories that were
consistent with their own personal wellness plan.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Students will write a research paper on a self-
selected wellness topic such as, but not limited
to, nutrition in regard to health and performance,
behavioral causes of metabolic diseases, the role
of stress management on health and disease
prevention, etc.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Of the students who completed the class, at least
70% will successfully complete the final project
describing and analyzing the topic selected for
their wellness project.


02/29/2016 - Slightly more than 70% of the students
successfully completed the final project describing and
analyzing the topic selected for their wellness project.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY KINE 670 - Vocational Cooperative
Education in Kinesiology - Identification of
Outcomes - Identify three to five measurable
learning outcomes in their job that relates to the
student's academic major to assist them in
achieving their career goals


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students meet with instructor to identify
measureable outcomes that are applicable to
workplace experience in a Kinesiology field.
These outcomes are identified at the start of the
semester and can be modified during the
semester based on work experience.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 70% will
be able, in conjunction with the instructor,
identify at least three measureable outcomes from
their work experience.


SKY KINE 670 - Vocational Cooperative
Education in Kinesiology - Application and
Assessment - Work with their immediate work
supervisor and the Cooperative Education
Coordinator to define and achieve work-related
objectives and apply skills to solve work related


Assessment Method:
Students will document their experience, verified
by their immediate supervisor, and discuss /
write a summary on the following: What were
their outcomes?; how did their work enable them
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problems.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


to achieve those outcomes?; what skills were
developed in their work that has application in
other areanas?; what skills in their work can be
directly applied to a career in a Kinesiology
field?
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class at least
70% of more will:
Document the required hours as verified by a
supervisor.
Demonstrate enhanced and new skills related to
the work environment
Demonstrate a greater understanding of their
particular Kinesiology field and plan steps to take
to seek or not seek future employment.


These prompts will be assessed on a 10 point
scale and presented verbally and in writing by
each student.


SKY P.E. 105    - The Student-Athlete
Experience                                             - History,
Perspective and Rules - List dates and describe
events that changed sport participation
significantly from a gender, race or performance
perspective.They will be able to contribute
thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about
relevant topics in sport in both written and
spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer
requirements for student-athletes at the 2-year
and 4-year level.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students keep a journal of personal experienes
related to participation and relate that to assigned
reading.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of the students will successful integrate their
persobnal experience with those described in the
reading through their journal entries.


06/13/2011 - All 27 students enrolled at census
completed the course and received a grade. Journal
exercise was successfully completed by 100% of the
students. Incorporating the personal experience
provided a clearer context for students to match their
experiences with those of other athletes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
A final exam will be goiven regarding transfer
and eligibility rules at the two year and four year
level.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of the students who complete the course will
receive a 70% or higher grade.


06/20/2011 - Of the 27 who completed the class, 23
passed the rules exam. Probably should have spent
more time in review to achieve a better result.
Information was provided but not covered in depth in
class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Final essay on assigned reading blending
historical, sociological and personal
perspectives.
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
80% of the students will receive a grade of 70%
or higher.


06/13/2011 - All 27 students completed this exercise. It
was required to turn in a rough draft prior to the final
paper which made a significant difference in the quality
of the work resulting in much stronger grades.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
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SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness
Management - Concepts - Demonstrate an
understanding of the unique characteristics of
sport and how these influence the management of
sport.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through mid-term and
final examination.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will
have a C or higher grade combined on their mid-
term and final examinations.


02/29/2016 - Over 75% of the students who completed
the course had a C or higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a C or higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 21 of 24 students scored 70% or greater
on the mid-term and final examination demonstrating
an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport
and how these influence the management of sport.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through Chapter
Discussion Questions.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will demonstrate satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 75% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 80% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - All 28 students who completed the course
successfully answered chapter discussion questions on
the course discussion board at a rate of 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through Chapter
Quizzes.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:


02/29/2016 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a average of C or higher on their quiz
grades
Result Type:
Criterion met
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70% of the students who complete the course will
have an average of C or higher on their quiz
grades.


Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a average of C or higher on their quiz
grades
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 19 of 28 students successfully completed
the chapter exams with a C or higher grade.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness
Management - Roles and Responsibilities -
Understand the role and responsibilities of sport
managers in a variety of sports-related
organizations


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through a written
assignment they will submit after interviewing a
member of the sports management industry.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will demonstrate satisfactory competency (C or
higher) on the written assignment.


02/29/2016 - Students were assessed through a written
assignment they submitted after interviewing a member
of the sports management industry.Over 80% of the
students who completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were assessed through a written
assignment they submitted after interviewing a member
of the sports management industry.Over 80% of the
students who completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 21 of 24 students demonstated an
understanding of the roles and responsibilities related to
sports management through their written assignment
based on a personal interview.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through mid-term and
final examination.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will
have a C or higher grade combined on their mid-


02/29/2016 - Over 75% of the students who completed
the course had a C or higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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term and final examinations.


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a C or higher grade combined on their
mid-term and final examinations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 21 of 24 students successfully completed
the mid-term and final exam with grades of 70% or
higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through Chapter
Discussion Questions.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will demonstrate satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 75% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 80% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 28 of 28 students demonstrated an
understanding of the role and responsibilities of sport
managers in a variety of sports-related organizations
through postings on the class discussion board.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY P.E. 152 - Theory of Sport and Fitness
Management - Vocational Opportunities -
Identify the potential career fields and the
qualifications required in the sports management
industry.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through a written
assignment they will submit after interviewing a
member of the sports management industry.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will demonstrate critical thinking skills in
identifying and assessing potential career fields.


02/29/2016 -   Students were assessed through a written
assignment they submitted after interviewing a member
of the sports management industry.Over 80% of the
students who completed the class successfully
completed the assignment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were assessed through a written
assignment they submitted after interviewing a member
of the sports management industry.Over 80% of the
students who completed the class successfully
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completed the assignment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 20 of 24 students demonstrated critical
thinking skills at greater than 70% in assessing career
options based on a personal interview.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through Chapter
Discussion Questions.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will demonstrate satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 75% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the course,
over 80% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or
higher) on their responses
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 28 of 28 students were able to identify the
potential career fields and the qualifications required in
the sports management industry based on discussion
board postings
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be assessed through Chapter
Quizzes.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will
have an average of C or higher on their quiz
grades.


02/29/2016 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a average of C or higher on their quiz
grades
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the course had a C or higher grade on their chapter
quizes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/05/2013 - 19 of 28 students successfully completed
chapter quizes at a rate of 70% or higher in assessing
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career options.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY P.E. 301    - Introduction to Personal
Training                                                 -
Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam -
Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary
to pass the National Council of Strength and
Fitness Personal Trainer Test (areas of emphasis
include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology,
Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health
Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise
Prescription).


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
In a written test/demonstration, students will be
able to identify the agonist/antagonist muscles of
5 muscle movements


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of students will pass with a score of 85% or
better


02/29/2016 - In a written test/demonstration, more than
80% of students were able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle movements
with a score of 85% or better.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - In a written test/demonstration, students
were able to identify the agonist/antagonist muscles of
5 muscle movements with a score of 85% or better.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the 44 students who completed the
course (day and evening), 38 had a passing score on
identifying the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle
movements.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Use of clicker technology helpul in preparing
students.


09/04/2012 - Of the 23 students who completed the
course, 15 students were able to identify the
agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle movements
(65%)
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


03/23/2013 - Students who did not meet
the criteria had excessive absences.
Need to make students earn points by
participating in daily activities.


Assessment Method:
55 question NCSF written exam
(comprehensive)
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of students will pass with a score of 85% or
better


02/29/2016 - 14 of 21 students passed a 55 question
NCSF written exam with a score of 85% or better
(67%)
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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03/19/2015 - Slightly less than 80% of students passed
the exam with a score of 85% or better
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - of the 44 students who completed the
course, 38 were able to pass (70% or higher) the 55
question NCSF exam. Of those 38, slightly less than
half were above 85%.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Exam is multiple guess. The lower percentage
can be indicative of test bais. It may also
indicate that students while knowing general
content don't have specific enough grasp of
material to know what correct in a multiple
choice test. May need to do more identification
exercises in class.


09/04/2012 - 15 of 23 students passed a 55 question
NCSF written exam with a score of 85% or better
(65%)
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


03/23/2013 - Attendance issues resulted
in missing target.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Exam pertaining to health screening
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of students will pass with a score of 85% or
better


02/29/2016 - Slightly more than 70% of the students
were able to pass the exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening for potential clients.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slightly more than 80% of the students
were able to pass the exam regarding the development
and analysis of a health screening for potential clients.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the 44 students that completed the
class, 38 were able to properly give and analyze the
health screening utilized in developing exercise
prescriptions for clients.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
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09/04/2012 - 15 of 23 students (65%) met the criteria of
scoring 85% or better on an exam pertaining to health
screening.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


03/23/2013 - Attendance issues caused
low scores.  Will reassess with next
class.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition -
Certification - Students will be able to
demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the
National Council on Strength and Fitness Sports
Nutrition Exam
Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016


Start Date:
02/29/2016


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will be evaluated on their ability to
successful pass the practice exam for the
National Council on Strength and Fitness
(NCSF) Personal Trainer Sport Nutritional
Certification. This practice exam will serve as
the final exam for the class.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 75% or
more will pass the NCSF exam with a grade of
70% or higher.


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
slightly less than 70% passed the NCSF practice exam
with a grade of 70% or higher.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Students will be quizzed weekly on materials
from the text, handouts and power point
presentations. Quizzes will be based on material
covered and will use old NCSF exam questions.
Students will be able to drop one quiz.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70% or
more will have a grade of C or higher on the
weekly quizzes.


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
slightly less than 80% had a grade of C or higher on the
weekly quizzes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition -
Nutritional and Physiological Principles -
Students will be able to apply the principles of
nutritional and psychological adaptations to
exercise in a personal nutrition plan.


Start Date:
02/29/2016


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will be quizzed weekly on materials
from the text, handouts and power point
presentations. Quizzes will be based on material
covered and will use old NCSF exam questions.
Students will be able to drop one quiz.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70% or
more will have a grade of C or higher on the
weekly quizzes


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
slightly less than 80% had a grade of C or higher on the
weekly quizzes
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Student project measuring the student's ability to
prescribe a safe nutritional program, in
conjunction with exercise, to achieve stated


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the course,
more than 80% were able to prescribe a proper
nutritional program based on an individual's goals,
health history and activity level.
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goals.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 75% or
more will be able to prescribe a proper nutritional
program based on an individual's goals, health
history and activity level. This project will
involve using quantitative measurements (food
logs, package information, caloric intake,
nutritional info, etc...) and qualitative
measurements (food survey) to apply principles
learned in class.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY P.E. 302 - Introduction to Sports Nutrition -
Nutritional Program - Students will be able to
formulate a safe nutritional program for people of
all ages by demonstrating expertise in the areas of
micronutrients and macronutrients.
Assessment Cycles:
2015-2016


Start Date:
02/29/2016


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Research paper, including a prescribed program,
based on an area covered in class (Weight
Management, Exercise and Nutrition,  Water and
Hydration, Amino Acids, Working with Special
Populations, etc.) that demonstrates the student
can think critically and analytically about the
subject.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 75% or
more will be able to successfully complete the
research paper on a self-selected topic
demonstrating critical and analytical thinking.


02/29/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
slightly less than 50% were able to successfully
complete the research paper on a self-selected topic
demonstrating critical and analytical thinking
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/29/2016 - Need to spread this out
evenly throughout the semester with
benchmark assignment. Either that or
have students work in groups.


SKY TEAM 100    - Baseball
- Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the
fundamental individual and team skills necessary
to perform and progress at a competitive level in
the sport of baseball.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an individual and
team member.


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
 Performance Criteria:  80% of students will
show improvement in all areas over the course of
the semester.


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities
as an individual and team member. 100% of students
showed improvement in all areas over the course of the
semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities
as an individual and team member.  100% of students
showed improvement in all areas over the course of the
semester.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
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01/31/2014 - Over 70 students were pretested and
slightly more than 40 took the final assessment. Of
those 40, all showed improvement in baserunning time,
arm stregth, defensive range, bat speed and ball
handling.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/29/2012 - 50 of 57 students received a grade of 80%
or higher on the skills assessment rating growth from
pre to post test on offensive and defensive skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Major Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams. Performances are scored on a three point
scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria:  80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions.


03/01/2016 - 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams. Performances are scored on a
three point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions in
situational or game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams. Performances are scored on a
three point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - NTS Scrimmages were added which made
a huge difference. Of the 52 students who participated
all rated at 2.5 or higher in terms of performance related
to scrimmage situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/29/2012 - 52  of 57 students received a 2.5 or higher
average for the majority of class sessions. Assessment
is based on presentation / performance in scrimmages
and game situations where application of skills and
knowledge are required. Scores range from 0-3.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
Students will be examined verbally and visually
in order to make sure they can apply strategy,
concepts and terminology in the proper game
context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of the students will demonstrate mastery of
concepts, strategy and terminology in a game
context.


03/01/2016 - 100% of students demonstrated mastery of
concepts, strategy and terminology in a game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students demonstrated mastery of
concepts, strategy and terminology in a game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy,
concepts and terminology in the proper game context.
based on those assessments, 100% of the students
demonstrated improved competency of concepts,
strategy and terminology in a game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


12/29/2012 - 49 of 57 students received a grade of 80%
or higher on the exam. The exam consists of a verbal
and visual evaluation that the student can apply
strategy, concepts and terminology in the proper game
context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
- Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain
the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the
sport of basketball.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
100 question written test
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score >80%


03/19/2015 - 85% of students regardless of level scored
>80%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 9 of 14 students received a grade of 80%
or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Need to shorten the
written exam and level it more to
student ability (not just basketball but
reading / writing). Something shorter
that relies on multiple choice may be
better.


Action Plan Category:
Other


12/21/2012 - 16 of 22 students scored 80% or higher on
a situation test related to basketball concepts and
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understanding team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
12 point rubric for practical application of rules
during competitive play
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 8 or more points on
the 12 point rubric


03/01/2016 - More than 90% of students scored 8 or
more points on the 12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 80% of students scored 8 or more points
on the 12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Across three sections encompassing
almost 90 students ver 80% scored above an 8 on the 12
point rubric related to the application of skills in a
competitive environment. This was based on the
students level
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 11 of 15 students successfully completed
practical application of rules during competitive play
utilizing a 12 point rubric.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 17 of 22 students scored 8 or more points
on the rubric related to skills and their application in
drills and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Student survey on basketball rules knowledge
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of students responded
positively to survey questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 11 of 11 students responded positively to
survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 19 of 22 students successfully completed
the rules and terminology exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Written test
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 70% or better on
relevant questions


03/01/2016 - 80% of students regardless of level scored
>80%
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Student survey on basketball rules knowledge
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
80% of students will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


03/01/2016 - Over 85% of students responded
positively to survey questions pertaining to their
knowledge of basketball rules
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
- Skill fundamentals - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills necessary to perform and
progress at a beginning level in the sport of
basketball


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
5 skills tests
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will score 50 points or better


03/19/2015 - Over 80%  scored 50 points or better
regardless of level
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of students
scored 50 or more points. Skills tested were shooting,
passing, dribbling, rebounding and defending.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 18 of 22 students scored 50 points or
higher on the 5 skills tests (each worth 15 points
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/09/2011 - 76% of students scored > 50 points on the
five skills test with each skill given a maximum score
of 15.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


03/11/2010 - 62% received higher than 50 points
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:


04/03/2013 - Reassess in Spring 2010


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Practical application of fundamental basketball
skills during competitive play
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 8 points or more on a
12 point rubric


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of students scored 8 points or
more on a 12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students scored
8 or more points on practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during competitive play
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Need to level curriculum
to more than two levels. Rubric is
designed for only two levels and student
skills are more diverse.


Action Plan Category:
Revise course syllabus or outline


12/21/2012 - 12 of 22 students scored 8 or more points.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


04/03/2013 - Beginning level skill made
it difficult for students to demonstrate
improvement as opposed to
competency. Need to re-assess rubric.


Action Plan Category:
Develop new evaluation methods


Assessment Method:
5-Point Checklist on Layup Form
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 3 or more points


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the studenmts scored 3 or
more points on lay-up form
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of students
scored 3 or more points based on layup check list.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 17 of 22 students scored 3 or more points
on the five point checklist for layup technique.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method:
5-skill test
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 60 or more points


03/01/2016 - Over 90% scored 50 points or better
regardless of level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Using a 12 point rubric, students will me
evaluated on practical application of
fundamental basketball skills during competitive
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will score 7 or more points


03/01/2016 - Over 90% of students scored 8 points or
more on a 12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
5 point checklist on proper layup form
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 3 or more points


03/01/2016 - Over 90% of the students scored 3 or
more points on lay-up form regardless of level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY TEAM 111    - Beginning Basketball
- Fitness improvement and practices - Identify
and assess their current fitness level and alter or
modify specific wellness or fitness practices in
order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance in the sport of basketball


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Pre and post-fitness test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of students will decrease body fat, increase
flexibility, increase cardiovascular fitness


03/01/2016 - Over 80% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased flexibility and
increased cardiovascular fitness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students, regardless of
level,decreased body fat, increased flexibility and
increased cardiovascular fitness.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Results:  63.6% (7 of 11) of students
showed improvement in flexibility
	   50% (5 of 10) of students showed improvement in
body fat
	  80 % (8 of 10) of students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 12 of 20 students showed improved
flexibility
10 of 20 students showed improved body composition
11 of 20 students showed improved cardiovascular


04/03/2013 - Those with consistent
attendance and participation showed
gains. Need to incorporate daily
participation points.
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efficiency


on the Pre and Post test for the PEEP exam.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Action Plan Category:
Develop new evaluation methods


Assessment Method:
Comprehensive final exam
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 80% or better on
questions on fitness and wellness


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students successfully
completed the comprehensive exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/21/2012 - 14 of 22 students scored above 80% on
questions on fitness and wellness exam (63%)
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


04/03/2013 - Reassess next semester's
class


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Lifelong Wellness exam
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% will score higher than 70% on the division
Lifelong Wellness exam


03/01/2016 - Over 70% of the students successfully
completed the wellness exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Assessment Method:
Comprehensive final exam
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 70% or more on
questions on fitness and wellness


03/01/2016 - Over 90% of the students successfully
completed the comprehensive exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp
Strategy                                             - Fitness -
Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness
and wellness developed through daily practice
and measured through efficiency of movement,
recovery rate, and increased performance on post
-fitness test.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Division Fitness Test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will increse cardiovascular fitness in the
Step Test


03/01/2016 - 100% of students demonstrated increased
cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students demonstrated increased
cardiovascular efficiency.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Shuttle Test


03/01/2016 - 100% of students demonstrated improved
speed and stamina on court shuttle test.
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Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of students will demonstrate improved speed
and stamina on court shuttle test.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of students demonstrated improved
speed and stamina on court shuttle test.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


07/27/2012 - Of the 17 students who completed the
course, all 17 improved speed and stamina based on pre
and post test in the shuttle run.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 112    - Basketball: Adv. Comp
Strategy                                             - Technical /
Tactical Skills - Demonstrate advanced
knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the
game of basketball, use critical thinking skills to
apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical thinking as an
advanced student. Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Over 90% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the majority of class sessions.
Ratings were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students averaged a 2.5 or
higher performance for the majority of class sessions.
Ratings were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


07/27/2012 - Of the 17 students who completed the
course, 15 scored at or above the 2.5 scale on the
performance evaluation which was an evaluation of:
Intersquad Scrimmages Students participate in
situational or game scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...) and
are rated as individuals and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical thinking as an advanced
student. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Advanced Basketball Skills Test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing


03/01/2016 - Over 90% scored 3 or more points on a 4
point advanced basketball skills test for dribbling,
passing, shooting, rebounding and defending
Result Type:
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Success Criterion:
75% will score 3 or more points on a 4 point
advanced basketball skills test for dribbling,
passing, shooting, rebounding and defending.


Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 -  Over 90% scored 3 or more points on a 4
point advanced basketball skills test for dribbling,
passing, shooting, rebounding and defending


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
- Rules, concepts, vocabulary - Identify/explain
the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the
sport of basketball.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
100 question written test
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score >85%


06/06/2013 - 12 of 14 students successfully completed
the exam based on rules, concepts, and vocabulary used
in the sport of basketball.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 10 of 11 students scored 85% or better
on100 question written test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
12 point rubric for practical application of rules
during competitive play
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 9 or more points on
the 12 point rubric


06/06/2013 - Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of students
scored 9 or more points on 12 point rubric for practical
application of rules during competitive play
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 9 of 11 students scored 9 or more points
on the 12 point rubric for practical application of rules
during competitive play
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Student survey on basketball rules knowledge
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
80% of students will respond positively to survey
questions pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules


06/06/2013 - Results:  100% (14 of 14) of students
responded positively to survey questions pertaining to
their knowledge of basketball rules
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 10 of 11 students responded positivelyto
survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of
basketball rules
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
- Skills and progression - Demonstrate the
fundamental skills necessary to perform and
progress at an advanced level in the sport of
basketball


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
5 skill performance test
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score >60 pts.


06/06/2013 - Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of students
scored >60 points on 5 skill performance test. Skills
tested are dribbling, passing, shooting, rebounding and
defense.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 7 of 11 students scored more than 60
points.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


04/05/2013 - Injuries played a role in
more results.  Reassess next class.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


05/09/2011 - 80% of students scored >60 pts.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


03/11/2010 - 80% scored  greater than 60 points
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Practical application of fundamental basketball
skills during competitive play using a 12 point
rubric
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 9+


06/06/2013 - Results:  68.8% (11 of 16) of students
scored 9 or more points during application of
fundamental basketball skills during competitive play
using a 12 point rubric.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 8 of 11 students scored 9 or more points.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
5-Point Checklist on Layup Form


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:


06/06/2013 - Results:  75% (12 of 16) of students
scored 4 or more points on 5 point lay-up checklist
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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80% of students will score 4+ points


12/21/2012 - 9 of 11 students score 4 or more points.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
5-skill test
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
80% of students will score greater than 60 points


SKY TEAM 115    - Advanced Basketball
- Fitness improvement - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Fitness Test pre- and post test comparison


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of students will decrease body fat, increase
flexibility, increase cardiovascular fitness


06/06/2013 - Results:  77% (10 of 13) of students
showed improvement in flexibility
	   69% (9 of 13) of students showed improvement in
body fat
	   64% (7 of 11) of students showed improvement in
cardio fitness


Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 60% of students showed improved
flexibility
30 % showed improved body composition
50% showed improved cardiovascular efficiency
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


04/03/2013 - Injuries impacted
consistent training effect. Reassess next
semester.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Questions on comprehensive written test


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% of students will score >80%


12/21/2012 - 9 of 11 students scored 80% or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Division Lifelong Wellness test


Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score >75%
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Assessment Method:
Questions on comprehensive exam
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
75% of students will score 80% or better on
relevant questions


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill
Develop                                             - Fitness -
Identify and assess their current fitness level and
alter or modify specific wellness or fitness
practices in order to improve body composition /
flexibility / cardiovascular fitness / muscular
endurance / muscular strength related to
performance in the sport of basketball.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Division Fitness Test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of the students will show improvement in 3
of the 5 fitness areas over the course of the
semester.


03/01/2016 - 100% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness areas over the course
of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of the students showed
improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness areas over the course
of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 13 of 14 students showed improvement in
bodyu composition, muscular strength and muscular
endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Cardiovascular Testing
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of students will demonstrate improved
cardiovascular performance based on several
cardiovascular tests (timed 1.5 mile run, interval
training and shuttle run).


03/01/2016 - 100% of students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood pressure anlysis.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of students ddemonstrate
improved cardiovascular performance based on several
cardiovascular tests (timed 1.5 mile run, interval
training and shuttle run).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 12 of 14 students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency as measured by shuttle run, 3
minute step test and blood pressure anlysis.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 116    - Basketball: Indv Skill
Develop                                             - Skills -
Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to
perform and progress at an individual level in the
sport of basketball.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will be pre and post tested on offensive
skills such as dribbling, shootingand passing.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of the students will show improved speed,
accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all areas.


03/01/2016 - 100% of the students showed improved
speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all
offensive skill areas.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of the students will showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency
in all offensive skill areas.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 13 of 14 students demonstrated improved
speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all
areas.Students were pre and post tested on offensive
skills such as dribbling, shootingand passing
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Students will be pre and post tested on defensive
skills such as defending and rebounding.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% of the students will show improved speed,
accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all areas.


03/01/2016 - 100% of the students showed improved
speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all
defensive areas.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 90% of the students showed
improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency
in all defensive areas.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 14 of 14 students demonstrated improved
speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all areas.
Students were pre and post tested on defensive skills
such as defending and rebounding.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 117    - Tournament Basketball
- Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the
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fundamental individual and team skills necessary
to perform and progress at a competitive level in
the sport of basketball.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an individual and
team member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


05/20/2013 - 15 of 20 students who completed the class
improved their dribbling, passing, rebounding and
defending skills as compared to their pre-test
assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
The class met two nights a week for 8 weeks. It
appears as though this may not have been
enough time to improve skills at the prescribed
rate.


01/17/2011 - Results: 16/18 Students = 88% of
Students show improved skill levels based on pre and
post test evaluation
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in game scrimmages and are
rated as individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


01/17/2011 - Results: 17/18 Students = 94% of students
averaged a 2.5 or higher performance rating for the
majority of the semester. Evaluation is based on
performance in game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
can apply strategy and terminology in the proper
game context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use.


05/20/2013 - 16 of 20 students who completed the class
score 70% or higher on their knowledge and application
of rules, terminology and strategy in a competitive
setting assessed during the final.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/17/2011 - Results: 15/18 = 83% of Students received
an 80% or higher on Final Exam. The exam assessed
students verbally and visually in order to make sure
they can apply strategy and terminology in the proper
game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
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SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
- Fitness and wellness - Identify and assess their
current fitness level and alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition /flexibility/ cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength
related to performance in the game of flag
football


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
55 question written final exam including
questions on fitness and wellness
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of students will pass with a scoreof 70% or
better


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness test comparison
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will improve flexibility by 1 inch
or more


12/02/2010 - 72% of students improved their flexibility
by one inch or more based on pre v. post test utilizing
the sit and reach test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Student self-assessment survey


Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
70% of students will respond positively to
questions pertaining to improvements in their
fitness levels


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
- Skills - Demonstrate the fundamental skills and
knowledge necessary to perform and progress in
the competition of flag football


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Each student will perform 5 routes, each pass
caught will result in one point.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn a C with 3 points or better.


03/01/2016 - Over 70% of the students, regardless of
level, were proficient at running 5 different types of
routes and averaged 3 points or better per class session.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Over 80% of the students, regardless of
level, were proficient at running 5 different trypes of
routes and averaged 3 points or better per class session.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the students who completed the class
over 80 percent were able to complete the basic basic
routes (up, cross, go, post and out) scoring a three or
higher
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 22 of 25 students who completed the class
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were able to successfully complete the five basic pass
routes and average 3 or more cathcher per roue in class
sessions.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Each scrimmage game performed will result in
points based on losses and wins.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will earn a C with 70 points or better.


03/01/2016 - Based on level, students were placed on
teams at a competitive level. Slightly more than 70% of
the students, regardless of level, scored 70 points or
higher to receive a passing score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Based on level, students were placed on
teams at a competitive level. Slightly more than 70% of
the students, regardless of level, scored 70 points or
higher to receive a passing score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 19 of 25 students earned enough points
based on competition (offense and defense) and level to
receive a passing score.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/16/2010 - 77% of students received 70 points or
better when evlauated on performance is scrimmage
situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Checklist for application of skills used in final
games.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will at least catch 2 passes thrown to them.


03/01/2016 - Checklist of skills are applied to student
performance. Those skills must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 70% of the students who
completed the class had a passing skills grade or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Checklist of skills are applied to student
performance. Those skills must be demonstrated in final
games to receive credit. Over 80% of the students who
completed the class had a passing skills grade or higher.
Result Type:
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Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 80% of the students who completed the
final caught two passes or more in the final scrimmage.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Numbers are an issue in terms of distribution of
opportunities. We have 35 students enrolled and
28 made it to the final. We play 6 on 6 so it's
tough getting the ball spread around.


06/06/2013 - 18 of 25 students who participated in the
final game caught two or more passes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 132.1-4    - Flag Football I- IV
- Routes and responsibilities - Identify / Explain
the different positions and routes of the plays.


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
Route test using a checklist


Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
70% of students will be able to correctly identify
each type of route


Assessment Method:
Performance of routes assessed on a 10 point
scale


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
 70% of students will be able to correctly perform
70% of the routes


12/09/2010 - 92% of students correctly performed at
least 70% of the routes correctly whenassessed on a 10
point scale .
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Checklist to test for knowledge of routes and
roles of each position
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
At least 70% of students will correctly identify
the positions and explain the routes normally
associated which each role.
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SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
- Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in
cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed
through daily practice and measured through
efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Fitness Testing; Pre and post test assessment
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will increase cardiovascular fitness based on
step test results


03/01/2016 - Over 80% of students demonstrated
improved cardiovascular efficiency throyugh blood
pressure and three minute step test assessment. Over
70% of students demonstrated improved body
composition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


06/06/2013 - 15 of 21 students demonstrated improved
cardiovascular efficiency throyugh blood pressure and
three minute step test assessment. 16 of 21 students
demonstrated improved body composition.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/24/2011 - Results: 16/20 Students = 80% of
Students showed improvement in cardiovascular fitness
based on results from pre and post test step testing.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 141 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Beep Test / Shuttle Test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will increase finish levels 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on beep test/shuttle test.


03/01/2016 - Over 90% of students, regardless of level,
improved 3 standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/24/2011 - Results: 18/20 = 90% of Students
improved 3 standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 141 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Wellness Survey
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
75% will answer with a positive response to
questions about increases in cardiovascular
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fitness, recovery rate, amd efficiency of
movment.


SKY TEAM 141    - Beginning Soccer
- Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate basic
knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the
game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to
apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or match
scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical thinking as a
beginning student. Performances are scored on 0
-6 point scale.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 4.0 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7, etc...) and were rated
as individuals and as part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking based on their level
(I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale.
More than 80% of students averaged a 4.0 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


06/06/2013 - Students  participated in situational or
match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and were rated as
individuals and as part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking as a beginning student.
Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale. 16 of 21
students averaged a 4.0 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by
position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/24/2012 - 80% of students scored 4 points or higher
based on performance assessment in situational or
match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking as a beginning student.
Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Basic Soccer Skills test.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will score 7 or more points on a 10 point
basic soccer skills test for dribbling, passing,
shooting.


03/01/2016 - Over 80% of students scored at a passing
level based on skill evaluation and application in
competitive setting based on skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


06/06/2013 - 17 of 21 students scored at a passing level
based on skill evaluation and application in competitive
setting based on skill.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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01/24/2011 - Results: 17/20 = 85% scored 7 points or
better on a 10 point basic soccer skills test for dribbling,
passing and shooting.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 141 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
- Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in
cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed
through daily practice and measured through
efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test.


Start Date:
03/10/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Fitness Testing -Pre and Post Test Comparision
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will increse cardiovascular fitness in fitness
test Step Test


01/24/2011 - Results: 8/9 Students = 88% of Students
showed improvement in cardiovascular fitness based on
results from pre and post test step testing.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 145 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Beep Test/Shuttle Test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will increase finish levels 3 standard levels,
pre-test to post-test on beep test/shuttle test


01/24/2011 - Results: 7/9 = 77% of Students improved
3 standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the
beep/shuttle run test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 145 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Wellness Survey
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
75% will answer with a positive response to
questions about increases in cardiovascular
fitness, recovery rate, and efficiency of
movement.


SKY TEAM 145    - Advanced Soccer
- Technical / Tactical Skills - Demonstrate
advanced knowledge of technical and tactical
skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking
skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive
environment.


Start Date:
03/10/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Advanced Soccer Skills Test
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
75% will score 7 or more points on a 10 point
advanced soccer skills test for dribbling, passing,
shooting.


01/24/2011 - Results: 8/9 = 88% scored 7 points or
better on a 10 point advanced soccer skills test for
dribbling, passing and shooting.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 145 Fall 2010 Sky.doc
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Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or match
scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in the
application of skills and critical thinking as an
advanced student. Performances are scored on a
0-6 point scale.


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will
average a 4.0 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


05/24/2012 - 100% of students scored 5 or higher on
performance assessment  in situational or match
scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as
individuals and as part of a team in the application of
skills and critical thinking as an advanced student.
Performances are scored on a 0-6 point scale.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


SKY TEAM 148    - Indoor Soccer
- Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness -
Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness
and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer /
futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in a
competitive environment.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Final exam on the rules and laws of the game.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 70% or
higher will received a grade of C or better on the
final exam.


03/01/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
100% received a grade of C or better on the final exam
based on level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the class,
90% received a grade of C or better on the final exam
based on level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 30 of 33 students received a grade of C or
better on the final exam on the rules and laws of the
game.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 21 of 23 students received a 70% or
higher on the final exam on the rules and laws of the
game..
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/24/2011 - Results: 32/38 Students = 84% of
Students recieved a grade of 70% or higher on the
exam.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 148 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Participation the the division fitness assessment
(PEEP) program.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 70% or
more will show improvement in 2 of the 5
assessment areas.


03/01/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
more than 90% showed improvement in 2 of the 5
assessment areas n the PEEP program.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the class,
80% showed improvement in 2 of the 5 assessment
areas n the PEEP program.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - All students (100%) who completed the
course showed improvement in cardiovascular
efficiency and muscular endurance.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - 28 of 33 students on blood pressure
assessment and 29 of 33 students on step test
assessment showed improved cardiovascular efficiency
from the pretest to the post test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 20 of 23 students showed improvement in
blood pressure assessment. 19 of 23 students showed
improved scores on cardiovascular endurance test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/24/2011 - Results: 34/38 = 89% of Students
improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood
pressure.
Results: 30/38= 78% of Students improved their scores
on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test).


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
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SLOAC TEAM 148 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


Assessment Method:
Completion of Match Report. The purpose of the
report is to make sure students understand the
concepts related to competitive play and how
those concepts are applied in practice.
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 70% or
more will receive a passing match report grade by
demonsrating the ability to analyze the match and
describe the concepts utilized.


03/01/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
slightly more than 90% received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability to analyze the match
and describe the concepts utilized.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Changed to a verbal presentation on days that we
couldn't use the gym. Result was a much
stronger performance.


03/19/2015 - Of the students who completed the class,
slightly less than 60% received a passing match report
grade by demonsrating the ability to analyze the match
and describe the concepts utilized.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Writing skills drove down
the grade. may consider doing this as a
verbal presentation or some alternative
form.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling,
defending) are evaluated on a class by class basis
visually and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor,
2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-
attendance).
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 70% will
have an average score of 2 or higher on their
daily skill assessment.


03/01/2016 - Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were evaluated, based on level,
visually and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor, 2 =
satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of the
students who completed the class, slightly less than
80% had an average score of 2 or higher on their daily
skill assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) were evaluated on a class by class
basis visually and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor,
2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of
the students who completed the class, slightly more
than 80% had an average score of 2 or higher on their
daily skill assessment.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 90% of the students who completed the
class showed improvement in their daily (per class
session) skill assessment related to passing, shooting,
dribbling and defending.
Result Type:
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Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Skill development was a focus as numbers were
down so more team oriented activities were not
possible.


06/06/2013 - Student skills (passing, shooting,
dribbling, defending) are evaluated on a class by class
basis visually and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor,
2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance). 28
of 33 students averaged a 2 or higher on their daily
assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/21/2012 - 18 of 23 students had an average score of
2 or higher on daily skill assessment.Student skills
(passing, shooting, dribbling, defending) are evaluated
on a class by class basis visually and scored on a 3 -
point scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 =
non-attendance).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/24/2011 - Results: 31/38 = 81% had an average
score of 2 or higher on their daily skill assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
SLOAC TEAM 148 Fall 2010 Sky.doc


SKY TEAM 179    - Tournament Volleyball
- Skills and Concepts - Demonstrate the
fundamental individual and team skills necessary
to perform and progress at a competitive level in
the sport of volleyball.


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive and
defensive responsibilities as an individual and
team member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/01/2016 - 100% of student spre and post tested on
skills related to their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team member
demonstrated improvement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 100% of student spre and post tested on
skills related to their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team member
demonstrated improvement.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


08/10/2012 - Of the 13 students who completed the
course, 10 showed improvement in skills based on pre
v. post test related to their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team member.
Injuries created a lack of repetitions necessary to
improve skills.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


04/03/2013 - Injuries created a lack of
repetitions necessary to improve skills.
Looking at less dynamic exercises used
in warm-up, cool down and
conditioning activities.


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in match scrimmages and
are rated as individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are scored on a three
point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams
based on performance. Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of
students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by
position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students participated in match
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams
based on performance. Performances are scored on a
three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  Slightly
more than 90% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


08/10/2012 - 11 of 13 students rated at 2.5 or higher on
performance scrimmages and are rated as individuals
and teams based on performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). Injuries prevented some students from
demonstrating proficiency in scrimmage situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
can apply strategy and terminology in the proper


03/01/2016 - All students who completed the course
met this criterion through an exam, visually and
verbally, to make sure they can apply strategy and
terminology in the proper game context.
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game context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Slightly more than 90% of the students
will demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


08/10/2012 - All 13 students who completed the course
met this criterion through an exam, visually and
verbally, to make sure they can apply strategy and
terminology in the proper game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY TEAM 190    - Baseball Theory, Defense
- Concepts and Technique - Develop individual
and team defensive programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g.
rules, terminology and philosophy).


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Major Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions.  Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/19/2015 - Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - All students who completed the course
rated 2.5 or higher on performance in situational drills
and scrimmages.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
This fall NTS scrimmages were added and made
a huge difference. The ability to scrimmage
against outside competition significantly
improved performance in all areas (pitching,
fielding, throwing, etc....).


06/06/2013 - Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams
based on defensive performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
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Excellent). 33 of 34 students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Students will be pre and post tested on
skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 34 of 34 students
demonstrated improved performance in on field
application of defensive responsibilities.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in defensive situations.


03/19/2015 - Students wwere examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - All the students that completed the class
demonstrated competency related understanding and
reacting properly in defensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
A big improvement was using class time to
review video. We would like a space to do that
on a regular basis.


06/06/2013 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
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can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 34/34 students
demonstrated ceritical thinking skills in competive
scrimmages.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/16/2010 - 39 of 39 students who completed the
course (100%) demonstrated mastery of defensive
strategy, terminology and concepts when tested
verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale daily to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY TEAM 191    - Baseball Theory, Offense
- Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual
and team offensive programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g.
rules, terminology and philosophy).


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Major Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and were rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students will average a 2.5 or
higher performance for the majority of class sessions.
Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.
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Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in offensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


08/13/2010 - 30 of 30 students who completed the
course (100%) demonstrated mastery of offensive
strategy, terminology and concepts when tested
verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated on a three point scale daily to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY TEAM 192    - Men's Basketball Theory,
Defen                                             - Concepts and
Techniques - Develop individual and team
defensive programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply
*concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and were rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and were rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
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Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in defensive situations.


03/01/2016 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


10/27/2010 - 20 of 23 students who completed the
course (87%) demonstrated mastery of defensive
strategy, terminology and concepts when tested
verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily on a three point scale  to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY TEAM 193    - Men's Basketball Theory,
Offen                                             - Concepts and
Techniques - Develop individual and team
offensive programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply
*concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016
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Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/19/2015 -  Students were pre and post tested on
skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 -  Students were pre and post tested on
skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 16 of 17 students
demonstrated improved offensive skills individually
and as a team member.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams
based on offensive performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 13 of 17 students average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
will be based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in offensive situations.


03/01/2016 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 15 of 17 students
demonstrated competency in application of critical
thinking skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/16/2010 - 24 of 24 students who completed the
course (100%) demonstrated mastery of offensive
strategy, terminology and concepts when tested
verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were
evaluated daily to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY TEAM 194 - Women's Basketball Theory:
Defense - Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team defensive programs
applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of students who
completed the course scored at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.
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an advanced level and apply concepts (rules,
terminology and philosophy) into practice.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
80% of students who complete the course will
score 7 out of 10 on skill assessments related to
defense.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of students who
completed the course scored at least 7 out of 10 on skill
assessments related to defense.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in defensive situations.


03/01/2016 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
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can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY TEAM 195    - Women's Basketball
Theory, Off                                             -
Concepts and Techniques - Upon successful
completion of the course students will develop
individual and team offensive programs
applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and
philosophy).


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - All students who enrolled in the class
demonstrated improvement is skills related to offense
from the pre-test to post-test.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Part of this improvement came from
conditionings. Several students could not
complete pre-testing due to not being in shape
which could somewhat skew results. Working
with trainer on year around conditioning
program.


05/20/2013 - 8 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class demonstrated improved offensive
skills on the post-test regarding offensive performance
as an individual and as a member of the team.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Students were training who participated in the
class. Lack of improvement was generally due to
either overtraining or injury.


01/13/2012 - Of the 13 students who completed the
course, 8 showed improvement on offensive skills
(shooting, dribbling, passing, rebounding, footwork and
conditioning)
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Students had reached a plateau in term of
training effect. Also, team play provided enough
scoring opportunities. Shooting percentage was
low. Need to spend more time on transition to
create easier scoring opportunities. Also more
time on form shooting drills.


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Participated in an NTS scrimmage on 10/1
and graded out all the students who participated at a 2.5
or higher. Students demonstrated an understanding on
concepts related to offense and good skill development.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
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05/20/2013 - 9 of 11 students who successfully
completed the class were able to illustrate, apply and
perform offensive sets and responsibilities at a level of
2.5 or higher as accessed by the instructor.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/13/2012 - All 13 students received a 2.5 or higher on
evaluation of performance in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams
based on offensive performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in offensive situations.


03/01/2016 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/13/2012 - Team play good during competitive
opportunities. Although, effort was inconsistent. Need
to spend more time on goal setting to prevent students
from becoming stale. Also need to reevaluate roles.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


SKY TEAM 196 - Men's Soccer Theory, Defense
- Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
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and team defensive programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g.
rules, terminology and philosophy).


Course Outcome Status:
Active


tested on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 -  Students were pre and post tested on
skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Students were pre and post tested on
responsibilities and showed significant improvement
over the course of the class
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 -  Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - Of the 21 students who competed all
scored above a 2.0 but not 2.5
Result Type:
Criterion not met
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Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Conditioning was a major impediment to
meeting the desired outcome. The additional
training support got students back out to the field
more quikcly but their baseline conditioning was
low. We need to institute more year around
training.


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in defensive situations.


03/01/2016 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY TEAM 197 - Men's Soccer Theory: Offense
- Concepts and Techniques - Develop individual
and team offensive programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g.
rules, terminology and philosophy).


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.
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Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in offensive situations.


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY TEAM 198    - Women's Soccer Theory.
Defense                                             - Concepts
and Techniques - Develop individual and team
defensive programs applicable to specific goals,
evaluate various techniques for effectiveness,
demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply
*concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology
and philosophy).


Start Date:
08/24/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their defensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/01/2016 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their defensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015
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01/31/2014 - Of the 18 students who completed the
course all showed improved defensive skills. This was a
result not only of training but of conditioning. Students
were not in condition at the start of the course.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need to develop more year around conditioning
program. I've been working with both our
athletic trainers who are exceptionally helpful.
having additional resources in the training room
makes a huge difference.


06/10/2011 - Of the 14 students who completed the
class, 10 demonstrated improved skills based on pre-
test v. post test on marking, tackling and defending
agaoinst an opponent. Goalies were rated on ability to
read, direct and secure.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
The four students who did not show improved
skills were unable to post-test due to injuries.


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/01/2016 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on defensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/10/2011 - All 14 students who completed the class
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rated above a 2.5 or higher on performance in
situational or game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on defensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor,
Average, Excellent).
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Scores were dropped so students who could not
scrimmage due to illness or injury were still able
to successfully complete this criterion.


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in defensive situations.


03/01/2016 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/10/2011 - All 14 students who completed the class
successfully completed this criteron based on a verbal
and visual evaluation to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Classroom time and HBA were critical in
meeting this criterion. The extra time for group
development was essential.
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SKY TEAM 199 - Women's Soccer Theory,
Offense - Concepts and Techniques - Develop
individual and team offensive programs
applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at
an advanced level and apply *concepts into
practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and
philosophy).


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post
tested on skills related to their offensive
responsibilities as an individual and team
member.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will show
improved skills.


03/19/2015 - Students were pre and post tested on skills
related to their offensive responsibilities as an
individual and team member. 100% of the students
showed improved skills.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game
scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 80% of students will
average a 2.5 or higher performance for the
majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based
by position and team play.


03/19/2015 - Students participated in situational or
game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and
teams based on offensive performance. Performances
are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings
were based by position and team play.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Assessment Method: Students will be examined
verbally and visually in order to make sure they
have assimilated and can apply offensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game /
match context.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Success Criterion: 80% of the students will
demonstrate mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in offensive situations.


03/19/2015 - Students were examined verbally and
visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and
can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the
proper game / match context. 100% of the students
demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of baseball; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situation in order
to contend to the best of one's ability against
outside opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Competitive Record based on wins and losses:
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
The team will have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the conference.


02/08/2016 - Team was 13-11 in conference and 22-17
overall. Qualified for state playoffs. Won play-in
against DeAnza and lost to Fresno in the first round.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Team finished 11-13 in conference and 15
-21 overall.
Result Type:
Inconclusive


03/19/2015 - Team showed
improvement over the past two seasons
and is on a positive trend
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Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


06/06/2013 - Team finished the season with a 9-15
record which was in the bottom half of the conference.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Injuries were a factor but
primarily team did not play offensively
and pitch to level. Need to recruit more
talented players if possible. If not, need
to spend more time on basic
fundamentals.


Action Plan Category:
Other


10/06/2010 - Team achieved an overall record of 23-16
finishing in 3rd place of the Coast Conference Pacific
Division. Team was eliminated in the first round of the
CCCAA playoffs.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
2010_Baseball_Stats.pdf


Assessment Method:
Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the Spinco reporting system.
All areas of offensive production will be
measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
The team will be rated in the top half of the
conference in the majority of offensive
categories.


02/08/2016 - Team was rated in top half of conference
in majority of categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Team was not rated in top half of
conference in majority of categories.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Adjusting offensive and
recruiting approach to a more speed
oriented offense.


Assessment Method:
Defensive Statistics:Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the Spinco reporting system.
All areas of defensive production will be
measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
The team will be rated in the top half of the
conference in the majority of offensive
categories.


02/08/2016 - Team was rated in top half of conference
in majority of categories.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Not in the top half of any defensive
categories
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Recruiting approach and
time spent at practice on defense will be
modified.


Action Plan Category:
Use New or Revised Teaching methods
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SKY VARS 100    - Varsity Baseball
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the
traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in
practice and competition.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No participants (coaches or students) will be
given a decorum violation during the season.


02/08/2016 - Head Coach was ejected after a contest
and suspended for two games.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


12/02/2015 - Reviewed decorum with
all participants (players and coaches)
and explained expectations.


Action Plan Category:
Other


03/19/2015 - One ejection reported during the 2014
season
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Two students was suspended for one
game. Two different students were suspended for
season because of a fight.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Institution of a student
code of conduct for team and training
for coaches on proper decorum.


Action Plan Category:
Engage in professional development


06/06/2012 - Head coach was ejected from game.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
None needed.


04/04/2013 - None needed. Ejection
was an isolated incident. Coach met
with Athletic Director.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


Assessment Method:
Grade evaluation of students who participated
and are listed on the roster.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have completed 12
or more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


02/08/2016 - Team hit both benchmarks.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Team hit both benchmarks.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - 16 of 29 students completed 12 or more
units with a 2.75 GPA or higher. 11 of 29 had above a
3.0 grade point average.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2012 - Only 15/28 students completed 12 or more
units with a GPA of 2.75 or higher. The team GPA was
a 2.87. Significant difference between high achievers


04/04/2013 - Need to establish in
semester monitoring plan to track
attendance and progress.
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and those who were not.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need to establish in semester monitoring plan to
track attendance and progress. Students who did
not do well were disengaged and not attending
class consistently.


Related Documents:
Copy of Spring Grades 12xls.xls


Action Plan Category:
Other


10/06/2010 - 26 of 29 students completed 12 or more
units and 21 of 29 students had a grade point average at
or above a 2.75 level.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Grades_2009_10.pdf


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situation in order
to contend to the best of ones ability against
outside opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
1.1	Major Assignment:  Half-court Offensive
Execution (activity)
       Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will score
8 points or more


Related Documents:
VARS 110- rubric for 1 1.doc


02/08/2016 - Half-court Offensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric 100% of
students scored 8 points or more
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Half-court Offensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric
 90% of students  scored 8 points or more


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
1.2	Major Assignment:  Half-court Defensive
Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will score
8 points or more


Related Documents:
VARS 110- rubric for 1 2.doc


02/08/2016 - Half-court Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric over 100% of
students scored 8 points or more.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Half-court Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric over 90% of
students scored 8 points or more.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/14/2011 - Results: 17/21 students scored 8 or more
points on the Half-court Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
1.3	Major Assignment:  Conference Play
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will score
8 points or more


02/08/2016 - Conference Play Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric over 100% of students scored 8 points
or more
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 -  Conference Play Assessment Instrument:
12-point rubric  over 90% of students scored 8 points or
more


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Team scored an 8 on 12 point rubric in
conference play. Demonstrated significant
improvement over the course of the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the
traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice; exhibit
commitment through practice work ethic and
support of teammates as described by instructor.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
1.1	Major Assignment:  Practice Performance
Assessment Instrument:  5-point checklist


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will score
3 or more


02/08/2016 - 100% of students scored 8 or higher on
Game Performance Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/08/2013 - 15 of 15 students scored higher than a 3
on performance assessment instrument with a rating
scale of 1-5
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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01/14/2011 - Results: 19/21 students scored 3 or more
points on performance assessment instrument with
rating scale of 1-5.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011
Related Documents:
Checklist for Sportsmanship.doc


Assessment Method:
1.2	Major Assignment:  Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will score
8 points or more


02/08/2016 - 100% of students scored 8 or higher on
Game Performance Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


01/08/2013 - 15 of 15 students scored 8 or higher on
Game Performance Assessment Instrument: 12-point
rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Decorum Report
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No students or coaches will be cited as breaking
decorum regulations as specified by the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and NCAA.


02/08/2016 - No students or coaches were cited as
breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and NCAA.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - No students or coaches were cited as
breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and NCAA.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - No students or coaches will be cited as
breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and NCAA.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - No students or coaches were cited as
breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast
Conference, CCCAA and NCAA
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2012 - 2013


01/08/2013 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2012 - No students or coaches violated CCCAA
decorum standards
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


12/20/2010 - No students or coaches violated decorum
rules for the Coast Conference, CCCAA and / or
NCAA
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Grade participation of students who participated
and are listed on the roster.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have a 2.75 GPA
and have completed 12 units or more.


02/08/2016 - Team met performance criteria
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Team met performance criteria
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - 10 of 15 students passed 12 or more units
but the team GPA was a 2.52.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Study hall is currently being conducted in
conjunction with grade checks. Possibility exists
to create greater linkages with the LC for
support of students who are having difficulty.
We would need resources to pay an aide or
assistant coach to suuport this.


06/06/2013 - 12 of 14 students passed 12 or more units
with a 2.75 average. Of the 12, 10 had a GPA above a
3.0.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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01/08/2013 - 14 of 15 students completed 12 or more
units with above a 2.75 GPA
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2012 - 9/13 completed 12 or more units with
above a 2.75 GPA. Team GPA was 3.39
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Related Documents:
Copy of Spring Grades 12xls.xls


03/20/2012 - 12 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 10/14 students who
participate completed at least 12 units with a GPA
above a 2.75. The Team GPA was a 3.1. The team was
nominated for the state scholar team award for
basketball.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Related Documents:
Copy of Copy of Fall Grades 11xls.xls


12/20/2010 - 12 of 15 students (80%) completed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 grade point average or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Grades_2009_10.pdf


SKY VARS 110    - Varsity Basketball
- Fitness - Demonstrate an increase in
cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed
through daily practice and measured through
efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test


Course Outcome Status:
Inactive


Assessment Method:
1.1	Major Assignment:  Fitness Test
Assessment Instrument: Pre- and post-test
comparison


Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will
decrease body fat, and increase cardiovascular
fitness


01/08/2013 - 8 of 15 students demonstrated
improvement.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Injuries kept students from participating.
Because only one trainer is available, treatment
was limited. A second athletic trainer is required.


04/04/2013 - Injuries prevented student
athletes from demonstrating
improvement.  2nd trainer is needed to
treat injured athletes.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


01/14/2011 - Results: 18/21 students improved times in
conditioning drills
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
1.2	Major Assignment:  Conditioning Drills
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Performance Criteria: 75% of students will show
improved times


01/08/2013 - 9 of 15 students showed improved times.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Injuries prevented students from improving
because only one trainer was available, 2nd
trainer needed.


04/04/2013 - A second athletic trainer is
needed.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation in order to
contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Competitive Record Based on wins and losses.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the conference.


02/08/2016 - Team finished 2-16-1 and 1-11-1 in
conference. Team did not finish in top half of
conference.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/08/2016 - Position is being made full
-time starting in Fall 2016.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


03/19/2015 - Team finished 3-15-1 and 3-10 in
conference.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Find better players


12/11/2012 - Team finished in 4th place with in
division and did not have winning record (4-13-2)
Injuries played a role in non-winning record along with
ability
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
2nd athletic trainer is necessary


04/04/2013 - 2nd athletic trainer is
necessary to help treat injured athletes


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


11/20/2009 - Team finished in 4th place but did not
have an overall winning record.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
The team had some ups and downs due to
injuries and the lack of a goalkeeper. Efforts will
be made to have a suitable goalkeeper available
for next season.


Assessment Method:
Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting system. All areas


02/08/2016 - Team scored 11 goals in 19 matches and
were ranked 69th, out of 74, in the state. Team
averaged .57 goals per game.
Result Type:


02/08/2016 - Head Coaching position
will become full-time in fall 2016
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of offensive production will be measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will average 2 goals on more per
scheduled contest.


Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


03/19/2015 - Team scored 10 goals in 19 games.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Change in recruiting to get
more offensive capable players


12/11/2012 - Team scored 12 goals in 19 matches not
meeting goal of averaging 2 goals or more per game.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Significant offense players missed time due to
injury. Access to only one trainer slowed
rehabilitation time. 2nd trainer is needed.


04/04/2013 - 2nd trainer is necessary to
treat injured athletes.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


Assessment Method:
Defensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting system. All areas
of defensive production will be measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will average giving up two goals or
fewer per each scheduled contest.


02/08/2016 - Team gave up 61 goals in 19 matches, an
average of 3.21 per match. Team ranked 67th of 74
teams in defense.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/08/2016 - Head Coaching position
will be full-time starting in Fall 2016.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


03/19/2015 - Gave up 41 goals in 19 games
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - Team gave up 33 goals in 19 contests
meeting their goal of giving up an average of 2 goals or
less per game.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


SKY VARS 150    - Varsity Soccer
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the
traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in
practice and competition.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No participants (coaches or students) will be
given a decorum violation during the season.


02/08/2016 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season. One
student did receive a double yellow for a rule book
infraction
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season. Three
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students did receive double yellows for rule book
infractions
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - One student did receive a red card. The
card was for an excessively agressive play at the end of
the game. The referee stated the student tackled the
player without attempting to play the ball. It was a
judgement call
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/08/2013 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - No participants, 25 total, received a
decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Assessment Method:
Grade evaluation of students listed on the roster
who participated.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have completed 12
or more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


02/08/2016 - 11 of 21 students passed 12 or more units
with a team GPA of 2.36
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Students did not meet criteria.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Will try weekly check-in
with assistant and head coaches to
monitor academic progress.


Action Plan Category:
Other


01/31/2014 - 9 of 21 students passed 12 or more units
with a team GPA of 2.62.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Two avenues exist that can be explored
concurrently. The majority of students
participating are hispanic males. If possible, we
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may want to explore expanded collaboration
with the Puente learning community. These
students often register late and can't access the
SA learning community. Puente many be an
option in terms of support. In addition, a
monitored and supervised study hall should be
implimented. Grade checks are being done but
with no referal. We would need funding for an
aide or assistant coach to provide this service.


01/08/2013 - 8 of 24 passed at least 12 units with a 2.75
GPA or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
We need time / resources to meet students
during the week outside of practice time to
monitor academic progress.


04/04/2013 - Monitoring of academic
progress


Action Plan Category:
Other


03/20/2012 - 16 of 26 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 15 of 26 students
completed at least 12 units with a GPA above a 2.75.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Related Documents:
Copy of Copy of Fall Grades 11xls.xls


01/15/2010 - 17 of 25 students (68%) completed more
than 12 units with a GPA higher than 2.75.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Grades_2009_10.pdf


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport
of wrestling; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to competitive situations in order
to contend to the best of one's ability against
outside opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Competitive Record based on individual results
at regional and state wide competition.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
The team will have multiple individuals qualify
for the state championships.


02/08/2016 - 8 students qualified for regional with five
advancing to the state championships. Team finished
4th out of 10 in Northern California and 16th out of 20
at the state championships.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 9 students qualified for regional with six
advancing to the state championships.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
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2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - 2 students qualified for regional with four
advancing to the state championships. Two wrestlers
finished in the top 8 in California.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/20/2010 - Three students qualified for state
championships with Sam Tempko finishing 2nd in the
state at 174 lbs. Skyline finished 17th in the state.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Individuals will be assessed on personal skill
development based on weight class. Students
will be rated daily as either poor (0), average (1)
or excellent(2).
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
Students will have a mean score greater than 1.0
for the season.


02/08/2016 - 32 students were enrolled in the class and
14 competed. Scores are based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for those students was
above a 1.3 on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or
excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to rank
wrestlers by weight class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - 30 students were enrolled in the class and
15 competed. Scores are based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for those students was
above a 1.5 on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or
excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to rank
wrestlers by weight class.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - 33 students were enrolled in the class and
15 competed. Scores are based on the 15 students who
participated. The mean score for those students was
above a 1.5 on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or
excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to rank
wrestlers by weight class. .
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/20/2010 - Of the 14 students on the roster 10
received a rating of 1.0 or higher on three point scale
poor (0), average (1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized
assessments to rank wrestlers by weight class. ..
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY VARS 200    - Varsity Wrestling
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the
traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice and demonstrate
committment to academic achievement through
work ethic developed in practice and
competition.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No participants (coaches or students) will be
given a decorum violation during the season.


02/08/2016 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - No coaches or students were given a
decorum violation during the 2013 season
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/31/2014 - No students or coaches received decorum
violations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/08/2013 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - No students, 15 total, received a decorum
violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/20/2010 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Grade evaluation of students who participated
and are listed on the roster.
Assessment Method Category:


02/08/2016 - 4 of 12 students successfully completed
12 or more units and the team GPA was 2.72.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
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Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have completed 12
or more units with a 2.75 GPA.


Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/19/2015 - Did not meet grade criteria
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/19/2015 - Will attempt to monitor
more closely with assistant and head
coaches.


01/31/2014 - 10 of 16 students successfully completed
12 or more units and the team GPA was 2.79
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/08/2013 - 4 of 15 students completed 12 or more
units with above a 2.75 GPA
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Needed time and resources to compensate for
meeting with students outside of class to monitor
and assess progress.


04/04/2013 - Monitoring of academic
progress


Action Plan Category:
Other


03/20/2012 - 11 of 18 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 8 of 18 students who
participated completed at least 12 units with a 2.75
GPA or higher
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
We are preparing a best practices document to
aid coaches in supporting students academically.
Wrestling is taught by a part-time coach who is
not on campus. Because we do not have targeted
counseling support for student-athletes and the
wrestlers do not participate in the scholar-athlete
program success rates are lower when compared
to other sports. Wrestling also practices at night
which can impact academic performance.
Resources needed for improvement are:
1. A full-time coach
2. Target counseling support for student-athletes
3. Earlier recruiting of prospects so they can
enroll and participate in the scholar-athlete
program.


Related Documents:
Copy of Copy of Fall Grades 11xls.xls


04/04/2013 - We are preparing a best
practices document to aid coaches in
supporting students academically.
Wrestling is taught by a part-time coach
who is not on campus. Because we do
not have targeted counseling support for
student-athletes and the wrestlers do not
participate in the scholar-athlete
program success rates are lower when
compared to other sports. Wrestling
also practices at night which can impact
academic performance. Resources
needed for improvement are:
1. A full-time coach
2. Target counseling support for student
-athletes
3. Earlier recruiting of prospects so they
can enroll and participate in the scholar-
athlete program.


Action Plan Category:
Other


12/20/2010 - 7 of 14 students (50%) completed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Grades_2009_10.pdf


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situation in order
to contend to the best of one's ability against
outside opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Competitive Record based on wins and losses:
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the conference.


02/08/2016 - Currently, the team is 15-9 overall and 5-3
in conference. They are on pace to qualify for the
playoffs and are currently rated 14th in Northern
California.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Team finished 17-9 overall and 8-4 in
conference. They qualified for the state playoffs as the
10th seed.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


06/06/2013 - Team finished 6-19 and in a tie for fifth
place.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


06/06/2013 - Focus recruiting not only
on talent but on committment. Also will
practice lat in an attempt to draw more
girls.


Action Plan Category:
Other


Assessment Method:
Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the statistical reporting
system. All areas of offensive production will be
measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will average 70 points or more per
contest.


02/08/2016 - Team averages 68.1 points per game and
is ranked 23rd out of 90 teams in scoring. Strong
overall rating makes up for not getting to the 70 point
threshold.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Team did not hit 70 point benchmark but
was in the top half of the state in scoring. (38th of 84
teams)
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


Assessment Method:
Defensive Statistics:Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the statistical reporting
system. All areas of defensive production will be


02/08/2016 - Team gives up 64.2 point per game and is
rated 51 out of 90 teams in the state.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will give up less that 70 points per
contest.


Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Criteria met. Team ranked 26th in the
state for scoring defense out of 84 teams.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


02/26/2010 - Team gave up 69.2 points per game. This
met the 70 point threshold.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
2009-10_final_WBB_Statistics.pdf


SKY VARS 300    - Vars. Women's Basketball
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the
traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in
practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and
Academics)


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No participants (coaches or students) will be
given a decorum violation during the season.


02/08/2016 - One student was given a decorum
violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


02/08/2016 - Extended decorum
meeting with team at the start of season
about expectations. Individual meeting
with student who was ejected.


Action Plan Category:
Other


03/23/2015 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation during the fall semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


06/06/2013 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


01/08/2013 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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06/06/2012 - No students or coaches were ejected.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012


02/26/2010 - No participants were disqualified with a
decorum violation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Coast_Conference_Decorum_2009_10.p
df


Assessment Method:
Grade evaluation of students who participated
and are listed on the roster.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have completed 12
or more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


02/08/2016 - 9 of 11 students completed 12 or more
units and the team GPA was 2.92. A significant
improvement was noted from last season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Criteria not me. Academic performance
was generally poor.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/23/2015 - Study Hall program will
be stregthened to try and incorporate an
academic check-in. Purpose is to review
notes and make sure students are
attending class and keeping up with
their work. Also, a push to try and
recruit students who are stronger
academically.


01/31/2014 - 10 of 14 students passed 12 or more units
but the team GPA was a 2.52.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Study hall was instituted in the fall but
structured as a free study time. We are looking at
structuring this so there is more supervision,
support and monitoring. To do that we need
resources for an aide or assistant coach to take
on the responsibility


06/06/2013 - 5 of 10 students passed 12 or more units
with a 2.75 gpa or higher. Of the five, three students
were above a 3.0.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:


06/06/2013 - Institute Study Hall for
2013-2014 season


Action Plan Category:
Other
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2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need hourly resorces to fund study hall and
monitoring.


01/08/2013 - 2 of 9 students passed 12 or more units
with a 2.75 GPA or higher
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Part-time coach who needs resources to assist in
monitoring and evaluating student progress
during the semester.


04/04/2013 - Monitoring of academic
progress


Action Plan Category:
Other


06/06/2012 - 9/14 students passed 12 or more units with
a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team GPA was 3.21
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Related Documents:
Copy of Spring Grades 12xls.xls


03/20/2012 - 13 of 14 students who participated
completed 12 or more units. 8 of 14 students who
completed 12 or more units had a GPA above a 2.75.
The team GPA was 3.16.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Related Documents:
Copy of Copy of Fall Grades 11xls.xls


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of volleyball; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situations in
order to contend to the best of one's ability
against outside opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Competitive record based on wins and losses
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
The team will either have a winning overall
record or finish in the top half of the conference.


02/08/2016 - Team finished 4-21 overall and 2-8 in
conference.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Team finished at 12-14 overall and 2-8 in
conference. Injuries were a factor in results.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - Team finished the season 5-19 overall and
1-9 in conference resulting in a 6th place finish
Result Type:
Criterion not met


04/04/2013 - Better recruiting to
increase competitiveness and depth


Action Plan Category:
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Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


Other


12/20/2010 - Team finished season 10-15 overall and 5-
5 in conference which tied for 3rd place in a six team
division.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Based on individual performance at practice in
offensive and defensive skills, students will be
rated on a three point scale (1=Poor, 2= Average,
3 = Excellent). Student ratings for the season
will average better than 2.0.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance


02/08/2016 - Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive skills, students were
rated on a three point scale (1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 =
Excellent). Student ratings for the season averaged less
than 2.0. Rating is reflective of some attitude problems.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Based on individual performance at
practice in offensive and defensive skills, students were
rated on a three point scale (1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 =
Excellent). Student ratings for the season averaged
better than 2.0. Rating is inconclusive as average was
based on days participating. Because of injuries,
students missed quite a few days.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - Of the 10 students enrolled, the mean was
above 2.0. Should be noted that result was determined
by a pre and post test. Students did progress but not at a
level to be competitive.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Conditioning needs to be improved and access to
increased training services implemented.


04/04/2013 - Injuries played a role.
Conditioning needs to be improved and
access to increased training services
implemented.


Action Plan Category:
Other


12/20/2010 - Of the 14 players on the roster, student
ratings averaged slightly better than 2.0 for the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY VARS 340    - Vars. Women's Volleyball
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations


02/08/2016 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season
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traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice and demonstrate
committment to academic achievement through
work ethic developed in practice and
competition.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No participants (coaches or students) will be
given a decorum violation during the season.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/31/2014 - No students or coaches received decorum
violations.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/08/2013 - No students or coaches received a
decorum violation
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - No students received a decorum violation
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/20/2010 - No participants were ejected or received a
decorum violation during the 2010 season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Grade evaluation of students who participated
and are listed on the roster.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have completed 12
or more units with a GPA of 2.75 or higher.


02/08/2016 - Only 6 of 11 students met the standard.
Team GPA was 2.91. Academic performance improved
over last year. Two students had a perfect 4.0 GPA.
Yet, others really struggled.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Only 2 of 11 students met the standard.
Team GPA and progress were poor.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/23/2015 - Ray,
I appreciate that but think the issue
might require more than setting a higher
standard. I mean that standard could
have been in place the fall semester and
not really made much of a difference. If
you had that standard, I could have seen
not having Sahara or Kim Tang as they
have consistently struggled with
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academic performance. But, it wouldn’t
explain what happened with Makai,
Tristi, Zina and to a lesser degree
Makayla. As I see it, the big issue is that
of your sophomores none really did
anything to help themselves get ready to
transfer academically regardless of
volleyball. It’s a wasted semester.


I think that you are on the right track in
terms of the standard but it’s really
going to take a culture change. So you
are aware, I talked with Chris and the
women’s basketball team as well about
their poor academic performance. From
where I sit, it looks to me like the
students are spending more time on
personal issues, hanging out and
playing their sport than on their
academics. It’s almost like they are
saying they figure they won’t play after
here so just do the minimum to play and
see where that gets you. I know I’m
simplifying but it’s incredibly
frustrating to me, and I know you as
well, to see these academic results. This
was by far the worst academic
performance I’ve seen by a Skyline
team since I’ve been here.


I think we need to think about things, in
addition to having a higher standard that
you may want to implement. Given
these grades, it would be hard for me as
an AD to approve any off-campus NTS
competition by the team in the spring
and any trips next fall that require
extended missed class time. Mostly, we
really want to focus on recruiting
motivated kids who will put their
academics and Skyline Volleyball first
and their personal lives second. I realize
kids will have struggles academically.
We’re here to help them with that. I
could accept an F or D if a student is
really trying. It’s just hard to think,
given how bright your kids this year
seemed to be, that the best GPA they
could have in courses outside of PE
would be a 1.5.


So let’s talk when you are back on
campus about some things in addition to
a higher standard that you may want to
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consider.


Best,
Joe


From: Rayannah Salahuddin
[mailto:rsalahuddin@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2015
5:36 PM
To: Morello, Jr., Joseph
Cc: Nomicos, Dino; Traci Laeha; Cierra
Peel
Subject: Re: Volleyball Grades - Fall
2014


Thank you for the update.  I 100% agree
with you about academic standards.  We
have set-up new standards for
excellence in the classroom that is far
above the CCCAA required. We will be
happy to review these standards with
you once we start meeting on campus
next week.  I will cc'd you on the copies
I email to the team.
Ray


01/31/2014 - 5 of 9 students completed 12 or more units
but team GPA was 2.68
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Need resources to provide study hall program
that is supervised and monitors student progress.
Time can be made but we need to compensate an
aide or assistant coach to undertake this duty.


01/08/2013 - 5of 10 students passed at least 12 units
with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Instructor is a part-time coach who needs
additional resources to help monitor and assess
progress during the semester.


04/04/2013 - Monitoring of academic
progress, resources


Action Plan Category:
Other


03/20/2012 - 6 of 9 students completed 12 or more
units. 4 of 9 students completed 12+ units with a GPA
above a 2.75. Team GPA was 2.6
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Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Small statistical sample makes this difficult to
assess. Historically, academic performance has
not been as strong in comparison to other
programs because the coach is part-time, the
team practices in the evening, no directed
counseling support is available and students
don't patrticipate in the scholar-athlete learning
community. Resources needed would be:


1. Full-Time Coach
2. Gym space availability to practice during the
day.
3. Targeted counseling support
4. Earlier recruitment of SA's so they can
participate in the learning community.


Related Documents:
Copy of Copy of Fall Grades 11xls.xls


12/20/2010 - 8 of 14 (57%) students completed 12 or
more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
Grades_2009_10.pdf


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
- Skill and knowledge - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of badminton; use critical thinking skills to apply
this knowledge to a competitive situation in order
to contend to the best of one's ability against
outside opponents.


Assessment Cycles:
2009-2010


Start Date:
04/28/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Singles challenge ladder rubric
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% wil score 8 points or better on a 12 point
rubric


02/08/2016 - All students scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - All students scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


04/15/2013 - 80% scored 8 points or better on a 12
point rubric on badminton strategy.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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03/15/2010 - 80% of students scored 8 or better points
on challenge ladder rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Doubles challenge ladder rubric
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% will score 8 points or better on a 12 point
rubric


02/08/2016 - All students scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - All students scored 8 points or better on a
12 point rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


04/08/2013 - 90% scored 8 points or better on a 12
point rubric on doubles strategy during doubles ladder
challenges.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


03/14/2011 - 100% of students scored 70% or better on
the 12 point doubles challenge rubric
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Exam on use of strategy in singles and doubles
play
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% will score 80% or better


02/08/2016 - 100% of students scored 80% or better on
the exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - 100% of students scored 80% or better on
the exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/27/2013 - 100% scored 80% or better on a strategy
quiz for singles and doubles play.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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04/14/2010 - 100% of students scored 80% or better on
strategy exam
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
- Sportsmanship - Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both
competition and practice; exhibit commitment
through practice work ethic and support of
teammates as described by instructor.


Assessment Cycles:
2009-2010


Start Date:
04/21/2010


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Etiquette test
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
80% will score 80% or better on a test pertaining
to badminton etiquette


02/08/2016 - 100% scored 80% or better on a test
pertaining to badminton etiquette
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - 100% scored 80% or better on a test
pertaining to badminton etiquette
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


04/24/2013 - 100% scored 80% or better on a
badminton etiquette test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


03/03/2010 - 90% of students scored 80% of better on
badminton etiquette test
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Team goals creation, group project
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
80% of team goals will be realistic and
measureable


02/08/2016 - 100% of team goals were realistic and
measureable
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - 100% of team goals were realistic and
measureable
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/04/2013 - 80% of team goals were realistic and
measurable.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
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03/08/2010 - 90% of team goals were realistic and
measureable
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Sportsmanship display during conference play
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
90% of students will display good sportsmanship
90% of the time


02/08/2016 - 100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time. Sportsmanship was
measured through accepted badminton etiquette and
CCCAA decorum guidelines in both competition and
practice.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - 100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


05/13/2013 - 100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship at least 90% of the time.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/10/2011 - 100% of students displayed good
sportsmanship 100% of the time.  Sportsmanship was
measured through accepted badminton etiquette and
CCCAA decorum guidelines in both competition and
practice.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


SKY VARS 350    - Women's Varsity Badminton
- Fitness improvement - Demonstrate an increase
in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed
through daily practice and measured through
efficiency of movement and recovery rate.


Assessment Cycles:
2009-2010


Start Date:
05/05/2010


Course Outcome Status:


Assessment Method:
Pre and post fitness test
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
80% of students will show improvement in
recovery rate after footwork shuttle drills


05/06/2013 - 100% of students showed improvement at
the end of the season on heart recovery rate after
footwork shuttle drills.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/05/2011 - Using heart rate recovery rates (measured
through pre and post testing of HR after footwork
drills), 100% of students showed improvement at the
end of the semester.
Result Type:
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Inactive
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2010 - 2011


Assessment Method:
Survey to determine perceived fitness changes at
the end of the semester
Assessment Method Category:
Survey
Success Criterion:
90% will answer positively on questions
pertaining to perceptions of fitness improvement


05/08/2013 - 100% of students answered positively to
questions pertaining to perceptions of fitness
improvement at the end of the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/10/2010 - 100% of students responded positively to
survey questions pertaining to perceived fitness
changes.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


Assessment Method:
Timed pre and post test footwork shuttle drills
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
90% of students will improve their footspeed and
technique on timed shuttle drills at the end of the
semester


05/01/2013 - 100% of students improved their
footspeed and technique on timed shuttle drills at the
end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


05/12/2010 - 100% of students improved their
footspeed on timed shuttle drills at the end of the
semester.  90% of students improved their technique at
the end of the semester.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
- Strategies and Skills - Demonstrate an expert
knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game
of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this
knowledge to a competitive situation in order to
contend to the best of one's ability against outside
opponents.


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Competitive Record based on wins and losses:
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will have a winning overall record and
place in the top half of the conference.


02/08/2016 - Team was 8-4-6 overall and 5-1-4 in
conference finishing in 2nd place.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Team was 11-8-1 overall and 4-3-1 in
conference finishing in 3rd place
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - Team finished the season 7-10-1 and in
4th place in division. which was not a winning overall
mark or in the top half of the conference standings.
Result Type:


04/04/2013 - Injuries were a key part of
the story. Only goalie was injured and
did not play after 3rd game. Require
improved conditioning and suitable
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Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
2nd athletic trainer and/or access to injury
treatment and prevention


back-up goalie.


Action Plan Category:
Other


Assessment Method:
Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting system. All areas
of offensive production will be measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will average scoring two or more goals
per game.


02/08/2016 - Team scored 30 goals in 18 games
averaging 1.6 goals per game and finished 51st among
84 teams in scoring.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Team scored 41 goals averaging 2.1 goals
per game and finished 33rd among 85 teams in scoring.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - Team scored 33 goals in 18 games which
did not meet success criterion of averaging two goals
per game. Injuries forced better offensive players to
play goalie.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


04/04/2013 - Better access to athletic
trainer/injury rehab and prevention.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


Assessment Method:
Defensive Statistics: Statistical analysis will be
conducted utilizing the California Community
College Soccer News reporting system. All areas
of defensive production will be measured.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The team will average giving up two goals or less
per game.


02/08/2016 - Team gave up 18 goals in 18 matches
averaging a goal per game. Team was 23rd of 84 in the
state.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Team allowed 31 goals or about 1.55 per
match meeting that criteria. Team ranked 46th of 85
teams in scoring defense.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


12/11/2012 - Team gave up 56 goals in 18 games which
did not meet the success criteria if averaging two per
game.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:


04/04/2013 - Reassess next season


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment
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Injury to primary goalie impacted result. Chronic
injury that may not have been as severe if
additional training resources were available


11/24/2009 - The team gave up only 8 goals in 22
matches.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
2009_W_Soccer_Final_Statistics.pdf


SKY VARS 360    - Varsity Women's Soccer
- Sportsmanship and Academics - Embody the
traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team
in both competition and practice; and
demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in
practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and
Academics)


Course Outcome Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
No participants (coaches or students) will be
given a decorum violation during the season.


02/08/2016 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - No participants (coaches or students) were
given a decorum violation during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/30/2014 - No participants were given a decorum
violation in the 2013 season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014


01/08/2013 - No coaches or students received a
decorum violation.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


12/11/2012 - No students received a decorum violation
during the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013


03/26/2010 - No participants were given a decorum
violation throughout the season.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2009 - 2010
Related Documents:
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Coast_Conference_Decorum_2009_10.p
df


Assessment Method:
Grade evaluation of students who participated
and are listed on the roster.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
The majority of students will have completed 12
or more units with a GPA above a 2.75.


02/08/2016 - 18 of 20 students who participated
completed 12+ units. 11 of 20 students who completed
12+ units had a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team GPA was
2.71
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/23/2015 - Students met the criteria.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


01/30/2014 - 11 of 18 students completed 12 or more
units but the team GPA was a 2.58
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2013 - 2014
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
TEAM GPA was below a 2.58. Instituted a study
hall but did not have resources for supervision or
follow-up. Need additional funding for assistant
coach to take on responsibility of monitoring
progress and supervising study hall.


01/08/2013 - 2 out of 20 passed  12 or more units with a
GPA of 2.75 or higher.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2012 - 2013
Resources Needed to Implement Action Plan:
Seek resources for staff to help monitor and
assess student academic progress during the
semester.


04/04/2013 - Track academic progress,
reassess next season


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


03/20/2012 - 14 of 16 students who participated
completed 12+ units. 12 of 16 students who completed
12+ units had a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team GPA was
3.03
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2011 - 2012
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		SKY Dept - Kinesiology






PSLOs Report Via Other Assessments
San Mateo CCCD


SKY Dept - Kinesiology
Department Assessment


Coordinator:
 Jan Fosberg and Kevin Corsiglia


PSLOs Means of Assessment & Success Criteria /
Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Physical Progress
(ADAP) - Demonstrate increased muscular
strength and endurance, or in the presence of a
degenerative disease process, demonstrate either
maintained or slowed degradation of muscular
strength and endurance in areas where given the
"normal" course of the disease, decreased
muscle strength and endurance would be
expected.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Oral and/or Demonstration individually and in
small groups of proper techniques relative to
daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or
speeding up quickly, climbing or descending
stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability
for using closed chain equipment (leg press,
hamstring curl, seated row, lat pulldown,
gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step,
elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and
arm/leg cyles, personalized adaptations for
dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls and various
methods to stimulate greater
NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.
Assessment Method Category:
Presentation/Performance
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate progression
from pre-assessment to post-assessment.


03/03/2016 - Almost 100% of students demonstrated
progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Almost 100% of students  demonstrated
progression from pre-assessment to post-assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Improved Fitness
(COMB) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of
fitness as measured by the division Physical
Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the
division.  Students will be evaluated on
improvement.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
Students are evaluated in five fitness areas. 70%
of students will demonstrate improvement in at
least two areas.


03/03/2016 - Students were evaluated in five fitness
areas. Over, 80% of the students demonstrated
improvement in muscular endurance and flexibility.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Students were evaluated in five fitness
areas. Over, 70% of the students  demonstrated
improvement in muscular endurance and flexibility.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Greater use of technology
in PEEP is needed. Students can't track
progress because it's administered via
paper / pencil. Resources needed are
tablets to input data from testing and a
password system so student can view
results.


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Combative Basics
(COMB) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills,
knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the
practice and performance of combative


Assessment Method:
A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching
and kicking techniques.  Students will be


03/03/2016 - Better than 80 % of students who
completed the courses will rated high enough on the
rubric used to receive a passing grade. Students


03/03/2016 - Loss of karate from
curriculum has made offerings more
concentrated in wrestling.
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activities.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


evaluated on a 10 point scale.


A final exam on the individual performance of
the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student's
skill level.  Students will be evaluated on a 10
point scale.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70 % of students who complete the course will
rate at 6.0 or higher. Students assessed on
improvement from base level (beginning)
through advanced.


assessed on improvement from base level (beginning)
through advanced.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


03/25/2015 - Better than 80 % of students who
completed the courses will rated high enough on the
rubric used to receive a passing grade. Students
assessed on improvement from base level (beginning)
through advanced.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Fitness Awareness
(COMB) - Recognize the importance of, and
practice, participating in regular moderate
physical activity for at least 30 minutes a day.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Improved Fitness
(FITN) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of
fitness as measured by the division Physical
Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the
division.  Students will be evaluated on
improvement. 5 areas of fitness are evaluated.
Students must demonstrate progression in at least
two areas. Which areas are dependent on the
focus, training mode and specificity of the fitness
activity selected.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
demonstrate progression in two or more areas.


03/03/2016 - Generally, regardless of level, slightly
over 80% of the students who completed the class
demonstrated progression in two or more areas related
to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength,
muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by
specific activity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 -  Generally, regardless of level, slightly
over 80% of the students who completed the class
demonstrated progression in two or more areas related
to fitness. The areas measured are: muscular strength,
muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency,
flexibility and body composition. Results vary by
specific activity.


Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Greater use of technology
in PEEP is needed. Students can't track
progress because it's administered via
paper / pencil. Resources needed are
tablets to input data from testing and a
password system so student can view
results.


Action Plan Category:
Plan purchase of new equipment or
supplies
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Fitness Awareness
(FITN) - Recognize the importance of, and
practice, participating in regular moderate
physical activity for at least 30 minutes a day.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Improved Fitness
Practices (FITN) - Identify and assess their
current fitness level; alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students will understand and apply exercise
principles, program development, and current
research related to the specific training mode as
covered in activity progression. Students are
accessed based on progression from a beginning
through an advanced level.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students will demonstrate progression
based on pre-test data on their application and
knowledge of fitness principles related to
program development and assessment.


03/03/2016 - Regardless of mode, modality and / or
level over, 80% of students demonstrated progression
based on pre-test data on their application and
knowledge of fitness principles related to program
development and assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Regardless of mode, modality and / or
level over, 80% of students demonstrated progression
based on pre-test data on their application and
knowledge of fitness principles related to program
development and assessment.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Continued need to update
and enhance equipment and supplies to
achieve outcomes. In addition, facility
modifications, especially storage, are
required in some areas.


Action Plan Category:
Plan purchase of new equipment or
supplies


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Improve Fitness
Practices (INDV) - Identify and assess their
current fitness level; alter or modify specific
wellness or fitness practices in order to improve
body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength
related to performance.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Fitness Awareness
(INDV) - Recognize the importance of, and
practice, participating in regular moderate
physical activity for at least 30 minutes a day.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive
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SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Individual Skills
Basics (INDV) - Demonstrate and apply the
fundamental skills, knowledge, etiquette and
vocabulary used in the practice and performance
of individual activities.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Students are accessed at a beginning level to
advanced level on a skill assessment at the start
of class. Evaluation is of progression over the
corse of the semester based on specific motor
and activity specific skills. Student must
demonstrate progression.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% or more of the students who complete the
class must demonstrate progression in a majority
of the skills being accessed.


03/03/2016 - Students are accessed at a beginning level
to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of
class. Evaluation is of progression over the corse of the
semester based on specific motor and activity specific
skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
80% of the students who completed the classes
demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills
being accessed.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Students are accessed at a beginning level
to advanced level on a skill assessment at the start of
class. Evaluation is of progression over the corse of the
semester based on specific motor and activity specific
skills. Students must demonstrate progression. Over
80% of the students who completed the classes
demonstrated progression in a majority of the skills
being accessed.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Need to continually
upgrade supplies / equipment. Also,
facility availability is an issue
specifically related to golf and archery.


Action Plan Category:
Plan purchase of new equipment or
supplies


Assessment Method:
Students are classified at varyoing levels and are
tested regarding vocabulary, rules and strategy
based on that level. Levels are beginning,
intermediate, advanced intermediate and
advanced.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who take the exam will
complete it at a C level or higher.


03/03/2016 - Students at all levels were able to achieve
a C or higher grade related to testing on knowledge,
rules, history, customs and / or other facets of the
individual activity at least 70% of the time.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Fitness Awareness
(PE/KINE) - Identify risk factors for heart
disease and stroke, and apply general
fitness/wellness principles to minimize risk.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Based on specific course objectives, exams,
either by the instructor or through a national
certifying organization, are used to demonstrate
student compentency related to fitness and
exercise epidemiology.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the course, 70%
will demonstrate proficiency by receiving a
passing grade on exanms related to exercise
epidemiology.


03/03/2016 - Of the students who completed courses
with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness
related focus, more than 80% demonstrated proficiency
by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those
topics.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Of the students who completed courses
with an exercise epedimiology, allied health or fitness
related focus, more than 80% demonstrated proficiency
by receiving a passing grade on exanms related to those
topics.
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Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Exercise Analysis
(PE/KINE) - Critically analyze anatomical and
physiological factors in the development of
exercise prescription, prevention and
rehabilitation programs designed to meet
individual goals and circumstances.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Career Planning
(PE/KINE) - Identify career and/or educational
options in physical education, and formulate an
action plan to successfully pursue and attain
those options.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Capstone project done either individually or in a
group setting where students identify, learn
about and shadow potential career pathways in
the field of Kinesiology and in allied fields.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, 100%
will be able to identify a carerr pathway related to
Kinesiology including the education, skills and
interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the
profession.


03/03/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
over 80% were able to identify a career pathway related
to Kinesiology including the education, skills and
interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the
profession
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Of the students who completed the class,
100% were able to identify a career pathway related to
Kinesiology including the education, skills and
interpersonal qualities necessary to excel in the
profession
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Contextualizing Sport
(PE/KINE) - Demonstrate an understanding of
the historical, social and psychological aspects
of activity and sport in the context of society.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Through the use of weekly responses, journals,
assignments and papers, students will be able to
contextualize the role of Kinesiology and sport,
it's historical, social and psychological aspects,
in a cohesive manner.
Assessment Method Category:
Essay
Success Criterion:
Of the students who complete the class, over 70%
will be able to demonstrate an ability to analyze
and describe how Kinesiology and Sport are
formed and formed by historical, social and
psychological aspects of society.


03/03/2016 - Of the students who completed the class,
over 70% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze
and describe how Kinesiology and Sport are formed
and framed by historical, social and psychological
aspects of society.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Of the students who completed the class,
over 60% were able to demonstrate an ability to analyze
and describe how Kinesiology and Sport are formed
and framed by historical, social and psychological
aspects of society.
Result Type:


03/25/2015 - Need to look at written
prompts and formats. Students by in
large understand and can explain the
concepts. The issue is their ability to
express that critically through writing is
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Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


limited.


Action Plan Category:
Conduct Further Assessment


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Improved Fitness
(TEAM) - Demonstrate improvement in areas of
fitness as measured by the division Physical
Education Evaluation Program (PEEP).


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the
division.  Students will be evaluated on
improvement. 5 areas of fitness are evaluated.
Students must demonstrate progression in at least
two areas. Which areas are dependent on the
focus, training mode and specificity of the fitness
activity selected.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of students who complete the class will
demonstrate improvement in at least two of five
areas most closely related to participation in that
particular TEAM activity.


03/03/2016 - Almost 100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of
five areas most closely related to participation in that
particular TEAM activity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Almost 100% of students who completed
the class demonstrated improvement in at least two of
five areas most closely related to participation in that
particular TEAM activity.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Greater use of technology
in PEEP is needed. Students can't track
progress because it's administered via
paper / pencil. Resources needed are
tablets to input data from testing and a
password system so student can view
results.


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Team Sports Basics
(TEAM) - Demonstrate the fundamental skills,
knowledge, etiquette and vocabulary used in the
practice and performance of team activities.


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Based on level, students will be evaluated on a
rubric and their improvement from pre-post test
used in assessing progress. In addition, students
will be tested, based on level, to make sure they
know and understand the rules and etiqutte
involved in the sport.
Assessment Method Category:
Pre and post testing
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
be able to demonstrate increased skills,
knowledge and ability related to the sport.


03/03/2016 - Over 90% of the students who completed
the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level,
increased skills, knowledge and ability related to the
sport.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Over 80% of the students who completed
the classes were able to demonstrate, based on level,
increased skills, knowledge and ability related to the
sport.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Effective Sports
(TEAM) - Develop individual and team
offensive/defensive programs applicable to
specific goals, evaluate various techniques for
effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced
level and apply concepts into practice.


Assessment Method:
Students are accessed on their ability to use
individual skills and apply them in game
settings. Students are accessed at four levels,
beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate
and advanced, and then evaluated on their
application based on that level. Performance is


03/03/2016 - Almost 100% of the students who
completed the classes were able to demonstrate
progression in the use and application of skills and
techniques in the proper game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
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Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


related is related to skill level.
Assessment Method Category:
Exam
Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the class will
demonstrate progression in the use and
application of skills and techniques in the proper
game context.


Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/25/2015 - Almost 100% of the students who
completed the classes were able to demonstrate
progression in the use and application of skills and
techniques in the proper game context.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Interpretation and
Performance (DANC) - Provide a more
authentic and individualized interpretation of a
given dance form through a demonstration of
appropriate levels of technique that incorporate
cultural elements of this dance form (e.g.
costume, history, vocabulary, rhythm and
music)


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Creative
Collaboration (DANC) - Create and develop
unique movement sequences, and
collaboratively organize that material into a
dance


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Critical Evaluation
(DANC) - Critically evaluate and objectively
discuss dance as a performance art


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Inactive


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Advanced Sport
(VARS) - Demonstrate an expert knowledge of
the strategies and skills of the sport; use critical
thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a
competitive situation in order to contend to the
best of one's ability against outside opponents


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Statistics and records will be used to measure
progress. Standard would be in team sports to try
and have a winning overall record and finish in
the top half of the conference. It also would
include being in the top half of the state in
relevant statistical categories. For individual
sports, that individual qualifiers are able to
advance to state and regional competition in the
same proportion as other schools that are


03/03/2016 - Majority of teams met the standard but
others did not. It's relevant to point out that those which
did not are coaches by part-time staff.
Result Type:
Criterion not met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/03/2016 - Men's Soccer position
being converted to full-time in Fall
2016. Our hope is with another
retirement that we could get another full
-time coach in two to three years.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes
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Skyline's size.
Assessment Method Category:
Capstone Assignment/Project
Success Criterion:
Standard would be in team sports to try and have
a winning overall record and finish in the top half
of the conference. It also would include being in
the top half of the state in relevant statistical
categories. For individual sports, that individual
qualifiers are able to advance to state and
regional competition in the same proportion as
other schools that are Skyline's size.


03/25/2015 - Majority of teams met the standard but
others did not. It's relevant to point out that those which
did not are coaches by part-time staff.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Need to provide more
support if we continue to use part-time
coaches. Demands in and out of season
are such that being part-time doesn't
allow coaches to fully support students
on and off the field.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes


SKY Dept - Kinesiology - Sportsmanship
(VARS) - Embody the traits of good
sportsmanship and a sense of team in both
competition and practice; and demonstrate
commitment to academic achievement through
work ethic developed in practice and
competition


Start Date:
10/27/2012


SLO Status:
Active


Assessment Method:
Decorum violations are self-reported to the Coast
Conference and / or are noted through the
campus discipline process. Grades are evaluated
in season and are looked at for completion and
GPA.
Assessment Method Category:
Other
Success Criterion:
We would have no decorum violations in any
academic year and that each team would have the
majority of their students complete 12 or more
units with a 2.75 GPA.


03/03/2016 - In decorum, we did have one ejection for
physical abuse (Women's Basketball). No student issues
were referred to student conduct. We had one coach
(baseball) suspended for two games for arguing in the
parking lot with an umpire. No profanity was used but
such arguing is prohibited. In terms of grades, students
coached by full-time staff out-performed students
coached by part-time staff. largely this has to do with
recruiting, getting students committed / enrolled in the
learning community, and monitoring student progress.
Result Type:
Criterion met
Reporting Cycle:
2015- 2016


03/03/2016 - We are hiring full-time in
men's soccer with the hope of getting
another full-time hire in a year or two.


03/25/2015 - In decorum, we did have one ejection for
use of profanity. A few student issues were referred to
student conduct. Students were suspended for a few
games. In terms of grades, students coached by full-
time staff out-performed students coached by part-time
staff. largely this has to do with recruiting, getting
students committed / enrolled in the learning
community, and monitoring student progress.
Result Type:
Inconclusive
Reporting Cycle:
2014 - 2015


03/25/2015 - Need to provide more
support if we continue to use part-time
coaches. Demands in and out of season
are such that being part-time doesn't
allow coaches to fully support students
on and off the field.


Action Plan Category:
Make staffing changes
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


Summer 822 975 1,020 928 842


Fall 1,555 1,571 1,481 1,540 1,472


Spring 1,619 1,692 1,764 1,606 1,564


Total 3,109 3,250 3,294 3,163 3,035


Unduplicated Headcount by Term
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM


Female Male Unreported


2010-2011 1,581 50.9% 1,473 47.4% 55 1.8%


2011-2012 1,634 50.3% 1,564 48.1% 52 1.6%


2012-2013 1,686 51.2% 1,561 47.4% 47 1.4%


2013-2014 1,573 49.7% 1,538 48.6% 52 1.6%


2014-2015 1,519 50.0% 1,438 47.4% 78 2.6%


Total 5,802 51.3% 5,290 46.8% 221 2.0%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 8 0.3% 6 0.2% 8 0.2% 11 0.3% 7 0.2%


Asian 512 16.5% 555 17.1% 509 15.5% 476 15.0% 462 15.2%


Black - Non-Hispanic 156 5.0% 137 4.2% 134 4.1% 105 3.3% 104 3.4%


Filipino 588 18.9% 581 17.9% 650 19.7% 580 18.3% 593 19.5%


Hispanic/Latino 575 18.5% 622 19.1% 629 19.1% 561 17.7% 567 18.7%


Other Non-White 1 0.0%


Pacific Islander 52 1.7% 59 1.8% 49 1.5% 47 1.5% 34 1.1%


White Non-Hispanic 663 21.3% 673 20.7% 667 20.2% 693 21.9% 584 19.2%


Multi Races 388 12.5% 474 14.6% 538 16.3% 618 19.5% 614 20.2%


Unreported 167 5.4% 142 4.4% 110 3.3% 72 2.3% 70 2.3%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 284 9.1% 286 8.8% 203 6.2% 151 4.8% 139 4.6%


Acquire Job Skills/ New Career 104 3.3% 85 2.6% 65 2.0% 67 2.1% 54 1.8%


Complete Credits for HS Diplom 17 0.5% 32 1.0% 34 1.0% 64 2.0% 114 3.8%


Earn 2yr Certif w/out Transfer 35 1.1% 28 0.9% 27 0.8% 27 0.9% 21 0.7%


Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 yr. 1,289 41.5% 1,386 42.6% 1,513 45.9% 1,524 48.2% 1,372 45.2%


Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer 222 7.1% 269 8.3% 265 8.0% 235 7.4% 229 7.5%


Earn Voc Certif w/out Transfer 51 1.6% 50 1.5% 46 1.4% 48 1.5% 40 1.3%


Educational Development 210 6.8% 206 6.3% 175 5.3% 154 4.9% 146 4.8%


Formulate Career Plans/Goals 50 1.6% 50 1.5% 55 1.7% 38 1.2% 31 1.0%


Improve Basic Skills 64 2.1% 63 1.9% 43 1.3% 52 1.6% 44 1.4%


Maintain Certificate/License 49 1.6% 33 1.0% 31 0.9% 25 0.8% 20 0.7%


Move from noncredit to credit 4 0.1% 2 0.1% 2 0.1% 3 0.1% 4 0.1%


Transfer to 4 yr w/out AA/AS 368 11.8% 397 12.2% 460 14.0% 423 13.4% 487 16.0%


Undecided on goal 295 9.5% 298 9.2% 324 9.8% 318 10.1% 296 9.8%


Update Job Skills/ Job Advance 67 2.2% 61 1.9% 48 1.5% 34 1.1% 37 1.2%


Goal Unreported 4 0.1% 3 0.1% 1 0.0%


Total 3,109 3,250 3,294 3,163 3,035


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


Age Under 18 264 8.5% 276 8.5% 284 8.6% 310 9.8% 319 10.5%


Age 18 - 22 1,731 55.7% 1,752 53.9% 1,842 55.9% 1,710 54.1% 1,690 55.7%


Age 23 - 28 489 15.7% 527 16.2% 511 15.5% 492 15.6% 480 15.8%


Age 29 - 39 260 8.4% 287 8.8% 293 8.9% 294 9.3% 275 9.1%


Age 40 - 49 135 4.3% 160 4.9% 133 4.0% 124 3.9% 95 3.1%


Age 50 - 59 116 3.7% 118 3.6% 103 3.1% 107 3.4% 79 2.6%


Age 60 + 110 3.5% 124 3.8% 126 3.8% 125 4.0% 97 3.2%


Age Unreported 4 0.1% 6 0.2% 2 0.1% 1 0.0%


Total 3,109 3,250 3,294 3,163 3,035


Unduplicated Headcount by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM 


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2010-2011 4,014 76.8% 86.4%


2011-2012 3,996 80.1% 88.3%


2012-2013 3,872 80.0% 87.7%


2013-2014 3,809 78.1% 87.8%


2014-2015 3,650 80.9% 88.2%


Total 19,341 79.2% 87.7%


Annual Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


Fall 2010 1,951 75.1% 85.3%


Fall 2011 1,912 79.3% 88.3%


Fall 2012 1,723 78.4% 86.4%


Fall 2013 1,827 78.7% 88.8%


Fall 2014 1,726 82.6% 89.3%


Spring 2011 2,063 78.4% 87.4%


Spring 2012 2,084 80.9% 88.3%


Spring 2013 2,149 81.2% 88.7%


Spring 2014 1,982 77.6% 86.9%


Spring 2015 1,924 79.4% 87.2%


Total 19,341 79.2% 87.7%


Term Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM 


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 Total


Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Enrollment Success Retention


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 57% 86% 86% 86% 70% 70% 79% 79% 85% 100% 58 74% 84%


Asian 81% 88% 83% 91% 85% 91% 82% 89% 83% 89% 2,806 83% 90%


Black - Non-Hispanic 64% 80% 72% 81% 63% 76% 72% 83% 80% 86% 845 69% 81%


Filipino 72% 83% 80% 87% 79% 88% 81% 88% 81% 88% 3,494 79% 87%


Hispanic/Latino 77% 88% 78% 87% 78% 85% 73% 86% 79% 87% 3,570 77% 87%


Other Non-White 0% 0% 1 0% 0%


Pacific Islander 69% 84% 63% 84% 76% 90% 68% 83% 81% 88% 272 71% 86%


White Non-Hispanic 81% 89% 83% 89% 84% 89% 82% 89% 84% 90% 4,405 83% 89%


Multi Races 75% 85% 79% 89% 76% 86% 75% 87% 78% 88% 3,203 77% 87%


Unreported 80% 86% 83% 90% 85% 93% 76% 93% 78% 89% 687 81% 90%


Total 77% 86% 80% 88% 80% 88% 78% 88% 81% 88% 19,341 79% 88%


Success and Retention by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM 


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 Total


Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Enrollment Success Retention


Age Under 18 77% 87% 88% 93% 83% 92% 80% 90% 81% 89% 1,422 82% 90%


Age 18 - 22 77% 86% 82% 89% 80% 87% 80% 88% 82% 89% 11,024 80% 88%


Age 23 - 28 71% 84% 70% 81% 74% 83% 71% 83% 74% 85% 2,704 72% 83%


Age 29 - 39 72% 82% 70% 84% 73% 81% 66% 79% 75% 82% 1,471 71% 82%


Age 40 - 49 77% 87% 75% 90% 83% 91% 78% 87% 79% 88% 731 78% 89%


Age 50 - 59 84% 92% 84% 94% 85% 92% 78% 90% 80% 84% 749 83% 91%


Age 60 + 91% 99% 93% 96% 95% 98% 91% 98% 90% 97% 1,219 92% 98%


Age Unreported 67% 67% 91% 100% 83% 100% 100% 100% 21 86% 95%


Total 77% 86% 80% 88% 80% 88% 78% 88% 81% 88% 19,341 79% 88%


Success and Retention by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TEAM 


Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2010-2011 Female 1,828 75.0% 85.4%


2010-2011 Male 2,124 78.6% 87.3%


2010-2011 Unreported 62 71.0% 83.9%


2010-2011 Total 4,014 76.8% 86.4%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2011-2012 Female 1,845 78.6% 87.8%


2011-2012 Male 2,081 81.8% 89.0%


2011-2012 Unreported 70 68.6% 82.9%


2011-2012 Total 3,996 80.1% 88.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2012-2013 Female 1,822 76.3% 85.2%


2012-2013 Male 1,993 83.3% 89.7%


2012-2013 Unreported 57 78.9% 94.7%


2012-2013 Total 3,872 80.0% 87.7%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2013-2014 Female 1,749 75.6% 86.3%


2013-2014 Male 1,996 80.3% 89.2%


2013-2014 Unreported 64 79.7% 85.9%


2013-2014 Total 3,809 78.1% 87.8%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2014-2015 Female 1,700 76.9% 85.2%


2014-2015 Male 1,859 84.8% 91.0%


2014-2015 Unreported 91 75.8% 86.8%


2014-2015 Total 3,650 80.9% 88.2%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
Department(s): ADAP, COMB, FITN, INDV, KINE, P.E., TE


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2010-2011 23.0 544.56 710 155 33.7


2011-2012 24.12 563.73 3.5% 701 -1.3% 166 32.5


2012-2013 22.96 554.33 -1.7% 724 3.3% 157 32.8


2013-2014 22.88 508.34 -8.3% 667 -8.0% 165 29.8


2014-2015 22.03 486.92 -4.2% 663 -0.5% 150 30.8


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2010 9.24 231.98 753 56 35.5


Fall 2011 9.76 225.22 -2.9% 692 -8.1% 61 31.9


Fall 2012 8.32 205.88 -8.6% 743 7.3% 52 33.1


Fall 2013 8.96 204.22 -0.8% 684 -7.9% 61 30.0


Fall 2014 8.37 197.58 -3.3% 708 3.6% 57 30.3


Spring 2011 10.12 231.02 16.9% 685 -3.3% 65 32.5


Spring 2012 9.83 230.96 0.0% 705 2.9% 65 32.8


Spring 2013 9.98 232.61 0.7% 699 -0.9% 67 32.1


Spring 2014 9.69 207.01 -11.0% 641 -8.3% 66 30.0


Spring 2015 9.67 204.91 -1.0% 636 -0.8% 64 30.1


Summer 2010 3.64 81.56 -60.2% 672 5.7% 34 33.0


Summer 2011 4.53 107.55 31.9% 712 5.9% 40 32.8


Summer 2012 4.66 115.84 7.7% 746 4.8% 38 33.5


Summer 2013 4.23 97.11 -16.2% 689 -7.6% 38 29.2


Summer 2014 3.99 84.44 -13.1% 635 -7.9% 29 33.5
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Proposed Budget Augmentations

2016-2017

083500 – Kinesiology Accounts


In our recently completed annual plan, Kinesiology has requested budget augmentations totaling 41,000 related to assessments and Student Learning Outcomes. They are allocated in the listed accounts:


1. 10002-2416-4510 / 5130 /5690-083500 = $21,000


2. 10002-2416-1495-083500 = $20,000 




3300 College Drive, San Bruno, CA 94066  TELEPHONE  (650) 738-4100  WEBSITE  www.SkylineCollege.edu




Sheet1

		Assessment Reports 2015 Identified Needs

		Facilities												Equipment / Supplies												Curriculum 

		3102 - Less Equipment More Open Space												3102 - Replace and Update Outmoded Equipment												Motivation / Attendance are Issues

		Separate Adaptive Facility												Universal Tower-3102												Childcare Issues

		Increased Storage-All Areas												High Frequency Vibration Platform - 3102												Smaller more individualized

		Cleanliness - All facilities												Functional Training Aides (bands, balls, etc…) - All areas												Testing Results Avaialable On-Line

		Small Wrestling Room / Enlarge												Sound System - Dance Studio												Offer DANC 330 and 391 Sequentially

		Dedicated Functional Training Area												Blood Pressure Cuffs												Offer DANC 395 with Technique Class

		Dimmer Lights in Dance Studio												Balls / Cones / and Other Training Aides												Difficulty with levels and expectations

		Smart Room Capability in More Spaces												Mats												Incorporate On-Line Resources (Canvas)

		Field House Reorganization												Wearable Devices												Wearable Devices / Out of Class Assignments

		Video in Spinning Room												Improve Sound System Dance Studio												Revise Tests in PEEP to Modern Standards

		Impacted Gym and Dance Studio												Replace Missing Light in Dance Studio												Creation of Certificates (Yoga, Pilates, Etc…)

														Cameras for Filming

		Scheduling												Office Space												Professional Development

		Too many numbers to teach effectively												Lack of privacy in adjunct office												CPR / AED Training

		Shorter evening dance classes												Storage												Web Access Training / Issues

		Broad discussion on time blocks???																								Combatives

		Expand On-Line																								Wearable Devices

		Reduce On-Line																								Lighting System in Dance Studio

		Personnel												Recruiting-Outreach 												Technology

		Aides- APE												Leagues

		20 - Hour a Week Instructional Aide												Events

		Equipment Manager												Tournaments

		Program Services Coordinator												Concessions

														Rentals

		Head Coach Release Time / Counseling

		Recruiting Stipend

		Budget

		Supplies

		Contracts

		Hourly

		Guest Artists

		Supplies (All areas)

		Web Site

		PEEP Coordination

		Assessment Plans / Results
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


Summer 5,857 6,933 7,009 6,483 6,563


Fall 10,111 10,282 10,207 10,581 10,333


Spring 10,657 10,443 10,333 10,397 10,454


Total 16,716 17,229 17,180 17,114 16,979


Unduplicated Headcount by Term
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide


Female Male Unreported


2010-2011 8,816 52.7% 7,527 45.0% 373 2.2%


2011-2012 9,055 52.6% 7,783 45.2% 391 2.3%


2012-2013 9,206 53.6% 7,643 44.5% 331 1.9%


2013-2014 8,892 52.0% 7,892 46.1% 330 1.9%


2014-2015 8,747 51.5% 7,822 46.1% 410 2.4%


Total 25,857 52.7% 22,022 44.9% 1,156 2.4%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 41 0.2% 42 0.2% 35 0.2% 28 0.2% 32 0.2%


Asian 3,924 23.5% 3,784 22.0% 3,706 21.6% 3,426 20.0% 3,445 20.3%


Black - Non-Hispanic 622 3.7% 679 3.9% 667 3.9% 630 3.7% 608 3.6%


Filipino 2,646 15.8% 2,715 15.8% 2,639 15.4% 2,714 15.9% 2,799 16.5%


Hispanic/Latino 3,058 18.3% 3,097 18.0% 2,996 17.4% 3,017 17.6% 3,072 18.1%


Other Non-White 113 0.7% 81 0.5% 24 0.1% 12 0.1% 32 0.2%


Pacific Islander 280 1.7% 298 1.7% 256 1.5% 250 1.5% 226 1.3%


White Non-Hispanic 3,684 22.0% 3,835 22.3% 3,789 22.1% 3,664 21.4% 3,497 20.6%


Multi Races 1,293 7.7% 1,791 10.4% 2,381 13.9% 2,839 16.6% 2,744 16.2%


Unreported 1,055 6.3% 907 5.3% 687 4.0% 534 3.1% 524 3.1%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
College-Wide


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 1,667 10.0% 1,684 9.8% 1,712 10.0% 1,593 9.3% 1,445 8.5%


Acquire Job Skills/ New Career 742 4.4% 808 4.7% 759 4.4% 724 4.2% 597 3.5%


Complete Credits for HS Diplom 490 2.9% 529 3.1% 486 2.8% 575 3.4% 795 4.7%


Earn 2yr Certif w/out Transfer 293 1.8% 263 1.5% 196 1.1% 211 1.2% 156 0.9%


Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 yr. 5,568 33.3% 5,759 33.4% 5,801 33.8% 6,003 35.1% 6,214 36.6%


Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer 1,091 6.5% 1,205 7.0% 1,209 7.0% 1,192 7.0% 1,036 6.1%


Earn Voc Certif w/out Transfer 337 2.0% 366 2.1% 436 2.5% 457 2.7% 382 2.2%


Educational Development 1,125 6.7% 1,115 6.5% 1,069 6.2% 931 5.4% 829 4.9%


Formulate Career Plans/Goals 236 1.4% 220 1.3% 266 1.5% 246 1.4% 246 1.4%


Improve Basic Skills 257 1.5% 256 1.5% 262 1.5% 264 1.5% 283 1.7%


Maintain Certificate/License 244 1.5% 264 1.5% 301 1.8% 322 1.9% 245 1.4%


Move from noncredit to credit 8 0.0% 14 0.1% 13 0.1% 19 0.1% 19 0.1%


Not Applicable/ No Matric Srvs 1 0.0% 1 0.0%


Transfer to 4 yr w/out AA/AS 2,113 12.6% 2,190 12.7% 2,358 13.7% 2,390 14.0% 2,436 14.3%


Undecided on goal 1,649 9.9% 1,630 9.5% 1,534 8.9% 1,474 8.6% 1,677 9.9%


Update Job Skills/ Job Advance 665 4.0% 720 4.2% 675 3.9% 677 4.0% 505 3.0%


Goal Unreported 231 1.4% 205 1.2% 102 0.6% 36 0.2% 114 0.7%


Total 16,716 17,229 17,180 17,114 16,979


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015


Age Under 18 1,147 6.9% 1,321 7.7% 1,454 8.5% 1,645 9.6% 1,695 10.0%


Age 18 - 22 7,075 42.3% 7,258 42.1% 7,395 43.0% 7,389 43.2% 7,520 44.3%


Age 23 - 28 3,585 21.4% 3,635 21.1% 3,645 21.2% 3,712 21.7% 3,683 21.7%


Age 29 - 39 2,384 14.3% 2,374 13.8% 2,316 13.5% 2,252 13.2% 2,250 13.3%


Age 40 - 49 1,227 7.3% 1,295 7.5% 1,172 6.8% 1,010 5.9% 893 5.3%


Age 50 - 59 817 4.9% 817 4.7% 743 4.3% 695 4.1% 573 3.4%


Age 60 + 358 2.1% 413 2.4% 394 2.3% 387 2.3% 324 1.9%


Age Unreported 123 0.7% 116 0.7% 61 0.4% 24 0.1% 41 0.2%


Total 16,716 17,229 17,180 17,114 16,979


Unduplicated Headcount by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2010-2011 52,332 68.3% 83.3%


2011-2012 53,012 69.5% 84.4%


2012-2013 52,153 69.8% 84.8%


2013-2014 52,621 69.7% 85.0%


2014-2015 50,933 70.5% 84.8%


Total 261,051 69.5% 84.5%


Annual Success and Retention


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


Fall 2010 25,574 67.9% 83.4%


Fall 2011 26,520 68.3% 83.9%


Fall 2012 25,933 69.1% 85.2%


Fall 2013 26,476 69.5% 85.5%


Fall 2014 25,570 69.8% 84.8%


Spring 2011 26,758 68.7% 83.3%


Spring 2012 26,492 70.6% 85.0%


Spring 2013 26,220 70.5% 84.5%


Spring 2014 26,145 69.9% 84.5%


Spring 2015 25,363 71.2% 84.8%


Total 261,051 69.5% 84.5%


Term Success and Retention
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide (Excludes Summer)


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 Total


Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Enrollment Success Retention


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 61% 85% 54% 74% 40% 64% 69% 79% 78% 89% 507 61% 79%


Asian 72% 85% 75% 86% 77% 87% 75% 87% 76% 87% 50,328 75% 86%


Black - Non-Hispanic 54% 78% 53% 76% 54% 80% 56% 78% 57% 79% 10,237 55% 78%


Filipino 66% 82% 70% 84% 70% 84% 71% 85% 71% 85% 48,005 69% 84%


Hispanic/Latino 65% 82% 66% 83% 65% 83% 64% 83% 65% 82% 50,097 65% 83%


Other Non-White 67% 82% 66% 84% 39% 61% 73% 91% 78% 85% 498 66% 82%


Pacific Islander 61% 78% 59% 80% 66% 84% 60% 79% 62% 82% 4,232 62% 81%


White Non-Hispanic 73% 86% 73% 86% 75% 87% 75% 87% 75% 87% 49,441 74% 87%


Multi Races 65% 82% 68% 84% 66% 84% 67% 84% 68% 84% 37,134 67% 84%


Unreported 71% 84% 70% 85% 70% 85% 74% 88% 72% 86% 10,572 71% 85%


Total 68% 83% 69% 84% 70% 85% 70% 85% 71% 85% 261,051 70% 84%


Success and Retention by Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide (Excludes Summer)


2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 Total


Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Success Retention Enrollment Success Retention


Age Under 18 69% 85% 72% 89% 72% 88% 73% 89% 73% 89% 18,096 72% 88%


Age 18 - 22 65% 82% 67% 83% 68% 84% 68% 85% 69% 84% 142,093 67% 84%


Age 23 - 28 68% 83% 68% 82% 68% 83% 69% 83% 69% 83% 47,740 69% 83%


Age 29 - 39 73% 85% 72% 85% 73% 85% 72% 84% 72% 84% 27,907 72% 85%


Age 40 - 49 76% 87% 78% 89% 77% 88% 77% 87% 77% 87% 12,756 77% 88%


Age 50 - 59 82% 90% 83% 92% 81% 91% 77% 87% 78% 86% 7,683 80% 89%


Age 60 + 88% 94% 85% 92% 85% 93% 86% 93% 83% 90% 3,857 85% 93%


Age Unreported 67% 82% 73% 87% 70% 88% 75% 83% 72% 94% 919 70% 86%


Total 68% 83% 69% 84% 70% 85% 70% 85% 71% 85% 261,051 70% 84%


Success and Retention by Age
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
College-Wide (Excludes Summer)


Success and Retention by Gender


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2010-2011 Female 26,797 68.9% 83.4%


2010-2011 Male 24,444 67.6% 83.3%


2010-2011 Unreported 1,091 71.0% 83.8%


2010-2011 Total 52,332 68.3% 83.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2011-2012 Female 27,302 69.9% 84.9%


2011-2012 Male 24,733 68.8% 83.8%


2011-2012 Unreported 977 73.8% 86.4%


2011-2012 Total 53,012 69.5% 84.4%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2012-2013 Female 27,349 70.3% 84.7%


2012-2013 Male 23,998 69.2% 84.8%


2012-2013 Unreported 806 73.1% 86.4%


2012-2013 Total 52,153 69.8% 84.8%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2013-2014 Female 26,963 70.5% 85.0%


2013-2014 Male 24,838 68.6% 84.9%


2013-2014 Unreported 820 73.7% 87.9%


2013-2014 Total 52,621 69.7% 85.0%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate


2014-2015 Female 25,860 70.9% 84.5%


2014-2015 Male 24,073 70.0% 85.0%


2014-2015 Unreported 1,000 72.8% 87.6%


2014-2015 Total 50,933 70.5% 84.8%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY
College-Wide


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2010-2011 397.75 8,351.33 630 1,923 33.2


2011-2012 423.83 8,476.45 1.5% 600 -4.7% 2,079 31.7


2012-2013 419.97 8,177.41 -3.5% 584 -2.6% 2,062 30.8


2013-2014 431.26 7,938.54 -2.9% 552 -5.5% 2,153 29.5


2014-2015 432.74 7,945.26 0.1% 551 -0.3% 2,098 29.8


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2010 168.92 3,645.30 647 786 33.8


Fall 2011 182.23 3,670.44 0.7% 604 -6.7% 871 31.5


Fall 2012 181.02 3,554.39 -3.2% 589 -2.5% 855 30.7


Fall 2013 185.26 3,512.59 -1.2% 569 -3.4% 908 29.9


Fall 2014 186.38 3,436.98 -2.2% 553 -2.7% 905 29.4


Spring 2011 181.89 3,707.38 7.9% 611 10.5% 882 31.7


Spring 2012 182.41 3,617.80 -2.4% 595 -2.7% 888 31.0


Spring 2013 179.77 3,458.68 -4.4% 577 -3.0% 886 30.1


Spring 2014 189.85 3,394.73 -1.8% 536 -7.1% 939 28.6


Spring 2015 187.38 3,408.36 0.4% 546 1.7% 895 29.4


Summer 2010 46.94 998.65 -70.7% 638 17.0% 255 36.5


Summer 2011 59.19 1,188.21 19.0% 602 -5.6% 320 33.9


Summer 2012 59.18 1,164.34 -2.0% 590 -2.0% 321 32.9


Summer 2013 56.16 1,031.22 -11.4% 551 -6.7% 306 31.0


Summer 2014 58.98 1,099.92 6.7% 560 1.6% 298 32.7
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Kinesiology Course Assessment Report 03_01_2016
Skills and Concepts: Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased muscular strength and
endurance, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of muscular strength and endurance in areas where given
the normal course of the disease, decreased muscle strength and endurance would be expected.


SKY ADAP 358


Assessment Method: Oral and/or Demonstration individually and in small groups of proper techniques relative to daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding
with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly, climbing or descending stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press, hamstring
curl, seated row, lat pulldown, gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles, personalized adaptations for dumbbells,
elastic bands, Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.


Result: Of the 80 students enrolled in Spring 15 and Fall 16; greater than 90% received a C grade or higher on exam Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the 100 students enrolled in Spring 14 and Fall 15; greater than 80% received a C grade or higher on exam Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: The majority of students who completed the class were able to demonstrate individually and in small groups of proper
techniques relative to daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly,
climbing or descending stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press, hamstring curl,
seated row, lat pulldown, gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles,
personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater NEUROMUSCULAR
brain connections.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 46 of 47 students (98%) successfully demonstrated individually and in small groups proper techniques relative to daily
functioning (standing, sitting, lying, walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly, climbing or descending
stairs) and safe techniques adapted to disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press, hamstring curl, seated row, lat
pulldown, gravitron), adaptations for using Nu-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles, personalized
adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss balls and various methods to stimulate greater NEUROMUSCULAR brain
connections.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 45 of 50 students (90%) were able to demonstrate proper techniques relative to daily functioning (standing, sitting, lying,
walking, striding with arm swing, stopping or speeding up quickly, climbing or descending stairs) and safe techniques adapted to
disability for using closed chain equipment (leg press, hamstring curl, seated row, lat pulldown, gravitron), adaptations for using Nu
-Step, elliptical bikes, treadmill, recumbent bikes and arm/leg cyles, personalized adaptations for dumbbells, elastic bands, Swiss
balls and various methods to stimulate greater NEUROMUSCULAR brain connections.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 26/31 Students=84% of Students could explain/demonstrate proper techniques for physical movement and use of class
machines and equipment appropriate to their degenerative disease process.


Criterion met
Doc: SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17


11.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Bicep curl repetitions in 30 seconds
Assessment Instrument: Repetitions completed in 30 seconds by females using 3# and males using 5# weights


Result: 100% of the students who completed the class without physical limitations completed 15 or more lifts in 30 seconds Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: More than 70% of the students who completed the class without physical limitations completed 15 or more lifts in 30
seconds


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 70% of students without physical limitations were able to complete 15 or more bicep curl repititions. Repetitions
completed in 30 seconds by females using 3# and males using 5# weights


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 42 of 42 students, 100%, without physical limitation were able to complete 15 repetitions in 30 seconds with females using
3# and males using 5# weights.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 49 of 50 students were able to meet the criteria by completing 15 or more bicep curl repetitions in 30 seconds Assessment
Instrument: Repetitions completed in 30 seconds by females using 3# and males using 5# weights


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Result: 27 /27 Students= 100% of students were capable of lifting 3# or 5# respectively 15 or more lifts in 30 seconds Criterion met
Doc: SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17


11.doc


2010 - 2011


Result: Greater than 50% showed improvement, maintenance or slowed degradation of muscular strength, endurance, balance, gait
and cardiovascular efficency.


Criterion met
Doc: Chip ADAP Summer 2009


PORTFOLIO 9 17 10 (2).pdf


2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Sit and stand for 30 seconds (wheelchair and recent surgery exempt)
Assessment Instrument:  Sit, stomp feet and stand the maximum number of  times possible with physical limitations


Result: 100 of the students who completed the class without physical limitations were able to sit and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 70% of the students who completed the class without physical limitations were able to sit and stand 10 or more times
in 30 seconds


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All students who completed the class who did not have a physical limitation which prevented them from completing the
assessment were able to sit, stand and stomp feet as a measurement of agility and balance.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 30 of 30 students, 100%, were able to sit and stand 10 or more times in 30 seconds(wheelchair and recent surgery exempt)
Assessment Instrument: Sit, stomp feet and stand the maximum number of times possible with physical limitations.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 28 of 31 students (90%) without physical limitations were able to sit and stand 10 or more times in 30 seconds Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 15 /15 Students= 100% of students without limiting physical conditions were able to sit and stand 10 or more times in 30
seconds


Criterion met
Doc: SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17


11.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: In-class chair exercises; Assessment Instrument: Daily participation points in progressive exercises


Result: All students were able to earn progress points for performance of chair exercises. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students were able to earn progress points for performance of chair exercises. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 47 of 47 students who completed the class demonstrated improved flexibility, muscular stamina and general strength as
compared to pre-test / presentation assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 47 of 47 students (100%) met the criteria by completing in-class chair exercises; Assessment Instrument: Daily participation
assessment in progressive exercises


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 28 / 31 Students = 90% of students completed 70% of in-class workouts Criterion met
Doc: SLO 358 Assessment Plan 1 17


11.doc


2010 - 2011


Skills and Concepts: Upon completion of the course, and in the absence of a degenerative disease process, students will be able to demonstrate increased balance and functional
movement, or in the presence of a degenerative disease process, demonstrate either maintained or slowed degradation of balance and functional movement in areas where given
the normal course of the disease, decreased balance and functional movement would be expected.


SKY ADAP 359


Assessment Method: Assessment Method:Individual verbal and kinesthetic testing of proper techniques for good stride and gait function, how to balance on one foot from high
to low with a reach, how to change stride and direction to avoid falling or colliding with obstacles.


Result: Slightly more than 90% of students were able to successfully explain and demonstrate proper techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles common in everyday life


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly more than 95% of students were able to successfully explain and demonstrate proper techniques for gait, stride and
balance appropriate to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles common in everyday life


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:







Result: Over 70% of students were able to successfully explain and demonstrate proper techniques for gait, stride and balance
appropriate to stairs, hills, uneven surfaces and unexpected obstacles common in everyday life.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 39 of 39 students successfully completed verbal and kinesthetic testing of proper techniques for good stride and gait
function, how to balance on one foot from high to low with a reach, how to change stride and direction to avoid falling or colliding
with obstacles.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 43 of 44 students successfully completed the assessment listed below.


Presentation/Performance - Assessment Method:Individual verbal and kinesthetic testing of proper techniques for good stride and
gait function, how to balance on one foot from high to low with a reach, how to change stride and direction to avoid falling or
colliding with obstacles.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 15/15 =100% of ambulatory students were able to lengthen their stride or widen/narrow their stride, hop on one foot and
quickly change footwork patterns to adapt to surfaces changes and unexpected physical obstacles


Criterion met
Doc: SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN


1 17 11.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Two Minute Stepping Cardio Test
Assessment Instrument:  Number of steps in place with knee lifted half way between the knee and hip of the standing leg in two minutes


Result: 100% of ambulatory students were able to step 120 or more steps/complete the two minute step test Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of ambulatory students were able to step 120 or more steps/complete the two minute step test Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the ambulatory students, 70% were able to complete 120 steps or more in a timed assessment. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 36 pof 36 students who could be assessed, were able to demonstrated improvement and / or complete 120 or more steps in
the two minute step test. Steps are considered steps in place with knee lifted half way between the knee and hip of the standing leg
in two minutes


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 28 students successfully completed the Two Minute Stepping Cardio Test Assessment. It is the number of steps in
place with knee lifted half way between the knee and hip of the standing leg in two minutes. Ambulatory students will step 120 or
more steps/complete the two minute step test


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 15/15 Students = 100% of ambulatory Students were able to complete the 2 minute test and/or do 120 steps or more Criterion met
Doc: SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN


1 17 11.doc


2010 - 2011


Result: 15/15 Students = 100% of ambulatory Students were able to complete the 2 minute test and/or do 120 steps or more Criterion met
Doc: SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN


1 17 11.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Seated Measurement of shoulder, hip and hamstring Flexibility
Assessment Instrument:  Distance of finger tips apart/overlapping with R arm reach over shoulder and L arm reach behind back followed by L arm over shoulder and R arm
behind back; distance of R and L heels from waist for hips; and number of inches both arms reach toward or beyond toes


Result: 100 % of the students who can ambulate without an assistive measured less than 20 inches in the shoulder reaches, less than
15 inches in the heel to waist reaches and not more than five inches negative touching the toes.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90 % of the students who can ambulate without an assistive measured less than 20 inches in the shoulder reaches, less
than 15 inches in the heel to waist reaches and not more than five inches negative touching the toes.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 42 of 42 students assessed, 100%, who could ambulate without an assistive aid measured less than 20 inches in the shoulder
reaches, less than 15 inches in the heel to waist reaches and not more than five inches negative touching the toes.


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Result: 36 of 36 students successfully completed  shoulder, hip and hamstring Flexibility Assessment (pre and post test) using
distance of finger tips apart/overlapping with R arm reach over shoulder and L arm reach behind back followed by L arm over
shoulder and R arm behind back; distance of R and L heels from waist for hips; and number of inches both arms reach toward or
beyond toes


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 13/15 Students = 87% of ambulatory Students improved in their flexibility Criterion met
Doc: SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN


1 17 11.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Standing Balance30 seconds R/L
Assessment Instrument:  Time balanced consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L feet where possible


Result: 100% of students capable of standing unassisted were able to balance for 10 seconds or longer on each foot. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students capable of standing unassisted were able to balance for 10 seconds or longer on each foot. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Less than 70% of students were able to balance unassisted  for 10 seconds or longer on either foot. Criterion not met2013 - 2014


Result: 24 of 24 students who could be assessed, 100%, were capabale  of standing unassisted and balance for 10 seconds or longer
on each foot and / or demonstrate improvement based on pre-test assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 29 of 31 students successfully completed the assessment. Assessment is Standing Balance30 seconds R/L Assessment
Instrument: Time balanced consecutively in 30 seconds on R/L feet where possible. Students capable of standing unassisted will be
able to balance for 10 seconds or longer on each foot


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 15/15 Students= 100% of Students were capable of balancing on both right and left feet for 10 seconds Criterion met
Doc: SLO 359 ASSESSMENT PLAN


1 17 11.doc


2010 - 2011


Skills, Fitness and Concepts: Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at a basic level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 301


Assessment Method: Participation: Students are evaluated based on the division instituted Fitness Testing Program in various categories related to strength, endurance,
efficiency, flexibility and body composition.


Result: 100% of students who completed the course showed improvement in muscular endurance and the step-test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students who completed the course showed improvement in muscular endurance and the step-test. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 22 students showed improved body composition and 18 of 22 improved flexibility. The rigor of the class, at least 2.5
hours of high intensity activity, was responsible for results. Students who did not improve missed too much class due to injury or
personal necessity.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Exam: Students will be evaluated visually using a check-point system to grade performance (poor, satisfactory, excellent) on the proper technique in
executing a drill match at a beginning level. Assessment will include performance of the basic take down, stand up escape, and set-up.


Result: 100% of students at the beginning level improved skills scores to a level of satisfactory or higher by the end of the semester. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students at the beginning level improved skills scores to a level of satisfactory or higher by the end of the semester. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 22 students shoed improvement in basic skill levels based on a three point rating scale. Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus result is expected.


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Assessment Method: Final: Students will be evaluated on tactical, technical, fitness and skills in a live wrestling match situation based on weight classification and experience.


Result: All students participating in final matches were competitive and met criteria. Students were classified by weight and
assessed on technique prior to competition


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students participating in final matches were competitive and met criteria. Students were classified by weight and
assessed on technique prior to competition.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 21 of 22 students successfully completed the tactical exam with a grade of 80% or higher. Students were grouped by weight
and skill level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills, Concepts and Fitness: Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate tactical, technical, fitness and motor skills at an advanced level in the sport of wrestling and use critical thinking to apply skills in a competitive environment.


SKY COMB 302


Assessment Method: Participation: Students are evaluated based on the division instituted Fitness Testing Program in various categories related to strength, endurance,
efficiency, flexibility and body composition.


Result: 100% of students were successful in showing improvement in cardiovascular efficiency and muscular endurance. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students showed improvement in the musuclar strength and step-test assessments. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 10 of 12 students showed improved body composition and 12 of 12 improved muscular endurance. The rigor of the class, at
least 2.5 hours of high intensity activity, was responsible for results. Students who did not improve missed too much class due to
injury or personal necessity.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Exam: Students will be evaluated visually using a check-point system to grade performance (poor, satisfactory, excellent) on the proper technique in
executing a drill match at an intermediate level. Assessment will include performance of the intermediate take down, stand up escape, and set-up.


Result: 100% of students completing the course demonstrated improvement based on visual assessment Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students completing the course demonstrated improvement based on visual assessment. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 10 of 12 students shoed improvement in basic skill levels based on a three point rating scale. Class emphasis is on skill
development and not strategy thus result is expected.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Final: Students will be evaluated on tactical, technical, fitness and skills in a live wrestling match situation based on weight classification and experience.


Result: 100% of students were successful in having a competitive final match. Students were classified by weight and technique. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students were successful in having a competitive final match. Students were classified by weight and technique. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 12 of 12 students successfully completed the tactical exam with a grade of 80% or higher. Students were grouped by weight
and skill level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Fitness and wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition /flexibility/
cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the practice of self defense.


SKY COMB 401


Assessment Method: Final written knowledge exam.
55 question written exam


Result: Of the 22 students who completed the course, 17 received a score of 90% or higher on the written final exam covering
fitness principles.


Criterion not met2009 - 2010
Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Fitness Tests.
Pre and post test comparison.


Result: Of the 22 students who completed the class, all 22 improved Fitness scores by at least 1 inch using the Pre and Post test data
from the PEEP evaluation


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Quiz on fitness and wellness using Response Cards


Result: NA - Technology not available until too late in the semester to implement.
Action: Reassess when response cards are available to faculty member


Inconclusive2009 - 2010


Skills and performance: Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the practice of self defense.SKY COMB 401
Assessment Method: Skills Tests
10 point scale- checklist


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 80% received a 7 or higher on the check list. Students who didn't generally
had attendance issues.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students who successfully completed the class passed the skills checklist related to self-defense techniques
such as blocking, rolling, avoidance, etc....


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Of the 22 students who completed the class 16 received a 70% or better on the skills checklist. (72%) Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Final demonstration
Faculty and peer evaluation using a checklist


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the class were able to complete the final successfully demonstrating self-defense
techniques.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the class were able to complete the final successfully demonstrating self-defense
techniques.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: All 22 students earned a 70% or higher. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Skills tests/Final Demonstration
Checklist for application of skills used in final demonstration.


Result: 16 of 19 who completed the course received a grade of 70% or higher. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 16 of 22 who completed the course received a grade of 70% or higher. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Skills, Concepts and Fitness: Demonstrate the fundamental skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and progress at a
beginning level in this art.


SKY COMB 404







Assessment Method: A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a rating above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result:  90% of the students who completed the course had a rating above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 21 students who completed the course 16 were able to complete the 10 basic blocking, punching and kicking
techniques with a 6 or higher rating on the 10 point rubric.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 16 of 16 Students = 100 % of Students received a score of 6 or higher on the exam on blocking, punching and kicking
techniques.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 17 of 17 students received a score of 6 or higher on the exam. The exam consisted of the following:


A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and kicking techniques. Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Assessment Method: Final Exam - Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic blocking, punching and kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will rate above 6.0 as an average score.


Results: 14 of 15 Students or 93% scored 6.0 or higher on the exam.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC Report 404 Fall 10.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: A final exam on the individual performance of the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student?s skill level.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course rated above 6.0 as an average score Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 90% of the students who completed the course rated above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 18 or 21 students seperated by level demonstrated proficiency (C or higher performance) of the Shotokan Kata Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 15 of 16 Students = 94 % of Students received a score of 6 or higher on the exam rating student skills in competition based
on level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 16 of 17 students received a score of 6 or higher on the  final exam. The final exam consisted of an assessment on the
individual performance of the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the students skill level. Students were evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.


Result: 100% of students improved in the muscular endurance and step-test categories. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students improved in the muscular endurance and step-test categories. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All 21 students who completed the class showed improvement in at least two of five fitness areas based on the pre-test v.
post-test. Most students showed improvement in muscular endurance and flexibility.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Results:  16 of 16 Students = 100% of Students improved their flexibility.
Results:  14 of 16 Students = 88% of Students improved their muscular endurance.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 15 of 18 students improved flexibility and 16 of 18 students improved muscular endurance using results from the pre and
post test from PEEP


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Concepts, Skills and Fitness: Demonstrate the intermediate/advanced skills, knowledge, concepts and vocabulary used in the practice of Shotokan Karate to perform and
progress at an intermediate / advanced level in this art.


SKY COMB 405


Assessment Method: A final exam on intermediate/advanced blocking, punching and kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Result: 100% of the students who completed the course rated above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 90% of the students who completed the course rated above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: :  5 of 5 Students = 100 % of Students received a score of 6 or higher on the exam rating interemediate advanced level
blocking, punching and kicking.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 3 of 3 students received a score of 6 or higher on the exam.A final exam that consisted of an evaluation of
intermediate/advanced blocking, punching and kicking techniques. Students were evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Assessment Method: Final Exam - Basics
A final exam on the 10 basic, intermediate and advanced blocking, punching and kicking techniques.  Students will be evaluated on
a 10 point scale.


Success Criterion:
70% of the students who complete the course will rate above 6.0 as an average score.


Results: 10 of 10 Students or 100% scored 6.0 or higher on the exam.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC Report 405 Fall 10.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: A final exam on the individual performance of the Shotokan Kata appropriate to the student?s skill level.  Students will be evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Result: 90% of the students who completed the course rated above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 90% of the students who completed the course rated above 6.0 as an average score. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 5 of 5 Students = 100 % of Students received a score of 6 or higher on the exam based on skill level in competition. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 3 of 3 students received a score of 6 or higher on  a final exam on the individual performance of the Shotokan Kata
appropriate to the students skill level. Students were evaluated on a 10 point scale.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Pre and Post Fitness test administered by the division.  Students will be evaluated on improvement.


Result: 100% of students showed improvement in muscular endurance and step test categories. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students showed improvement in muscular endurance and step test categories. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results:  5 of 5 Students = 100% of Students improved their flexibility.
Results:  5 of 5 Students = 100% of Students improved their muscular endurance.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 3 of 4 students improved flexibility and 4 of 4 students improved muscular endurance. Results are based on data  from pre
and post test on the PEEP exam.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Fitness, Concepts and Techniques: Identify and build individual / team skills related to conditioning programs for specific sports , evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.


SKY FITN 106


Assessment Method: Skills testing based on strength and endurance criteria
Reporting Cycle:







Result: In all secions, students showed at greater than 80% rate inprovement in strength, endurance, agility, speed and efficiency. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: In all secions, students showed at greater than 80% rate inprovement in strength, endurance, agility, speed and efficiency. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results: 17/19 Students = 89% of Students who complete the class with no physical restrictions will showed improvements
in 5 out of 6 categories. Categories were based on muscular power, speed, endurance, velocity, intensity and sustainability.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 32 of 32 students (100%) of students showed improvement on pre and post testing (skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC FITN 106_Fall_ 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Result: All students who completed the course showed improvement in at least half of the tested areas on division pre and post
fitness tests.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Results: 16/19 = 84% of Students improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 17/19= 89% of Students improved their scores on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test).
Results: 18/19 = 94% of Students improved (increased) their core strength as measure by sit up testing.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 32 of 32 students (100%) showed improvement in at least half of the tested areas on division pre and post fitness tests.. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC FITN 106_Fall_ 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Students will be examined visually, verbally and kinesthetically in order to make sure they have assimilated concepts and can apply those to improve sport
specific performance.


Result: In all sections over 90% of the students scored above 75% on mastery and application of concepts as related to a specific
VARS activity.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: In all sections over 90% of the students scored above 75% on mastery and application of concepts as related to a specific
VARS activity.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results: 18/19 = 94% of students demonstrated mastery of concepts and application by scoring 75% or better on exam.
Exam was based on soccer specific skills and conditioning.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 32 of 32 (100%) students passed the final skills tests on improvement of sport specific performance Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC FITN 106_Fall_ 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Fitness Assessment: Upon successful completion of this course student will be able to:
Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to student?s individual sport and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to maintain performance.


SKY FITN 107


Assessment Method: Skills testing based on strength and endurance criteria


Result: 100% of the students who completed the course demonsrated improvement in strength, endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students who completed the course demonsrated improvement in strength, endurance, speed, agility and
flexibility


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Five sections of FITN 107 were offered with much improved results. Over 80% of students improved in all categories.
Those who did not were limited by injury. The availability of a second certified trainer greatly improved return to class time with
treatment and injury prevention exercises.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students scored 70% or better on strength and endurance skills. Those skills were bench press,
lat pull down, bicep curl, tricep extension, squat, toe raise.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:







Result: Results: 24/26 Students = 92% of Students who complete the class with no physical restrictions will showed improvements
in 5 out of 6 categories.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 77.2 % (17 of 22) students showed improvement in 5 out of 6 categories of strength and endurance measured through pre
and post testing.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Division Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Result: No sections participated in the division fitness tests because scheduling was done outside of when the tests were conducted.
Based on anecdotal data, it appears that all students through participation improved muscular endurance / strength, flexibility, body
composition and cardiovascular efficiency.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Results:  87% (13 of 15) of students showed improvement in muscular strength, muscular endurance and body composition. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 23/26 = 84% of Students improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 26/26= 89% of Students improved their scores on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test).
Results: 25/26 = 94% of Students improved (increased) their core strength as measure by sit up testing.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% (22 of 22) students showed improvement  in three areas of the division fitness test. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Students will be examined visually, verbally and kinesthetically in order to make sure they have assimilated concepts and can apply those to improve sport
specific performance.


Result: 100% of the students who completed the class were able to demonstrate improved efficacy in skills and performance based
on increased conditioning.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students were able to demonstrate improved efficacy in skills and performance based on increased
conditioning.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Student performance in prescribed activities related to their sport did improve. Level of improvement was greatest in those
who were not engaged in off-season activities. However, these students were injured at a much higher rate.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Results:  93% (14 of 15) of students showed improvement in performance in strngth and conditioning as related to the sport
of basketball.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 25/26 students demonstrated mastery of concepts and application by scoring 75% or better on exam. Sport specific
exam was related to baseball.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 90.9 % of students demonstrated mastery of concepts and application in improving sport specific performance. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills, concepts and techniques: Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs for adults applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various
techniques, use of equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 110


Assessment Method: A 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy, phisiology and safety. The exam also includes a
self-assessment.


Result: 32 of 34  (94%) students received a grade of 70% or higher on a comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety.  The exam also included self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 79% of students passed the final exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology
and safety. The exam also included self-assessment


Criterion met
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Assessment Method: Skills Testing based on strength and endurance criteria.


Result: 28 of 32 (88%) students demonstrated improvement in 8 or more of the assessment tests based on strength and endurance. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 92% of students showed improvement in 12 of 12 strength and endurance skills test areas. Criterion met
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Assessment Method: Fitness Testing


Result: 19 of 32 students (59%) showed improvement in blood pressure and cardiovascular efficiency
Action: Due to high absenteeism in this section, instructor will test next semester's class and compare results before making
changes to course content/SLO expectations.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students showed improvement in their post test on at least half of the areas. Criterion met
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Fitness Improvement: Improve fitness levels, increase strength and flexibility, and lose body fat through participation in a variety of fitness activities.SKY FITN 112


Assessment Method: Pre- and post-fitness test comparison


Result: 90% of students improved on at least 1 fitness test result at the post test.  76% of students improved their muscular
endurance.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Out of 16 students who completed both the pre and post-fitness test (FITN 112 AX), 14 showed improvement on at least
one test.  Therefore 88% showed improvement on at least one test.  On muscular endurance alone, 88% of students showed
improvement.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 73% of students improved performance on at least 1 test.
73% of students improved their body mass index.
67% of students improved their body composition.
67% of students improved their 1 minute crunch performance.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Survey on personal fitness


Result: 94% of students responded positively to questions about fitness level improvement at the end of the semester. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 94% (16 of 17 respondents in FITN BX) answered positively to at least 70% of survey questions about perceived fitness
levels at the end of the semester.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 95% of responses to questions about fitness levels at the end of the semester, were positive Criterion met2009 - 2010
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Assessment Method: Daily participation points in progressive exercises to improve cardiovascular fitness, strength, and flexibility


Result: 76% of students completed at least 80% of daily workouts Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 19 of 20 students (FITN 112 BX), 95%, of students earned at least 80% of daily progressive exercise points to improve
cardiovascular fitness, strength, and flexibility.


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Result: 88% of students completed 80% of daily workouts designed to improve cardiovascular fitness, strength, and flexibility Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness self assessment: Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 112


Assessment Method: Weight loss/wellness quiz


Result: Of the students who completed the course slightly more than 90% were able to successfully complete the quiz / exam
related to weight loss / fitness


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the course slightly less than 80% were able to successfully complete the quiz / exam related
to weight loss / fitness.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 75% of students scored 70% or better on questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness principles. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 87% of students correctly answered questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness principle.  Exam questions were
practical inquiries about individual food log results.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students scored 70% or better on questions pertaining to weight loss and wellness principles. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Fitness and wellness principles quiz


Result: 100% of students correctly identified the role of fitness in physical and mental well-being; 92% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 90% of students correctly identified the role of fitness in physical and mental well-being; 76% scored 70% or better on a
multiple choice quiz.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students who completed the fitness and wellness quiz scored 70% or better Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 96% scored 70% or better on multiple choice quiz on fitness and wellness principles. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Journal or small group discussion on fitness principles


Result: All students who completed the course (100%), we able to list and summarize fitness discussion points from in-class
lecture/discussion in a journal exercise log.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students who completed the course (100%), we able to list and summarize fitness discussion points from in-class
lecture/discussion in a journal exercise log.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 90% of students were able to list and summarize discussion points from in-class lecture and discussion in a small group
setting.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 95% of students completed a fitness journal which included fitness/wellness discussion points as applied to weight loss or
fitness goals.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 74% of students listed and summarized fitness discussion points from in-class lecture/discussions Criterion met2010 - 2011


Role of fitness in wellbeing: Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeingSKY FITN 112


Assessment Method: Division Wellness Quiz


Result: Of the students who completed the course slightly more than 90% were able to successfully complete the quiz. Criterion met2015- 2016
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Result: 75% of students scored 70% or better on a multiple choice quiz pertaining to fitness and wellness. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students who completed the Division Wellness Quiz scored 70% or better Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on the division wellness exam. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Journal-  students will track fitness activities and feelings in a journal over the course of the semester


Result: 83% of students exhibited positive mental changes brought about by class fitness activities. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students, while tracking daily fitness activities in a journal, expressed positive mental changes/feelings of
accomplishment/sense of fitness and wellness improvement through course activities.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 75% of students exhibited positive mental changes brought about by physical fitness activities in their journal entries. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Goal setting/goal attainment- students will set 3 realistic goals relating to fitness, set both an in-class and out of class workout schedule, and follow their
plan to achieve their goals


Result: Over 90% of the students were able to meet multiple goals. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students were able to meet multiple goals. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Multiple sections were taught utlizing a varity of modes of conditioning (aerobic and anaerobic), means (running, cycling,
sprinting, resistance training, edurance training) and methodologies. In all cases, students at greayter than 90% were able to achieve
pre-test goals.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 76% of students reached at least one of their semester goals pertaining to fitness/wellness. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 95% of students set 3 realistic goals related to fitness and a plan for attaining the goals.  70% of students reached at least one
goal.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 85% of students achieved at least one of their semester goals pertaining to fitness/wellness. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Skills. Concepts and Techniques: Identify and build individual skills related to conditioning programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and
flexibility.


SKY FITN 116


Assessment Method: A 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


Result: Of the students who completed the class more than 80% attempted and successfully completed the exam. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the class more than 70% attempted and completed the exam. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 22 of 25 students earned a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific
motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 30 of 38 (79%) students earned a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also included a self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method: Skills testing based on strength and endurance criteria


Result: Of the 12 skills test, slightly more than 70% of students, showed improvement. Cardio scores were strongest but in other
areas related to agility, speed, balance, etc... gains were not achieved. Possible need for more functional space.


Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: Of the 12 skills test, the majority of students, but not 70%, showed improvement. Cardio scores were strongest but in other
areas related to agility, speed, balance, etc... gains were not achieved. Possible need for more functional space.


Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: Numerous sections were taught in this class with some varied results. Result variation was based on student goals as the
class is more general in nature and focused on student goals and engagement. Over 80% of students completed the class with these
items being consistent through sections:


Cardiovascular equipment is quite popular and a focus
Move away from machine to functional training
Need for more open space for speed and agility training.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 28 of 28 students demonstrated improvement in more that 8 of the 12 skill area assessed related to muscular endurance and
stamina.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 33 of 38 (87%) students improved in 8 or more categories on pre and post testing (skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 28 students (86%) showed improvement in at least 8 out of 12 skills tests on pre and post testing  (skills testing based
on strength and endurance criteria).


Criterion met
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Assessment Method: Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Result: Of the students who completed the class slightly more than 90% improved in at least two areas. Most consistent areas noted
were muscular endurance and strength.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the class slightly more than 80% improved in at least two areas. Most consistent areas noted
were muscular endurance and strength.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 80% of students showed improvement in two or more fitness areas. These was diversily spread amond all components
of fitness - muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular efficiency, body composition and flexibility. Factors such as
balance and agility also improved.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 21 of 25 students demonstrated improved muscular endurance; 17 of 25 students demonstrated improved flexibility; 16 of
25 students demonstrated improved body composition; 10 of 25 students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency.


Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Result: 25 of 33 students (75%) improved in flexibility and 31 of 33 (94%) in muscular endurance on the division-instituted fitness
test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Fitness improvement: Identify and assess current fitness level as it pertains to golf and alter or modify specific fitness practices in order to improve performance, increase
strength, flexibility and cardiovascular fitness


SKY FITN 166


Assessment Method: Self assessment survey


Result: 100% of students who completed the class were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students were able to improve
strength through golf activities but cardio component improvement was inconclusive


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students who completed the class were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students were able to improve
strength through golf activities but cardio component improvement was inconclusive.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Self assessment survey


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness tests


Result: 100% of students who completed the class were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students were able to improve
strength through golf activities but cardio component improvement was inconclusive.


Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: 100% of students who completed the class were able to correctly assess their fitness level. Students were able to improve
strength through golf activities but cardio component improvement was inconclusive.


Inconclusive2013 - 2014


Technique: Demonstrate an understanding of proper technique and execution of golf fitness principles.SKY FITN 166


Assessment Method: Completion of progressive exercises


Result: 100% of students who completed the class successfully completed over 80% of the daily progressive fitness activities. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students who completed the class successfully completed over 80% of the daily progressive fitness activities. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 100% of students understood proper technique. Age and injury factors limited execution of all fitness activities to 95% Criterion met2013 - 2014


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Performance rubric


Result: 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated correct technique of fitness activities by scoring 6 or more points
on an 8 point rubric


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students who completed the class demonstrated correct technique of fitness activities by scoring 6 or more points
on an 8 point rubric


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Short essay


Result: 100% of students who successfully completed the class were able to  describe proper technique of golf fitness
activities/principles either verbally or in written form.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Fitness / Wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify cardiovascular fitness program in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance


SKY FITN 199


Assessment Method: Students will be tested on understanding of exercise principles, program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered
in on-line lectures and specified web content.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, 81% earned an average grade of C or higher on this content on understanding of
exercise principles, program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures
and specified web content.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the course, 78% earned an average grade of C or higher on this content on understanding of
exercise principles, program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures
and specified web content.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students who completed the course successfully tested at a passing level on their understanding of exercise principles,
program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures and specified web
content.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 87 of 101 students who completed the course earned a 70% or higher on exams to test understanding of exercise principles,
program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures and specified web
content.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 84 of the 101 (83%) students who completed the course earned a C or higher on the exam of exercise principles, program
development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures and specified web contents.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: The lab portion of the course entails 48 hours of cardiovascular activity. To assess  cardiovascular system development students will complete a timed 1
Mile Run fitness test during the course.


Result: 78% of the students who completed showed improvement from their pre-test to their post-test Mile Time test results. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 73% of the students who completed showed improvement from their pre-test to their post-test Mile Time test results. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 90% of students showed improvement on their post-test activity as related to their pre-test. A timed run was not
mandated for all due to physical limitations or injury.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Results: 81/107 = 75% of Students improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood pressure. This was done instead of
the mile time result test to validate improvements in cardiovascular efficiency and muscular endurance / strength.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80 of 101 (80%) students improved on a pre-test and post-test of cardiovascular efficiency (Mile walk / run and / or step
test), body composition and muscular strength / endurance.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Discussion forums are an important part of the course. Students are rated on a three point scale (poor, average, outstanding) based on their ability to think
critically about topics and apply what they have learned.


Result: 78% of the students who completed the course averaged a rating of 2.0 or greater in the discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about topics and apply what they have learned.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 86% of the students who completed the course averaged a rating of 2.0 or greater in the discussion forums based on their
ability to think critically about topics and apply what they have learned.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Only about 1/2 the students regularly engaged in discussion forums. Students were rated on a three point scale (poor,
average, outstanding) based on their ability to think critically about topics and apply what they have learned.


Criterion not met2013 - 2014


Result: Results: 92/107= 85 % of the students who complete the course had an average rating of 2.0 or greater in the discussion
forums.Students are rated on a three point scale (poor, average, outstanding) based on their ability to think critically about topics
and apply what they have learned.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 88 of 101 (87%) students who completed the course had an average 2.5 rating or higher in discussion forums on
fitness/wellness/fitness assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills, Techniques and Concepts: Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance
and flexibility.


SKY FITN 201


Assessment Method: A  55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a
self-assessment.


Result: 79% of the students completing the course got a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions / movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-assessment.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 74% of the students completing the course got a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions / movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-assessment.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 31 of 33 (94%) students received a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also included a self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method: Skills testing based on strength and endurance criteria.


Result: Over 80%of the students who completed the course showed improvement in 9/12 skills tests based on strength and
endurance criteria.


Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: Over 90 of the students who completed the course showed improvement in 9/12 skills tests based on strength and endurance
criteria.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: In several sections of weight conditioning, almost 85% of students demonstrated improvement is at least 8 of 12 skills tests.
Of the grouping these trends emerged:


Participation on a consistrent basis was an indicator of success
Functional (non-machine based training) was a better mode in which to effect gains.
Those working out in two day a week classes made greater gains than those working out three times per week
Student engagement is made greater through the use of on-line tools for out of class information and assignments.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 9 of 10 students demonstrated improvement from pre-test to post test in more than 8 of the 12 assigned skills tests. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 30 of 33 (91%) students showed improvement in 8 or more of the pre and post testing - skills tests based on strength and
endurance criteria.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 27 students (88%) showed improvement in 8 of 12 skills test measured through pre and post testing and based on
strength and endurance criteria.


Criterion met
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Assessment Method: Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Result: All students who completed the course showed improvement on the division PEEP tests. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students showed improvement on the division PEEP tests. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course demonstrated improved fitness testing results related to muscular
strength and endurance.Other indicators were flat or showed some regression.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 23 of 33 (70%) students demonstrated improved muscular endurance and cardiovascular efficiency in 2 areas of the division
-instituted fitness test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills, Concepts and Techniques: Identify and build skills related individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment, scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance
and flexibility.


SKY FITN 202


Assessment Method: A 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a
self-assessment.


Result: 3 of 3 students (100%) received a 100% on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific
motions / movement, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also included a self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method: Skills testing based on strength and endurance criteria


Result: 6 of 7 students who successfully completed the course demonstrated improvement from pre-test to post test in 8 or more of
the assigned skills tests.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 3 of 3 (100%) students showed improvement in all 12 assessments based on pre and post testing (skills testing based on
strength and endurance criteria).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 27 (89%) students showed improvement in 8 of 12 tests based on pre and post testing (skills testing based on strength
and endurance criteria).


Criterion met
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Assessment Method: Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Result: 3 of 3 students (100%) showed improvement in blood pressure and cardiovascular efficiency on Fitness Pre and Post Tests. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Concepts, Technique and Fitness: Students will learn to develop individual weight training programs applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of
equipment,  scientific knowledge of weight conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance
and flexibility.


SKY FITN 205


Assessment Method: A 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes
a self-assessment.


Result: 78% of the students completing the course got a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional
exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-assessment.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 33 of 39 students received a passing grade on the comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions /
movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also includes a self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 14 of 25 students who completed the class passed the exam with a grade of 70% or higher. The exam is a 55 question
comprehensive exam related to functional exercise, specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also
includes a self-assessment.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 14 of 19 students (74%) received a 70% or higher on a 55 question comprehensive exam related to functional exercise,
specific motions / movements, anatomy, physiology and safety. The exam also included a self-assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013
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Assessment Method: Skills testing based on strength and endurance criteria


Result: Over 90% of the students who completed the course showed improvement in 9/12 skill tests based on strength and
endurance criteria


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 32 of 39 students demonstrated improved skills based on muscular tests tied to:
Chest, Shoulders, Neck, Back, Abdominals, Hip Adduction, Hip Adduction, Knee Extension, Knee Flexion, Forearm / Wrist, Toe
Raises and Pushups


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 25 of 25 students who completed the class showed improvement from pre-test to post-test in more than 8 of 12 skill tests
designed to assess muscular strength  and endurance.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 19 of 19 students (100%) improved in 8 or more categories on pre and post testing - (skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 25 of 35 students (71%) improved in 8 of 12 skills tests on pre and post testing (skills testing based on strength and
endurance criteria).


Criterion met
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Assessment Method: Fitness Pre and Post Tests


Result: All students showed improvement on division PEEP tests. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 38 of 39 students improved cardiovascular efficiency as measured by blood pressure and 35 of 39 students improved
muscular endurance as measured by a sit-up test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 23 of 25 students showed improvement in flexibility; 24 of 25 students demonstrated improved muscular endurance; 17 of
25 students demonstrated improved body composition; 14 of 25 students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency.


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Result: 14 of 19 (74%) students improved flexibility and 16 of 19 (84%) students improved muscular endurance as measured
through division fitness test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform spine stabilization while performing activities related to athletic performance and
activities of daily living.


SKY FITN 219.1-4


Assessment Method: Evaluation of proper execution and pace of core exercises performed on a rating scale of 1-3.


Result: 21 of 25 students (84%) increased their execution and pace of core exercises. Evaluation was by photograph analysis of
squat technique and visual observation of performance of other key core exercises.


Criterion met2012 - 2013
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Performance of strength, endurance and balance exercises with emphasis on progression


Result: 22 of 25 students (88%) showed improvement in strength, endurance and balance in three key core exercises including
abdominal curls, squats and dying bugs. Balance assessment is observed during performance of single leg squat. Strength
assessment was 1 minute timed bouts of key exercises and endurance was evaluated by timed exercise bouts of greater than two
minutes.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Physical education Evaluation Program (PEEP) Fitness Test with an emphasis on the tests related to flexibility and sit-ups.


Result: 23 of 26 (88%) students showed improved muscular endurance. 13 of 26 (50%) students showed improvement in flexibility.
Action: Revisit success criterion on flexibility


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Written examinations and assignments covering the health benefits of core fitness exercise


Result: 18 of 25 students (72%) scored 70% or higher on written exams and assignments covering the health benefits of core fitness
exercise.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills and technique: Identify and build skills related to core conditioning that are applicable to specific goals of the course; improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body
composition, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance.


SKY FITN 219.1-4


Assessment Method: Using photographic analysis of squat technique, students will be evaluated on proper form through both pre- and post-testing. Students will be assessed
using a 10 point checklist.


Result: All students who completed the course (33) scored 7 points or more on a 10 point checklist. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 90% of the students who completed the course demonstrated excellent squat technique by the end of the semester as
exhibited by photo analysis.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: c.	Results: 14/15 (5 students did not finish course) or 96.4% of students increased their execution and pace of core exercise
performance in key core exercises and scored a 4/5 or higher on pace of exercises at the completion of the course
d.	Execution of core exercises was evaluated by photograph analysis of squat technique and visual observation of performance of
other key core exercises. 14/15 (5 students did not finish course) or 93.3%of students improved their squat technique scoring 8/10
points on squat analysis by the end of the course


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will be evaluated on basic core exercises for endurance through monthly timed exercise bout tests.  Endurance tests consist of ten core exercises
performed for maximum repetitions over time.


Result: 100% of beginning students improved their endurance by 75%. 100% of intermediate students improved their endurance by
50%. No level III or IV students enrolled


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: c.	Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of students showed improvement in strength, endurance and balance by the end of the course,
scoring a 4/5 or higher on testing of key core exercises.
d.	Balance assessment is observed during performance of single leg squat performance
e.	Strength assessment was through 1 minute timed bouts of key exercises


Criterion met2012 - 2013







f.	Endurance was evaluated by timed exercise bouts > 2 minutes of key exercises


Assessment Method: Students will be evaluated on basic core exercises for strength through a pre- and post-one minute test for maximum repetitions and resistance.


Result: 100% of beginning students improved their strength by 75%. 70% of intermediate students improved their strength by 50%.
No level III or IV students enrolled


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 90% of the students were evaluated on basic core exercises in a pre- and post-one minute test for maximum repetitions
and resistance. 90% of beginning students improved their strength by 75%.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: c.	Results: 14/15 or 94.3% of students showed improvement in strength, endurance and balance by the end of the course,
scoring a 4/5 or higher on testing of key core exercises.
d.	Balance assessment is observed during performance of single leg squat performance
e.	Strength assessment was through 1 minute timed bouts of key exercises
f.	Endurance was evaluated by timed exercise bouts > 2 minutes of key exercises


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Written quiz covering principles of spine stabilization for core exercises, athletic performance, activities of daily living, and injury prevention.


Result: 68% of students received a 70% or higher on the written quiz covering principles of spine stabilization for core exercises,
athletic performance, activities of daily living, and injury prevention.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: c.	Results:  or 14/15 or 77% of students scored 70% or better on written exams and assignments covering principles of spine
stabilization for core exercises, athletic performance, activities of daily living, and injury prevention.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills, Concepts and Fitness: Identify and build skills related to a spinning program applicable to their specific goals, evaluation of various techniques, use of equipment,
scientific knowledge of conditioning, and improve / maintain acceptable and healthy body composition, flexibility, muscular strength, muscular endurance and flexibility.


SKY FITN 301


Assessment Method: Students complete a heart rate chart over the course of the semester measuring recovery rate.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, 80% showed increased cardiovascular efficiency through improved (lower) RHR
(recovery heart rate).


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the course, 806% will showed increased cardiovascular efficiency through improved (lower)
RHR (recovery heart rate).


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Nearly 92% of students who completed the class did a heart rate chart over the course of the semester measuring recovery
rate. Almost all these students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency as monitored by RHR


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 32 of 32 students (100%) showed an improved recovery rate (indicating increased cardiovascular efficiency) on their post
test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 28 students (85%) showed a lower recovery heart rate (and therefore increased cardiovascular efficiency) from pre-test
to post-test.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC FITN 301 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Participation in the division evaluation (PEEP) program.


Result: Over 90% of the students showed improvement in three or more areas of the division PEEP test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students showed improvement in three or more areas of the division PEEP test. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 23 of 32 students (72%) showed lowered blood pressure levels. 17 of 32 students (53%) improved their cardiovascular
endurance test.


Inconclusive2012 - 2013







Action: Activity is geared toward recovery rate and not endurance. Possibly may need to extend time on task to improve
endurance metric. Students who did improve had better attendance records and benefited from training effect.
Result: 21 of 28 (75%) of students improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood pressure.  21/28 (75%) of students
improved their scores on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test). Students' progress was measured on pre and post fitness  test.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC FITN 301 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Students will be tested on understanding of Spinning principles, Spinning program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency
as covered in on-line lectures and specified web content.


Result: Slightly more than 70% of students got a C or higher on test based on understanding of Spinning principles, Spinning
program development, and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures and specified web
content.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 66% of students got a C or higher on test based on understanding of Spinning principles, Spinning program development,
and current research related to cardiovascular efficiency as covered in on-line lectures and specified web content.
Action: Review exam. Students struggled on expository parts. May need to stick with more objective based testing.


Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: 26 of 32 students (81%) completed Spinning Profile (design a workout based on goals and needs. This profile demonstrates
their understanding of the physiological principles necessary to improve performance) that satisfied the requirements of this
assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 28 students (85%) presented a completed Spinning Profile (design a workout based on goals and needs. This profile
demonstrates their understanding of the physiological principles necessary to improve performance) that satisfied the requirements
as the assignment.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC FITN 301 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Students are evalauted daily on the application of technique, posture and effort in performance of spinning activites. Evaluation is on a 3-point scale (poor
= 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0= not attending)


Result: Over 80 of students averaged a 2 or higher on daily application of technique, posture and effort in performance of spinning
activites. Evaluation is on a 3-point scale (poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0= not attending)


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 73% of students averaged a 2 or higher on daily application of technique, posture and effort in performance of spinning
activites. Evaluation is on a 3-point scale (poor = 1, satisfactory = 2, excellent = 3, 0= not attending)


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Barely 70% of the students earned a 2 or higher on progress and participation points. Survey indicated boredom as a major
factor in student lack of engagement.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Skills and technique: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities related to fitness walkingSKY FITN 304


Assessment Method: Based on 3-point rubric (good, average and poor), students will show improvement related to walking posture, stride length and arm swing based on pre
and post test.


Reporting Cycle:


Role of fitness: Identify/explain the role of physical fitness and fitness principles in both physical and mental wellbeingSKY FITN 304


Assessment Method: Fitness principles quiz


Result: Quiz was redundant and was eliminated. Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: 25 of 27 students passed exam on principles related to fitness with walking as the primary mode of exercise. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 32 of 34 students (94%) received a 70% or higher on a fitness principles exam. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Student survey on fitness principles







Result: All students at all levels were able to successfully complete the survey pertaining to their knowledge of fitness principles. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students at all levels were able to successfully complete the survey pertaining to their knowledge of fitness principles Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Short essay


Result: 71% of students successfully completed essay explaining the role of fitness in lifelong wellness Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 56% of students successfully completed essay explaining the role of fitness in lifelong wellness
Action: Need to rework this component. Students struggled with expositoryy writing. May make sense to just use the survey
which is a more objective means of evaluation.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Fitness improvement: Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 304


Assessment Method: Pre and post- fitness testing


Result: All students at all levels showed improvement in at least 2 PEEP tests Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 88% of students at all levels showed improvement in at least 2 PEEP tests Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 24 of 27 students tested improved cardiovascular efficiency as measured by a blood pressure evaluation. 24 of 27 students
improved cardiovascular efficiency as measured through recovery rate during a three minute step test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 28 of 34 students (82%) showed improvement in cardiovascular efficiency as measured on pre and post fitness tests. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Daily progressive exercises


Result: Difficulty is accessing target heart rate continued but improved. Students were given option of using technology. Those
students were primarily successful. For those dependent on using their hands, success rates were below 70%.


Inconclusive2015- 2016


Result: 50% of students were able to successfully monitor their heart rate and stay in target range.
Action: Technology plays a role here. Wearable devices greatly aid students with this. May have to look in the future about a
material fee so students have an electronic means of tracking.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Timed 3 mile walk


Result: All students decreased time for the three mile walk. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students decreased time for the three mile walk. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 26 of 27 students improved their time based on a pre-test and post test on a three mile walk. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 31 of 34 students (91%) decreased their time on a 3 mile timed walk, demonstrating improved cardiovascular fitness. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Concepts and Technique: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely participate in a running fitness program.SKY FITN 305


Assessment Method: Students will be given a written final exam on the topics covered in class regarding cardiovascular fitness.


Result: Of the 28 students who took the final exam on the topics covered in class regarding cardiovascular fitness, 25 (89%)
received a 70% or higher score.


Criterion met2011 - 2012
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students are evaluated on their ability to complete a 1.5 mile timed run at intervals throughout the semester.







Result: 100% of students who completed the course showed improvement based on time on a 1.5 mile run. Greater improvement
was possible for students who began at a lower level. Some students did not improve as much because their starting fitness level
was higher, they were injured or because of missing classes.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Fitness: Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition/flexibility/cardiovascular
fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 305


Assessment Method: Fitness Test measuring body composition, flexibility, muscular strength / endurance and cardiovascular efficiency.


Result: Over 90% of the students who completed the class showed improvement over their pre-test results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of the students who completed the class showed improvement over their pre-test results specifically related to
cardiovascular efficiency.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 85% of students who finished the class showed improvement over their pre-test results specifically related to cardiovascular
efficiency as measured by resting heart rate, blood pressure and step-test.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 18 of 22 students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficency as measured by a three minute step test. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students who completed the post test improved their cardiovascular efficiency. Overall the 70% threshold was met.
Flexibility showed the least improvement and may need to be emphasized more (warm-up and cool down) in the future.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Written final on cardiovascular fitness topics


Result: Over 90% of students received a C or higher. Clicker technology is especially helpful in preparing students. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 86% of students received a C or higher. Clicker technology is especially helpful in preparing students. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Sightly below 70% of the students who completed the class received a C or higher on the final exam related to
cardiovascular fitness topics.


Inconclusive2013 - 2014


Result: 19 of 22 students passed the written final that dealt with cardiovascular fitness concepts. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: 1.5 mile timed run (pre and post test)


Result: Almost 90% of students completed a 1.5 mile timed run with at least 10% improvement on time on the 2nd test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 83% of students completed a 1.5 mile timed run with at least 10% improvement on time on the 2nd test. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 23 students successgfully completed a 1.5 mile timed run with at least 10% improvement on time on the 2nd test. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Fitness improvement: Improve cardiovascular fitness levels through hiking.SKY FITN 308


Assessment Method: Self assessment/perception of fitness level improvement over course of semester


Result: 100% of students reported based on their self-assessment improved cardiovascular efficiency. This was based on perceived
excertion in cardiovascular activities (walking, running, biking, etc....) and in every day activities (climbing stairs, gardening, etc...)


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 83% of students reported based on their self-assessment  improved cardiovascular efficiency based on their self assessment.
This was based on perceived excertion in cardiovascular activities (walking, running, biking, etc....) and in every day activities
(climbing stairs, gardening, etc...)


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Reporting Cycle:







Result: In a brief opinion poll, 100% of students reported perceptions of fitness improvement over the course of the semester. Criterion met2011 - 2012


Assessment Method: Maintainance of exercise heart rate during participation on trekking outings


Result: 100% of students maintained exercise heart rate of 70-85% of computed maximum during the majority of hiking activities.
All students utilized technology is measuring their heart rate.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 71% of students who completed the class demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency as measured by resting heart
rate from pre-test to post-test.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 100% of students maintained exercise heart rate of 70-85% of computed maximum during the majority of hiking activities. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Hiking competence/hill climbing improvement


Result: 100% of students who completed the course showed improvement on progressively steeper/more difficult hikes.
Demonstration of improvement was apparent through faster hike times on steeper terrain or longer hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester were too challenging to complete.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 86% of students who completed the course showed improvement on progressively steeper/more difficult hikes.
Demonstration of improvement was apparent through faster hike times on steeper terrain or longer hikes or the ability to complete
hikes that earlier in the semester were too challenging to complete.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Backpacking Technique and Theory: Identify necessary backpacking equipment and supplies, develop a trip plan, investigate and avoid potential safety risks, and complete a
safe overnight intermediate-level backpacking excursion.


SKY FITN 314


Assessment Method: Group equipment presentation
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Discussion and hands-on practice on topics which may include;  safety, basic first aid principles, trip planning, map reading, use of compass, tent set-up
and other areas


Result: 93% of students were able to identify necessary backpacking equipment through a "dress rehersal" prior to the group
overnight trip and on overnight excursions. 93% of students participated and demonstrated knowledge of backpacking principles,
techniques and nomenclature in group discussions.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Assessment Method: Safe participation in final overnight backpacking trip, carrying both personal and group equipment.


Result: 93% of the students successfully completed the overnight trip and improved their strength and fitness through weekly hikes
of increased difficulty. Difficulty was measured by length / speed of hike, degree of elevation and weight carried.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Fitness: Build the strength and fitness necessary to complete an overnight intermediate level backpacking excursion while carrying all necessary equipment and supplies.SKY FITN 314


Assessment Method: Participation in progressively more difficult training hikes carrying weight in a framed backpack.  Students will carry more weight with each hike, on the
penultimate hike students will carry equipment that is 25% of their body weight.


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Computation of exercise heart rate


Assessment Method: Monitoring and maintenance of exercise heart rate







Stretching techniques: Develop and perform techniques to improve stamina, strength and flexibility.SKY FITN 332
Assessment Method: Skills/form Tests-
Students will demonstrate 5 different techniques for stretching. A 10 point scale will be used.


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Form Test
Checklist with an evaluation for correctly performing different poses of stretching.


Assessment Method: Final Demonstration- Students will perform 10 poses with and without the physioball.
Checklist for application of skills used in final demonstration.


Result: 22 out of 25 (88%) students met the criteria of performing 7 out of 10 different poses (with and without a physioball)
correctly in a final demonstration.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness and wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to stretching


SKY FITN 332


Assessment Method: Final written knowledge exam.
55 question written exam


Result: 100% of students scored above a C average. Started giving out study guide which improved success rates. Realize it's
teaching to the test but want to make sure they have the knowledge.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 93% of students scored above a C average. Started giving out study guide which improved success rates. Realize it's
teaching to the test but want to make sure they have the knowledge.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 15 of 17 students passed the general fitness exam with an emphasis on flexibility and it's role related to fitness and general
health.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 96% of students passed the 55 question comprehensive exam on fitness principles with a score of 70% or higher Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Fitness Tests.
Pre and post test comparison.


Result: All students regardless of level improved flexibility. Used multiple means as opposed to just testing hamstring flexibility in
PEEP testing.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students regardless of level improved flexibility. Used multiple means as opposed to just testing hamstring flexibility in
PEEP testing.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 23 students who completed the class all were able to improve flexibility as measured by the sit and reach test by 1
inch. In addition, students demonstrated improvement in cardiovascular efficiency and strength.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 12 of 17 students demonstrated increased flexibility of an inch or more using the sit and reach test. All students, except one,
showed improvement.


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Assessment Method: Student self-assessment
Survey


Result: Students generally respond that the class has been beneficial. Most select the class because it does not have the impact of
other activities.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students generally respond that the class has been beneficial. Most select the class because it does not have the impact of
other activities.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 23 students felt the class had improved their flexibility, ROM and health. To validate this students were pre and post
tested in a number of stretches positions and exercises and showed improvement unless limited by injury or lack of attendance.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 17 of 21 students responded positively to questions pertaining to increases in their fitness levels based on participation in the
class.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills: Demonstrate an increased awareness of proper alignment, promoting a safe practice and a heightened sense of balance and agilitySKY FITN 334


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In class demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students learn a series of poses in-class, and must demonstrate proper alignment and flow.  Students receive corrections from the instructor and/or from
their classmates, and must incorporate these corrections into their demonstration.


Result: Over 80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 corrections. Students learn a series of poses in-class, and must
demonstrate proper alignment and flow. Students receive corrections from the instructor and/or from their classmates, and must
incorporate these corrections into their demonstration.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 corrections. Students learn a series of poses in-class, and must
demonstrate proper alignment and flow. Students receive corrections from the instructor and/or from their classmates, and must
incorporate these corrections into their demonstration.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 200 students were assessed in yoga. Of those approximately 85% were able to learn a series of poses in-class, and
demonstrate proper alignment and flow. Students receive corrections from the instructor and/or from their classmates, and must
incorporate these corrections into their demonstration. That 85% demonstrated improvement on a minimum of 3 of 5 corrections
(most were 5 of 5)


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 30 of 38 students (79%) assessed at a higher level in three of five corrections on demonstration of proper alignment and
flow in yoga poses.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 78% of students (30/31) were able to successfully demonstrate proper alignment and flow in their daily yoga practices.
Students at lower levels consistently incorporated modifications that were assigned by the teacher, and more advanced students
attempted and succeeded at many of the more advanced poses (e.g. arm balances).  The lower-ability students would benefit from
having additional props (especially yoga blocks) to facilitate attempting the more difficult poses.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily participation points in progressive exercises


Result: All students  who completed the class received a 70% or higher on daily participation points in progressive exercises Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students received a 70% or higher on daily participation points in progressive exercises Criterion met2014 - 2015







Result: 33 of 37 students successfully completed progressive skill development points, based on level, to earn a 70% or higher. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 30 of 38 students (79%) completed 70% of progressive class workouts. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 23 of 27 Students (85%) of students completed at least 70% of progressive in-class workouts Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits.


Result: Slightly over 80% of students demonstrated knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 73% of students demonstrated knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 33 of 37 students were able to successfully demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 36 of 38 students (95%) successfully completed the capstone assignment of listing the physical benefits of ten poses with
70% accuracy or better.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Doc: Yoga Final


Concepts: Recognize a relationship of mind to body, create and understand individual fitness goals and document progress to assure appropriate fitness goals are being achievedSKY FITN 334
Assessment Method:  Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short answer/essay/discussion


Result: About 80% of students self-assessed an increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the semester. Improvement
based on allowing assessment to be done verbally rather than written form.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: About 60% of students self-assessed an increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the semester.
Action: Problem in the essay section. Students struggle with expository writing. Will need to emphasis more objective testing /
evaluation.


Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: 100% of students (27/27) reported an improvement in their posture of 3/5 or above, where a score of 1="It's the same; I
don't feel any increased ease in maintaining good posture," and a rating of 5="Tons! Standing up straight, keeping my shoulders
down and back, I even hold my tummy in just a little bit now, in class & even at the computer!"


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily participation points in progressive exercises


Result: 100% of student earned daily participation points in progressive exercises Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of student earned daily participation points in progressive exercises Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Barely made the 70% threshold due to lack of participation due to illness or lack of effort Inconclusive2013 - 2014


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Final Project
Assessment Instrument: Students demonstrate knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits.


Result: Over 80% of students were able to create a personal practice appropriate to their fitness goals. Students demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits


Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: Over 80% of students were able to create a personal practice appropriate to their fitness goals. Students demonstrate
knowledge of ten poses, their names and their physical benefits.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 24 of 27 students (89%) received a grade of 80% or higher on the final project demonstrating their ability to create a
personal practice appropriate to their fitness goals with 70% accuracy or better.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Fitness /Wellness: Improve/Maintain overall fitness level, strength, flexibility, and physical independence through evaluation of skill and knowledge of a safe yoga practice.SKY FITN 334
Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class participation points in progressive exercises.


Result: 100% of students earned participation points in progressive exercises. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students earned participation points in progressive exercises. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 78% of students (30/31) completed over 70% of in-class progressive yoga workouts. Criterion met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short answer/essay


Result: Slightly more than 80% of students were able to self-assess an increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the
semester. Improved rate due to assessment being done verbally.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly less than 60% of students were able to self-assess an increased sense of fitness and wellness at the end of the
semester.
Action: Struggle with expository writing


Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument: Comparison of early and late semester fitness test activities


Result: Over 80% of students showed improvement in majority of PEEP tests. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of students showed improvement in majority of PEEP tests. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 90% of students showed improvement in two or more areas with most being in muscular endurance, cardiovascular
efficiency as measured by blood pressure and flexibility.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 63% of students showed improved flexibility; 52% improved body composition, 52% improved cardiovascular efficiency
and 78% improved muscular endurance
Action: Flexibility improved among beginning and intermediate level students. More advanced students did not have the ability
to improve.  Further assessment will be done in coming semesters.


Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Result: 18 out of 22 (82%) of students improved their flexibility
18 out of 22 (82%) of students increased their number of abdominal curls/min
The criteria of improvement on 2 of 5 fitness tests was met.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and techniques necessary to safely perform the activities involved in Pilates and apply Pilates principles to personal biomechanics.SKY FITN 335
Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Final Exam: Students demonstrate knowledge of basic mat exercises, their names and their physical benefits.


Result: Based on level, over 90% of students demonstrated knowledge of mat exercises, their names and their physical benefits at a
passing level.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Doc: Pilates Final
Reporting Cycle:







Result: Based on level, over 90% of students demonstrated knowledge of mat exercises, their names and their physical benefits at a
passing level.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 100 students were enrolled in Pilates. Of that number greater than 80% were able to demonstrate knowledge of basic
mat exercises, their names and their physical benefits.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 56 of 72 students passed the final exam demonstrating a  knowledge of mat exercises, their names and their physical
benefits. Exam is based on student level.
Action: Change exam so matching questions are not as confusing.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 36 of 40 students (90%) who took the final exam demonstrating knowledge of basic mat exercises, their names and their
physical benefits received a grade of 70% or higher.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 91% of students (33 of 36) completed the final exam demonstrating knowledge of basic mat exercises, their names and their
physical benefits with a score of 80% or better


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Result: 36 of 40 students (90%) received a grade of 90% or higher on the final exam demonstrating knowledge of basic mat
exercises, their names and their physical benefits


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: 1.1 Major Assignment: In class demonstration
Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: Daily participation points in progressive exercises


Result: 100% of students earned participation points in progressive exercises. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students received daily participation points based on level at a passing rate. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 69 of 87 students successfully earned daily participation points at a passing level based on rubric of progression. Students
are classified by level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In class demonstration
Assessment Instrument: Students learn a series of exercises in-class, and must demonstrate proper alignment and execution.  Students receive corrections from the instructor
and/or from their classmates, and must incorporate these corrections into their demonstration.


Result: Slightly more than 80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 corrections concerning proper alignment and execution
of Pilates technique.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 93% (49 out of 53) of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 corrections concerning proper alignment and execution of
Pilates technique.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness / Wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition, flexibility,
cardiovascular fitness and muscular endurance & strength


SKY FITN 335


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short answer/essay/discussion


Result: 85% Reported their feeling of increased fitness of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no improvement). (40
Students Completed the Online Self-Assessment.)


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 93% Reported their feeling of increased fitness of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being little or no improvement). (43
Students Completed the Online Self-Assessment.)


Criterion met
Doc: Student Self-Assessment Results


2010-12 Steele


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class participation points in progressive exercises


Result: 100% of tudents who completed the course completed assessed in-class workouts. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 44 of 52 students (85%) who completed the course completed assessed in-class workouts. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 95% (42/44) of students successfully demonstrated the progressive exercises during the In-Class workouts. Criterion met2011 - 2012


Result: Results: 25/40 = 63% of Students Completed 80% of In-Class Workouts


Action: Reassessing standards to "70% of students will complete 70% of in-class workouts"


Criterion not met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Fitness tests
Assessment Instrument: Comparison of early and late semester fitness test activities


Result: Of the over 130 students enrolled in Pilates over 80% showed improvement in 2 of five fitness categories related to
muscular endurance, flexibility and body composition. The majority of gains were in body composition and muscular endurance.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the over 100 students enrolled in Pilates over 70% showed improvement in 2 of five fitness categories related to
muscular endurance, flexibility and body composition. The majority of gains were in body composition and muscular endurance.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 76% of students showed improved flexibility, 54% showed improved body composition, 54% showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency and 68% showed improved muscular endurance.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Concepts: Understand the concept of functional neutral spine to specifically target abdominal strength through body-awareness and practice while protecting the natural
alignment of the spine.


SKY FITN 335


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: In-Class workouts
Assessment Instrument: In-Class participation points in progressive exercises.


Result: Of the over 130 students enrolled in Pilates, 100% earned enough progressive participation points to earn credit. Attendance
inconsistencies cited before were addressed by allowing more missed opportunities and counting more heavily opportunities at the
end of the semester.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the over 100 students enrolled in Pilates, barely 70% earned enough progressive participation points to earn credit.
Consistent attendance was a problem.


Inconclusive2013 - 2014


Result: 95% (42/44) Demonstrated proper posture during In-Class workouts. Approximately 5% of the students had trouble
maintaining this posture throughout the entire class.  They would benefit from the use of additional props, such as foam rollers and
Pilates Circles, to isolate weaker muscles for strengthening.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Self assessment
Assessment Instrument: Short answer/essay


Result: 100% Reported their feeling of increased awareness of spinal posture and stability 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 (1 being
little or no improvement). (40 Students Completed the Online Self-Assessment.)


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 96% (43 of 45 students) reported an improvement of 3 or higher on a scale of 1-5 for increased sense of kinesthetic
awareness about their spinal posture at the end of the semester.


Criterion met
Doc: Student Self-Assessment Results


2010 - 2011







2010-12 Steele
Assessment Method: 3.1 Major Assignment: Final Exam
Assessment Instrument: Written, multiple choice, final exam tests students on proper spinal alignment and nomenclature of basic Pilates exercises.


Result: Slighly more than 75% of the students, based on level, passed the exam with a C or higher grade. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slighly more than 75% of the students, based on level, passed the exam with a C or higher grade. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 36 of 40 Students (90%) received a grade of 90% or higher on the Final Exam on proper spinal alignment and nomenclature
of basic Pilates exercises.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Fitness knowledge and modification: Be able to identify and assess their current fitness level; alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance.


SKY FITN 400


Assessment Method: Final comprehensive exam


Result: 77% of students received a 70% score or higher on the comprehensive written exam on fitness knowledge and modification. Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness test


Assessment Method: Student self-assessment survey


Goal setting: Development of personal goals and improvement in health.SKY FITN 400
Assessment Method: Personal Prescription- checklist
Each student will make personal goals to improve their health.


Result: Over 80% of fitness academy students were able to pass 3 out of 4 (75% or higher) personal goals by the end of the spring
semester


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of fitness academy students were able to pass 3 out of 4 (75% or higher) personal goals by the end of the spring
semester


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 28 of 35 students were able to meet their fitness goals at a level to successfully complete the class. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 29 of 34 students in fitness academy were able to achieve at least three of four goals stated at the beginning of the semester
as part of their exercise prescription.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 72% of students received a score of 75% or higher on their personal fitness goals to improve their health. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Workout hours- assessed through tallying of hours
(The number of units a student elects for the course will determine how many hours they need to workout both at school and on their own.)


Result: Slightly more than 70% of the students who completed the class, regardless of level, met hour goals. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly more than 70% of the students who completed the class, regardless of level, met hour goals. Criterion met2014 - 2015







Result: 28 of 35 students completed the requisite hours to successfully complete the course. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 27 of 33 students completed their prescribed exercise hours. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Written test on fitness


Result: Slightly more than 70% of the students who completed the class got a passing grade on the fitness exam. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly more than 70% of the students who completed the class got a passing grade on the fitness exam. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Only 2 out of 3 (24 of 35) students successfully completed the written test with a C or better. Criterion not met2013 - 2014


Result: 21 of 29 students who completed the final exam based on general fitness and health principles passed the exam with a grade
of 70% or higher.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Shooting technique: Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.SKY INDV 101


Assessment Method: Scorecard results from 20 and 25 yards


Result: Over 80% of students scored at a "C" or better level (with 6 arrows, 70% of students will average 18 points or better)
regardless of level.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students scored at a "C" or better level (with 6 arrows, 70% of students will average 18 points or better)
regardless of level.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All students regardless of level scored at least an average of 70% or higher on scorecards from both 20 and 25 yards. 82% of
students demonsytrated an ability to explain correct usage and bow sight. 82% of students expressed confidence is their ability to
correctly use a bow site on a student survey.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 95% of students scored a "C" or better from 20 and 25 yards. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored a "C" or better on shooting from 20 and 25 yards (section AX). Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored a "C" or better on 20 and 25 yard shooting;
16% averaged an "A"
71% averaged a "B"
13% averaged a "C"


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 12 point archery rubric for shooting technique


Result: Over 90% of students scored 8 or greater on rubric during daily shooting practice Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students scored 8 or greater on rubric during daily shooting practice Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 77% of students scored 8 points or greater on an archery technique rubric during daily shooting practice. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 92% of students scored 8 points or more on a shooting technique rubric. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students scored 8 points or greater on a shooting technique rubric during daily shooting practice, Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: 10 question self-assessment survey







Result: Over 90% of students expressed increased confifdence. Quality of writing is not strong. Might need to look at alternatives to
measure this.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students expressed increased confifdence. Quality of writing is not strong. Might need to look at alternatives to
measure this.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 19 out of 22 (86% of INDV 101 AA) students responded positively (strongly agree or agree) to at least 70% of survey
questions pertaining to confidence and self-assessment of skill technique.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 out of 25 (96% of INDV 101 AA) students responded positively (strongly agree or agree) to at least 70% of survey
questions pertaining to confidence and self-assessment of skill technique.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 96% of students responded positively (strongly agree or agree) to survey questions pertaining to confidence and self-
assessment of skill technique.  Of the 4% who responded negatively to any of the survey questions (only 4 questions elicited
negative responses), a quarter of those respondants blamed bad equipment and/or frequent absenses.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Fitness assessment:  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/well being principles to their own lifestyles.SKY INDV 101


Assessment Method: Final examination questions on wellness


Result: 84% of students were able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke as measured on a group project and questions
on final exam.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on final wellness questions. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 95% of students scored 70% or better on wellness questions Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Response cards to test student's knowledge of fitness wellness


Result: 92% of students scored at least 70% on fitness wellness questions Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Division Wellness quiz


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on the division wellness exam Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 83% of students scored 70% or better on a division wellness/fitness exam. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on division fitness exam Criterion met2009 - 2010


Shooting technique: Develop the necessary skills and proper shooting technique in order to score at a beginning level from 20 and 25 yards.SKY INDV 105


Assessment Method: Scorecard results from 20 and 25 yards


Result: 100% of students scored a "C" or better when shooting from 20 and 25 yards. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 88% of students score a "C" or better on scorecards from 20 and 25 yards (section AX). Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored a "C" or better on scorecards from 20 and 25 yards;
43% scored an "A"
43% scored a "B"
14% scored a "C"


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: 12 point archery rubric for shooting technique


Result: 100% of students scored an 8 or better on archery technique rubric during daily shooting practice. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 88% of students scored 8 points or more on a shooting technique rubric. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 90% of students scored 8 points or greater on rubric during daily shooting practice Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: 10 question self-assessment survey


Result: 94% of students showed increased confidence in shooting technique on a 10 question self-assessment survey. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 88% of students (7 of 8 INDV 105 BX) responded positively (strongly agree or agree) to survey questions pertaining to
confidence and self-assessment of skill technique.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students answered positively to survey questions pertaining to confidence and self-assessment of technique. Criterion met2011 - 2012


Fitness assessment:  Be able to identify risk factors for heart disease and stroke, and apply general fitness/wellbeing principles to their own lifestyles.SKY INDV 105


Assessment Method: Final examination on fitness principles


Result: 75% of students scored 70% or better on final exam questions pertaining to fitness topics. Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Final examination on wellness principles


Result: 86% of students scored 70% or better on wellness questions on the final exam Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on wellness questions Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Response cards to test student's knowledge of fitness wellness


Result: 100% of students scored at least 70% on fitness wellness questions Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Division exam on fitness/wellness


Result: 86% of students scored 70% or better on the division wellness exam. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on fitness exam Criterion met2009 - 2010


Skills and Concepts: Demonstrate basic skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a competitive environment.SKY INDV 121


Assessment Method: Students are evaluated daily on progression of skills based on participation in class activities. Students can earn up to three points per class.


Result: Over 90% of students regardless of level earned 2 or more progression points based on participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points per class.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students regardless of level earned 2 or more progression points based on participation in class activities.
Students can earn up to three points per class.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 80% of students (75% of beginners and 100% of intermediate) demonstrated level appropriate knoeledge of techniques and
strategies in drills, competition and the written final.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Reporting Cycle:







Result: 22 of 27 students aeraged two or more points on progression of skills based on participation in class activities. Students can
earn up to three points per class.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 11 of 12 students (92%) earned two or more points for each class session on progression of skills based on participation in
class activities


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 92% of students earned 2 or more points per class on progressive skills drills Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 89% of students who completed the class earned two or more points for each class session (on progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Tournament Play - Students will engage in singles and doubles competition and be awarded a point for each win.


Result: Slightly more than 75% of students, regardless of level, engaged in singles and doubles competition and were awarded a
point for each win.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly more than 70% of students, regardless of level, engaged in singles and doubles competition and were awarded a
point for each win.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 19 of 25 students earned 70% or more of tournament points available based on play against students at similar competitive
level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 10 of 12 students (83%) earned 18 or more tournament points over the course of the semester. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Fewer than 70% of students earned at least 18 tournament points over the course of the semester.
Action: Due to a large number of students in the beginning class, fewer opportunities to compete in singles were had.  If the
class is again large, more tournament time will be spent on doubles since it requires fewer courts.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 82% of students who completed the class earned at least 18 points over the course of the semester. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: A comprehensive written final from handouts and course lectures.


Result: Slighly more than 75% of students passed the final based on their skill level and class placement. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slighly more than 80% of students passed the final based on their skill level and class placement. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 25 students passed the comprehensive written final from handouts and course lectures. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 11 of 12 students (92%) received a C or higher on the comprehensive exam pertaining to strategy and skills. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 76% of students earned 70% or better on a comprehensive final exam on strategies and skills. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 70% of students who completed the course received 70% or higher on the comprehensive written final on strategies and
skills.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness: Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through increased 	performance on post-fitness test.SKY INDV 121


Assessment Method: Students will complete a self analysis based on fitness testing results.


Result: All students who completed the course were able to individually assess and analyze their fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:







Result: All students who completed the course were able to individually assess and analyze their fitness in at least 3 of the 5 fitness
categories


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 10 of 12 students (83%) were able to individually assess and analyze their fitness in three of the five fitness categories. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 84% of students were able to correctly assess and analyze their fitness in at least 3 of 5 fitness categories Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Students will complete the Division administered fitness pre and post test.


Result: Of the students that completed the course, 100% saw improvement in at least two areas of the fitness test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students that completed the course, 100% saw improvement in at least two areas of the fitness test. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 90% of students demonstrated inprovement in blood pressure, step-test, flexibility and crunches. Same studemnts
demonstrated competency on final exam questions related to fitness.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 9 of 12 students (75%) showed improvement in at least two areas of the fitness test. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result:  17 of 20 students improved on abdominal curls (85%), 19 of 20 improved on muscular endurance (95%).  85% of students
showed improvement on at least 2 areas of the fitness test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Fitness survey- perceptions of fitness levels


Result: 100% of students responded positively to survey questions on self perception of fitness improvements Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students responded positively to survey questions on self perception of fitness improvements Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 82% of students responded positively to at least 70% of survey questions regarding fitness improvements. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills and Concepts: Demonstrate advanced knowledge of the skills and strategies of the game of badminton and use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.


SKY INDV 125


Assessment Method: A comprehensive written final from handouts and course lectures.


Result: Four of five students successfully passed the comprehensive written final from handouts and course lectures. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 4 of 5 students (80%) earned a C or higher on the comprehensive exam on skills and strategies. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students scored 70% or better on the comprehensive final exam on skills and strategies. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 92% of students who completed the course scored a "C" or better on the comprehensive written final on skills and strategies. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Tournament Play - Students will engage in singles and doubles competition and be awarded a point for each win.


Result: Four of five students earned enpought tournament points in singles to receive a passing grade. Because of the small number,
doubles points were not awarded.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 5 of 5 students earned 18 or more tournament points over the course of the semester. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Fewer than 80% of students earned 18 or more tournament points
Action: Due to a large class, fewer students could compete in singles matches during tournament play.  If the class is again
large, more time will be spent in doubles play to increase the opportunity for points students can earn.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013







Result: 92% of students that completed the class earned 18 or more tournament points over the course of the semester/ Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Students are evaluated daily on progression of skills based on participation in class activities. Students can earn up to three points per class.


Result: Four of Five students earned a 70% or higher on daily participation points rated by skill level on progression of skills based
on participation in class activities. Students can earn up to three points per class.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 5 of 5 students (100%) earned two or more points for each class session (progression of skills based on participation in class
activities).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students earned 2 or more points for each class session (progression of skills based on participation in class
activities).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 85% of students who completed the class earned two or more points for each class session (progression of skills based on
participation in class activities).


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness: Upon successful completion of this course students will:
Demonstrate an understanding and increase in fitness and wellness developed through activity and measured through increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY INDV 125


Assessment Method: Students will complete a self analysis based on fitness testing results.


Result: 4 of 5 students (80%) were able to individually assess and analyze their fitness in three out of five categories. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students correctly assessed and analyzed their fitness in at least 3 of 5 categories. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will complete the Division administered fitness pre and post test.


Result: 5 out of 5 students (100%) showed improvement in at least two areas of the fitness test. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Of the students who completed both fitness tests, 100% improved on at least 2 of the fitness assessments. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Survey on self perception of fitness improvements


Result: 80% of students responded positively to at least 70% of survey questions regarding fitness improvements. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills and Concepts: Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of badminton.SKY INDV 126


Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and doubles
partner.


Result: 100% of students showed improvement of skills based on pre and post tested skills related to their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and doubles partner.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students showed improvement of skills  based on pre and post tested skills related to their offensive and defensive
responsibilities as an individual and doubles partner.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 100% of students showed improved skills on offensive and defensive responsibilities in singles and doubles. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in match scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).







Result: 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher for the majority of class sessions/scrimmages. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher for the majority of class sessions/scrimmages. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy and terminology in the proper match
context.


Result: 100% of students demonstrated mastery of strategy and terminology during in-class competition. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students demonstrated a mastery of strategy and terminology during match play. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Swing technique competence: Demonstrate competence in beginning swing technique while performing skills in a practical setting.SKY INDV 160
Assessment Method: Checklist for daily drills with progression on 10 key swing mechanics points


Result: 90% of students understood and performed 70% of key swing mechanics at their respective level. Checklist for daily drills
with progression on 10 key swing mechanics points.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 90% of students understood and performed 70% of key swing mechanics at their respective level. Checklist for daily drills
with progression on 10 key swing mechanics points.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 71% of students performed at least 70% of key swing mechanics at a beginning level.  88% of students could explain key
swing mechanics.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Student self-survey on swing technique knowledge


Result: 100% of students responded favorably to survey questions, based on level, pertaining to swing technique understanding Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students responded favorably to survey questions pertaining to swing technique understanding Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 75% of students responded favorably to survey questions pertaining to swing technique understanding. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Swing technique performance in on-course play


Result: Over 90% of the students who completed the course demonstrated competency in swing technique based on their skill level
in a practical setting.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Using a 10 point checklist, over 90% of students will perform 70% of proper swing mechanics at a beginning level while
playing a round on a golf course


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: *5% of the students who completed the course demonstrated competency in swing technique based on their skill level in a
practical setting.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 71% of students performed 70% of proper swing mechanics at a beginning level while playing on a golf course.  Students
new to the sport could identify at least 70% of the necessary skill technique but were not yet able to perform 70% of the skills.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Rules and etiquette: Demonstrate a  comprehension of and abide by the rules and etiquette of golf.SKY INDV 160
Assessment Method: Etiquette test


Result: 100% of students, based on level, passed the ettiqute test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students, based on level, passed the ettiqute test. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:







Result: 90% of students who completed the course demonstrated knowledge of golf ettiqutte and rules in written assignments, group
discussions and practical application on the golf course.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 93% of students scored 70% or better on a golf etiquette quiz. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Rules test


Result: 100% of students, regardless of level, passed the rules test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students, regardless of level, passed the rules test. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 90% of students who completed the course demonstrated knowledge of golf ettiqutte and rules in written assignments, group
discussions and practical application on the golf course.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 87% of students scored 70% or better on a beginning rules test Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Practical use of proper etiquette


Result: 100% of students demonstrated proper etiquette during on-course demonstrations Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students demonstrated proper etiquette during on-course demonstrations Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on a practical etiquette test during competition. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Increased short game proficiency: Demonstrate increased success in the short game; increased proficiency in green side bunker play, bump and run, chipping, and putting
through the use of proper technique and analysis of green slope and conditions.


SKY INDV 165


Assessment Method: Scorecard statistic analysis


Result: 73% of students were able to use 20 or fewer putting strokes per nine holes while playing a round of golf (at least once
during the semester).


Criterion met2009 - 2010
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: On-course practical skills test
Observation of strategy and technique using 7 point
checklist


Doc: Short game club selection quiz.doc


Assessment Method: Short Game club selection quiz


Result: 83% of students scored 70% or better on strategy quiz in short game situations Criterion met2011 - 2012


Result: 87% of students earned 70% or better on a quiz for strategy use in short game situations. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Doc: Short game club selection quiz.doc


Club selection and strategy: Use critical thinking to determine proper club selection and explain the most successful strategy for a variety of shots in a practical settingSKY INDV 167
Assessment Method: Club selection quiz


Result: 88% of students scored 70% or better on a club selection quiz. Criterion met2012 - 2013
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Strategy checklist







Result: In a short game performance, 88% of students demonstrated successful strategy choices in 5 different scenarios. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Pre and post quiz on shot strategy on the course


Result: 100% of students demonstrated increases (or a repeat of a perfect score) in proper shot strategy on a quiz. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Fundamental skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress in the sport of golfSKY INDV 167
Assessment Method: Daily progressive drills


Result: 94% of students performed at least 80% of daily progressive drills. Criterion met2012 - 2013
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Final performance


Result: 75% of students demonstrated increases in performance on selected short game shots. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Peer teaching


Result: 100% of students explained and demonstrated fundamentals to their peers, including grip, alignment, posture, ball position
and strategy points.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Rules, etiquette, skills, and strategies: Abide by the basic rules and etiquette of golf, perform the basic skills necessary in the game of golf while competing in various stroke
play and match play tournaments and apply strategies to decision-making in tournament play


SKY INDV 168  --
BANKED


Assessment Method: Etiquette quiz


Result: Of the 27 students who completed the class, more than 21 students received a grade of 70% or higher on the quiz. Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Group project


Result: A total of 9 groups of three were formed and given scenarios for following the rules of golf. All groups were able to meet
the 70% threshold


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Self assessment survey


Result: All students responded favorably. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Club selection: Increase club selection competency in a practical setting and in tournament playSKY INDV 171
Assessment Method: "Club journal" to gain a history of student's ball flight performance with each club.  Journal entries will be made throughout early semester play days and
range use.


Result: 75% of students established an history of each of their clubs performance in distance when struck cleanly. Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Observation of short game club selection during tournament play


Assessment Method: Quiz to test knowledge of proper club selection in given circumstances


Result: 83% of students identified sound strategies at least 70% of the time in given short game situations Criterion met2010 - 2011


Doc: Short game club selection quiz.doc


Shot selection and short game technique: Demonstrate proper shot selection and apply sound technique to improve approach and greenside shotsSKY INDV 171







Assessment Method: Group project/discussion on strategies for given course and hole layouts


Result: Students were able to discuss and defend their approach shot strategies at least 70% of the time in a group discussion. Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Short game contest and practice


Assessment Method: Checklist for proper performance of approach and greenside shots


Mental Strategies: Apply various mental strategies to relieve anxiety, increase confidence and improve performance on the golf course.SKY INDV 172
Assessment Method: Survey on confidence given at the end of the semester


Result: 73% of students reported increased confidence in an end of semester survey. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students demonstrated increased self-confidence as it applies to golf. Results per question ranged from 78-100%
confidence improvement.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will create a pre-shot routine that incorporates at least one visualization or mental focus exercise


Result: 94% of students created a pre-shot routine incorporating at least one mental game technique. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students created a pre-shot routine to include at least one mental technique. 78% reported using a mental technique
in their pre-shot routine on a regular basis.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Effective use of mental technique(s) to improve golf course performance
Measured through pre and post golf round results


Result: 73% of students showed some improvement on golf scores from pre- to post-semester scorecards. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 78% of students showed some improvement on golf scores from pre- to post-semester scorecards. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Fitness and wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 251


Assessment Method: 55 question comprehensive written exam including questions on fitness and wellness


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness test comparison.


Result: 70% of students increased their flexibility by 1 inch Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Student self-assessment survey


Skills and Knowledge: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of tennis.SKY INDV 251
Assessment Method: Skills Tests- Students will perform the Forehand, backhand, and serve
while being assessed on a 10 point  scale







Result: Based on level over 90% of the students were able to perform the forehand, backhand, and serve at a passing level. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Based on level over 80% of the students were able to perform the forehand, backhand, and serve at a passing level. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 23 students who completed the class all scored 70 percent or higher on the skills test for the forehand, back hand and
serve. A huge improvement was noted related to the use of the dartfish program. This program provided video feedback with before
and after comparison capability.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 18 of 19 students scored 7 points or higher on skills test on forehand, backhand, and serve while being assessed on a 10
point scale.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Form Test
Checklist with an evaluation for using correct form and fluidity of each stroke.


Result: Based on level over 90% of the students were able to perform the forehand, backhand, and serve at a passing level. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Based on level over 80% of the students were able to utilize the correct motor sequencing to lend fluidity to their stroke. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Again all students who completed the course showed marked improvement in stroke efficiency and fluidity. Again, these
seems based on the dartfish program where students can make those types of before and after comparisons and make changes based
on visual cues.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 17 of 19 students, based on skill level, were evaluated using a rubric on correct form and fluidity of each stroke and were
able to perform at an average or above level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% earned a "C" or better on the Form Test checklist (an evaluation for using correct form and fluidity of each stroke). Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: 100 point written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and strategy


Result: Based on level, almost 80% of the students completed the objective 100 question exam with a passing grade. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Based on level, almost 100% of the students completed the objective 100 question exam with a passing grade. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Not as strong here. Slightly more than 70% passed the written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and strategy. That
represented a drop from previous semesters. More time was spent on video analysis at the expense of exam preparation.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Based on skill level, 15 of 19 students were able to pass the 100 point written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Rules, terminology, and strategy: Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.SKY INDV 251
Assessment Method: 100 question written exam pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy, and scoring


Result: 88% of students passed the written test pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy, and scoring with a score of 70% or better Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Singles and doubles Demonstration
Strategy checklist







Assessment Method: Final Tournament competition
Checklist for application of rules used in final demonstration.


Fitness and Wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 253


Assessment Method: 55 question comprehensive written exam including questions on fitness and wellness.
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness test comparison


Result: 63% of students increased flexibility by one inch at the end of the semester
Action: Instructor will emphasize a longer stretch and warm up routine at the start and finish of class.  INDV 253 will be re-
assessed Spring 2011


Criterion not met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Student self-assessment survey


Skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an intermediate level in the sport of tennis.SKY INDV 253
Assessment Method: Skills Test- Students will perform forehand, backhand, and serve at an intermediate level while being assessed on a 10 point scale.


Result: 2 of 2 students, based on skill level, were evaluated using a rubric on correct form and fluidity of each stroke and were able
to perform at an average or above level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students earned a "C" or better on the skills test (perform forehand, backhand, and serve at an intermediate level
while being assessed on a 10 point scale).


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Form Test: Checklist with an evaluation for using correct form and fluidity of each stroke


Result: 2 of 2 students scored 7 points or higher on skills test on forehand, backhand, and serve while being assessed on a 10 point
scale.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: 100 point written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and strategy


Result: Based on skill level, 2 of 2 students were able to pass the 100 point written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and
strategy


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Rules, terminology and strategy: Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.SKY INDV 253
Assessment Method: Final written tennis exam pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy and scoring


Result: 100% of students earned a 70% or higher on the written exam pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy and scoring Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Singles and Doubles Strategy Checklist


Assessment Method: Final Tournament Competition: Checklist for application of rules used in final demonstration.


Fitness and Wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility /
cardiovascular fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of tennis.


SKY INDV 255







Assessment Method: 55 question comprehensive exam including questions on fitness and wellness
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness test comparison


Result: 80% of students increased their flexibility by one inch on the post test Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Student self-assessment survey


Skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of tennis.SKY INDV 255
Assessment Method: Skills Test: Students will perform the forehand, backhand, and serve while being assessed on a 10 point scale.


Result: 1 of 1 students, based on skill level, were evaluated using a rubric on correct form and fluidity of each stroke and were able
to perform at an average or above level.


Criterion met2012 - 2013
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Form Test: Checklist with an evaluation for using correct form and fluidity.


Result: 1 of 1 students scored 7 points or higher on skills test on forehand, backhand, and serve while being assessed on a 10 point
scale


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored over 70% on the form test (an evaluation for using correct form and fluidity). Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: 100 point written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and strategy


Result: Based on skill level, 1 of 1students were able to pass the 100 point written exam on rules, terminology, scoring, and strategy Criterion met2012 - 2013


Rules, terminology and strategy: Identify / Explain the rules, concepts and vocabulary used in the sport of tennis.SKY INDV 255
Assessment Method: Final written tennis exam pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy and scoring.


Result: 100% of students received a grade of 70% or higher on final written tennis exam pertaining to rules, terminology, strategy
and scoring.


Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Singles and Doubles Strategy Checklist


Assessment Method: Final Tournament Competition: Checklist for application of rules used in final demonstration.


Application of Concepts and Principles: Understand and apply activity based and cognitive principles visually, verbally and kinesthetically as it applies to the study of
kinesiology in areas related to motor development, biomechanics and human performance.


SKY KINE 100


Assessment Method: Students will work in a group setting and develop a presentation designed to demonstrate their specific knowledge related to physical activity and
theoretical analysis of  human performance. Presentation will utilize visual and verbal components and require a written summary of findings.


Result: Over 85% of the students completing the class were successful working in a group setting and developing a presentation
designed to demonstrate their specific knowledge related to physical activity and theoretical analysis of human performance.
Presentation will utilize visual and verbal components and require a written summary of findings.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students completing the class were successful  working in a group setting and developing a presentation
designed to demonstrate their specific knowledge related to physical activity and theoretical analysis of human performance.
Presentation will utilize visual and verbal components and require a written summary of findings.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:







Result: 44 0f 55 students demonstrated an understanding of motor development, biomechanics and human performance in their
group presentation.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 87% of students demonstrated an understanding of exercise prescription, analysis and human performance by creating a
lesson plan and teaching a skill to their peers.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Chapter exams and on-line assignments will be used to assess student understanding and retention of material.


Result: Of the students who completed the class, over 85% completed the chapter exams and on-line assignments at a passing level Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the class, over 80% completed the chapter exams and on-line assignments at a passing level Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 53 of 55 students who completed the class were able to complete successfully the chapter exams and on-line material. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 47 of 55 students eho completed the class had an average score of 70% or higher on chapter exams and on-line assignments. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Scientific Foundations: Understand the philosophical, historical, biological, physiological, psychological, pedagogical, and social foundations of human movement.SKY KINE 100
Assessment Method: Chapter quizzes and assignments will be used to assess student understanding and critical thinking skills related to course content.


Result: Over 85% of the students who completed the class successfully passed either / both mid-term and final exams. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: over 80% of the students who completed the class successfully passed either / both mid-term and final exams. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:


Skills Assessment: Examine and assess the personal values, characteristics, skills and knowledge related to career success in the field of kinesiology.SKY KINE 100
Assessment Method: Complete survey as a means of determining potential areas of interest in the field


Result: All students who completed the class completed the survey. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students completed the survey Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Utilizing results from the survey, students will engage in a final project designed to identify a "mentor" that they can shadow in a professional environment.
The purpose is so the student can think critically and assess the education, experience and skills necessary to find and keep a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.


Result: Over 85% of the students, utilizing results from the survey, engage in and successfully completed a final project designed to
identify a "mentor" that they can shadow in a professional environment. The purpose is so the student can think critically and assess
the education, experience and skills necessary to find and keep a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students, utilizing results from the survey, engage in and successfully completed a final project designed to
identify a "mentor" that they can shadow in a professional environment. The purpose is so the student can think critically and assess
the education, experience and skills necessary to find and keep a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 53 of 55 students who completed the class successfully pased the final project designed to identify a "mentor" that they can
shadow in a professional environment. The purpose is so the student can think critically and assess the education, experience and
skills necessary to find and keep a job in their area of interest in Kinesiology.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Fitness, Nutrtion and Stress management: Students who successfully complete the course will be able to describe the effects of physical fitness, nutrition and stress management
on overall health


SKY KINE 305


Assessment Method: Chapter quizzes on content (text and power point) designed to make students identify and describe key terms and concepts related to physical fitness,
nutrition and stress management.


Result: More than 90% of the students had a C average or better on the quizzes. Students were allowed to drop one quiz. Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Students are required to keep a food log over a two week period describing the foods they eat, how much and at what time of the day. The log will then be
used to develop short presentation on how the types of food we eat, when we eat them and how much determine our ability to maintain health and reduce stress.


Result: Slightly more than 90% of the students were able to successfully complete a food journal and use the data to make a
presentation describing the foods they ate and how what they ate, when and how much impacted their health and well being.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Disease Processes and Prevention: Students who successfully complete the course will be able to discuss the impact of disease processes such as heart disease, diabetes, cancer,
etc. on overall health.


SKY KINE 305


Assessment Method: Students will prepare a family health history that will span at least three generations. The history will look at family disease and how that may impact
health through genetic predisposition.


Result: Slightly more than 90% of the students were able to prepare a family health history and discuss the impact of genetic
predisposition on potential diseases such as heart disease, cancer, etc.


Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Chapter quizzes on content (text and power point) designed to make students identify and analyze key terms and concepts related to the impact of disease
processes on health.


Result: Slightly more than 90% of students had a C average or better on the quizzes. Criterion met2015- 2016


Evaluation and Prescription of a Fitness and Wellness Program: Students who successfully complete the course will be able to evaluate their own fitness and wellness status and
implement a personal wellness plan.


SKY KINE 305


Assessment Method: Students will create wellness goals at the beginning of the semester and explain the means and methods used to accomplish those goals by the end of the
semester. This portfolio will include logs of activity, nutrition behavior along with an analysis on impact related to general health and wellness.


Result: Slightly more than 90% of students will (Grade of C or higher) completed their portfolio and were able to analyze results
and describe how their activity, nutrition and behavior impacted their personal health and wellness.


Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will engage in the division Physical Education Evaluation Program (PEEP) and will be able to engage in an exercise program that will improve
their muscular strength, muscular endurance, body composition, flexibility and / or cardiovascular efficiency.


Result: More than 90% of students showed improvement in more than two categories that were consistent with their own personal
wellness plan.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Assessment Method: Students will write a research paper on a self-selected wellness topic such as, but not limited to, nutrition in regard to health and performance, behavioral
causes of metabolic diseases, the role of stress management on health and disease prevention, etc.


Result: Slightly more than 70% of the students successfully completed the final project describing and analyzing the topic selected
for their wellness project.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Identification of Outcomes: Identify three to five measurable learning outcomes in their job that relates to the student's academic major to assist them in achieving their career
goals


SKY KINE 670


Assessment Method: Students meet with instructor to identify measureable outcomes that are applicable to workplace experience in a Kinesiology field. These outcomes are
identified at the start of the semester and can be modified during the semester based on work experience.


Reporting Cycle:


Application and Assessment: Work with their immediate work supervisor and the Cooperative Education Coordinator to define and achieve work-related objectives and apply
skills to solve work related problems.


SKY KINE 670


Assessment Method: Students will document their experience, verified by their immediate supervisor, and discuss / write a summary on the following: What were their
outcomes?; how did their work enable them to achieve those outcomes?; what skills were developed in their work that has application in other areanas?; what skills in their work
can be directly applied to a career in a Kinesiology field?


Reporting Cycle:







History, Perspective and Rules: List dates and describe events that changed sport participation significantly from a gender, race or performance perspective.They will be able to
contribute thoughts, ideas, and personal experiences about relevant topics in sport in both written and spoken form and cite eligibility and transfer requirements for student-
athletes at the 2-year and 4-year level.


SKY P.E. 105


Assessment Method: Students keep a journal of personal experienes related to participation and relate that to assigned reading.


Result: All 27 students enrolled at census completed the course and received a grade. Journal exercise was successfully completed
by 100% of the students. Incorporating the personal experience provided a clearer context for students to match their experiences
with those of other athletes.


Criterion met2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: A final exam will be goiven regarding transfer and eligibility rules at the two year and four year level.


Result: Of the 27 who completed the class, 23 passed the rules exam. Probably should have spent more time in review to achieve a
better result. Information was provided but not covered in depth in class.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Final essay on assigned reading blending historical, sociological and personal perspectives.


Result: All 27 students completed this exercise. It was required to turn in a rough draft prior to the final paper which made a
significant difference in the quality of the work resulting in much stronger grades.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Concepts: Demonstrate an understanding of the unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of sport.SKY P.E. 152


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through mid-term and final examination.


Result: Over 75% of the students who completed the course had a C or higher grade combined on their mid-term and final
examinations


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a C or higher grade combined on their mid-term and final
examinations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 21 of 24 students scored 70% or greater on the mid-term and final examination demonstrating an understanding of the
unique characteristics of sport and how these influence the management of sport.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through Chapter Discussion Questions.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 75% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their responses. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 80% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their responses. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All 28 students who completed the course successfully answered chapter discussion questions on the course discussion
board at a rate of 70% or higher.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through Chapter Quizzes.


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a average of C or higher on their quiz grades Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a average of C or higher on their quiz grades Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 19 of 28 students successfully completed the chapter exams with a C or higher grade. Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Roles and Responsibilities: Understand the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-related organizationsSKY P.E. 152







Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through a written assignment they will submit after interviewing a member of the sports management industry.


Result: Students were assessed through a written assignment they submitted after interviewing a member of the sports management
industry.Over 80% of the students who completed the class successfully completed the assignment.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were assessed through a written assignment they submitted after interviewing a member of the sports management
industry.Over 80% of the students who completed the class successfully completed the assignment.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 21 of 24 students demonstated an understanding of the roles and responsibilities related to sports management through their
written assignment based on a personal interview.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through mid-term and final examination.


Result: Over 75% of the students who completed the course had a C or higher grade combined on their mid-term and final
examinations


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a C or higher grade combined on their mid-term and final
examinations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 21 of 24 students successfully completed the mid-term and final exam with grades of 70% or higher. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through Chapter Discussion Questions.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 75% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their responses. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 80% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their responses Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 28 of 28 students demonstrated an understanding of the role and responsibilities of sport managers in a variety of sports-
related organizations  through postings on the class discussion board.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Vocational Opportunities: Identify the potential career fields and the qualifications required in the sports management industry.SKY P.E. 152


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through a written assignment they will submit after interviewing a member of the sports management industry.


Result:   Students were assessed through a written assignment they submitted after interviewing a member of the sports
management industry.Over 80% of the students who completed the class successfully completed the assignment.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were assessed through a written assignment they submitted after interviewing a member of the sports management
industry.Over 80% of the students who completed the class successfully completed the assignment.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 24 students demonstrated critical thinking skills at greater than 70% in assessing career options based on a personal
interview.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through Chapter Discussion Questions.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 75% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their responses. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the course, over 80% demonstrated satisfactory completion (C or higher) on their responses Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 28 of 28 students were able to identify the potential career fields and the qualifications required in the sports management
industry based on discussion board postings


Criterion met2012 - 2013







Assessment Method: Students will be assessed through Chapter Quizzes.


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a average of C or higher on their quiz grades Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students who completed the course had a C or higher grade on their chapter quizes. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 19 of 28 students successfully completed chapter quizes at a rate of 70% or higher in assessing career options. Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Knowledge  and NCSF Personal Trainer exam: Demonstrate the knowledge and skills necessary to pass the National Council of Strength and Fitness Personal Trainer Test
(areas of emphasis include Knowledge of Anatomy, Physiology, Nutrition, Personal Training Instruction, Health Screening, Special Populations, and Exercise Prescription).


SKY P.E. 301


Assessment Method: In a written test/demonstration, students will be able to identify the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle movements


Result: In a written test/demonstration, more than 80% of students were able to identify the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle
movements with a score of 85% or better.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: In a written test/demonstration, students were able to identify the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle movements with a
score of 85% or better.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 44 students who completed the course (day and evening), 38 had a passing score on identifying the agonist/antagonist
muscles of 5 muscle movements.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Of the 23 students who completed the course, 15 students were able to identify the agonist/antagonist muscles of 5 muscle
movements (65%)
Action: Students who did not meet the criteria had excessive absences. Need to make students earn points by participating in
daily activities.


Criterion not met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 55 question NCSF written exam (comprehensive)


Result: 14 of 21 students passed a 55 question NCSF written exam with a score of 85% or better (67%) Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly less than 80% of students passed the exam with a score of 85% or better Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: of the 44 students who completed the course, 38 were able to pass (70% or higher) the 55 question NCSF exam. Of those
38, slightly less than half were above 85%.


Inconclusive2013 - 2014


Result: 15 of 23 students passed a 55 question NCSF written exam with a score of 85% or better (65%)
Action: Attendance issues resulted in missing target.


Criterion not met2011 - 2012


Assessment Method: Exam pertaining to health screening


Result: Slightly more than 70% of the students were able to pass the exam regarding the development and analysis of a health
screening for potential clients.


Inconclusive2015- 2016


Result: Slightly more than 80% of the students were able to pass the exam regarding the development and analysis of a health
screening for potential clients.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 44 students that completed the class, 38 were able to properly give and analyze the health screening utilized in
developing exercise prescriptions for clients.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 15 of 23 students (65%) met the criteria of scoring 85% or better on an exam pertaining to health screening.
Action: Attendance issues caused low scores.  Will reassess with next class.


Criterion not met2011 - 2012


Certification: Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to successfully pass the National Council on Strength and Fitness Sports Nutrition ExamSKY P.E. 302







Assessment Method: Students will be evaluated on their ability to successful pass the practice exam for the National Council on Strength and Fitness (NCSF) Personal Trainer
Sport Nutritional Certification. This practice exam will serve as the final exam for the class.


Result: Of the students who completed the class, slightly less than 70% passed the NCSF practice exam with a grade of 70% or
higher.


Inconclusive2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will be quizzed weekly on materials from the text, handouts and power point presentations. Quizzes will be based on material covered and will
use old NCSF exam questions. Students will be able to drop one quiz.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, slightly less than 80% had a grade of C or higher on the weekly quizzes. Criterion met2015- 2016


Nutritional and Physiological Principles: Students will be able to apply the principles of nutritional and psychological adaptations to exercise in a personal nutrition plan.SKY P.E. 302
Assessment Method: Students will be quizzed weekly on materials from the text, handouts and power point presentations. Quizzes will be based on material covered and will
use old NCSF exam questions. Students will be able to drop one quiz.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, slightly less than 80% had a grade of C or higher on the weekly quizzes Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Student project measuring the student's ability to prescribe a safe nutritional program, in conjunction with exercise, to achieve stated goals.


Result: Of the students who completed the course, more than 80% were able to prescribe a proper nutritional program based on an
individual's goals, health history and activity level.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Nutritional Program: Students will be able to formulate a safe nutritional program for people of all ages by demonstrating expertise in the areas of micronutrients and
macronutrients.


SKY P.E. 302


Assessment Method: Research paper, including a prescribed program, based on an area covered in class (Weight Management, Exercise and Nutrition,  Water and Hydration,
Amino Acids, Working with Special Populations, etc.) that demonstrates the student can think critically and analytically about the subject.


Result: Of the students who completed the class, slightly less than 50% were able to successfully complete the research paper on a
self-selected topic demonstrating critical and analytical thinking
Action: Need to spread this out evenly throughout the semester with benchmark assignment. Either that or have students work in
groups.


Criterion not met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:


Skills and Concepts: Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of baseball.SKY TEAM 100


Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member. 100% of students showed improvement in all areas over the course of the semester.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and team
member.  100% of students showed improvement in all areas over the course of the semester.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Over 70 students were pretested and slightly more than 40 took the final assessment. Of those 40, all showed improvement
in baserunning time, arm stregth, defensive range, bat speed and ball handling.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 50 of 57 students received a grade of 80% or higher on the skills assessment rating growth from pre to post test on offensive
and defensive skills.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams. Performances are scored on a three point scale.







Result: 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class sessions in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams. Performances are scored on a three point scale.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class sessions in situational or game scrimmages
and are rated as individuals and teams. Performances are scored on a three point scale.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: NTS Scrimmages were added which made a huge difference. Of the 52 students who participated all rated at 2.5 or higher in
terms of performance related to scrimmage situations.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 52  of 57 students received a 2.5 or higher average for the majority of class sessions. Assessment is based on presentation /
performance in scrimmages and game situations where application of skills and knowledge are required. Scores range from 0-3.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy, concepts and terminology in the proper game context.


Result: 100% of students demonstrated mastery of concepts, strategy and terminology in a game context. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students demonstrated mastery of concepts, strategy and terminology in a game context. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy, concepts and terminology in
the proper game context. based on those assessments, 100% of the students demonstrated improved competency of concepts,
strategy and terminology in a game context.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 49 of 57 students received a grade of 80% or higher on the exam. The exam consists of a verbal and visual evaluation that
the student can apply strategy, concepts and terminology in the proper game context.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Rules, concepts, vocabulary: Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.SKY TEAM 111
Assessment Method: 100 question written test


Result: 85% of students regardless of level scored >80% Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 9 of 14 students received a grade of 80% or higher.
Action: Need to shorten the written exam and level it more to student ability (not just basketball but reading / writing).
Something shorter that relies on multiple choice may be better.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 16 of 22 students scored 80% or higher on a situation test related to basketball concepts and understanding team play. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 12 point rubric for practical application of rules during competitive play


Result: More than 90% of students scored 8 or more points on the 12 point rubric Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 80% of students scored 8 or more points on the 12 point rubric Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Across three sections encompassing almost 90 students ver 80% scored above an 8 on the 12 point rubric related to the
application of skills in a competitive environment. This was based on the students level


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 11 of 15 students successfully completed practical application of rules during competitive play utilizing a 12 point rubric. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 17 of 22 students scored 8 or more points on the rubric related to skills and their application in drills and team play. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Student survey on basketball rules knowledge


Result: Over 80% of students responded positively to survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of basketball rules Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 11 of 11 students responded positively to survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of basketball rules Criterion met2012 - 2013







Result: 19 of 22 students successfully completed the rules and terminology exam. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Written test


Result: 80% of students regardless of level scored >80% Criterion met2015- 2016


Assessment Method: Student survey on basketball rules knowledge


Result: Over 85% of students responded positively to survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of basketball rules Criterion met2015- 2016


Skill fundamentals: Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at a beginning level in the sport of basketballSKY TEAM 111
Assessment Method: 5 skills tests


Result: Over 80%  scored 50 points or better regardless of level Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results:  93.3% (14 of 15) of students scored 50 or more points. Skills tested were shooting, passing, dribbling, rebounding
and defending.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 18 of 22 students scored 50 points or higher on the 5 skills tests (each worth 15 points Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 76% of students scored > 50 points on the five skills test with each skill given a maximum score of 15. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Result: 62% received higher than 50 points
Action: Reassess in Spring 2010


Criterion not met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Practical application of fundamental basketball skills during competitive play


Result: Over 80% of students scored 8 points or more on a 12 point rubric Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results:  60% (9 of 15) of students scored 8 or more points on practical application of fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play
Action: Need to level curriculum to more than two levels. Rubric is designed for only two levels and student skills are more
diverse.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 12 of 22 students scored 8 or more points.
Action: Beginning level skill made it difficult for students to demonstrate improvement as opposed to competency. Need to re-
assess rubric.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: 5-Point Checklist on Layup Form


Result: Over 80% of the studenmts scored 3 or more points on lay-up form Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results:  86.7% (13 of 15) of students scored 3 or more points based on layup check list. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 17 of 22 students scored 3 or more points on the five point checklist for layup technique. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: 5-skill test


Result: Over 90% scored 50 points or better regardless of level. Criterion met2015- 2016


Assessment Method: Using a 12 point rubric, students will me evaluated on practical application of fundamental basketball skills during competitive play


Result: Over 90% of students scored 8 points or more on a 12 point rubric Criterion met2015- 2016







Assessment Method: 5 point checklist on proper layup form


Result: Over 90% of the students scored 3 or more points on lay-up form regardless of level. Criterion met2015- 2016


Fitness improvement and practices: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball


SKY TEAM 111


Assessment Method: Pre and post-fitness test


Result: Over 80% of students, regardless of level,decreased body fat, increased flexibility and increased cardiovascular fitness. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students, regardless of level,decreased body fat, increased flexibility and increased cardiovascular fitness. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results:  63.6% (7 of 11) of students showed improvement in flexibility
	   50% (5 of 10) of students showed improvement in body fat
	  80 % (8 of 10) of students showed improvement in cardio fitness


Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Result: 12 of 20 students showed improved flexibility
10 of 20 students showed improved body composition
11 of 20 students showed improved cardiovascular efficiency


on the Pre and Post test for the PEEP exam.
Action: Those with consistent attendance and participation showed gains. Need to incorporate daily participation points.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Comprehensive final exam


Result: Over 80% of the students successfully completed the comprehensive exam. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 14 of 22 students scored above 80% on questions on fitness and wellness exam (63%)
Action: Reassess next semester's class


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Lifelong Wellness exam


Result: Over 70% of the students successfully completed the wellness exam. Criterion met2015- 2016


Assessment Method: Comprehensive final exam


Result: Over 90% of the students successfully completed the comprehensive exam. Criterion met2015- 2016


Fitness: Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 112


Assessment Method: Division Fitness Test


Result: 100% of students demonstrated increased cardiovascular efficiency. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students demonstrated increased cardiovascular efficiency. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Shuttle Test


Result: 100% of students demonstrated improved speed and stamina on court shuttle test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students demonstrated improved speed and stamina on court shuttle test. Criterion met2014 - 2015







Result: Of the 17 students who completed the course, all 17 improved speed and stamina based on pre and post test in the shuttle
run.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Technical / Tactical Skills: Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of basketball, use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 112


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...) and are rated as individuals and as part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking as an
advanced student. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Over 90% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by
position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by
position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 17 students who completed the course, 15 scored at or above the 2.5 scale on the performance evaluation which was
an evaluation of:
Intersquad Scrimmages Students participate in situational or game scrimmages (2x2, 3x3, etc...) and are rated as individuals and as
part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking as an advanced student. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Advanced Basketball Skills Test


Result: Over 90% scored 3 or more points on a 4 point advanced basketball skills test for dribbling, passing, shooting, rebounding
and defending


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result:  Over 90% scored 3 or more points on a 4 point advanced basketball skills test for dribbling, passing, shooting, rebounding
and defending


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Rules, concepts, vocabulary: Identify/explain the rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball.SKY TEAM 115
Assessment Method: 100 question written test


Result: 12 of 14 students successfully completed the exam based on rules, concepts, and vocabulary used in the sport of basketball. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 10 of 11 students scored 85% or better on100 question written test Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 12 point rubric for practical application of rules during competitive play


Result: Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of students scored 9 or more points on 12 point rubric for practical application of rules during
competitive play


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 9 of 11 students scored 9 or more points on the 12 point rubric for practical application of rules during competitive play Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Student survey on basketball rules knowledge


Result: Results:  100% (14 of 14) of students responded positively to survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of basketball
rules


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 10 of 11 students responded positivelyto survey questions pertaining to their knowledge of basketball rules Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills and progression: Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an advanced level in the sport of basketballSKY TEAM 115







Assessment Method: 5 skill performance test


Result: Results:  81.3% (13 of 16) of students scored >60 points on 5 skill performance test. Skills tested are dribbling, passing,
shooting, rebounding and defense.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 7 of 11 students scored more than 60 points.
Action: Injuries played a role in more results.  Reassess next class.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students scored >60 pts. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Result: 80% scored  greater than 60 points Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Practical application of fundamental basketball skills during competitive play using a 12 point rubric


Result: Results:  68.8% (11 of 16) of students scored 9 or more points during application of fundamental basketball skills during
competitive play using a 12 point rubric.


Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Result: 8 of 11 students scored 9 or more points. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: 5-Point Checklist on Layup Form


Result: Results:  75% (12 of 16) of students scored 4 or more points on 5 point lay-up checklist Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 9 of 11 students score 4 or more points. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: 5-skill test


Fitness improvement: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body
composition/flexibility/cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance/muscular strength


SKY TEAM 115


Assessment Method: Fitness Test pre- and post test comparison


Result: Results:  77% (10 of 13) of students showed improvement in flexibility
	   69% (9 of 13) of students showed improvement in body fat
	   64% (7 of 11) of students showed improvement in cardio fitness


Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Result: 60% of students showed improved flexibility
30 % showed improved body composition
50% showed improved cardiovascular efficiency
Action: Injuries impacted consistent training effect. Reassess next semester.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Questions on comprehensive written test


Result: 9 of 11 students scored 80% or higher. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Division Lifelong Wellness test







Assessment Method: Questions on comprehensive exam


Fitness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition / flexibility / cardiovascular
fitness / muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the sport of basketball.


SKY TEAM 116


Assessment Method: Division Fitness Test


Result: 100% of the students showed improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness areas over the course of the semester. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students showed improvement in 3 of the 5 fitness areas over the course of the semester. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 13 of 14 students showed improvement in bodyu composition, muscular strength and muscular endurance. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Cardiovascular Testing


Result: 100% of students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency as measured by shuttle run, 3 minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of students ddemonstrate improved cardiovascular performance based on several cardiovascular tests (timed 1.5
mile run, interval training and shuttle run).


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 12 of 14 students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency as measured by shuttle run, 3 minute step test and blood
pressure anlysis.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills necessary to perform and progress at an individual level in the sport of basketball.SKY TEAM 116


Assessment Method: Students will be pre and post tested on offensive skills such as dribbling, shootingand passing.


Result: 100% of the students showed improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all offensive skill areas. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students will showed improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all offensive skill areas. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 13 of 14 students demonstrated improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all areas.Students were pre and
post tested on offensive skills such as dribbling, shootingand passing


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students will be pre and post tested on defensive skills such as defending and rebounding.


Result: 100% of the students showed improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all defensive areas. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 90% of the students showed improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all defensive areas. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 14 of 14 students demonstrated improved speed, accuracy, stamina and / or efficiency in all areas. Students were pre and
post tested on defensive skills such as defending and rebounding.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Skills and Concepts: Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of basketball.SKY TEAM 117


Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: 15 of 20 students who completed the class improved their dribbling, passing, rebounding and defending skills as compared
to their pre-test assessment.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013
Reporting Cycle:







Result: Results: 16/18 Students = 88% of Students show improved skill levels based on pre and post test evaluation Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Result: Results: 17/18 Students = 94% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance rating for the majority of the semester.
Evaluation is based on performance in game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on performance.
Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy and terminology in the proper game
context.


Result: 16 of 20 students who completed the class score 70% or higher on their knowledge and application of rules, terminology
and strategy in a competitive setting assessed during the final.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 15/18 = 83% of Students received an 80% or higher on Final Exam. The exam assessed students verbally and
visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy and terminology in the proper game context.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness and wellness: Identify and assess their current fitness level and alter or modify specific wellness or fitness practices in order to improve body composition /flexibility/
cardiovascular fitness/muscular endurance / muscular strength related to performance in the game of flag football


SKY TEAM 132.1-4


Assessment Method: 55 question written final exam including questions on fitness and wellness
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness test comparison


Result: 72% of students improved their flexibility by one inch or more based on pre v. post test utilizing the sit and reach test. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Student self-assessment survey


Skills: Demonstrate the fundamental skills and knowledge necessary to perform and progress in the competition of flag footballSKY TEAM 132.1-4
Assessment Method: Each student will perform 5 routes, each pass caught will result in one point.


Result: Over 70% of the students, regardless of level, were proficient at running 5 different types of routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Over 80% of the students, regardless of level, were proficient at running 5 different trypes of routes and averaged 3 points or
better per class session.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the students who completed the class over 80 percent were able to complete the basic basic routes (up, cross, go, post and
out) scoring a three or higher


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 22 of 25 students who completed the class were able to successfully complete the five basic pass routes and average 3 or
more cathcher per roue in class sessions.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Each scrimmage game performed will result in points based on losses and wins.


Result: Based on level, students were placed on teams at a competitive level. Slightly more than 70% of the students, regardless of
level, scored 70 points or higher to receive a passing score.


Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: Based on level, students were placed on teams at a competitive level. Slightly more than 70% of the students, regardless of
level, scored 70 points or higher to receive a passing score.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 19 of 25 students earned enough points based on competition (offense and defense) and level to receive a passing score. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 77% of students received 70 points or better when evlauated on performance is scrimmage situations. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Checklist for application of skills used in final games.


Result: Checklist of skills are applied to student performance. Those skills must be demonstrated in final games to receive credit.
Over 70% of the students who completed the class had a passing skills grade or higher.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Checklist of skills are applied to student performance. Those skills must be demonstrated in final games to receive credit.
Over 80% of the students who completed the class had a passing skills grade or higher.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 80% of the students who completed the final caught two passes or more in the final scrimmage. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 18 of 25 students who participated in the final game caught two or more passes. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Routes and responsibilities: Identify / Explain the different positions and routes of the plays.SKY TEAM 132.1-4
Assessment Method: Route test using a checklist


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Performance of routes assessed on a 10 point scale


Result: 92% of students correctly performed at least 70% of the routes correctly whenassessed on a 10 point scale . Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Checklist to test for knowledge of routes and roles of each position


Fitness: Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 141


Assessment Method: Fitness Testing; Pre and post test assessment


Result: Over 80% of students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency throyugh blood pressure and three minute step test
assessment. Over 70% of students demonstrated improved body composition.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 15 of 21 students demonstrated improved cardiovascular efficiency throyugh blood pressure and three minute step test
assessment. 16 of 21 students demonstrated improved body composition.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 16/20 Students = 80% of Students showed improvement in cardiovascular fitness based on results from pre and
post test step testing.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 141 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Beep Test / Shuttle Test


Result: Over 90% of students, regardless of level, improved 3 standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the beep/shuttle run test. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Results: 18/20 = 90% of Students improved 3 standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the beep/shuttle run test. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 141 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011







Assessment Method: Wellness Survey


Technical / Tactical Skills: Demonstrate basic knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 141


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as individuals and as part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking as a
beginning student. Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale.


Result: Students participated in situational or match scrimmages (3x3,6x6, 7x7, etc...) and were rated as individuals and as part of a
team in the application of skills and critical thinking based on their level (I,II,III,IV). Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale.
More than 80% of students averaged a 4.0 or higher performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by
position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students  participated in situational or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and were rated as individuals and as part of a
team in the application of skills and critical thinking as a beginning student. Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale. 16 of 21
students averaged a 4.0 or higher performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students scored 4 points or higher based on performance assessment in situational or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7,
etc...) and are rated as individuals and as part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking as a beginning student.
Performances are scored on 0-6 point scale.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Basic Soccer Skills test.


Result: Over 80% of students scored at a passing level based on skill evaluation and application in competitive setting based on
skills.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 17 of 21 students scored at a passing level based on skill evaluation and application in competitive setting based on skill. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 17/20 = 85% scored 7 points or better on a 10 point basic soccer skills test for dribbling, passing and shooting. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 141 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Fitness: Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test.


SKY TEAM 145


Assessment Method: Fitness Testing -Pre and Post Test Comparision


Result: Results: 8/9 Students = 88% of Students showed improvement in cardiovascular fitness based on results from pre and post
test step testing.


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 145 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Beep Test/Shuttle Test


Result: Results: 7/9 = 77% of Students improved 3 standard levels, pre-test to post-test on the beep/shuttle run test. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 145 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Wellness Survey


Technical / Tactical Skills: Demonstrate advanced knowledge of technical and tactical skills of the game of soccer, use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge in a
competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 145


Assessment Method: Advanced Soccer Skills Test


Result: Results: 8/9 = 88% scored 7 points or better on a 10 point advanced soccer skills test for dribbling, passing and shooting. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 145 Fall 2010


2010 - 2011
Reporting Cycle:







Sky.doc
Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and are rated as individuals and as part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking as an
advanced student. Performances are scored on a 0-6 point scale.


Result: 100% of students scored 5 or higher on performance assessment  in situational or match scrimmages (6x6, 7x7, etc...) and
are rated as individuals and as part of a team in the application of skills and critical thinking as an advanced student. Performances
are scored on a 0-6 point scale.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Skills, Concepts, Rules and Fitness: Demonstrate tactical, technical (rules), fitness and motor skills in the sport of indoor soccer / futsal and use critical thinking to apply skills in
a competitive environment.


SKY TEAM 148


Assessment Method: Final exam on the rules and laws of the game.


Result: Of the students who completed the class, 100% received a grade of C or better on the final exam based on level. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the class, 90% received a grade of C or better on the final exam based on level. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 30 of 33 students received a grade of C or better on the final exam on the rules and laws of the game. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 21 of 23 students received a 70% or higher on the final exam on the rules and laws of the game.. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 32/38 Students = 84% of Students recieved a grade of 70% or higher on the exam. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 148 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Participation the the division fitness assessment (PEEP) program.


Result: Of the students who completed the class, more than 90% showed improvement in 2 of the 5 assessment areas n the PEEP
program.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the class, 80% showed improvement in 2 of the 5 assessment areas n the PEEP program. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All students (100%) who completed the course showed improvement in cardiovascular efficiency and muscular endurance. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 28 of 33 students on blood pressure assessment and 29 of 33 students on step test assessment showed improved
cardiovascular efficiency from the pretest to the post test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 20 of 23 students showed improvement in blood pressure assessment. 19 of 23 students showed improved scores on
cardiovascular endurance test.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 34/38 = 89% of Students improved (lowered) their systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
Results: 30/38= 78% of Students improved their scores on the cardiovascular endurance test (step test).


Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 148 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Completion of Match Report. The purpose of the report is to make sure students understand the concepts related to competitive play and how those
concepts are applied in practice.


Result: Of the students who completed the class, slightly more than 90% received a passing match report grade by demonsrating the
ability to analyze the match and describe the concepts utilized.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Of the students who completed the class, slightly less than 60% received a passing match report grade by demonsrating the
ability to analyze the match and describe the concepts utilized.
Action: Writing skills drove down the grade. may consider doing this as a verbal presentation or some alternative form.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015







Assessment Method: Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling, defending) are evaluated on a class by class basis visually and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor, 2 =
satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance).


Result: Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling, defending) were evaluated, based on level, visually and scored on a 3 - point
scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of the students who completed the class, slightly less than 80%
had an average score of 2 or higher on their daily skill assessment.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling, defending) were evaluated on a class by class basis visually and scored on a 3 -
point scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance). Of the students who completed the class, slightly more
than 80% had an average score of 2 or higher on their daily skill assessment.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 90% of the students who completed the class showed improvement in their daily (per class session) skill assessment related
to passing, shooting, dribbling and defending.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling, defending) are evaluated on a class by class basis visually and scored on a 3 -
point scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0 = non-attendance). 28 of 33 students averaged a 2 or higher on their daily
assessment.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 18 of 23 students had an average score of 2 or higher on daily skill assessment.Student skills (passing, shooting, dribbling,
defending) are evaluated on a class by class basis visually and scored on a 3 - point scale ( 1= poor, 2 = satisfactory, 3 = excellent, 0
= non-attendance).


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 31/38 = 81% had an average score of 2 or higher on their daily skill assessment. Criterion met
Doc: SLOAC TEAM 148 Fall 2010


Sky.doc


2010 - 2011


Skills and Concepts: Demonstrate the fundamental individual and team skills necessary to perform and progress at a competitive level in the sport of volleyball.SKY TEAM 179


Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: 100% of student spre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and
team member demonstrated improvement.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of student spre and post tested on skills related to their offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and
team member demonstrated improvement.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 13 students who completed the course, 10 showed improvement in skills based on pre v. post test related to their
offensive and defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member. Injuries created a lack of repetitions necessary to
improve skills.
Action: Injuries created a lack of repetitions necessary to improve skills. Looking at less dynamic exercises used in warm-up,
cool down and conditioning activities.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in match scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Result: Students participated in match scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance for the majority of
class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students participated in match scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on performance. Performances are
scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  Slightly more than 90% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher performance
for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015







Result: 11 of 13 students rated at 2.5 or higher on performance scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). Injuries prevented some students from
demonstrating proficiency in scrimmage situations.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they can apply strategy and terminology in the proper game
context.


Result: All students who completed the course met this criterion through an exam, visually and verbally, to make sure they can
apply strategy and terminology in the proper game context.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Slightly more than 90% of the students will demonstrate mastery of concepts and their applicable use. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All 13 students who completed the course met this criterion through an exam, visually and verbally, to make sure they can
apply strategy and terminology in the proper game context.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Concepts and Technique: Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Major Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All students who completed the course rated 2.5 or higher on performance in situational drills and scrimmages. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 33 of 34 students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member. 34
of 34 students demonstrated improved performance in on field application of defensive responsibilities.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students wwere examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive
strategy and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their
applicable use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015







Result: All the students that completed the class demonstrated competency related understanding and reacting properly in defensive
situations.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 34/34 students demonstrated ceritical thinking skills in competive scrimmages.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 39 of 39 students who completed the course (100%) demonstrated mastery of defensive strategy, terminology and concepts
when tested verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were evaluated on a three point scale daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the proper game / match context.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assingment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and were rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students will average a 2.5 or
higher performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 30 of 30 students who completed the course (100%) demonstrated mastery of offensive strategy, terminology and concepts
when tested verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were evaluated on a three point scale daily to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and terminology in the proper game / match context.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and were rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and were rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 20 of 23 students who completed the course (87%) demonstrated mastery of defensive strategy, terminology and concepts
when tested verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were evaluated daily on a three point scale  to make sure they have
assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the proper game / match context.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result:  Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result:  Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member. 16
of 17 students demonstrated improved offensive skills individually and as a team member.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).







Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 13 of 17 students average a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings will be based by position and team play.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 15 of 17 students demonstrated competency in application of critical thinking
skills.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 24 of 24 students who completed the course (100%) demonstrated mastery of offensive strategy, terminology and concepts
when tested verbally, visually and kinesthetically. Students were evaluated daily to make sure they have assimilated and can apply
offensive strategy and terminology in the proper game / match context.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply concepts (rules, terminology and philosophy) into practice.
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of students who completed the course scored at least 7 out of 10 on skill assessments related to defense.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of students who completed the course scored at least 7 out of 10 on skill assessments related to defense.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive performance. Performances are scored on
a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Concepts and Techniques: Upon successful completion of the course students will develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various
techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All students who enrolled in the class demonstrated improvement is skills related to offense from the pre-test to post-test. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 8 of 11 students who successfully completed the class demonstrated improved offensive skills on the post-test regarding
offensive performance as an individual and as a member of the team.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: Of the 13 students who completed the course, 8 showed improvement on offensive skills (shooting, dribbling, passing,
rebounding, footwork and conditioning)


Criterion not met2011 - 2012


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015







Result: Participated in an NTS scrimmage on 10/1 and graded out all the students who participated at a 2.5 or higher. Students
demonstrated an understanding on concepts related to offense and good skill development.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 9 of 11 students who successfully completed the class were able to illustrate, apply and perform offensive sets and
responsibilities at a level of 2.5 or higher as accessed by the instructor.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: All 13 students received a 2.5 or higher on evaluation of performance in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as
individuals and teams based on offensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team play good during competitive opportunities. Although, effort was inconsistent. Need to spend more time on goal
setting to prevent students from becoming stale. Also need to reevaluate roles.


Criterion met2011 - 2012


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result:  Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students were pre and post tested on responsibilities and showed significant improvement over the course of the class Criterion met2013 - 2014


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result:  Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 21 students who competed all scored above a 2.0 but not 2.5 Criterion not met2013 - 2014







Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team defensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:







Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their defensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 18 students who completed the course all showed improved defensive skills. This was a result not only of training but
of conditioning. Students were not in condition at the start of the course.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: Of the 14 students who completed the class, 10 demonstrated improved skills based on pre-test v. post test on marking,
tackling and defending agaoinst an opponent. Goalies were rated on ability to read, direct and secure.


Criterion not met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent). 100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All 14 students who completed the class rated above a 2.5 or higher on performance in situational or game scrimmages and
are rated as individuals and teams based on defensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average,
Excellent).


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in defensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: All 14 students who completed the class successfully completed this criteron based on a verbal and visual evaluation to
make sure they have assimilated and can apply defensive strategy and terminology in the proper game / match context.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Concepts and Techniques: Develop individual and team offensive programs applicable to specific goals, evaluate various techniques for effectiveness, demonstrate skills at an
advanced level and apply *concepts into practice (*e.g. rules, terminology and philosophy).
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Assessment Method: Skills Assessment: Students will be pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.


Result: Students were pre and post tested on skills related to their offensive responsibilities as an individual and team member.
100% of the students showed improved skills.


Criterion met2014 - 2015
Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Major Assignment: Intersquad Scrimmages
Students participate in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale
(Poor, Average, Excellent).


Result: Students participated in situational or game scrimmages and are rated as individuals and teams based on offensive
performance. Performances are scored on a three point scale (Poor, Average, Excellent).  100% of students averaged a 2.5 or higher
performance for the majority of class sessions. Ratings were based by position and team play.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Assessment Method: Students will be examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy and
terminology in the proper game / match context.


Result: Students were examined verbally and visually in order to make sure they have assimilated and can apply offensive strategy
and terminology in the proper game / match context. 100% of the students demonstrated mastery of concepts and their applicable
use in offensive situations.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of baseball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive
situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.
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Assessment Method: Competitive Record based on wins and losses:


Result: Team was 13-11 in conference and 22-17 overall. Qualified for state playoffs. Won play-in against DeAnza and lost to
Fresno in the first round.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Team finished 11-13 in conference and 15-21 overall.
Action: Team showed improvement over the past two seasons and is on a positive trend


Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: Team finished the season with a 9-15 record which was in the bottom half of the conference.
Action: Injuries were a factor but primarily team did not play offensively and pitch to level. Need to recruit more talented
players if possible. If not, need to spend more time on basic fundamentals.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: Team achieved an overall record of 23-16 finishing in 3rd place of the Coast Conference Pacific Division. Team was
eliminated in the first round of the CCCAA playoffs.


Criterion met
Doc: 2010_Baseball_Stats.pdf


2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the Spinco reporting system. All areas of offensive production will be measured.


Result: Team was rated in top half of conference in majority of categories. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Team was not rated in top half of conference in majority of categories.
Action: Adjusting offensive and recruiting approach to a more speed oriented offense.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Defensive Statistics:Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the Spinco reporting system. All areas of defensive production will be measured.


Result: Team was rated in top half of conference in majority of categories. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Not in the top half of any defensive categories
Action: Recruiting approach and time spent at practice on defense will be modified.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.
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Assessment Method: Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations


Result: Head Coach was ejected after a contest and suspended for two games. Criterion not met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:







Action: Reviewed decorum with all participants (players and coaches) and explained expectations.
Result: One ejection reported during the 2014 season Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: Two students was suspended for one game. Two different students were suspended for season because of a fight.
Action: Institution of a student code of conduct for team and training for coaches on proper decorum.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: Head coach was ejected from game.
Action: None needed. Ejection was an isolated incident. Coach met with Athletic Director.


Criterion not met2011 - 2012


Assessment Method: Grade evaluation of students who participated and are listed on the roster.


Result: Team hit both benchmarks. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Team hit both benchmarks. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 16 of 29 students completed 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher. 11 of 29 had above a 3.0 grade point average. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Only 15/28 students completed 12 or more units with a GPA of 2.75 or higher. The team GPA was a 2.87. Significant
difference between high achievers and those who were not.
Action: Need to establish in semester monitoring plan to track attendance and progress.


Criterion met
Doc: Copy of Spring Grades 12xls.xls


2011 - 2012


Result: 26 of 29 students completed 12 or more units and 21 of 29 students had a grade point average at or above a 2.75 level. Criterion met
Doc: Grades_2009_10.pdf


2009 - 2010


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive
situation in order to contend to the best of ones ability against outside opponents.
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Assessment Method: 1.1	Major Assignment:  Half-court Offensive Execution (activity)
       Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Result: Half-court Offensive Execution (activity) Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric 100% of students scored 8 points or more Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Half-court Offensive Execution (activity) Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric
 90% of students  scored 8 points or more


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Doc: VARS 110- rubric for 1 1.doc
Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 1.2	Major Assignment:  Half-court Defensive Execution (activity)
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Result: Half-court Defensive Execution (activity) Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric over 100% of students scored 8 points or
more.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Half-court Defensive Execution (activity) Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric over 90% of students scored 8 points or
more.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Results: 17/21 students scored 8 or more points on the Half-court Defensive Execution (activity) Assessment Instrument: 12
-point rubric


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Doc: VARS 110- rubric for 1 2.doc


Assessment Method: 1.3	Major Assignment:  Conference Play
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric







Result: Conference Play Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric over 100% of students scored 8 points or more Criterion met2015- 2016


Result:  Conference Play Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric  over 90% of students scored 8 points or more Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team scored an 8 on 12 point rubric in conference play. Demonstrated significant improvement over the course of the
season.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; exhibit commitment through practice work ethic
and support of teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 110


Assessment Method: 1.1	Major Assignment:  Practice Performance
Assessment Instrument:  5-point checklist


Result: 100% of students scored 8 or higher on Game Performance Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 15 of 15 students scored higher than a 3 on performance assessment instrument with a rating scale of 1-5 Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 19/21 students scored 3 or more points on performance assessment instrument with rating scale of 1-5. Criterion met
Doc: Checklist for Sportsmanship.doc


2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 1.2	Major Assignment:  Game Performance
Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric


Result: 100% of students scored 8 or higher on Game Performance Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 15 of 15 students scored 8 or higher on Game Performance Assessment Instrument: 12-point rubric Criterion met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Coast Conference Decorum Report


Result: No students or coaches were cited as breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: No students or coaches were cited as breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: No students or coaches will be cited as breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA.


Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: No students or coaches were cited as breaking decorum regulations as specified by the Coast Conference, CCCAA and
NCAA


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students or coaches violated CCCAA decorum standards Criterion met2011 - 2012


Result: No students or coaches violated decorum rules for the Coast Conference, CCCAA and / or NCAA Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Grade participation of students who participated and are listed on the roster.


Result: Team met performance criteria Criterion met2015- 2016







Result: Team met performance criteria Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 10 of 15 students passed 12 or more units but the team GPA was a 2.52. Criterion not met2013 - 2014


Result: 12 of 14 students passed 12 or more units with a 2.75 average. Of the 12, 10 had a GPA above a 3.0. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 14 of 15 students completed 12 or more units with above a 2.75 GPA Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 9/13 completed 12 or more units with above a 2.75 GPA. Team GPA was 3.39 Criterion met
Doc: Copy of Spring Grades 12xls.xls


2011 - 2012


Result: 12 of 14 students who participated completed 12 or more units. 10/14 students who participate completed at least 12 units
with a GPA above a 2.75. The Team GPA was a 3.1. The team was nominated for the state scholar team award for basketball.


Criterion met
Doc: Copy of Copy of Fall Grades


11xls.xls


2011 - 2012


Result: 12 of 15 students (80%) completed 12 or more units with a 2.75 grade point average or higher. Criterion met
Doc: Grades_2009_10.pdf


2009 - 2010


Fitness: Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement, recovery rate, and
increased performance on post-fitness test


SKY VARS 110


Assessment Method: 1.1	Major Assignment:  Fitness Test
Assessment Instrument: Pre- and post-test comparison


Result: 8 of 15 students demonstrated improvement.
Action: Injuries prevented student athletes from demonstrating improvement.  2nd trainer is needed to treat injured athletes.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: Results: 18/21 students improved times in conditioning drills Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: 1.2	Major Assignment:  Conditioning Drills


Result: 9 of 15 students showed improved times.
Action: A second athletic trainer is needed.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive
situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 150


Assessment Method: Competitive Record Based on wins and losses.


Result: Team finished 2-16-1 and 1-11-1 in conference. Team did not finish in top half of conference.
Action: Position is being made full-time starting in Fall 2016.


Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Team finished 3-15-1 and 3-10 in conference.
Action: Find better players


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Result: Team finished in 4th place with in division and did not have winning record (4-13-2)
Injuries played a role in non-winning record along with ability
Action: 2nd athletic trainer is necessary to help treat injured athletes


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: Team finished in 4th place but did not have an overall winning record. Inconclusive2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the California Community College Soccer News reporting system. All areas of
offensive production will be measured.


Result: Team scored 11 goals in 19 matches and were ranked 69th, out of 74, in the state. Team averaged .57 goals per game.
Action: Head Coaching position will become full-time in fall 2016


Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Team scored 10 goals in 19 games.
Action: Change in recruiting to get more offensive capable players


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Result: Team scored 12 goals in 19 matches not meeting goal of averaging 2 goals or more per game. Criterion not met2012 - 2013







Action: 2nd trainer is necessary to treat injured athletes.
Assessment Method: Defensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the California Community College Soccer News reporting system. All areas of
defensive production will be measured.


Result: Team gave up 61 goals in 19 matches, an average of 3.21 per match. Team ranked 67th of 74 teams in defense.
Action: Head Coaching position will be full-time starting in Fall 2016.


Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Gave up 41 goals in 19 games Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: Team gave up 33 goals in 19 contests meeting their goal of giving up an average of 2 goals or less per game. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 150


Assessment Method: Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. One student did receive a double
yellow for a rule book infraction


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Three students did receive double
yellows for rule book infractions


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: One student did receive a red card. The card was for an excessively agressive play at the end of the game. The referee stated
the student tackled the player without attempting to play the ball. It was a judgement call


Inconclusive2013 - 2014


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No participants, 25 total, received a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Grade evaluation of students listed on the roster who participated.


Result: 11 of 21 students passed 12 or more units with a team GPA of 2.36 Inconclusive2015- 2016


Result: Students did not meet criteria.
Action: Will try weekly check-in with assistant and head coaches to monitor academic progress.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Result: 9 of 21 students passed 12 or more units with a team GPA of 2.62. Criterion not met2013 - 2014


Result: 8 of 24 passed at least 12 units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
Action: Monitoring of academic progress


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 16 of 26 students who participated completed 12 or more units. 15 of 26 students completed at least 12 units with a GPA
above a 2.75.


Criterion met
Doc: Copy of Copy of Fall Grades


11xls.xls


2011 - 2012


Result: 17 of 25 students (68%) completed more than 12 units with a GPA higher than 2.75. Criterion met
Doc: Grades_2009_10.pdf


2009 - 2010


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the sport of wrestling; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to competitive
situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 200


Assessment Method: Competitive Record based on individual results at regional and state wide competition.


Result: 8 students qualified for regional with five advancing to the state championships. Team finished 4th out of 10 in Northern
California and 16th out of 20 at the state championships.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 9 students qualified for regional with six advancing to the state championships. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 2 students qualified for regional with four advancing to the state championships. Two wrestlers finished in the top 8 in
California.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:







Result: Three students qualified for state championships with Sam Tempko finishing 2nd in the state at 174 lbs. Skyline finished
17th in the state.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Individuals will be assessed on personal skill development based on weight class. Students will be rated daily as either poor (0), average (1) or excellent(2).


Result: 32 students were enrolled in the class and 14 competed. Scores are based on the 15 students who participated. The mean
score for those students was above a 1.3 on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to
rank wrestlers by weight class.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 30 students were enrolled in the class and 15 competed. Scores are based on the 15 students who participated. The mean
score for those students was above a 1.5 on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to
rank wrestlers by weight class.


Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 33 students were enrolled in the class and 15 competed. Scores are based on the 15 students who participated. The mean
score for those students was above a 1.5 on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to
rank wrestlers by weight class. .


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Of the 14 students on the roster 10 received a rating of 1.0 or higher on three point scale poor (0), average (1) or
excellent(2). Coaches utilized assessments to rank wrestlers by weight class. ..


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 200


Assessment Method: Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: No coaches or students were given a decorum violation during the 2013 season Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: No students or coaches received decorum violations. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students, 15 total, received a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Grade evaluation of students who participated and are listed on the roster.


Result: 4 of 12 students successfully completed 12 or more units and the team GPA was 2.72. Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Did not meet grade criteria
Action: Will attempt to monitor more closely with assistant and head coaches.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Result: 10 of 16 students successfully completed 12 or more units and the team GPA was 2.79 Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: 4 of 15 students completed 12 or more units with above a 2.75 GPA
Action: Monitoring of academic progress


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 11 of 18 students who participated completed 12 or more units. 8 of 18 students who participated completed at least 12 units
with a 2.75 GPA or higher
Action: We are preparing a best practices document to aid coaches in supporting students academically. Wrestling is taught by a
part-time coach who is not on campus. Because we do not have targeted counseling support for student-athletes and the
wrestlers do not participate in the scholar-athlete program success rates are lower when compared to other sports. Wrestling also
practices at night which can impact academic performance. Resources needed for improvement are:
1. A full-time coach


Criterion not met
Doc: Copy of Copy of Fall Grades


11xls.xls


2011 - 2012







2. Target counseling support for student-athletes
3. Earlier recruiting of prospects so they can enroll and participate in the scholar-athlete program.
Result: 7 of 14 students (50%) completed 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher. Criterion met


Doc: Grades_2009_10.pdf
2009 - 2010


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of basketball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive
situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 300


Assessment Method: Competitive Record based on wins and losses:


Result: Currently, the team is 15-9 overall and 5-3 in conference. They are on pace to qualify for the playoffs and are currently rated
14th in Northern California.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Team finished 17-9 overall and 8-4 in conference. They qualified for the state playoffs as the 10th seed. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team finished 6-19 and in a tie for fifth place.
Action: Focus recruiting not only on talent but on committment. Also will practice lat in an attempt to draw more girls.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the statistical reporting system. All areas of offensive production will be measured.


Result: Team averages 68.1 points per game and is ranked 23rd out of 90 teams in scoring. Strong overall rating makes up for not
getting to the 70 point threshold.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Team did not hit 70 point benchmark but was in the top half of the state in scoring. (38th of 84 teams) Criterion met2014 - 2015


Assessment Method: Defensive Statistics:Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the statistical reporting system. All areas of defensive production will be measured.


Result: Team gives up 64.2 point per game and is rated 51 out of 90 teams in the state. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Criteria met. Team ranked 26th in the state for scoring defense out of 84 teams. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team gave up 69.2 points per game. This met the 70 point threshold. Criterion met
Doc: 2009-


10_final_WBB_Statistics.pdf


2009 - 2010


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 300


Assessment Method: Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations


Result: One student was given a decorum violation during the season.
Action: Extended decorum meeting with team at the start of season about expectations. Individual meeting with student who
was ejected.


Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation during the fall semester. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students or coaches were ejected. Criterion met2011 - 2012


Result: No participants were disqualified with a decorum violation. Criterion met
Doc: Coast_Conference_Decorum_200


9_10.pdf


2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Grade evaluation of students who participated and are listed on the roster.


Result: 9 of 11 students completed 12 or more units and the team GPA was 2.92. A significant improvement was noted from last
season.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Criteria not me. Academic performance was generally poor.
Action: Study Hall program will be stregthened to try and incorporate an academic check-in. Purpose is to review notes and
make sure students are attending class and keeping up with their work. Also, a push to try and recruit students who are stronger
academically.


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Result: 10 of 14 students passed 12 or more units but the team GPA was a 2.52. Criterion not met2013 - 2014


Result: 5 of 10 students passed 12 or more units with a 2.75 gpa or higher. Of the five, three students were above a 3.0.
Action: Institute Study Hall for 2013-2014 season


Inconclusive2012 - 2013


Result: 2 of 9 students passed 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher
Action: Monitoring of academic progress


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 9/14 students passed 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher. Team GPA was 3.21 Criterion met
Doc: Copy of Spring Grades 12xls.xls


2011 - 2012


Result: 13 of 14 students who participated completed 12 or more units. 8 of 14 students who completed 12 or more units had a GPA
above a 2.75. The team GPA was 3.16.


Criterion met
Doc: Copy of Copy of Fall Grades
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2011 - 2012


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of volleyball; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive
situations in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 340


Assessment Method: Competitive record based on wins and losses


Result: Team finished 4-21 overall and 2-8 in conference. Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Team finished at 12-14 overall and 2-8 in conference. Injuries were a factor in results. Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: Team finished the season 5-19 overall and 1-9 in conference resulting in a 6th place finish
Action: Better recruiting to increase competitiveness and depth


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: Team finished season 10-15 overall and 5-5 in conference which tied for 3rd place in a six team division. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Based on individual performance at practice in offensive and defensive skills, students will be rated on a three point scale (1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 =
Excellent). Student ratings for the season will average better than 2.0.


Result: Based on individual performance at practice in offensive and defensive skills, students were rated on a three point scale
(1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 = Excellent). Student ratings for the season averaged less than 2.0. Rating is reflective of some attitude
problems.


Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Based on individual performance at practice in offensive and defensive skills, students were rated on a three point scale
(1=Poor, 2= Average, 3 = Excellent). Student ratings for the season averaged better than 2.0. Rating is inconclusive as average was
based on days participating. Because of injuries, students missed quite a few days.


Inconclusive2014 - 2015


Result: Of the 10 students enrolled, the mean was above 2.0. Should be noted that result was determined by a pre and post test.
Students did progress but not at a level to be competitive.
Action: Injuries played a role. Conditioning needs to be improved and access to increased training services implemented.


Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Of the 14 players on the roster, student ratings averaged slightly better than 2.0 for the season. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice and demonstrate committment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition.


SKY VARS 340


Assessment Method: Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations
Reporting Cycle:







Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: No students or coaches received decorum violations. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: No students or coaches received a decorum violation Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students received a decorum violation Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No participants were ejected or received a decorum violation during the 2010 season. Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Grade evaluation of students who participated and are listed on the roster.


Result: Only 6 of 11 students met the standard. Team GPA was 2.91. Academic performance improved over last year. Two students
had a perfect 4.0 GPA. Yet, others really struggled.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Only 2 of 11 students met the standard. Team GPA and progress were poor.
Action: Ray,
I appreciate that but think the issue might require more than setting a higher standard. I mean that standard could have been in
place the fall semester and not really made much of a difference. If you had that standard, I could have seen not having Sahara
or Kim Tang as they have consistently struggled with academic performance. But, it wouldn’t explain what happened with
Makai, Tristi, Zina and to a lesser degree Makayla. As I see it, the big issue is that of your sophomores none really did anything
to help themselves get ready to transfer academically regardless of volleyball. It’s a wasted semester.


I think that you are on the right track in terms of the standard but it’s really going to take a culture change. So you are aware, I
talked with Chris and the women’s basketball team as well about their poor academic performance. From where I sit, it looks to
me like the students are spending more time on personal issues, hanging out and playing their sport than on their academics. It’s
almost like they are saying they figure they won’t play after here so just do the minimum to play and see where that gets you. I
know I’m simplifying but it’s incredibly frustrating to me, and I know you as well, to see these academic results. This was by
far the worst academic performance I’ve seen by a Skyline team since I’ve been here.


I think we need to think about things, in addition to having a higher standard that you may want to implement. Given these
grades, it would be hard for me as an AD to approve any off-campus NTS competition by the team in the spring and any trips
next fall that require extended missed class time. Mostly, we really want to focus on recruiting motivated kids who will put their
academics and Skyline Volleyball first and their personal lives second. I realize kids will have struggles academically. We’re
here to help them with that. I could accept an F or D if a student is really trying. It’s just hard to think, given how bright your
kids this year seemed to be, that the best GPA they could have in courses outside of PE would be a 1.5.


So let’s talk when you are back on campus about some things in addition to a higher standard that you may want to consider.


Best,
Joe


From: Rayannah Salahuddin [mailto:rsalahuddin@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2015 5:36 PM
To: Morello, Jr., Joseph
Cc: Nomicos, Dino; Traci Laeha; Cierra Peel
Subject: Re: Volleyball Grades - Fall 2014


Thank you for the update.  I 100% agree with you about academic standards.  We have set-up new standards for excellence in
the classroom that is far above the CCCAA required. We will be happy to review these standards with you once we start
meeting on campus next week.  I will cc'd you on the copies I email to the team.
Ray


Criterion not met2014 - 2015


Result: 5 of 9 students completed 12 or more units  but team GPA was 2.68 Criterion not met2013 - 2014







Result: 5of 10 students passed at least 12 units with a 2.75 GPA or higher.
Action: Monitoring of academic progress, resources


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 6 of 9 students completed 12 or more units. 4 of 9 students completed 12+ units with a GPA above a 2.75. Team GPA was
2.6


Inconclusive
Doc: Copy of Copy of Fall Grades
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2011 - 2012


Result: 8 of 14 (57%) students completed 12 or more units with a 2.75 GPA or higher. Criterion met
Doc: Grades_2009_10.pdf


2009 - 2010


Skill and knowledge: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of badminton; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a
competitive situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 350


Assessment Method: Singles challenge ladder rubric


Result: All students scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 80% scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric on badminton strategy. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 80% of students scored 8 or better points on challenge ladder rubric Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Doubles challenge ladder rubric


Result: All students scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: All students scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 90% scored 8 points or better on a 12 point rubric on doubles strategy during doubles ladder challenges. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored 70% or better on the 12 point doubles challenge rubric Criterion met2010 - 2011


Assessment Method: Exam on use of strategy in singles and doubles play


Result: 100% of students scored 80% or better on the exam Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students scored 80% or better on the exam Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 100% scored 80% or better on a strategy quiz for singles and doubles play. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students scored 80% or better on strategy exam Criterion met2009 - 2010


Sportsmanship: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of "team" in both competition and practice; exhibit commitment through practice work ethic and support of
teammates as described by instructor.


SKY VARS 350


Assessment Method: Etiquette test


Result: 100% scored 80% or better on a test pertaining to badminton etiquette Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% scored 80% or better on a test pertaining to badminton etiquette Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 100% scored 80% or better on a badminton etiquette test Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 90% of students scored 80% of better on badminton etiquette test Criterion met2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:







Assessment Method: Team goals creation, group project


Result: 100% of team goals were realistic and measureable Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of team goals were realistic and measureable Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 80% of team goals were realistic and measurable. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 90% of team goals were realistic and measureable Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Sportsmanship display during conference play


Result: 100% of students displayed good sportsmanship 100% of the time. Sportsmanship was measured through accepted
badminton etiquette and CCCAA decorum guidelines in both competition and practice.


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: 100% of students displayed good sportsmanship 100% of the time Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 100% of students displayed good sportsmanship at least 90% of the time. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students displayed good sportsmanship 100% of the time.  Sportsmanship was measured through accepted
badminton etiquette and CCCAA decorum guidelines in both competition and practice.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Fitness improvement: Demonstrate an increase in cardiovascular fitness and wellness developed through daily practice and measured through efficiency of movement and
recovery rate.


SKY VARS 350


Assessment Method: Pre and post fitness test


Result: 100% of students showed improvement at the end of the season on heart recovery rate after footwork shuttle drills. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: Using heart rate recovery rates (measured through pre and post testing of HR after footwork drills), 100% of students
showed improvement at the end of the semester.


Criterion met2010 - 2011


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Survey to determine perceived fitness changes at the end of the semester


Result: 100% of students answered positively to questions pertaining to perceptions of fitness improvement at the end of the season. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students responded positively to survey questions pertaining to perceived fitness changes. Criterion met2009 - 2010


Assessment Method: Timed pre and post test footwork shuttle drills


Result: 100% of students improved their footspeed and technique on timed shuttle drills at the end of the semester. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: 100% of students improved their footspeed on timed shuttle drills at the end of the semester.  90% of students improved
their technique at the end of the semester.


Criterion met2009 - 2010


Strategies and Skills: Demonstrate an expert knowledge of the strategies and skills of the game of soccer; use critical thinking skills to apply this knowledge to a competitive
situation in order to contend to the best of one's ability against outside opponents.


SKY VARS 360


Assessment Method: Competitive Record based on wins and losses:


Result: Team was 8-4-6 overall and 5-1-4 in conference finishing in 2nd place. Criterion met2015- 2016
Reporting Cycle:







Result: Team was 11-8-1 overall and 4-3-1 in conference finishing in 3rd place Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team finished the season 7-10-1 and in 4th place in division. which was not a winning overall mark or in the top half of the
conference standings.
Action: Injuries were a key part of the story. Only goalie was injured and did not play after 3rd game. Require improved
conditioning and suitable back-up goalie.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Offensive Statistics; Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the California Community College Soccer News reporting system. All areas of
offensive production will be measured.


Result: Team scored 30 goals in 18 games averaging 1.6 goals per game and finished 51st among 84 teams in scoring. Criterion not met2015- 2016


Result: Team scored 41 goals averaging 2.1 goals per game and finished 33rd among 85 teams in scoring. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team scored 33 goals in 18 games which did not meet success criterion of averaging two goals per game. Injuries forced
better offensive players to play goalie.
Action: Better access to athletic trainer/injury rehab and prevention.


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Assessment Method: Defensive Statistics: Statistical analysis will be conducted utilizing the California Community College Soccer News reporting system. All areas of
defensive production will be measured.


Result: Team gave up 18 goals in 18 matches averaging a goal per game. Team was 23rd of 84 in the state. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Team allowed 31 goals or about 1.55 per match meeting that criteria. Team ranked 46th of 85 teams in scoring defense. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: Team gave up 56 goals in 18 games which did not meet the success criteria if averaging two per game.
Action: Reassess next season


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: The team gave up only 8 goals in 22 matches. Criterion met
Doc: 2009_W_Soccer_Final_Statistics.


pdf


2009 - 2010


Sportsmanship and Academics: Embody the traits of good sportsmanship and a sense of team in both competition and practice; and demonstrate commitment to academic
achievement through work ethic developed in practice and competition. (Sportsmanship and Academics)


SKY VARS 360


Assessment Method: Coast Conference Report on Decorum Violations


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: No participants (coaches or students) were given a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: No participants were given a decorum violation in the 2013 season. Criterion met2013 - 2014


Result: No coaches or students received a decorum violation. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No students received a decorum violation during the season. Criterion met2012 - 2013


Result: No participants were given a decorum violation throughout the season. Criterion met
Doc: Coast_Conference_Decorum_200
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2009 - 2010


Reporting Cycle:


Assessment Method: Grade evaluation of students who participated and are listed on the roster.


Result: 18 of 20 students who participated completed 12+ units. 11 of 20 students who completed 12+ units had a 2.75 GPA or
higher. Team GPA was 2.71


Criterion met2015- 2016


Result: Students met the criteria. Criterion met2014 - 2015


Result: 11 of 18 students completed 12 or more units but the team GPA was a 2.58 Criterion not met2013 - 2014







Result: 2 out of 20 passed  12 or more units with a GPA of 2.75 or higher.
Action: Track academic progress, reassess next season


Criterion not met2012 - 2013


Result: 14 of 16 students who participated completed 12+ units. 12 of 16 students who completed 12+ units had a 2.75 GPA or
higher. Team GPA was 3.03


Criterion met2011 - 2012






Fall 2015 AA-AS-AAT-AST

		Fall 2015 Complete Graduate List

		last_name		first_name		g_id		degree		major		address		city_state_zip		email_address		honors_status

		Hedman		Jeremy M. 		G00805054		AS		Accounting 		1201 Danmann Avenue		Pacifica, CA 94044		jhedman@my.smccd.edu

		Lu		Ciou S.		G00963639		AS		Accounting 		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		clu34@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		McCord		Robert C. 		G00271827		AS		Accounting 		1633 Old Bayshore Highway Ste 245		Burlingame, CA 94010		rmccord1@my.smccd.edu

		Zong 		Limin		G00952701		AS		Accounting 		2220 Gellert Blvd Apt 4304		South San Francisco, CA 94080		lzong@my.smccd.edu

		De Castro		Kevin Custodio		G00919903		AS-T		Administration of Justice		104 North Lycett		Daly City, CA 94015		kevindecastr@my.smccd.edu

		Delpozo 		Jonathan Varias		G00903204		AA		Administration of Justice		115 Crocker Avenue		Daly City, CA 94014		jdelpozo@my.smccd.edu

		Flores		Alazan Jackson		G00951417		AA		Administration of Justice		1747 27th Ave		San Francisco, CA 94122		aflor133@my.smccd.edu

		Gebhardt		Marcus Alan		G00867872		AA		Administration of Justice		850 Clearfield Drive		Millbrae, CA 94030		mgebhar2@my.smccd.edu

		Hernandez		Emanuelle Alberto		G00924090		AS-T		Administration of Justice		64 Los Olivos Avenue Apt 8		Daly City, CA 94014		emanuhernand@my.smccd.edu

		Jones		Sarah Bridgid		G01009012		AA		Administration of Justice		1283 35th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94122		sjone147@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Jones		Sarah Bridgid		G01009012		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1283 35th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94122		sjone147@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Kuang		Peter		G00966842		AS-T		Administration of Justice		154 Scotia Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94124		pkuang4@my.smccd.edu

		Martinez		Delil		G00806792		AA		Administration of Justice		636 El Camino Real #1617		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dmart202@my.smccd.edu

		Parra 		Carlo Justino		G00891058		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1235 Rainier Avenue		Pacifica, CA 94044		cparra3@my.smccd.edu

		Santos 		Robert Joshua		G00992793		AS-T		Administration of Justice		777 Skyline Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		rsanto84@my.smccd.edu

		Tucker		Morgan Elizabeth 		G00876925		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1272 Turquoise Drive		Hercules, CA 94547		mtucke18@my.smccd.edu

		Chan 		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		AS		Admistrative Assistant		38 Leo Circle 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Andrews		Brooke Elizabeth		G00868205		AS		Allied Health		331 Manor Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		bandre10@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Basallo		Malaysia Shalamar		G00990863		AS		Allied Health		54 Sears Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		mbasall1@my.smccd.edu

		Cosino		Vanjo Ignacio		G00745556		AS		Allied Health		224 Forest Park Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		vcosino@my.smccd.edu

		Fernandez		Raven Anthony		G00931237		AS		Allied Health		21 Woods Cir		South San Francisco, CA 94080		raevefernand@my.smccd.edu

		Guardado Delao		Daniel Guillermo		G00988915		AS		Allied Health		43 W Cavour Street		Daly City, CA 94114		dguarda2@my.smccd.edu

		Jower		Kimberly Ann		G00888613		AS		Allied Health		1239 Oak Grove Ave Apt 209		Burlingame, CA 94010		kjower@my.smccd.edu

		Kwan		Erica 		G00876797		AS		Allied Health		560 43rd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94124		ekwan15@my.smccd.edu

		Lal		Monika Kumari		G00919783		AS		Allied Health		248 San Felipe Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		moniklal@my.smccd.edu

		Morales		Briana		G00891978		AS		Allied Health		1304 Cypress Ave		San Mateo, CA 94401		bmoral18@my.smccd.edu

		Orduna		Karen-Natalie Cruz		G00905355		AS		Allied Health		533 Gellert Blvd 		Daly City, CA 94015		korduna@my.smccd.edu

		Paralejas		Charlotte		G00621393		AS		Allied Health		1 Appian Way Unit 708-7		South San Francisco, CA 94080		cparalej@my.smccd.edu

		Santos		Christina Yvette		G00756942		AS		Allied Health		142 Fir Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		csanto51@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Santos		Julianne Paige G. 		G00868131		AS		Allied Health		56 Parkgrove Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jsanto92@my.smccd.edu

		Vasquez		Kimberly  		G00883105		AS		Allied Health		738 Mills Ave Apt 4		San Bruno, CA 94066		kvasque5@my.smccd.edu

		Wong 		Jason 		G00985339		AS		Allied Health		79 Jules Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94112		jwong443@my.smccd.edu

		Green		Cheyanne Christina		G00847907		AA-T		Anthropology		2740 Fleetwood Drive		San Bruno, CA 94066		cgreen55@my.smccd.edu

		Haggarty		Molly Anne Margaret Sullivan		G00926629				Anthropology		2546 Butternut Drive		Hillsborugh, CA 94011		mollyhaggart@my.smccd.edu

		Labrado		Justin Miguel		G00921931		AA-T		Anthropology		135 San Benito Road		Brisbane, CA 94005		justilabrado@my.smccd.edu

		Montes		Gian Andrew		G00991196		AA		Art		382 Holly Avr		South San Francisco, CA 94080		gmontes8@my.smccd.edu

		Morales		Jean Carlos		G00902497		AA		Art		68 Scott Street		San Bruno, CA 94066		jmora104@my.smccd.edu

		Dionisio		Rev Mark		G00877690		AS		Automotive Technology 		2409 O'hatch Drive		San Pablo, CA 94806		rdionis2@my.smccd.edu

		Lorenz		Timothy Ryan 		G00764555		AS		Automotive Technology 		257 Verano Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		tlorenz5@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Sepulvida		Ivanete Tamy		G00455061				Business Administraion 		316 N El Camino Real Apt 112		San Mateo, CA 94401		isepulvi@my.smccd.edu

		Andrade		Saul		G00900780		AS-T		Business Admnistration		1404A Oxford Street		Redwood City, CA 94061		sandrad7@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Chin		Gavin Kyle		G00962185		AS-T		Business Admnistration		132 Galewood Circle		San Francisco, CA 94131		gchin21@my.smccd.edu

		Chow		Andy Wai		G00958621		AS-T		Business Admnistration		2134 32nd Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94116		achow37@my.smccd.edu

		Cotom 		Osmar Ariel		G01000638		AS-T		Business Admnistration		1173 Naples Street 		San Francisco, CA 94112		ocotom@my.smcccd.edu

		Ferrer 		Jazmine Factor 		G00906074		AS-T		Business Admnistration		112 Frankfort Street		Daly City, CA 94014		jferre34@my.smccd.edu

		Harrington		John Patrick		G00983188		AS-T		Business Admnistration		1518 38th Avenue 		San Francisco, CA 94122		jharr213@my.smccd.edu

		Hedman		Jeremy M.		G00805054		AS-T		Business Admnistration		1201 Danmann Avenue		Pacifica, CA 94044		jhedman@my.smccd.edu

		McDermott		Nicholas Patrick		G00893452		AS-T		Business Admnistration		468 Poplar Avenue 		San Bruno, CA 94066		nmcdermo@my.smccd.edu

		Nalbandian 		Janet 		G00969934		AS-T		Business Admnistration		20 Jacinto Lane 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jnalband@my.smccd.edu

		Ngo 		Thomas Benedict Cedillo		G00923377		AS-T		Business Admnistration		537 Castle Street		Daly City, CA 94014		tngo22@my.smccd.edu

		Nhan		Richard		G00856014		AS-T		Business Admnistration		565 Geary Street Apt 604		San Francisco, CA 94102		rnhan@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Ramos Jr.		Gerard 		G00950843		AS-T		Business Admnistration		409 Piccadilly Place Unit 5		San Bruno, CA 94066		gramos28@my.smccd.edu

		Urbina 		John Paul		G00974891		AS-T		Business Admnistration		130 Peoria Street 		Daly City, CA 94014		jurbina7@my.smccd.edu

		Zong 		Limin		G00952701		AS-T		Business Admnistration		2220 Gellert Blvd Apt 4304		South San Francisco, CA 94080		lzong@my.smccd.edu

		Fontanilla 		Kayla Madelyn		G00948472		AA-T		Communication Studies		1975 22nd Street Unit A		San Pablo, CA 940806		kaylafontani@my.smccd.edu

		Leong 		Alex		G00924719		AA		Communication Studies		1 Appian Way Unit 708-7		South San Francisco, CA 94080		alexkleong@my.smccd.edu

		Moyle		Megan Alexandra		G00970448		AA-T		Communication Studies		76 Montebello Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		mmoyle1@my.smccd.edu

		Nham		Jessica		G00948917		AA-T		Communication Studies		4325 Kirkham Street		San Francisco, CA 94122		jnham@my.smccd.edu

		Paton 		Cassandra N.		G00892024		AA		Communication Studies		400 Elm Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94066		cpaton1@my.smccd.edu

		Reina		Flor De Maria		G00897697		AA-T		Communication Studies		3872 Linden Lane 		El Sobrante, CA 94803		freina@my.smccd.edu

		Chan 		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		AS		Computer Info Specialist		38 Leo Circle 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Abrenilla		Cody Rae Calairo		G01038297		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		214 Carnelian Road		South San Francisco, CA 94080		codyraeabrenilla@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Atkins		Donna J. 		G00652669		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		1315 Scossa Ave Apt 2		San Jose, CA 94118		datkins9@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Jodi Rae		G00922788		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		642 Commercial Avenue 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jodidiaz@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Gonzalez		Priscilla Grisel		G00869827		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		1221 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco, CA 94080		pherna36@my.smccd.edu

		Yapana		Princess Hiyasmin		G00553455		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		67 3rd Avenue		Daly City, CA 94014		pyapana@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Jodi Rae		G00922788		AS		Early Childhood Education 		642 Commercial Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jodidiaz@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Enriquez		Edrea Sunga 		G00752981		AS		Early Childhood Education 		42 Vista Court		South San Francisco, CA 94080		eenriq12@my.smccd.edu

		Jower		Kimberly Ann		G00888613		AS		Early Childhood Education 		1239 Oak Grove Ave Apt 209		Burlingame, CA 94010		kjower@my.smccd.edu

		Lee		Laurice 		G00993260		AS		Early Childhood Education 		134 Harbor Drive		Daly City, CA 94014		llee207@my.smccd.edu

		Love		Erica Nicole		G00679120		AS		Early Childhood Education 		601 4th Street Unit 213		San Francisco, CA 94107		elove4@my.smccd.edu

		Sanchez		Maria Irene		G00840184		AS		Early Childhood Education 		3806 Mission Street		San Francisco, CA 94110		msanc220@my.smccd.edu

		Wallace		Brianna Jeanelle		G00818700		AS		Early Childhood Education 		PO Box 917		Daly City, CA 94017		bwalla18@my.smccd.edu

		Hernandez		Erica Vega		G00764559		AA		English		752 Moana Way		Pacifica, CA 94044		ehern110@my.smccd.edu

		Markoff 		Sarah Elaine		G00753896		AA		English		542 Beech Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		smarkof2@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Sepulvida		Ivanete Tamy		G00455061		AS		International Trade		316 N El Camino Real Apt 112		San Mateo, CA 94401		isepulvi@my.smccd.edu

		Daly 		Sonni Michele		G00866627		AA		IS Arts & Humanities 		126 Piedmont Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		sdaly11@my.smccd.edu

		Furlan		Marina		G00140779		AA		IS Arts & Humanities 		1297 Rosita Road		Pacifica, CA 94044		marinfurlan@my.smccd.edu

		Lee		Zachary August		G00963858		AA		IS Arts & Humanities 		9 Bacon Court		Daly City, CA 94015		zlee6@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Lemus 		Otto Raul		G00227873		AA		IS Arts & Humanities 		2610 Donegal Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		olemus@my.smccd.edu

		Markoff 		Sarah Elaine		G00753896		AA		IS Arts & Humanities 		542 Beech Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		smarkof2@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Reinke		Nicholas Alexander		G00890792		AA		IS Arts & Humanities 		19 Beverly Court 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		nreinke@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		De Paz Fernandez		Mariel Guadalupe		G00961615		AA		IS Health and Physical Education		239 Aspen Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mdepaz1@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Madigan 		Daniel Troy 		G00873967		AA		IS Health and Physical Education		2417 Casa Bona Avenue		Belmont, CA 94002		dmadiga2@my.smccd.edu

		Aragon		Vanessa C.		G00616741		AA		IS Letters & Science		7394 Mission Street #5		Daly City, CA 94014		varagon@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude. Phi Theta Kappa

		Barrera		Nery Alexis		G00973321		AA		IS Letters & Science		659 Manor Drive Apt A		Pacifica, CA 94044		nbarrer3@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Ceja		Gabriella		G00864684		AA		IS Letters & Science		115 Claremont Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		gceja4@my.smccd.edu

		Coreas 		Arcadia A.		G00962787		AA		IS Letters & Science		449 Lux Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		acoreas1@my.smccd.edu

		De La Torre		Raul		G00749003		AA		IS Letters & Science		324 Pine Avenue Apt 1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rdelato3@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Ji 		Wenmao		G00934882		AA		IS Letters & Science		964 Rutland Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		wenmaji@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Kaplan		Jacob Aaron 		G00997496		AA		IS Letters & Science		308 Gateway Drive Apt 136		Pacifica, CA 94044		jkapla15@my.smccd.edu

		Lee		Zachary August		G00963858		AA		IS Letters & Science		9 Bacon Court		Daly City, CA 94015		zlee6@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Li		Samson		G00848136		AA		IS Letters & Science		2158 42nd Ave		San Francisco, CA 94116		sli70@my.smccd.edu

		Lops		Gabriel Dereck		G00949793		AA		IS Letters & Science		8045 Geary Blvd Apt 103		San Francisco, CA 94121		glops@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Lu		Chun L.		G00963591		AA		IS Letters & Science		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		clu33@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Lu		Ciou S.		G00963639		AA		IS Letters & Science		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		clu34@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Mih		Mayuko Yamano		G00708548		AA		IS Letters & Science		481 40th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94121		mmih@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Orduna		Karen-Natalie Cruz		G00905355		AA		IS Letters & Science		533 Gellert Blvd 		Daly City, CA 94015		korduna@my.smccd.edu

		Santos		Christina Yvette 		G00756942		AA		IS Letters & Science		142 Fir Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		csanto51@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Silva		Aileen		G00837996		AA		IS Letters & Science		2608 Gellert Court		South San Francisco, CA 94080		asilva55@my.smccd.edu

		Suen		Rachel Elizabeth		G00906238		AA		IS Letters & Science		215 Lakeshire Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		rachesuen@my.smccd.edu

		Zong		Limin		G00952701		AA		IS Letters & Science		2220 Gellert Blvd Apt 4304		South San Francisco, CA 94080		lzong@my.smccd.edu

		Canales		Dabian Kyle		G00972986		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		2130 1st Ave Apt 2305		New York, NY 10029		dcanale5@my.smccd.edu

		Chhin		Chantrae		G00975540		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		2737 Horsetail Drive		Stockton, CA 95212		cchhin@my.smccd.edu

		Decker 		Randi L. 		G00881241		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		547 Paloma Avenue		Pacifica, CA 94044		rdecker8@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Donlon 		Stuart		G00969212		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		1830 Great Highway		San Francisco, CA 94122		sdonlon@my.smccd.edu

		Hernandez		Erica Vega		G00764559		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		752 Moana Way		Pacifica, CA 94044		ehern110@my.smccd.edu

		Ji 		Wenmao		G00934882		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		964 Rutland Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		wenmaji@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Orduna		Karen-Natalie Cruz		G00905355		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		533 Gellert Blvd 		Daly City, CA 94015		korduna@my.smccd.edu

		Reynolds		Jessica Ann		G00868368		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		18 Alta Vista Way		Daly City, CA 94014		jreyno33@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Silva		Aileen		G00837996		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		2608 Gellert Court		South San Francisco, CA 94080		asilva55@my.smccd.edu

		Suen		Rachel Elizabeth		G00906238		AA		IS Social & Behavioral Sciences		215 Lakeshire Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		rachesuen@my.smccd.edu

		Basallo		Malaysia Shalamar		G00990863		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		54 Sears Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		mbasall1@my.smccd.edu

		De La Torre		Raul		G00749003		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		324 Pine Avenue Apt 1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rdelato3@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Escobar-Padilla		Vilma M.		G00869203		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		362 Arroyo Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		vescoba5@my.smccd.edu

		Foster		Misty Blue		G00646649		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		819 N. Humboldt Street, Apt 205		San Mateo, CA 94401		mfoste28@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa 

		Ji 		Wenmao		G00934882		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		964 Rutland Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		wenmaji@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Lee		Zachary August		G00963858		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		9 Bacon Court		Daly City, CA 94015		zlee6@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Mih		Mayuko Yamano		G00708548		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		481 40th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94121		mmih@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Orduna		Karen-Natalie Cruz		G00905355		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		533 Gellert Blvd 		Daly City, CA 94015		korduna@my.smccd.edu

		Santos		Christina Yvette		G00756942		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		142 Fir Ave		South San Francisco, CA 94080		csanto51@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Silva		Aileen		G00837996		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		2608 Gellert Court		South San Francisco, CA 94080		asilva55@my.smccd.edu

		Suen		Rachel Elizabeth		G00906238		AA		IS Social & Natural Science		215 Lakeshire Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		rachesuen@my.smccd.edu

		Foster		Misty Blue		G00646649		AA		IS Socian & Behavioral Sciences		819 N. Humboldt Street, Apt 205		San Mateo, CA 94401		mfoste28@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa 

		Guevarra		Hazel Janella Navarro		G00926619		AA-T		Kinesiology		210 San Fernando Way 		Daly City, CA 94015		hazelguevarr@my.smccd.edu

		Ramirez		Gerardo		G00900882		AA-T		Kinesiology		46 West Cavour Street		Daly City, CA 94014		gramir59@my.smccd.edu

		Leung		Brandon Jeffrey		G00874136		AS-T		Mathematics		2 Carlsbad Court 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		bleung19@my.smccd.edu

		Lops		Gabriel Dereck		G00949793		AA		Mathematics		8045 Geary Blvd Apt 103		San Francisco, CA 94121		glops@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Marelich		Tony		G00267934		AS-T		Mathematics		113 Rosewood Way 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		tmarelic@my.smccd.edu

		Mayer		Benjamin Ariyeh 		G00935678		AS-T		Mathematics		1488 Crespi Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		benjamayer@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Marsh		Darlene Carol		G00043780		AS		Medical Transcriber		300 Newman Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dmarsh5@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Chan 		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		AS		Multimedia Technology		38 Leo Circle 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Arndt		Debra		G00017711		AA		Music		217 Hillsdale Drive		San Mateo, CA 		darndt3@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Barrera		Nery Alexis		G00973321		AS		Natural Science		659 Manor Drive Apt A		Pacifica, CA 94044		nbarrer3@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		De La Torre		Raul		G00749003		AA		Natural Science		324 Pine Avenue Apt 1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rdelato3@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Marcos III		Mario Leonilo Mercado		G00971298		AS		Natural Science		208 Mariposa Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		mmarcos5@my.smccd.edu

		Mih		Mayuko Yamano		G00708548		AS		Natural Science		481 40th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94121		mmih@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Saizon		Aulani Kapua Kanelelani Ona Ona		G00960552		AS		Natural Science		326 Alta Mega Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		asaizon@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Suen		Rachel Elizabeth		G00906238		AS		Natural Science		215 Lakeshire Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		rachesuen@my.smccd.edu

		Syed		Izhar Salvaña		G00806524		AS		Natural Science		452 Glasgow Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		isyed1@my.smccd.edu

		Van Winkle 		Michael David		G00898439		AS		Natural Science		68 Mayfield Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		mvanwin1@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		De La Cruz		Dwayne		G00751636		AS		Network Engineering		18 Belcrest Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		ddelac10@my.smccd.edu

		Vazquez		David 		G00806428		AS		Network Engineering		777 Morrell Ave Apt 111		Burlingame, CA 94010		dvasqu23@my.smccd.edu

		Chan 		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		AS 		Office Assistant		38 Leo Circle 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Blasi		Valerie Marie		G00608202		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant		289 Vallejo Court		Millbrae, CA 94030		vblasi@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Buggie		Mary E.		G01004178		AA		Paralegal/Legal Assistant		3878 21st Street 		San Francisco, CA 94114		mbuggie@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Montalvo		Lisette Alysa		G00954006		AA		Physical Education		1151 Felton Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		lmonta14@my.smccd.edu

		Quesada		Oliver Wesley		G00766201		AA		Physical Education		178 Pamela Court 		Daly City, CA 94015		oquesad1@my.smccd.edu

		Dellinges		Austin Tyler		G00962087		AS-T		Physics		736 Moana Way 		Pacifica, CA 94044		adellin2@my.smccd.edu

		Sickinger 		Brian Anthony		G00806241		AS-T		Physics		3045 Fleetwood Drive		San Bruno, CA 94066		bsicking@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Christian 		Raquel Angelina		G00550886		AA-T		Psychology		1037 Skyline Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		raquelchristian@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Jodi Rae		G00922788		AA-T		Psychology		642 Commercial Avenue 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jodidiaz@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Gamez		Kiriaki N,		G00958207		AA-T		Psychology		3055 Fleetwood Drive		San Bruno, CA 94066		kgamez@my.smccd.edu

		Gonzalez		Sean Daniel		G00850650		AA		Psychology		155 Brighton Road Apt 4		Pacifica, CA 94044		sgonz128@my.smccd.edu

		Guo		Yanni		G00982237		AA-T		Psychology		31 Live Oak Drive		San Mateo, CA 94403		yguo11@my.smccd.edu		Cum laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Malolot		Victoria Kimberly		G00972459		AA-T		Psychology		370 South Hill Blvd 		Daly City, CA 94014		vmalolot@my.smccd.edu

		Rodriguez		Christian A.		G00961374		AA-T		Psychology		305 Habitat Way		Daly City, CA 94014		crodr148@my.smccd.edu

		Silva		Aileen		G00837996		AA		Psychology		2608 Gellert Court		South San Francisco, CA 94080		asilva55@my.smccd.edu

		Furlan		Marina		G00140779		AA		Spanish		1297 Rosita Road		Pacifica, CA 94044		marinfurlan@my.smccd.edu

		Hale 		Neil Francis		G00653073		AS		Web Developer		121 Goodwin Drive		San Bruno, CA 94066		nhale1@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude
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Fall 2015 Certificates

		Fall 2015 Certificates Complete Graduate List

		last_name		first_name		g_id		degree		major		address		city_state_zip		email_address

		Aaron		James		G00994942		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		87 Woodside Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		jaaron3@my.smccd.edu

		Abuyaghi		Kevin Roger		G01009704		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		2965 Privet Drive		Hillsborough, CA 94010		kabuyagh@my.smccd.edu

		Ackerman		Michael 		G01004350		CA		Residential Energy Efficiency		249 East Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		mackerm9@my.smccd.edu

		Ackerman		Michael 		G01004350		SC		Solar Design, Estimation, Finance, and Sales 		249 East Ave		San Bruno, CA 94066		mackerm9@my.smccd.edu

		Adams		Jade		G00909945		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		P.O. Box 2233		El Granada, CA 94018		jadams78@my.smccd.edu

		Aldeguer		Grace A. 		G00910960		CB		Early Childhood Education		3213 Aegeon Way 		San Bruno, CA 94066		galdegue@my.smccd.edu

		Alire 		Robert Elias		G00723459		CB		Surgical Technology 		406 C Street, Apt 1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		ralire@my.smccd.edu

		Alvarez		Ruby		G00722224		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		940 S. Norfolk Street		San Mateo, CA 94401		ralvar72@my.smccd.edu

		Arias		Jovany		G00967169		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		225 Portola State Park Road		La Honda, CA 94020		jarias18@my.smccd.edu

		Arlie		Michael 		G01012634		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		1834 Loyola Drive		Burlingame, CA 94010		michaelarlie@my.smccd.edu

		Bai		Bing		G01036605		CC		Entrepreneurship 		2000 Crystal Spring Road Unit 15-21		San Bruno, CA 94066		bingbai@my.smccd.edu

		Bautista 		Enrique Cavestany		G01034058		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1208 S. Mayfair Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		enriquebautista@my.smccd.edu

		Belicena 		Anthony Alexei		G01027797		CB		Administration of Justice		581 36th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94121		anthonybelicena@my.smccd.edu

		Beloy		Josh Matthew 		G01006413		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		25573 Soto Road 		Hayward, CA 94544		jbeloy@my.smccd.edu

		Benito		Austin Julian		G01000666		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		150 Crosby Court		San Bruno, CA 94066		abenito2@my.smccd.edu

		Benito 		Francisco		G00972886		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		3050 William Avenue		Redwood City, CA 94063		fbenitos@my.smccd.edu

		Benson		Artur Austin Michael		G00969141		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		1620 Visitacion Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94134		abenso15@my.smccd.edu

		Bhargav		Varun		G00826207		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		40 Duval Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		vbhargav@my.smccd.edu

		Borego		Rachel		G00906050		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		56 Escondido Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94132		rborego@my.smccd.edu

		Brandi-de Avila		Samantha Grace		G00454135		CB		Early Childhood Education		1408 South Mayfair Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		sbrandi2@my.smccd.edu

		Brandi-de Avila		Samantha Grace		G00454135		CB		Foundation in Early Childhood Education		1408 South Mayfair Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		sbrandi2@my.smccd.edu

		Buster		Jackie M. 		G00392882		C4		Medical Coding & Billing		1312 Alicante Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		jbusler@my.smccd.edu

		Canzoneri		Andrew		G01042998		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		1570 Guerrero Street		San Francisco, CA 94110		andrewcanzoneri@my.smccd.edu

		Castañeda		Nellely		G00862623		CB		Early Childhood Education		619 Linden Avenue Apt 2		South San Francisco, CA 94080		ncastan6@my.smccd.edu

		Castro		Aldo Jesus		G00908457		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		27747 Dickens Avenue		Hayward, CA 94544		acastr74@my.smccd.edu

		Chavez		Jose Ignacio		G00884711		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		333 Rollins Road		Burlingame, CA 94010		jchav115@my.smccd.edu

		Chi 		Hou Sec		G00696718		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		3832 Ortega Street		San Francisco, CA 94122		hchi5@my.smccd.edu

		Chrisman		Jefferson C.		G01037541		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		163 14th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94118		jeffersonchrisman@my.smccd.edu

		Coe		Garrett Weston		G00876454		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		3790 Jefferson Avenue		Redwood City, CA 94062		gcoe2@my.smccd.edu

		Comandao 		Kevin B. 		G00872108		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		131 East Vista Avenue		Daly City, CA 94014		kcomand1@my.smccd.edu

		Connolly 		Corbet Edward		G01000921		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		251 Turnstone Court		Foster City, CA 94404		cconno11@my.smccd.edu

		Contreras		Jose Andres		G00989671		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		91 Hillcrest Drive Apt 3		Daly City, CA 94014		jcontr82@my.smccd.edu

		Cortez		Jeffrey Tan		G00922116		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		25 East Court Lane		Foster City, CA 94404		jeffrcortez@my.smccd.edu

		Courcoumelis		Aliki 		G00894751		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		840 Hawthorne Way		Millbrae, CA 94030		acourcou@my.smccd.edu

		Crook		Thomas M.		G00958835		CA		International Business		3230 San Bruno Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94134		tcrook@my.smccd.edu

		Cuadra 		Manuel A.		G00089850		CB		Administration of Justice		588 4th Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		mcuadra@my.smccd.edu

		Cwalina		Ryan Kwan		G00994985		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		45 Joy Avenue Apt A		Brisbane, CA 94005		rcwalina@my.smccd.edu

		Dabit 		Iskandar		G00861975		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		3760 Callan Blvd		South San Francisco, CA 94080		idabit@my.smccd.edu

		D'Amato 		Sharon 		G00563374		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		15 Escanyo Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		sharoprasad@my.smccd.edu

		Dang 		Eric		G00998196		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		32 Johngleen Circle		Daly City, CA 94015		edang5@my.smccd.edu

		Das		Praveen C.		G01017082		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		260 Sebastian Drive		Millbrae, CA 94030		praveendas@my.smccd.edu

		De Leon 		Jordan Rae		G01024937		CC		Cosmetology		21 Theresa Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		jordandeleon@my.smccd.edu

		Di Paola 		Davide		G00925691		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		1016 Continental Way Apt 102		Belmont, CA 94002		daviddipaola@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Anthony Joseph		G00952450		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		161 Country Club Drive Apt 34		South San Francisco, CA 94080		adiaz113@my.smccd.edu

		Dimalauta		Christian Jamison		G00973149		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		1835 El Parque Court Apt A		San Mateo, CA 94403		cdimala1@my.smccd.edu

		Donofrio 		Keegan J.		G00885600		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		437 Almanor Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		kdonofri@my.smccd.edu

		Dougherty		Ann Marie		G00545086		CB		Medical Transcriber		6 Hibbert Court		Pacifica, CA 94044		adoughe1@my.smccd.edu

		Dreke-Cattaneo		Brianna LaRay		G01012432		CC		Cosmetology		950 Mission Road 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		briannacattaneo@my.smccd.edu

		Dunn		Natasha		G01025244		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		450 89th Street		Daly City, CA 94015		natashadunn@my.smccd.edu

		Fadayel 		David Victor		G00893747		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		651 Ash Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dfadayel@my.smccd.edu

		Feng 		Wei Lun		G00964208		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		516 3rd Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		wfeng9@my.smccd.edu

		Feng 		Zhaoxi		G00833090		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		408 Caliente Drive		San Leandro, CA 94578		zhaoxifeng@my.smccd.edu

		Fields 		Jay'von Kahlil		G00954181		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		6918 Lacey Avenue Apt 5		Oakland, CA 94605		jfield24@my.smccd.edu

		Figueroa De Santos		Claudia Roxana		G00987667		CC		Cosmetology		1149 Oddstad Blvd		Pacifica, CA 94044		cfigue19@my.smccd.edu

		Flores		Miguel Angel		G00900700		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		11 S. Delaware Street Apt 6		San Mateo, CA 94401		mflor171@my.smccd.edu

		Fontenot 		Omar		G00931914		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		561 4th Lane		South San Francisco, CA 94080		omarfonteno@my.smccd.edu

		Ford		Troy Robert		G00918734		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		720 Bair Island Road #304		Redwood City, CA 94063		troyford@my.smccd.edu

		Friscia 		Michelle		G00967238		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		3242 Gateland Court		San Jose, CA 95148		mfrisci1@my.smccd.edu

		Fryman 		Michael J. 		G00828155		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		3537 Jefferson Avenue		Redwood City, CA 94062		mfryman@my.smccd.edu

		Gauthier		Zayne		G01000090		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		128 Finger Avenue 		Redwood City, CA 94062		zgauthie@my.smccd.edu

		Gochez		Mario		G00906790		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		4733 Callan Blvd Apt 4		Daly City, CA 94015		mgochez2@my.smccd.edu

		Griffiths II		Robert Bradley		G00932788		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		1108 Clovelly Lane		Burlingame, CA 94010		robergriffit@my.smccd.edu

		Hagan		Aaron Michael 		G00994827		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		1141 Morningside Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		ahagan4@my.smccd.edu

		Harper 		Rebecca Esther		G00874388		CC		Cosmetology		19 Del Paso Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		rharpe21@my.smccd.edu

		Harper 		Thomas Kennett		G00876875		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		411 8th Street		Montara, CA 94037		tharper9@my.smccd.edu

		Hasan		Hind		G00714514		CB		Early Childhood Education		501 Linden Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		hindhasan@my.smccd.edu

		Hembry 		Michelle Marie		G00378179		CA		Office Management		216 Dundee Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		mhembry@my.smccd.edu

		Hilbon 		Brian Edward		G00982302		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		1117 Plymouth Ave		San Francisco, CA 94112		bhilbon@my.smccd.edu

		Hobbs		Kyle D.		G00880685		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1251 Sevier Avenue		Menlo Park, CA 94025		khobbs4@my.smccd.edu

		Htet		Hein		G01008022		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		284 Saint Catherine Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		hhtet2@my.smccd.edu

		Htwe		Tin		G00895369		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		284 Belhaven Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		thtwe3@my.smccd.edu

		Huang 		Jay R. 		G00891159		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		1398 Bacon Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		jhuan118@my.smccd.edu

		Hunter		Millicent		G00189190		CB		Medical Office Receptionist 		1060 Fassler Ave		Pacifica, CA 94044		mhunte14@my.smccd.edu

		Hunter		Antoine Dupree		G01007496		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		370 Imperial Way		Daly City, CA 94015		ahunte24@my.smccd.edu

		Huynh		Anthony		G01011771		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		643 Girard Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		anthonyhuynh@my.smccd.edu

		Huynh		Michael Hai		G00987974		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		69 Bitting Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94124		mhuynh18@my.smccd.edu

		Ibanez		Marcia Lisbeth		G00889228		CB		Early Childhood Education		965 Crystal Springs Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		llima3@my.smccd.edu

		Iraheta		Eduardo		G01015336		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		2973 Folsom Street Apt 4		San Francisco, CA 94110		eduardoiraheta@my.smccd.edu

		Jabeen		Farhat Jabeen		G00641414		CB		Early Childhood Education		655 Manor Drive Apt D		Pacifica, CA 94044		fjabeen@my.smccd.edu

		Janeczek		Kamil Michael		G00911006		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		314 Park Blvd		Millbrae, CA 94030		kjanecze@my.smccd.edu

		Jimenez		Juan Alivio		G00745762		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		253 Canyon Drive		Daly City, CA 94014		juanjimenez@my.smccd.edu

		Jimenez 		Cesar		G01014338		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		224 Juniper Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		cesarjimenez@my.smccd.edu

		Johnson		Elaine Louise		G00913433		CA		Asian Business Practices		2377 Clarke Ave Apt 2		East Palo Alto, CA 94303		elainjohnson@my.smccd.edu

		Johnson		Elaine Louise		G00913433		CA		International Business		2377 Clarke Ave Apt 2		East Palo Alto, CA 94303		elainjohnson@my.smccd.edu

		Johnson		Elaine Louise		G00913433		CA		International Trade		2377 Clarke Ave Apt 2		East Palo Alto, CA 94303		elainjohnson@my.smccd.edu

		Johnson		Mary Desirae		G01024207		CC		Cosmetology		32 Pope Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		maryjohnson@my.smccd.edu

		Jower		Kimberly Ann		G00888613		CB		Early Childhood Education		1239 Oak Grove Avenue Apt 209		Burlingame, CA 94010		kjower@my.smccd.edu

		Jower		Kimberly Ann		G00888613		CB		Early Childhood Special Education		1239 Oak Grove Avenue Apt 209		Burlingame, CA 94010		kjower@my.smccd.edu

		Kollin		Joey		G01044173		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		2370 Market Street Apt 274		San Francisco, CA 94114		joeykollin@my.smccd.edu

		Kotsovolos		Christian G.		G01013158		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		1319 Eaton Avenue 		San Carlos, CA 94070		christiankotsovolos@my.smccd.edu

		Kyaw		War War		G00685499		CB		Early Childhood Education		306 Saint Francis Blvd		Daly City, CA 94015		warkyaw@my.smccd.edu

		Lau 		Kyle Y.		G00923885		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		462 Hawthorne Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		kylelau@my.smccd.edu

		Lee		Laurice		G00993260		CB		Early Childhood Education		134 Harbor Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		llee207@my.smccd.edu

		Li		Christopher 		G01008776		CA		Network Engineering		475 Wilde Avenue 		San Francisco, CA 94134		cli77@my.smccd.edu

		Li		Stephen		G00857569		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		324 Tocoloma Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94134		sli88@my.smccd.edu

		Li		Jian Hui		G00853479		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		702 Moraga Drive		San Leandro, CA 94578		jli116@my.smccd.edu

		Light 		Hilary Elisabeth		G01022979		CB		Cosmetology		86 De Silva Island Drive		Mill Valley, CA 94941		hilarylight@my.smccd.edu

		Lin 		Calvin		G01014128		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		767 Colby Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		calvinlin@my.smccd.edu

		Linnell		Blake		G00744656		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		330 Arroyo Drive 		South San Francisco, CA 94080		blinnell@my.smccd.edu

		Loaiza Gutierrez		Eri Agapito		G00950993		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		801 S. El Dorado Street		San Mateo, CA 94402		eloaizag@my.smccd.edu

		Lopez 		Daniela Stefani		G00617947		CB		Cosmetology		1110 Terra Nova Blvd		Pacifica, CA 94044		dlopez67@my.smccd.edu

		Lorenz		Timothy Ryan		G00764555		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		257 Verano Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		tlorenz5@my.smccd.edu

		Low 		Ava		G00976318		CB		Cosmetology		1405 Jenevein Avenue 		San Bruno, CA 94066		avalee@my.smccd.edu

		Lu		Clou S.		G00963639		CA		Accounting 		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		clu34@my.smccd.edu

		Ma		Richard 		G00805693		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		1018 Persia Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94112		rma15@my.smccd.edu

		Ma 		Shelden H.		G00996036		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		2342 47th Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94116		sma43@my.smccd.edu

		Marcos 		John Paul lardizabal 		G00950626		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		678 San Diego Avenue		Daly City, CA 94014		jmarcos6@my.smccd.edu

		Marinoff		Michael Erick 		G00972293		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		27 Willits Street		Daly City, CA 94014		mmarinof@my.smccd.edu

		Martinez		Delil		G00806792		CB		Administration of Justice		636 El Camino Real Apt 1617		South San Francisco, CA 94080		dmart202@my.smccd.edu

		Martinez 		Dunhill Bergonio		G00950744		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		417 Broadway Street Apt 11		Millbrae, CA 94030		dmart230@my.smccd.edu

		Mateo		Karl James R. 		G00950362		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		525 N. El Camino Real #200		San Mateo, CA 94401		kmateo@my.smccd.edu

		Mazza		Quinn		G00947650		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		412 88th Street Apt 6		Daly City, CA 94015		quinnmazza@my.smccd.edu

		Melton Jr.		David 		G01034457		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		828 Big Bend Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		davidmelton@my.smccd.edu

		Min		Cho Cho		G00970698		C4		Medical Office Assistant		708 Clarinada Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		cmin6@my.smccd.edu

		Molina		Ernesto Eduardo		G01002898		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		1549 Kirkwood Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94134		emolin27@my.smccd.edu

		Molina 		Jacqueline 		G00910649		CB		Medical Office Receptionist 		821 Sunnybrae Blvd		San Mateo, CA 94402		jmolinae@my.smccd.edu

		Mu 		Rong		G01039316		CC		Entrepreneurship 		2000 Crystal Spring Road Unit 15-21		San Bruno, CA 94066		rongmu@my.smccd.edu

		Mulderick 		Jacob James		G00989609		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		1300 Lobitos Creek Cut Off		Half Moon Bay, CA 94019		jmulderi@my.smccd.edu

		Najdawi		Tarik Zaid		G00551136		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		67 41st Avenue Apt 8		San Mateo, CA 94403		tnajdawi@my.smccd.edu

		Neira Mestas 		Jimmy R.		G00980301		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		12 Verano Drive		South San Francisco, CA 94080		jneirame@my.smccd.edu

		Nguyen 		Thanh Hong		G01027684		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		67 Bridgeview Drive		San Francisco, CA 94124		thanhnguye1@my.smccd.edu

		Onoda		Kai 		G00991227		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		109 S. Lake Merced Hills #3A		San Francisco, CA 94132		konoda@my.smccd.edu

		Orellana		Obed Misael		G01013980		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		680 Abbot Street		Daly City, CA 94014		obedorellana@my.smccd.edu

		O'Rourke		Sarah Ashley		G01018316		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		1319 Oddstad Blvd		Pacifica, CA 94044		sarahorourke@my.smccd.edu

		Ortiz		David Jovan		G01003596		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		134 Harbor Drive		Daly City, CA 94014		dortiz26@my.smccd.edu

		Ouyang		Xin		G01022846		CB		Cosmetology		828 Oddstad Blvd		Pacifica, CA 94044		xinouyang@my.smccd.edu

		Palacios 		Kevin W. 		G00950241		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		3550 Carter Drive Apt 140		South San Francisco, CA 94080		kpalaci3@my.smccd.edu

		Pellegrini 		Brandon Russell		G00959771		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		527 Park Blvd		Millbrae, CA 94030		bpelleg1@my.smccd.edu

		Perez		Rene		G00964717		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		424 Bellevue Avenue		Daly City, CA 94014		rpere138@my.smccd.edu

		Perez  		Tristan A. 		G00639521		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		98 Wakefield Ave		Daly City, CA 94015		tperez23@my.smccd.edu

		Prieto Fregoso		Edgar Fernando		G01002631		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		610 Olive Avenue Apt 1		South San Francisco, CA 94080		eprieto9@my.smccd.edu

		Quach 		Kevin		G00911174		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		481 Lincoln Circle Apt 7		Millbrae, CA 94030		kevinquach@my.smccd.edu

		Quiambao		Dean		G00868428		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		839 Skyline Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		dquiamb1@my.smccd.edu

		Ramirez		Brenda Ines		G00934153		CB		Early Childhood Education		432 Milton Ave Apt 2		San Bruno, CA 94066		brendramirez@my.smccd.edu

		Ramirez		Brenda Ines		G00934153		CA		Early Childhood Special Education		432 Milton Ave Apt 2		San Bruno, CA 94066		brendramirez@my.smccd.edu

		Randhawa		Bhavkaran Singh		G01010241		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		1153 Stirling Drive		Rodeo, CA 94572		brandhaw@my.smccd.edu

		Randhawa		Harkirat Singh		G01038793		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		1153 Stirling Drive		Rodeo, CA 94572		harkiratrandhawa@my.smccd.edu

		Rankin 		Mark Lee		G00869411		C8		Automotive Engines Technology		1100 S. Mayfair Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		mrankin6@my.smccd.edu

		Richard Sr. 		Roy Lee		G00519887		CA		Auto Chassis Technology		P.O. Box 3513 		Oakland, CA 94609		rricha48@my.smccd.edu

		Rigsbee		Monica Lucille		G00935250		CB		Cosmetology		1025 Rainier Avenue		Pacifica, CA 94044		monicrigsbee@my.smccd.edu

		Rios 		Jesus		G00920714		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		288 Roosevelt Ave		Daly City, CA 94014		jesusrios@my.smccd.edu

		Rivera		Alexandra Noelle		G01003628		CB		Early Childhood Education		722 42nd Avenue 		San Francisco, CA 94121		ariver79@my.smccd.edu

		Rivera		Robert Manalo		G00759864		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		351 Morton Drive 		Daly City, CA 94015		robertrivera@my.smccd.edu

		Rivera 		Abraham Levi		G00961293		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		2859 22nd Street		San Francisco, CA 94110		ariver74@my.smccd.edu

		Rollolazo		Jessica Chanel		G01011218		CB		Cosmetology		266 Westridge Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		jessicarollolazo@my.smccd.edu

		Sakamoto		Cody Yasuhito		G00986477		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1820 Capistrano Way		Burlingame, CA 94010		csakamo4@my.smccd.edu

		Sanford		Jovauhn Kianh		G00990366		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1128 Oakdale Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94124		jsanfo15@my.smccd.edu

		Sangraw		Mathew John Arthur		G00607370		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		479 Northaven Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		mathesangraw@my.smccd.edu

		Semeit 		Mariya Rebecca		G00180744		CA		Early Childhood Education		P.O. Box 371089		Montara, CA 94037		msemeit2@my.smccd.edu

		Sepulvida		Ivanete Tamy		G00455061		CA		Business Administration 		316 N. El Camino Real Apt 112		San Mateo, CA 94401		isepulvi@my.smccd.edu

		Singh 		Rajnita Darshni		G00876404		CB		Cosmetology		1300 El Camino Real Apt 8		Millbrae, CA 94030		rsingh91@my.smccd.edu

		Siordia 		Everardo Daniel		G00936698		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		207 Aspen Avenue Apt 6		South San Francisco, CA 94080		everasiordia@my.smccd.edu

		Smith 		Dezir'e Alexis Angeles 		G01010585		CB		Cosmetology		807 87th Street 		Daly City, CA 94015		dsmit329@my.smccd.edu

		Somarriba		Sonathan Raul		G00951676		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		18 Paulding Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		jsomarri@my.smccd.edu

		Son 		Esther M.		G00641642		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		139 Blake Street		San Francisco, CA 94118		eson1@my.smccd.edu

		Sozzi 		Joseph Paul		G00961960		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		3080 Muirfield Circle		San Bruno, CA 94066		jsozzi@my.smccd.edu

		Stiltner Jr. 		John		G00960489		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1193 Herman Street		San Bruno, CA 94066		jstiltn1@my.smccd.edu

		Stoller 		John Elmer		G00638300		CB		Administration of Justice		339 Keith Avenue		Pacifica, CA 94044		jstolle2@my.smccd.edu

		Tam 		Christopher Louie		G00806547		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		88 Seacliff Avenue		Daly City, CA 94015		ctam30@my.smccd.edu

		Taylor 		Jeven		G01009381		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		405 Valencia Street Apt 102		San Francisco, CA 94103		jtayl162@my.smccd.edu

		Tonnochy		Devin Anthony		G00771392		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		388 Ferndale Avenue		South San Francisco, CA 94080		devintonnochy@my.smccd.edu

		Torres		Rodrigo Adan		G00881549		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		3928 Beresford Street		San Mateo, CA 94403		rtorre95@my.smccd.edu

		Tovar		Tania Isabel		G00840476		CB		Cosmetology		75 Evergreen Avenue		Daly City, CA 94014		taniatovar@my.smccd.edu

		Trujillo 		Juan H. 		G00961516		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		419 Rogell Court Apt 5		San Mateo, CA 94401		jtruji34@my.smccd.edu

		Tsakonakis 		Joanna		G00860168		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		930 Springfield Drive 		Millbrae, CA 94030		jtsakona@my.smccd.edu

		Tsang 		Sai Hung		G00884405		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		1851 B Stockton Street		San Francisco, CA 94133		stsang15@my.smccd.edu

		Vallero		Patrick Bituin		G00606611		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		131 North Fremont Street 		San Mateo, CA 94401		patrickvallero@my.smccd.edu

		Vazquez		Daniel V.		G00871314		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1880 Edinburg Street		San Mateo, CA 94403		dvazque9@my.smccd.edu

		Vidal 		David Abraham		G00875792		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		131 Irene Court Apt 7		Belmont, CA 94002		dvidal3@my.smccd.edu

		Villagracia 		Raxell		G01011539		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		8 Santa Barbara Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94112		raxellvillagraci@my.smccd.edu

		Vo		Anh D. 		G01028582		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		879 43rd Avenue		San Francisco, CA 94121		anhvo@my.smccd.edu

		Wang		Michelle Joy		G01023852		CB		Cosmetology		498 Lincoln Circle Apt 1		Millbrae, CA 94030		michellewang@my.smccd.edu

		Wang		Bo		G00898624		C8		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		396 Imperial Way Apt 202		Daly City, CA 94015		bwang20@my.smccd.edu

		Williams 		Sophia Marie		G00633750		CC		Central Services		P.O. Box 1069		Richmond, CA 94802		swill163@my.smccd.edu

		Wu		David 		G01008120		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		2739 Yorba Street		San Francisco, CA 94116		dwu43@my.smccd.edu

		Wu 		Yao Ning		G00923623		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		39 Liebig Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		yaoniwu@my.smccd.edu

		Xu 		Jiasheng		G00934874		C8		Automotive Chassis Technology		167 Concord Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		jiashxu@my.smccd.edu

		Yee		Karrine		G00865055		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		401 Harold Road		Brisbane, CA 94005		kyee36@my.smccd.edu

		Yeung 		Steven Matthew		G01044036		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		516 Del Mar Ave		Pacifica, CA 94044		stevenyeung@my.smccd.edu

		Young 		Camgi Van		G01012354		C8		Automotive Drive Train Technology		396 Castle Street		Daly City, CA 94014		camgiyoung@my.smccd.edu

		Yousef		Salpy Antranik		G00802179		CC		Basic Networking		770 Mills Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		syousef2@my.smccd.edu

		Yousef		Salpy Antranik		G00802179		CA		Network Engineering		770 Mills Avenue		San Bruno, CA 94066		syousef2@my.smccd.edu

		Yu 		Matthew		G00923637		C8		Automotive Engine Performance Technology 		120 Tingley Street		San Francisco, CA 94112		matthyu@my.smccd.edu

		Zapata		Jerrold Jigg		G00713588		C8		Emergency Medical Technology		3961 Elston Drive 		San Bruno, CA 94066		jzapata@my.smccd.edu

		Zhan		Ying		G01009054		CB		Early Childhood Education 		273 Broadway 		Millbrae, CA 94030		yzhan3@my.smccd.edu
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		Cai		Zuyi		G00898608		AS		Accounting		89 Miriam St		Daly City CA 94014		ZCAI3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Campos Trujillo		Alexander Adolfo		G00990903		AS		Accounting		13 Sereno Pl		Vallejo CA 94589		ACAMPOST@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Deng		Winnie Min Qing		G00896213		AS		Accounting		14 Parkrose Ave		Daly City CA 94015		WDENG2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Diaz		Ingrid Shalom		G00969780		AS		Accounting		2400 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		IDIAZ13@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Espinoza		Kelvin John		G00968382		AS		Accounting		161 Franciscan Dr		Daly City CA 94014		kespino9@my.smccd.edu

		Feldman		Margaret Dmitrievna		G00995462		AS		Accounting		103 Arcadia Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		MFELDM18@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum laude, Kappa Betta Delta

		Feniquito		Rupert Greg Ramos		G00735559		AS		Accounting		71 Olcese Ct		Daly City CA 94015		RFENIQU2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gacula		Juan S. 		G00436362		AS		Accounting		652 Foothill Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		JGACULA1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lu 		Chun Li		G00963591		AS		Accounting		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City CA 94015		CLU33@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Lu 		Ciou S.		G00963639		AS		Accounting		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City CA 94015		CLU34@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Martinez Arevalo		David Roberto		G00571567		AS		Accounting		118a Gardiner Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		DMART152@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Phi Theta Kappa

		Presto		Jason Bunuan		G00818343		AS		Accounting		84 Gambetta St.		Daly City CA 94014		JPRESTO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Quintos		Melissa Joy Cortez		G00884652		AS		Accounting		500 King Drive Apt. 816 		Daly City CA 94015		MCORTE43@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Santos		Franzine Erika Ramos		G00985812		AS		Accounting		26 Midway ct		Daly City CA 94014		FSANTO25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Townsend		Danielle Patricia		G00456001		AS		Accounting		6527 Green Castle Circle		Discovery Bay CA 94505		DANIETOWNSEN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Walsh		Vivien W.		G00756494		AS		Accounting		624 Naples St.		San Francisco CA 94112		VWONG67@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Abuyahya		Basil		G00963327		AS-T		Administration of Justice		267 Dennis Dr.		Daly City CA 94015		babuyahy@my.smccd.edu

		Anderson		Michael Christopher		G00890771		AS-T		Administration of Justice		63 Oviedo Court		Pacifica CA 94044		mande145@my.smccd.edu

		Cheung 		Randy		G00899871		AS-T		Administration of Justice		3743 Radburn Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		rcheun31@my.smccd.edu

		Douglas		Dessaline		G00109811		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1300 Golden Gate Ave. Apt 408		San Francisco CA 94115		ddougla5@my.smccd.edu

		Estrada		Raymond Villacruz		G00852163		AA		Administration of Justice		140 Marbly Avenue		Daly City CA 94015		RAYMOESTRADA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Flores		Alazan Jackson		G00951417		AA		Administration of Justice		1747 27th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		AFLOR133@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gamez		Kiraki		G00958207		AS-T		Administration of Justice		3055 Fleetwood Drive		San Bruno CA 94066		kgamez@my.smccd.edu

		Goltadera		Gabriel		G00967613		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1151 Miller Ave. 		South San Francisco CA 94080		ggotlade@my.smccd.edu

		Guillory		Raymond		G00948412		AA		Administration of Justice		99 Castillejo Dr		Daly City CA 94015		RAYMOGUILLOR@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Huayllapuma		Carlos E.		G00880639		AA		Administration of Justice		724 Circle Ct		South San Francisco CA 94080		CHUAYLLA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Kwan		Wesley		G00964779		AS-T		Administration of Justice		2311 43rd Ave.		San Francisco CA 94116		wkwan26@my.smccd.edu

		Lamadora		Keola		G00997937		AS-T		Administration of Justice		4133 Callan Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		klamador@my.smccd.edu

		Lescano		Alexander		G009955100		AA		Administration of Justice		427 Alvarado St		Brisbane CA 94005		ALESCANO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Linares		Amy		G00867567		AS-T		Administration of Justice		755 Saint Francis Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		alinare8@my.smccd.edu

		Liu		Eric		G00963088		AS-T		Administration of Justice		43 Waterville St		San Francisco CA 94124		eliu34@my.smccd.edu

		Lotti		Nicholas		G00958930		AS-T		Administration of Justice		970 Park Pacifica Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		nlotti@my.smccd.edu

		Luis 		Edgar		G00968292		AS-T		Administration of Justice		569 King Dr		Daly City CA 94015		eluis5@my.smccd.edu

		Magaña		Alexis Victoria 		G01001474		AS-T		Administration of Justice		704 4th Ave		Redwood City CA 94063		amagan16@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Maravilla 		Desiree Franco		G00991156		AS-T		Administration of Justice		190 Wembley Dr		Daly City CA 94015		dmaravil@my.smccd.edu

		Mathiesen		Richard Wayne		G00963089		AA		Administration of Justice		356 Heather Way		South San Francisco CA 94080		RMATHIES@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Meinguer		Arantxa		G00906678		AS-T		Administration of Justice		108 Longford Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		ameingu1@my.smccd.edu

		Mekonnen		Sheden Tesfai		G00990387		AS-T		Administration of Justice		769 Gates St. 		San Francisco CA 94110		smekonne@my.smccd.edu

		Mendoza-Perez		Yuli Yamali		G00940262		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1536 Oxford Street Apt#6		Redwood City CA 94061		yulimendoza@my.smccd.edu

		Munoz		Alejandro Alonso		G00958962		AS-T		Administration of Justice		458 Milton Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		amunoz39@my.smccd.edu

		Orque		Don Calaor		G00465169		AA		Administration of Justice		571 Verducci Drive		Daly City CA 94015		DORQUE@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rabinovich		George		G00758610		AA		Administration of Justice		122 Hilton lane #8		Pacifica CA 94044		GRABIN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Ramirez		Jessica		G00962961		AS-T		Administration of Justice		236 California Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		jrami200@my.smccd.edu

		Reyes		Randall R. 		G00887472		AA		Administration of Justice		272 Dennis Drive		Daly City CA 94015		RREYE124@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Robles		Joshua Caraang		G00834572		AA		Administration of Justice		451 Gateway Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		JROBLE25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rodriguez-Robledo		Jennifer		G00949364		AS-T		Administration of Justice		411 Commercial Ave Apt. B		South San Francisco CA 94080		jrodr300@my.smccd.edu

		Thickstun		Michael Anderson		G00959030		AS-T		Administration of Justice		652 Masson Ave Apt #2		San Bruno CA 94066		mthickst@my.smccd.edu

		Tiernan		Mollie		G00996446		AS-T		Administration of Justice		1375 Adobe Dr Apt #6		Pacifica CA 94044		mtiernan@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Vazquez		Maria Stephanie C.		G00720059		AS-T		Administration of Justice		210 Wicklow Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		svasqu34@my.smccd.edu

		Wang		Justin Andre		G00959435		AS-T		Administration of Justice		498 Lincoln Circle Apt#1		Millbrae CA 94030		jwang128@my.smccd.edu

		Asgedom		Elsa		G00537215		AS		Allied Health		P.O Box 422517		San Francisco CA 94142		EASGEDOM@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Asuncion		Jodrae Malmonibo		G00993076		AS		Allied Health		214 Brookdale Ave		San Francisco CA 94134		JASUNCI6@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Ayollo		Yan		G00867673		AS		Allied Health		28 Hampshire Ave		Daly City CA 94015		YAYOLLO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cabison		Frenzys Renaeva Tamayo		G00992996		AS		Allied Health		115 Lighthouse Ln		Daly City CA 94014		FCABISON@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Cabuloy		Cayela		G00990896		AS		Allied Health		480 90th St. Apt 103		Daly City CA 94015		CCABULO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Capacillo III		Marinano V.		G00550469		AS		Allied Health		401 Crescent Ct		San Francisco CA 94134		MCAPACI1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Carino		Ida Marie		G00954247		AS		Allied Health		1073 Skyline Dr		Daly City CA 94015		ICARINO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Carino		Rhoda May		G00850872		AS		Allied Health		200 Thiers Street		Daly City CA 94014		RCARINO8@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Chan		Patty Ka Quan		G00652382		AS		Allied Health		2666 36th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		PCHAN89@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chung		Kathleen		G00918102		AS		Allied Health		2222 27th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		KATHLCHUNG@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Phi Theta Kappa

		Collado		Tarralyn Rosario		G00884402		AS		Allied Health		1018 South Mayfair Ave.		Daly City CA 94015		TCOLLAD2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		D'Aguilar		Maria Concepcion Alfonso		G00850620		AS		Allied Health		1000 National Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		MDAGUILA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Estrada		Erick David		G00944590		AS		Allied Health		8 Knott Ct.		San Francisco CA 94112		ERICKESTRADA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Fetalino		Irish Aiye Sarmiento		G00999989		AS		Allied Health		1393 S. Mayfair Ave		Daly City CA 94015		IFETALIN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Flores 		Maritza I.		G00558358		AS		Allied Health		1800 Willow Way		San Bruno CA 94066		MFLORE89@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Galvez		Joseph Leonard Declaro		G00623847		AS		Allied Health		150 Ponderosa Rd Apt 14		South San Francisco CA 94080		JGALVEZ8@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Garcia		Lavilla Caryl Guzon		G01019578		AS		Allied Health		358 Velasco Ave.		San Francisco CA 94134		LAVILLACARGARCIA@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Garcia		Mariecon Abigael		G00967429		AS		Allied Health		455 Eastmoor Ave Apt 215		Daly City CA 94015		MGARC372@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Garcia 		Melissa Hermila		G00994475		AS		Allied Health		839 Standish Road		Pacifica CA 94044		MGARZA10@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Guevarra		Christine Concepcion		G00880006		AS		Allied Health		172 Wembley Dr		Daly City CA 94015		CGUEVA17@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Guintu		Allana Kelsey B.		G01028539		AS		Allied Health		431 87th St. Apt 8		Daly City CA 94015		ALLANAKELSGUINTU@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Hidalgo		Alejandra Carolina		G00984750		AS		Allied Health		503 Gellert Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		AHIDALG6@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Ignacio		Fatima Alon		G01015495		AS		Allied Health		2600 Donegal Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		FATIMAROSEIGNACIO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Khalifa		Deena		G00452161		AS		Allied Health		123 Anita Rd #14		Burlingame CA 94010		DKHALIFA@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Lai		Karen Mei Ling		G00947188		AS		Allied Health		1971 41st Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		MEILILAI@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Summa Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Legaspi		Patrick Lew Pensotes		G00934683		AS		Allied Health		646 Gellert Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		PATRILEGASPI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Leung		Chui King		G00652555		AS		Allied Health		100 Font Blvd		San Francisco CA 94132		CLEUNG63@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lim		Melissa Joy Mendoza 		G00889731		AS		Allied Health		62 Garibaldi St. #2		Daly City CA 94014		MLIM55@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lu 		Mei Ling		G01037829		AS		Allied Health		117 Miranda Drive		Daly City CA 94015		MEILINGLU@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Lum		Debbie		G00991146		AS		Allied Health		386 Eastmoor Ave		Daly City CA 94015		DLUM10@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Madriaga		Charlette Tandas		G00853254		AS		Allied Health		996 Ronald Court		Half Moon Bay CA 94019		CMADRIA1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Magar		Roma		G00988986		AS		Allied Health		3655 Colegrove St Apt #9		San Mateo CA 94403		RMAGAR@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Manalac		Kaela Chanel Ticzon		G00925271		AS		Allied Health		34770 Rumford Terrace		Union City CA 94587		KAELAMANALAC@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Manalastas		Marie Cris Layugan		G00845864		AS		Allied Health		408 Winchester St Unit 5		Daly City CA 94014		MMANALA6@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Orozco		Andrea Cristina		G00993626		AS		Allied Health		612 Lakeview Ave		San Francisco CA 94112		AOROZC28@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Pangilinan		Joseph Angeles		G01001538		AS		Allied Health		1393 So. Mayfair Ave		Daly Cty CA 94015		JPANGI15@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Phaothongsuk		Suteerasa		G00993445		AS		Allied Health		38 Orsi Circle 		San Francisco CA 94124		SPHAOTHO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Phyo		Su M.		G01002729		AS		Allied Health		372 Susie Way Apt 1		South San Francisco CA 94080		SPHYO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Policarpio		Renato Malonzo		G00634423		AS		Allied Health		1301 Southgate Ave		Daly City CA 94015		RPOLICA4@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rodriguez		Celia Vanessa		G00883607		AS		Allied Health		126 San Felipe Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		CRODR137@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rosales		Arielle Marie Escalderon		G00892118		AS		Allied Health		2728 Duhallow way		South San Francisco CA 94080		AROSAL28@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rubio 		Angela Mae		G00906909		AS		Allied Health		119 Huntington Drive 		Daly City CA 94015		ARUBIO9@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Super 		Megan Marie		G00847499		AS		Allied Health		1414 Terra Nova Blvd.		Pacifica CA 94044		MSUPER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Topalyan		Alex		G00943434		AS 		Allied Health		420 Berry St # 210		San Francisco CA 94158		alextopalya@my.smccd.edu

		Trainor		Courtney Paige		G00994470		AS		Allied Health		1132 De Solo Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		CTRAINO3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Villamil		Nolan Ryan		G00806455		AS		Allied Health		30 Colonial Way		San Framcisco CA 94112		NVILLAM3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Wu		Katie		G01005499		AS		Allied Health		526 21st Ave		San Francisco CA 94121		KWU48@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Xu		Zhen		G01014440		AS		Allied Health		3865 Carter Dr Apt. 301		South San Francisco CA 94080		ZHENXU@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Yu		Jenny		G01008126		AS		Allied Health		847 Jamestown Ave Apt. 202		San Francisco CA 94124		JYU110@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Zhang		Zhen Li		G00921693		AS		Allied Health		1116 Stockton Street Apt 6		San Francisco CA 94133		ZHENLZHANG@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Bautista-Hilario		Mizel Ellan		G00962153		AA		Art		1036 Skyline Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MBAUTI63@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Flores 		Ana Marilyn		G00904707		AA		Art		1800 Willow Way		San Bruno CA 94066		AFLOR130@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		McGowan		Kathryn Brooks 		G00049007		AA		Art		1132 Linda Mar Blvd		Pacifica CA 94044		KATHRMCGOWAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Nguyen		Van Phan Van		G00443819		AA		Art		156 Romney Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		TNGUY114@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Pope 		Shakari Shanay		G00832143		AA		Art		48 Cerro Dr		Daly City CA 94015		SPOPE5@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cai		Alan		G00852300		AS		Automotive Technician		1017 Schwerin Street		Daly City, CA 94014		ACAI3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Rivas		Jose Roberto		G00753790		AS		Automotive Technician		923 Ravenscourt Ave #3		San Jose CA 95128		JRIVAS25@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Lorenz		Timothy Ryan		G00764555		AS		Automotive Technology		257 Verano Dr		Daly City CA 94015		TLORENZ5@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Xu		Aris		G00805912		AS		Automotive Technology		584 4th Ave		San Francisco CA 94118		AXU8@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cerna		Liliana		G00992052		AS		Biotechnology		3767 Hoover St		Redwood City CA 94063		LCERNA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tirona		Doriss Alaine		G01009441		AS		Biotechnology		1017 Crocker Ave		Daly City CA 94014		DTIRONA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chang		Yantin Saxon		G00906690		AS-T		Business 		2307 Galway Drive		South San Francisco CA 94080		ychang46@my.smccd.edu

		Li		RuiXiang		G00972940		AS-T		Business 		648 Vienna St		San Francisco CA 94112		rli39@my.smccd.edu

		Shen		Zong Ming		G00930619		AS-T		Business 		199 Cypress Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		zongmshen@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Andrade		Saul		G00900780		AS-T		Business Administration		1404A Oxford St. #1		Redwood City CA 94061		sandrad7@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Aristakessian		Arakel		G00894658		AS-T		Business Administration		80 El Bonito Way		Millbrae CA 94030		aarista2@my.smccd.edu

		Asis		Zachery		G00985943		AS-T		Business Administration		2501 Catalpa Way		San Bruno CA 94066		zasis@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa, Kappa Beta Delta

		Banaag		Jason		G00905468		AS-T		Business Administration		380 Bay Ridge Dr		Daly City CA 94014		jbanaag2@my.smccd.edu

		Batoon		Alexander F.		G00880464		AS-T		Business Administration		162 Santa Paula Dr.		Daly City CA 94015		abatoon@my.smccd.edu

		Bernard		Austin		G00994760		AS-T		Business Administration		1284 Southgate Avenue		Daly City CA 94015		aberna34@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Brewer-McGowan		T'Keyah		G00887706		AS-T		Business Administration		691 School Street		Pittsburg CA 94565		tmcgowa4@my.smccd.edu

		Cai		Zuyi		G00898608		AS-T		Business Administration		89 Miriam St.		Daly City CA 94014		zcai3@my.smccd.edu

		Calmerin		Leslie Anne		G00282736		AS		Business Administration		202 Shoreline Drive		Pittsburg CA 94080		LBITANG3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Campos Trujillo		Alexander Adolfo		G00990903		AS-T		Business Administration		13 Sereno Pl.		Vallejo CA 94589		ACAMPOST@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Castillo 		Yolanda		G00846359		AS-T		Business Administration		101 Eastmoor Ave Apt 214		Daly City CA 94015		ymarti20@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Castro		Jeremy		G00891659		AS-T		Business Administration		899 Hillside Blvd Apt. 06		Daly City CA 94014		jcastr76@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Chan		Jonathan Hormen		G00875605		AS-T		Business Administration		1798 8th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		jchan254@my.smccd.edu

		Chan		Kwun		G00972487		AS-T		Business Administration		355 Park Plaza Dr. Apt 216		Daly City CA 94015		kchan192@my.smccd.edu

		Chapman		Joshua Montealegre		G00944042		AS-T		Business Administration		401 Richmond Dr Apt# 105		Millbrae CA 94030		joshuchapman@my.smccd.edu

		Choy		Bryson		G00989427		AS-T		Business Administration		1501 34th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		bchoy4@my.smccd.edu

		Cruz		Francisco		G00891359		AS-T		Business Administration		1116 Crespi Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		fcruz23@my.smccd.edu

		Currier		Dylan Orion		G00935777		AS-T		Business Administration		3880 Carter Dr. 		South San Francisco CA 94080		dylancurrier@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		De la Trinidad		Paula  		G00995580		AS-T		Business Administration		2322 Julie Lane 		South San Francisco CA 94080		pdelatri@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Ingrid Shalom		G00969780		AS		Business Administration		2400 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		IDIAZ13@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Diaz		Ingrid Shalom		G00969780		AS		Business Administration		2400 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		IDIAZ13@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Diaz		Brandon		G00962005		AS-T		Business Administration		549 San Bruno Ave. E		San Bruno CA 94066		bdiaz11@my.smccd.edu

		Feldman		Margaret Dmitrievna		G00995462		AS-T		Business Administration		103 Arcadia Dr		Pacifica CA 94044 		mfeldm18@my.smccd.edu		Cum laude, Kappa Betta Delta

		Feng		Jingyi		G01007321		AS-T		Business Administration		100 Amador Avenue		San Bruno CA 94066		jfeng12@my.smccd.edu		Cum laude, Kappa Betta Delta

		Fiel		Roan Mauricio 		G01004091		AS-T		Business Administration		916 Hickory Ave		Fairfield CA 94533		rfiel1@my.smccd.edu

		Fung		Shelley		G00928442		AS-T		Business Administration		95 Carr St		San Francisco CA 94124		shellfung@my.smccd.edu

		Gao		Kevin		G01010271		AS-T		Business Administration		1442 25th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		kgao2@my.smccd.edu

		Godinez		Ruth		G00807639		AS-T		Business Administration		7321 Shelter Creek lane		San Bruno CA 94066		rgodine6@my.smccd.edu

		Gomez-Alvarez		Antonio		G00984158		AS-T		Business Administration		231 Village Way		South San Francisco CA 94080		agomezal@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Khum		Sokha		G00834430		AS-T		Business Administration		346 Leavenworth St #201		San Francisco CA 94102		skhun@my.smccd.edu

		Larita		Jaylen		G01034131		AS-T		Business Administration		1016 Washington Street		Daly City CA 94015		jaylenlarita@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Lhamo		Tenzin		G00745055		AS-T		Business Administration		825 Stonegate Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		tlhamo1@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Li		Ziyue		G00952562		AS-T		Business Administration		664 Railroad Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		zli36@my.smccd.edu

		Lorenzo		Marinelle		G00674813		AS-T		Business Administration		849 West Orange Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		mlorenz9@my.smccd.edu

		Lu		Chun		G00963591		AS-T		Business Administration		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City CA 94015		clu33@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Lucas		Rowena Mesias		G00909395		AS-T		Business Administration		508 Lisbon St		San Francisco CA 94112		rlucas23@my.smccd.edu

		Mah		Ryan Christopher		G00906849		AS-T		Business Administration		520 Southhill Blvd		Daly City CA 94014		ryanmah@my.smccd.edu

		Mangubat		Christina Marie		G00897156		AS-T		Business Administration		369 Avalon Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		cmanguba@my.smccd.edu

		Martinez Arevalo		David Roberto		G00571567		AS-T		Business Administration		118A Gardiner Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		dmart152@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Moncada 		Christine S. 		G00611650		AS-T		Business Administration		271 Valley Street		Daly City CA 94014		CMONCADA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Naungayan		Ronica Angela De Vera		G00994826		AS-T		Business Administration		175 Marbly Ave		Daly City CA 94015		rnaungay@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa, Kappa Belta Delta 

		Navarro		Enrique		G00961996		AS-T		Business Administration		245 E Market St Apt. 228		Daly City CA 94014		enavar37@my.smccd.edu

		Ng		Pauline		G01017020		AS-T		Business Administration		3522 Maybelle Ave		Oakland CA 94619		paulineng@my.smccd.edu

		Nguyen		Darrell Duong		G00894643		AS-T		Business Administration		215 Grafton Ave		San Francisco, CA 94112		dnguy115@my.smccd.edu

		Nwaopara		Victor C. 		G00897620		AS-T		Business Administration		844 Ridge Ct		South San Francisco CA 94080		vnwaupar@my.smccd.edu

		Olson		Benjamin		G00986141		AS-T		Business Administration		50 Entrada Ct		San Francisco CA 94127		bolson16@my.smccd.edu

		Oo		Phone Myat		G00972488		AS-T		Business Administration		200 Campana Ave		Daly City CA 94015		poo1@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Ostolaza		Ismael		G00890238		AS-T		Business Administration		319 Sargent St.		San Francisco CA 94132		iostolaz@my.smccd.edu

		Pabalate		Samantha Rose Enriquez		G00992518		AS-T		Business Administration		1339A Chelsea Court Apt #4		Daly City CA 94014		spabalat@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Rosales		Rosalina		G00651501		AS-T		Business Administration		420 91st St. Apt 2		Daly City CA 94015		rrosal19@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa, Kappa Belta Delta 

		Sales		Peter Jay Garcia		G00942443		AS-T		Business Administration		524 A St		Daly City CA 94014		petersales@my.smccd.edu

		Sandoval 		Krystal Melissa		G00983206		AS-T		Business Administration		1 Vista Montana Apt 1211		San Jose, CA 93514		ksando11@my.smccd.edu

		Santos		Madelaine C. 		G01004995		AS-T		Business Administration		230 San Antonio Ave. Apt 3		San Bruno CA 94066		msant111@my.smccd.edu

		Shaposhnikova		Anna		G00995472		AS-T		Business Administration		2247 Clement St		San Francisco CA 94121		ashapos2@my.smccd.edu

		Sweeney		Renee Elizabeth		G00996266		AS-T		Business Administration		19 Pio Pico Way		Pacifica CA 94044		rsweene9@my.smccd.edu

		Tang 		Laura K.		G00897932		AS-T		Business Administration		738 Capitol Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94112		ltang40@my.smccd.edu

		Tiotuico		Anne Melody Lambino		G00952700		AS-T		Business Administration		215 Verano Dr		Daly City CA 94015		atiotuic@my.smccd.edu

		Torres		Carlos S.		G00926642		AS		Business Administration		701 Mills Ave #6		San Bruno CA 94066		CARLOTORRES@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Townsend		Danielle Patricia		G00456001		AS-T		Business Administration		6527 Green Castle Circle		Discovery Bay CA 94505		DANIETOWNSEN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Widjaja		Michanne Widdy		G01018266		AS-T		Business Administration		72 Castleton Ave.		Daly City CA 94015		michannewidjaja@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa, Kappa Beta Delta

		Win		Nan Kaythi		G01002642		AS-T		Business Administration		749 Beechwood Dr		Daly City CA 94015		nwin5@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Zira		Dilan		G00991576		AS-T		Business Administration		306 Alta Mesa Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		dzira@my.smccd.edu

		Zirion		Josselyn		G00856463		AS-T		Business Administration		3181 Mission St. Apt 135		San Francisco CA 94110		jzirions@my.smccd.edu

		Alonzo		Kelsey		G01014133		AS-T		Business Management		482 Arlington St.		San Francisco CA 94131		kelseyalonzo@my.smccd.edu

		Federico		Nicholas David		G00970620		AA-T		Communication		15 Woodrow Place		Pacifica CA 94044 		nfederic@my.smccd.edu

		Balasta		Daniel		G00901408		AA-T		Communication Studies		3830 Fairfax Way		South San Francisco CA 94080		dbalasta@my.smccd.edu

		Blakeslee		Jonathan Paul		G00912858		AA		Communication Studies		2911 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		JONATBLAKESL@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Borrego		Jacqueline		G01002516		AA-T		Communication Studies		42 Ocean Ave		San Francisco CA 94112		jborreg4@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa 

		Borrego		Melissa		G01002512		AA-T		Communication Studies		42 Ocean Ave		San Francisco CA 94112		mborreg6@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa 

		Castillo 		Cindy		G00971325		AA-T		Communication Studies		942 Antoinette Lane #2		South San Francisco CA 94080		ccasti72@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Chin		Jonathan Ch		G00919812		AA		Communication Studies		940 Randolph St		San Francisco CA 94132		JONATCHIN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Duarte		Christopher		G00923068		AA-T		Communication Studies		33 E Moltke St		Daly City CA 94014		chrisduarte@my.smccd.edu

		Evans		Makayla		G00901946		AA-T		Communication Studies		708 Thornhill Dr		Daly City CA 94015		mevans65@my.smccd.edu

		Guerrero		Idalia E.		G00957109		AA-T		Communication Studies		508 Scott St Apt 15		San Francisco CA 94117		iguerre7@my.smccd.edu

		Haguisan		Abigayle Moira		G00934064		AA-T		Communication Studies		900 Campus Dr		Daly City CA 94015		abigahaguisa@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Liva		Cassandra Sesilia		G00898654		AA-T		Communication Studies		10 Lighthouse Ln.		Daly City CA 94015		cliva@my.smccd.edu

		Marcaida		Vernon Santos 		G00716851		AA-T		Communication Studies		239 Alta Loma Ave		Daly City CA 94015		vmarcai2@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Mchugh		Sean Patrick		G01001845		AA-T		Communication Studies		972 Patricia Ave		San Mateo CA 94401		smchugh4@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		O'Brien		Coner Michael-Mitchell		G00900802		AA		Communication Studies		3942 Stein Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		COBRIE25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		O'Brien		Conor		G00900802		AA-T		Communication Studies		3942 Stein Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		cobrie25@my.smccd.edu

		Rickter		Carmen G. 		G00999346		AA-T		Communication Studies		928 Serena Drive 		Pacifica CA 94044		crickter@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Sanchez		Gabriel Ignacio		G00972664		AA-T		Communication Studies		900 Kains Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		gsanch59@my.smccd.edu

		Strupeni		Daniel Robert		G00959022		AA-T		Communication Studies		399 Forest View Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		dstrupen@my.smccd.edu

		Taniguchi		Nicole Ashley		G00992029		AA-T		Communication Studies		20 Morton Dr		Daly City CA 94015		ntaniguc@my.smccd.edu

		Urbano		Chelsea Claire		G00921602		AA-T		Communication Studies		20 Miltonia Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		chelsurbano@my.smccd.edu

		Keselman		Margaret		G01029183		AS		Cosmetology		1639 34th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		MARGARETKESELMAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tam		Rebecca Stephanie		G00385948		AS		Cosmetology		178 Rey St		San Francisco CA 94134		RTAM3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Aly		Gehan		G00884126		AS		Early Childhood Education		4141 Shelter Creek Lane		San Bruno CA 94066		GMOHAME1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Andaya		Vincent		G00958482		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		2421 Catalpa Way		San Bruno CA 94066		vandaya@my.smccd.edu

		Artuz		Jessica Resurrecion		G00919901		AS		Early Childhood Education		54 Carmel Ave		Daly City CA 94015		JESSIARTUZ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Artuz		Jessica		G00919901		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		54 Carmel Ave.		Daly City CA 94015		jessiartuz@my.smccd.edu

		Campos Monte		Vanessa		G00976120		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		308 West Orange Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		vcamposm@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Casado 		Kirsten Ashley		G00902841		AS		Early Childhood Education		311 Goodwin Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		KCASADO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Casperson		Monica-Marie Kamomilani		G00708361		AS		Early Childhood Education		241 Avalon Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MCASPER5@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chavez Palacios		Kalia Aurora		G00926350		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		835 Commercial Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		kaliachavez@my.smccd.edu

		Chen		Tracy Li-Chin		G00071891		AS		Early Childhood Education		2201 Davis Dr		Burlingame CA 94010		TRACYCHEN1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		De la Concepcion		Alexandra		G00892063		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		686 Sylvan St		Daly City CA 94014		adelacon@my.smccd.edu

		Gan		Jessica Isis Reyes		G00974083		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		437 Commercial Ave. Apt 1		South San Francisco CA 94080		jgan4@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Huynh		Annie		G00673791		AS		Early Childhood Education		1221 Wayne Way		San Mateo CA 94403		AHUYNH8@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Kang		Eunseon		G00997973		AS		Early Childhood Education		1575 El Camino Real		Millbrae CA 94030		EKANG8@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Kyaw		War W.		G00685499		AS		Early Childhood Education		306 Saint Francis Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		WARKYAW@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Moyle		Chelsea Elizabeth		G00894076		AS		Early Childhood Education		76 Montebello Dr		Daly City CA 94015		CMOYLE2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Phang		Alice		G00906905		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		291 Mariposa Ave		Daly City CA 94015		alicephang@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Prudencio		Jennyfer Karina 		G00928008		AS		Early Childhood Education		54 Palmdale Ave		Daly City CA 94015		JENNYPRUDENC@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rivera		Alexandra Noelle		G01003628		AS		Early Childhood Education		722 42nd Ave		San Francisco CA 94121		ARIVER79@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rocks		Colleen Maegan		G00851455		AS		Early Childhood Education		88 Franciscan Dr		Daly City CA 94014		COLLEROCKS@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rocks		Colleen Maegan		G00851455		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		88 Franciscan Drive		Daly City CA 94014		collerocks@my.smccd.edu

		Yokley-Miles		Angelina La'nea		G00853749		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		325 Vaqueros Ave Apt. C		Rodeo CA 94572		ayokleym@my.smccd.edu

		Marcic		Jaime Lynn		G00834102		AA		English		3801 Radburn Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		JMARCIC@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Ramos-Arce		Frania Lizbet		G00905598		AA		English		447 3rd Lane 		South San Francisco CA 94080		FARCERAM@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Nmier		Waaed Salti		G00997223		AS		Family and Consumer Sciences		3847 Annapolis ct		South San Francisco CA 94080		WNMIER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Quijano		Francisco D.		G00873039		AS		Family and Consumer Sciences		502 7th St. #83sk		San Francisco CA 94103		FQUIJANO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Laguardia		Rebecca Marta		G00920894		AS		Fashion Merchandising		832 Montezuma Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		REBECLAGUARD@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Quijano		Francisco D.		G00873039		AS		Fashion Merchandising		502 7th St. #83sk		San Francisco CA 94103		FQUIJANO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cansanay		Alexander		G00967426		AA-T		History		8 John Papan Ct		Daly City CA 94015		acansan1@my.smccd.edu

		Cheung		Michael		G00990184		AA-T		History		212 Alpha St. 		San Francisco CA 94134		mcheun38@my.smccd.edu

		Kilian-Miles		Royster		G00921054		AA-T		History		115 Elfin Court 		Brisbane CA 94005		roystkilianm@my.smccd.edu

		Mclaughlin		Nikki Lee		G00534766		AA-T		History		164 Stonecrest Drive 		San Francisco CA 94132		nikki.mclaughlin@gmail.com		Magna Cum Laude

		Zapardiel		Richardo		G01010434		AA-T		History		1866 Donner Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		rzapardi@my.smccd.edu

		Chopra		Verna Punla Castro		G00674730		AS		International Logistics		74 Belmar Ave		Daly City CA 94015		VERNACHOPRA@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Phi Theta Kappa

		Landucci IV		Dino Joesph		G00894264		AA		IS : Health / Physical Edu		1515 Arc Way # 101		Burlingame CA 94010		dlanduc3@my.smccd.edu

		Pastor		Anna Patricia SA.		G000980877		AA		IS: L&S		1709 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco CA 94080		apastor2@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Pastor		Anna Patricia SA.		G000980877		AA		IS: Org. Structures		1709 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco CA 94080		apastor2@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Pastor		Anna Patricia SA.		G000980877		AA		IS: Soc + Beh Sci		1709 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco CA 94080		apastor2@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Alfaro		Hazel Myriam		G00994635		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		P.O Box 2822		Daly City CA 94014		HALFARO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Bautista-Hilario		Mizel Ellan		G00962153		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		1036 Skyline Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MBAUTI63@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Blakeslee		Jonathan Paul		G00912858		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		2911 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		JONATBLAKESL@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Campos Trujillo		Alexander Adolfo		G00990903		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		13 Sereno Pl		Vallejo CA 94589		ACAMPOST@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Canjura		Maria De Los Angeles		G00488825		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		96 Park Manor Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MARIACANJURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Coreas		Arcadia A.		G00962787		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		449 Lux Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		ACOREAS1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Currier 		Dylan Orion		G00935777		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		3880 Carter Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		DYLANCURRIER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Diniz		Brayner F.		G00926033		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		1626 Quint Street 		San Francisco CA 94124		BRAYNDINIZ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Emanuel		Derek Patrick		G00967018		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		528 Johnson Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		DEMANUE1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Furlan		Marina		G00140779		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		1297 Rosita Rd.		Pacifica CA 94044		MARINFURLAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Geronimo		Louisse Frances Alati-it		G00997116		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		716 West Orange Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		LGERONI2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gheith		Jeanine		G00999180		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		515 King Drive Apt#3		Daly City CA 94015		JGHEITH@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Haguisan		Abigayle Moira		G00934064		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		900 Campus Dr Apt #217		Daly City CA 94015		ABIGAHAGUISA@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Jolly		Alicia Diane		G00671998		AS		IS-Arts & Humanities		2165 15th St.		San Francisco CA 94114		AJOLLY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Lujan		Alexander Patrick		G00847902		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		190 Verona Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		ALUJAN6@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mark		Michael L.		G00882997		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		304 Seaside Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		MMARK3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Medina		Norman Jose		G00889252		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		416 Miller Ave Apt 7		South San Francisco CA 94080		NMEDINA8@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Nguyen		Van Phan Van		G00443819		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		156 Romney Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		TNGUY114@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		O'Brien		Coner Michael-Mitchell		G00900802		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		3942 Stein Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		COBRIE25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Oo		Phone Myat		G00972488		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		200 Campana Ave		Daly City CA 94015		POO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Parker		Raymar Quaheem		G00919422		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		77 Paloma Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		RAYMAPARKER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Reyes		Kathleen Tatlonghari		G00871729		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		765 Almond Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		KREYES15@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Robles		Joshua Caraang		G00834572		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		451 Gateway Dr.		Pacifica CA 94044		JROBLE25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Schroedle		Christina Noel		G00942565		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		649 22nd Ave		San Francisco CA 94121		CHRISSCHROED@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Segura 		Roberto Carlos		G00924763		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		123 Toyon Avenue		South San Francisco CA 94080		ROBERSEGURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Sicchio		Cindy Ann		G00375458		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		551 Ortega Ave #14		Mountain View CA 94040		CSICCHIO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tariq		Kinza		G00995211		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		468 D Street		Colma CA 94014		KTARIQ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Thet		Myat Noe		G00964016		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		173 Del Prado Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MTHET2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Urrita		Joseph Bartholomew		G00993555		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		711 Arleen Way		Pacifica CA 94044		JURRUT10@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Wright		Kenneth Colt		G00647666		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		656 Ash Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		KWRIGH42@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Xu		Zhen		G01014440		AA		IS-Arts & Humanities		3865 Carter Dr Apt. 301		South San Francisco CA 94080		ZHENXU@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Cabral		Iliana Antoinette		G00899971		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		806 S Grant St		San Mateo CA 94402		ICABRAL@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Craig 		Matthew Reed		G01029923		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		457 San Diego Ave		Daly City CA 94014		MATTHEWCRAIG@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Darwin		Amy Denise		G00861333		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		520 Vista Mar Ave.		Pacifica CA 94044		ADARWIN2@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Espino 		Michael Joseph		G01024982		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		203 Clay Avenue		South San Francisco CA 94080		MICHAELESPINO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Hameed		Usman		G00992385		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		146 Tapia Dr		San Francisco CA 94132		UHAMEED@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Jimenez		Kavika		G01009462		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		1888 Geneva Ave Apt. 712		San Francisco CA 94134		TJIMEN17@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Moore 		Melissa Marie		G00924787		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		77 Paloma Ave Apt. 301		Pacifica CA 94044		MELISMOORE@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Scott		Shawn Keith		G00994761		AA		IS-Health/Physical Ed.		100 Ross Way		San Bruno CA 94066		SSCOTT75@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Ignacio		Fatima Alon		G01015495		AS		IS-Letter & Science		2600 Donegal Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		FATIMAROSEIGNACIO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Andrews		Brooke Elizabeth		G00868205		AA		IS-Letters & Science		331 Manor Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		BANDRE10@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Azman		Masturah		G00905930		AS		IS-Letters & Science		612 Miller Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		MAZMAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Blakeslee		Jonathan Paul		G00912858		AA		IS-Letters & Science		2911 Fleetwood Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		JONATBLAKESL@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Bloom		Clovis		G00997551		AA		IS-Letters & Science		261 Verano Dr		Daly City CA 94015		SKYAW4@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Bray		Deborah Marie		G00832673		AA		IS-Letters & Science		863 Rockaway Beach Ave.		Pacifica CA 94044		DBRAY9@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cabuloy		Cayela		G00990896		AS		IS-Letters & Science		480 90th St. Apt 103		Daly City CA 94015		CCABULO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Cai		Daisy		G01013891		AA		IS-Letters & Science		42 Florentine St		San Francisco CA 94112		DAISYCAI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Calangian		Jheaneca S.		G00962644		AA		IS-Letters & Science		2525 Bantry Ln		South Sna Francisco CA 94080		JCALANG2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Campos Trujillo		Alexander Adolfo		G00990903		AA		IS-Letters & Science		13 Sereno Pl		Vallejo CA 94589		ACAMPOST@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Castro		Darwin J.		G00926181		AA		IS-Letters & Science		117A Chester St		Daly City CA 94014		DARWICASTRO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Catu		Coleen R.		G00964613		AA		IS-Letters & Science		3850 Callan Blvd Apt 204		South San Francisco CA 94080		CCATU@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Chung		Aden T.		G00954506		AA		IS-Letters & Science		351 Head St		San Francisco CA 94132		LCHUNG26@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Crismani		Daniella Sierra		G01009894		AA		IS-Letters & Science		726 3rd Ave		San Francisco CA 94118		DCRISMA1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		De la Trinidad		Paula		G00995580		AA		IS-Letters & Science		411 87th Street Apt #3		Daly City CA 94015		PDELATRI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Diaz		Ingrid Shalom		G00969780		AA		IS-Letters & Science		2400 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		IDIAZ13@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Eugenio		Erysia Emiliana Alcantar		G00869730		AA		IS-Letters & Science		881 Glenview Drive		San Bruno CA 94066		EEUGENI4@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Feldman		Margaret Dmitrievna		G00995462		AS		IS-Letters & Science		103 Arcadia Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		MFELDM18@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum laude, Kappa Betta Delta

		Feniquito		Rupert Greg Ramos		G00735559		AS		IS-Letters & Science		71 Olcese Ct		Daly City CA 94015		RFENIQU2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Fernandez		Gladys Roldan 		G00463480		AA		IS-Letters & Science		444 Irvington St		Daly City CA 94014		GLADYFERNAND@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Garcia		Francis De Jesus		G00882303		AA		IS-Letters & Science		507 Inverness Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		FGARCI72@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gaytan		Marlon Humberto		G01002033		AA		IS-Letters & Science		397 Imperial Way Apt 206		Daly City CA 94015		MGAYTAN1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gonzalez Gomez		Fatima S. 		G00995342		AA		IS-Letters & Science		216 Sawyer st.		San Francisco CA 94134		FGONZA73@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Jolly		Alicia Diane		G00671998		AS		IS-Letters & Science		2165 15th St.		San Francisco CA 94114		AJOLLY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Kilan-Miles		Royster		G00921054		AA		IS-Letters & Science		115 Elfin Court		Brisbane CA 94005		ROYSTKILIANM@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Kong		Melissa Ellen		G00949912		AA		IS-Letters & Science		1117 Manzanita Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		MKONG13@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Kyu		Daphne Jo		G00927540		AA		IS-Letters & Science		191 Northridge Dr		Daly City CA 94015		DAPHNKYU@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Landucci IV		Dino Joesph		G00894264		AA		IS-Letters & Science		1515 Arc Way Apt 101		Burlingame CA 94010		DLANDUC3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Leano		Christian Scott		G01032199		AA		IS-Letters & Science		2416 Columbine Ct		Hayward CA 94545		CHRISTIANLEANO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lopez		Rachel Rose		G00960453		AA		IS-Letters & Science		2370 25th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		RLOPE205@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Lops		Gabriel Dereck		G00949793		AA		IS-Letters & Science		8045 Geary Blvd Apt 103		San Francisco CA 94121		GLOPS@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Lu 		Ciou S.		G00963639		AS		IS-Letters & Science		411 Skyline Drive		Daly City CA 94015		CLU34@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Madrona 		Kent Rigel Peter		G00896619		AA		IS-Letters & Science		404 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		KMADRONA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Manuel		Cathleen Rose		G00997583		AA		IS-Letters & Science		1818 21st Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		CMANUEL3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mark		Michael L.		G00882997		AA		IS-Letters & Science		304 Seaside Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		MMARK3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Marquez 		Hilda Fabiola		G00926507		AA		IS-Letters & Science		271 Price St. Apt2		Daly City CA 94014		HILDAMARQUEZ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Marsh		Monica Rose		G00960516		AA		IS-Letters & Science		140 Colusa Court		San Bruno CA 94066		MMARSH33@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Martinez Arevalo		David Roberto		G00571567		AA		IS-Letters & Science		118a Gardiner Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		DMART152@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Phi Theta Kappa

		Mazza		Serena Marie		G00858839		AA		IS-Letters & Science		306 Kings Rd		Brisbane CA 94005		SMAZZA3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Medina		Norman Jose		G00889252		AA		IS-Letters & Science		416 Miller Ave Apt 7		South San Francisco CA 94080		NMEDINA8@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Moncada		Christine S.		G00611650		AA		IS-Letters & Science		251 Valley St		Daly City CA 94014		CMONCADA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Montalbano		Monica		G00893135		AA		IS-Letters & Science		334 Alta Mesa Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		MMONTA21@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Num		Bryan Chi-Hin		G00898669		AA		IS-Letters & Science		1027 San Luis Cir Apt 705		Daly City CA 94014		BNUM@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		O'Brien		Coner Michael-Mitchell		G00900802		AA		IS-Letters & Science		3942 Stein Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		COBRIE25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Oo		Phone Myat		G00972488		AA		IS-Letters & Science		200 Campana Ave		Daly City CA 94015		POO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Phaothongsuk		Suteerasa		G00993445		AA		IS-Letters & Science		38 Orsi Circle 		San Francisco CA 94124		SPHAOTHO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Rickter		Carmen G.		G00999346		AA		IS-Letters & Science		928 Serena Dr.		Pacifica CA 94044		CRICKTER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Robles		Joshua Caraang		G00834572		AA		IS-Letters & Science		451 Gateway Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		JROBLE25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rodriguez		Celia Vanessa		G00883607		AA		IS-Letters & Science		126 San Felipe Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		CRODR137@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rodriguez 		Christian A.		G00961374		AA		IS-Letters & Science		305 Habitat Way		Daly City CA 94014		CRODR148@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Segura		Roberto Carlos		G00924763		AA		IS-Letters & Science		123 Toyon Avenue		South San Francisco CA 94080		ROBERSEGURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Shehan		Matthew		G00863095		AA		IS-Letters & Science		381 Avalon Drive		South San Francisco CA 94080		MSHEHAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tariq		Kinza		G00995211		AA		IS-Letters & Science		468 D Street		Colma CA 94014		KTARIQ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Ticzon		Nicole Sheila 		G00876895		AA		IS-Letters & Science		160 Plumas Ct		San Bruno CA 94066		NTICZON2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Torres		Carlos S.		G00926642		AA		IS-Letters & Science		701 Mills Ave #6		San Bruno CA 94066		CARLOTORRES@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Win		Nan Kaythi		G01002642		AA		IS-Letters & Science		749 Beechwood Dr		Daly City CA 94015		NWIN5@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Xu		Zhen		G01014440		AA		IS-Letters & Science		3865 Carter Dr Apt. 301		South San Francisco CA 94080		ZHENXU@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Zhang		Zhen Li		G00921693		AA		IS-Letters & Science		1116 Stockton Street Apt 6		San Francisco CA 94133		ZHENLZHANG@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Castillo		Cindy		G00971325		AA		IS-Letters & Science 		942 Antoinette Lane #2		South San Francisco CA 94080		CCASTI72@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Currier 		Dylan Orion		G00935777		AA		IS-Letters & Science 		3880 Carter Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		DYLANCURRIER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Jolly		Alicia Diane		G00671998		AS		IS-Org. Structures		2165 15th St.		San Francisco CA 94114		AJOLLY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Petrossian		Angela Julia		G00691409		AA		IS-Org. Structures		362 Gellert Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		APETROSS@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tan		Jackie		G00970550		AA		IS-Org. Structures		1184 Southgate Ave		Daly City CA 94015		JTAN57@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Artuz		Jessica Resurrecion		G00919901		AS		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		54 Carmel Ave		Daly City CA 94015		JESSIARTUZ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Azman		Masturah		G00905930		AS		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		612 Miller Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		MAZMAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cai		Daisy		G01013891		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		42 Florentine St		San Francisco CA 94112		DAISYCAI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Canjura		Maria De Los Angeles		G00488825		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		96 Park Manor Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MARIACANJURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chhin		Chantrae		G00975540		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		2737 Horsetail Drive		Stockton CA 95212		CCHHIN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chung		Aden T.		G00954506		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		351 Head St		San Francisco CA 94132		LCHUNG26@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Colby		Emily Michelle		G01004164		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		1308 Vista Grande		Millbrae CA 94030		ECOLBY1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum , Phi Theta Kappa

		Coreas		Arcadia A.		G00962787		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		449 Lux Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		ACOREAS1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Currier 		Dylan Orion		G00935777		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		3880 Carter Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		DYLANCURRIER@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Darwin		Amy Denise		G00861333		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		520 Vista Mar Ave.		Pacifica CA 94044		ADARWIN2@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Feniquito		Rupert Greg Ramos		G00735559		AS		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		71 Olcese Ct		Daly City CA 94015		RFENIQU2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Fernandez		Errol Cachola		G00906543		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		642 Hickey Blvd		Pacifica CA 94044		EFERNA47@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Hammond		Utopia Mae		G00591125		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		1318 5th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		UHAMMOND@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Hanaike		Brianne Elise		G00928527		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		1026 Oddstad Blvd		Pacifica CA 94044		BRIANHANAIKE@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Heath		Kelley Jean		G00905439		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		416 Alida Way #301		South San Francisco CA 94080		KHEATH5@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Jolly		Alicia Diane		G00671998		AS		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		2165 15th St.		San Francisco CA 94114		AJOLLY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Kemball		Bonnie		G01028441		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		9345 Trebbiano Circle		Elk Grove CA 95624		BONNIEKEMBALL@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Krishna		Anendra Kumar		G00215176		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		1101 National Ave.		San Bruno CA 94066		AKRISHNA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Liu		Eric		G00963088		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		43 Waterville St		San Francisco CA 94124		ELIU34@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Madrona 		Kent Rigel Peter		G00896619		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		404 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		KMADRONA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Martinez Arevalo		David Roberto		G00571567		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		118a Gardiner Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		DMART152@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Phi Theta Kappa

		Ortiz		Thomas Jay		G00903023		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		356 Heather Way		South San Francisco CA 94080		TORTIZ9@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Reyes		Kathleen Tatlonghari		G00871729		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		765 Almond Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		KREYES15@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Rodriguez		Christian A.		G00961374		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		305 Habitat Way		Daly City CA 94014		CRODR148@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Sanini		Rebecca Michelle		G00894503		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		520 Marine View Ave		Belmont CA 94002		RSANINI@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Santos		Franzine Erika Ramos		G00985812		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		26 Midway ct		Daly City CA 94014		FSANTO25@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Savarese		Agnieszka		G00654355		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		5007 Palmetto Ave Apt 45		Pacifica CA 94044		ASAVARES@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Sherlock		Ryan 		G00919545		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		1771 Claremont Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		RYANSHERLOC@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Takapu		Leitu Kulukulutea		G00981692		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		2566 Adams Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		LTAKAPU@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tam 		Rebecca Stephanie		G00385948		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		178 Rey St		San Francisco CA 94134		RTAM3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Tariq		Kinza		G00995211		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		468 D Street		Colma CA 94014		KTARIQ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Ticzon		Nicole Sheila 		G00876895		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		160 Plumas Ct		San Bruno CA 94066		NTICZON2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Torres		Carlos S.		G00926642		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		701 Mills Ave #6		San Bruno CA 94066		CARLOTORRES@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Truong		Jessica Lee		G00936069		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		3760 Myrna Lane		South San Francisco CA 94080		JESSITRUONG@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Urrita		Joseph Bartholomew		G00993555		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		711 Arleen Way		Pacifica CA 94044		JURRUT10@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Yonts		Peter Jeremy		G00903817		AA		IS-Social & Behavioral Science		696 Arguello Blvd		Pacifica CA 94044		PYONTS@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Cabuloy		Cayela		G00990896		AS		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		480 90th St. Apt 103		Daly City CA 94015		CCABULO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Campos  		Jose		G00959285		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		13 Capay Circle		South San Francisco CA 94080		JCAMPO70@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Carino		Ida Marie		G00954247		AS		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		1073 Skyline Dr		Daly City CA 94015		ICARINO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Dorsch		Christopher Ryan		G01024589		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		106 Esplanade Ave Apt. 143		Pacifica CA 94044		CHRISTOPHEDORSCH@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum laude

		Kong		Melissa Ellen		G00949912		AA		IS-Social & Natural Sciences		1117 Manzanita Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		MKONG13@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Childree		Gabriela Candelaria		G00887711		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Science		132 Precita Ave		San Francisco CA 94110		GCHILDRE@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Flores 		Arianne Dixie Coroza		G00913995		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		595 Clarinada Ave Apt. 9		Daly City  CA 94015		ARIANFLORES@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Iniguez		Jose Rafael		G00092831		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		432 Milton Ave Apt#5		San Bruno CA 94066		JINIGUE1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Jacobs		Brittney Nicole		G00918614		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		1148 De Solo Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		BRITTJACOBS@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Legaspi		Patrick Lew Pensotes		G00934683		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		646 Gellert Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		PATRILEGASPI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Leung		Robert Gin Ming		G00846334		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		26 Viola St.		San Francisco CA 94080		RLEUNG32@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lopez		Lizbeth Angelica		G00803224		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		50 Camelot Court		Daly City CA 94015		LLOPE114@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Luk		Matthew Hung		G00991146		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		40 Winding Way		San Francisco CA 94112		MLUK5@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mark		Michael L.		G00882997		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		304 Seaside Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		MMARK3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Medina		Norman Jose		G00889252		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		416 Miller Ave Apt 7		South San Francisco CA 94080		NMEDINA8@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Meza		Edmundo		G00275888		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		231 Seaside Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		EDMUNMEZA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Pape		Sarah Marie		G00672983		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		483 Lincoln Cir Apt 2		Millbrae CA 94030		SPAPE@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Kappa Betta Delta

		Parangan		Andrew C. 		G00986033		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		2844 Romora Bay Drive		Pittsburg CA 94565		APARANG3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Phaothongsuk		Suteerasa		G00993445		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		38 Orsi Circle 		San Francisco CA 94124		SPHAOTHO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Policarpio		Renato Malonzo		G00634423		AA		IS-Social/ Natural Sciences		1301 Southgate Ave		Daly City CA 94015		RPOLICA4@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Arámburo		Olgabriela		G00806841		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		880 Olive Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		OARAMBUR@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Asgedom		Elsa		G00537215		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		P.O Box 422517		San Francisco CA 94142		EASGEDOM@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cerna		Liliana		G00992052		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		3767 Hoover St		Redwood City CA 94063		LCERNA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chan		Patty Ka Quan		G00652382		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		2666 36th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		PCHAN89@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chung		Kathleen		G00918102		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		2222 27th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		KATHLCHUNG@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Phi Theta Kappa

		Fernandez		Pamela Chieko		G00965249		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		413 Piccadilly Pl Apt 10		San Bruno CA 94066		PFERNA28@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Fetalino		Irish Aiye Sarmiento		G00999989		AS		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		1393 S. Mayfair Ave		Daly City CA 94015		IFETALIN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Furlan		Alicia Stephanie		G00966687		AS		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		3815 Susan Drive Apt H9		San Bruno CA 94066		AFURLAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Gaytan		Marlon Humberto		G01002033		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		397 Imperial Way Apt 206		Daly City CA 94015		MGAYTAN1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Ignacio		Fatima Alon		G01015495		AS		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		2600 Donegal Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		FATIMAROSEIGNACIO@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Jolly		Alicia Diane		G00671998		AS		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		2165 15th St.		San Francisco CA 94114		AJOLLY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Kyu		Daphne Jo		G00927540		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		191 Northridge Dr		Daly City CA 94015		DAPHNKYU@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lara		Jazmine Christina 		G00985772		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		291 Morton Drive		Daly City, CA 94015		JLARA21@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Madrona 		Kent Rigel Peter		G00896619		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		404 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		KMADRONA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Pangilinan		Joseph Angeles		G01001538		AS		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		1393 So. Mayfair Ave		Daly Cty CA 94015		JPANGI15@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Renz		Jamie Kirsten		G00955104		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		130 Alta Loma Dr.		South San Francisco CA 94080		JRENZ1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Suph		Ghada Adel		G00911335		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		466 Richmond Drive Apt I		Millbrae CA 94030		GHADASUPH@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tashman		Fadi Fareed		G00875744		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		841 Olive Ave Apt 7		South San Francisco CA 94080		FTASHMAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Thet		Myat Noe		G00964016		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		173 Del Prado Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MTHET2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tran		Anita		G00805872		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		519 Avalon Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		ATRAN62@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Villamil		Nolan Ryan		G00806455		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		30 Colonial Way		San Francisco CA 94112		NVILLAM3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Xu		Zhen		G01014440		AA		IS-Social/Natural Sciences		3865 Carter Dr Apt. 301		South San Francisco CA 94080		ZHENXU@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Payne		Katelyn K.		G01002731		AA		Journalism		1546 67th Ave.		Oakland CA 94621		KPAYNE12@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Atalit		Krystina-Marie		G00876026		AA-T		Kinesiology 		401 Richmond Drive Apt. 214		Millbrae CA 94030		katalit@my.smccd.edu

		Calabio 		Aaron Castelo		G01002021		AA-T		Kinesiology 		1107 Mission Rd. Apt #311		South San Francisco CA 94080		acalabio@my.smccd.edu

		Castillo Ortiz 		Leslie		G00909423		AA-T		Kinesiology 		10 Bradford Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		lcasti60@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa 

		Chung		Kathleen		G00918102		AA-T		Kinesiology 		2222 27th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		kathlchung@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Crespo		Golda Mire		G00920763		AA-T		Kinesiology 		3966 Chatham Ct		South San Francisco CA 94080		goldacrespo@my.smccd.edu

		De la Cruz		John		G00998583		AA-T		Kinesiology 		636 Miller Avenue		South San Francisco CA 94080		jdelac51@my.smccd.edu

		Dilts		Aaron		G01013761		AA-T		Kinesiology 		25 Poncetta Dr		Daly City CA 94015		aarondilts@my.smccd.edu

		Flores		John Reivine Canilao		G01002625		AA-T		Kinesiology 		276 3rd Avenue		Daly City CA 94015		jflor162@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Ignacio		Fatima Rose		G01015495		AA-T		Kinesiology 		2600 Donegal Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		fatimaroseignacio@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Leung		Robert		G00846334		AA-T		Kinesiology 		26 Viola St		South San Francisco CA 94080		rleung32@my.smccd.edu

		Lopez		Shawn Aquino		G00906842		AA-T		Kinesiology 		93 Bepler St		Daly City CA 94014		slope127@my.smccd.edu

		Luo		Peter		G00990354		AA-T		Kinesiology 		624 MacArthur Dr		Daly City CA 94015		pluo3@my.smccd.edu

		Orduna		Karen-Natalie		G00905355		AA-T		Kinesiology 		533 Gellert Blvd 		Daly City, CA 94015		korduna@my.smccd.edu

		Pablo		John Mark		G00991235		AA-T		Kinesiology 		178 Bismark St		Daly City CA 94014		jpablo2@my.smccd.edu

		Parangan-Chu		Andrew C. 		G00986033		AA-T		Kinesiology 		2844 Romora Bay Drive		Pittsburg CA 94565		aparang3@my.smccd.edu

		Portillo		Andres Armando		G00898836		AA-T		Kinesiology 		243 Miriam St Apt 1		Daly City CA 94014		aporti23@my.smccd.edu

		Reddick		Ryan Vernon		G00853125		AA-T		Kinesiology 		3730 Elston Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		rreddic3@my.smccd.edu

		Roraldo		Nicksel Calalo		G00918716		AA-T		Kinesiology 		42 Calgary Street		San Francisco, CA 94134		nicksroraldo@my.smccd.edu

		Tran 		Victor		G00996993		AS-T		Kinesiology 		35 Rosa Parks Ln		San Francisco CA 94103		vtran52@my.smccd.edu

		Wong 		Michele Ashley		G00980639		AA-T		Kinesiology 		1656 10th Ave 		San Francisco, CA 94122		mwong331@my.smccd.edu

		Woo		Ryan Ken		G00919006		AA-T		Kinesiology 		169 Linda Vista Dr.		Daly City CA 94014		ryanwoo@my.smccd.edu

		Bravo Martinez		Vanessa		G00965098		AA		Mathematics		517 Eucalyptus Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		VBRAVOMA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Campos		Jose		G00959285		AS-T		Mathematics		13 Capay Circle		South San Francisco CA 94080		jcampo70@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Carrasquilla		Jessica		G01040363		AS-T		Mathematics		411 Elm Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		jessicacarrasquil@my.smccd.edu

		Fintamag		Patrick		G00920764		AS-T		Mathematics		82 Duval Drive		South San Francisco CA 94080		patrifintama@my.smccd.edu

		Huang		Guoqiang		G01017995		AS-T		Mathematics		1874 47th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		guoqianghuang@my.smccd.edu

		Jackson		Joseph William		G00973698		AA		Mathematics		2937 Dublin Drive		South San Francisco CA 94080		JJACKS87@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Lafond		Jeremy		G00941658		AS-T		Mathematics		415 Perry Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		jeremlafond@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude 

		Lim		Bryan		G00934082		AS-T		Mathematics		227 Verano Drive		Daly City CA 94015		bryanlim@my.smccd.edu

		Lops		Gabriel Dereck		G00949793		AA		Mathematics		8045 Geary Blvd Apt 103		San Francisco CA 94121		GLOPS@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Lops		Gabriel Dereck		G00949793		AS-T		Mathematics		8045 Geary Blvd Apt 103		San Francisco CA 94121		GLOPS@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Melikov		Zaur		G00987129		AS-T		Mathematics		332 Philip Dr Apt. 207		Daly City CA 94015		zmelikov@my.smccd.edu

		Meza		Edmundo		G00275888		AA		Mathematics		231 Seaside Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		EDMUNMEZA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Moe		Aung K.		G00924248		AS-T		Mathematics		344 Alta Mesa Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		aungmoe@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Moreno		Joren Emilio		G01014576		AS-T		Mathematics		773 Clarinada Ave		Daly City CA 94015		jorenmoreno@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Ng		Justin		G00906900		AS-T		Mathematics		221 Belhaven Ave		Daly City CA 94015		jng115@my.smccd.edu

		Num		Bryan Chi-Hin		G00898669		AS-T		Mathematics		1027 San Luis Cir. Unit #705		Daly City CA 94014		bnum@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Pyne		Robert Jacob		G01001620		AS-T		Mathematics		1455 Flores Dr.		Pacifica CA 94044		rpyne1@my.smccd.edu

		Shehan		Matthew		G00863095		AA		Mathematics		381 Avalon Drive		South San Francisco CA 94080		MSHEHAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Tang		Jiahui		G01007577		AS-T		Mathematics		366 Ralston St		San Francisco CA 94132		jtang69@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Warmer		Debra Ann		G00414229		AS		Medical Transcriber		7132 Shelter Creek Lane		San Bruno CA 94066		DWARNER6@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mark		Michael L.		G00882997		AA		Music		304 Seaside Drive		Pacifica CA 94044		MMARK3@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Medina		Norman Jose		G00889252		AA		Music		416 Miller Ave Apt 7		South San Francisco CA 94080		NMEDINA8@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Medina Garcia		Norman Jose		G00889252		AA-T		Music		416 Miller Avenue Apt#7		South San Francisco CA 94080		nmedina8@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Rosales		Alexander 		G00835144		AA		Music		656 Skyline Drive		Daly City CA 94015		AROSAL24@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Stickles IV		George Marshall		G00803082		AA		Music		125 Hillcrest Dr.		Daly City CA 94014		GSTICKLE@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Aquino		Christine Ann Q.		G00845622		AS		Natural Science		904 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		CAQUIN19@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Cerna		Liliana		G00992052		AS		Natural Science		3767 Hoover St		Redwood City CA 94063		LCERNA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Furlan		Alicia Stephanie		G00966687		AS		Natural Science		3815 Susan Drive Apt H9		San Bruno CA 94066		AFURLAN@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Gaytan		Marlon Humberto		G01002033		AS		Natural Science		397 Imperial Way Apt 206		Daly City CA 94015		MGAYTAN1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gomez		Carrisa Raquel		G01003779		AS		Natural Science		219 Del Prado Dr.		Daly City CA 94015		CGOMEZ91@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Jolly		Alicia Diane		G00671998		AS		Natural Science		2165 15th St.		San Francisco CA 94114		AJOLLY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Legaspi		Patrick Lew Pensotes		G00934683		AS		Natural Science		646 Gellert Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		PATRILEGASPI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Maharaj		Pranesh Chandra		G00455601		AS		Natural Science		2180 Fleetwood Drive		San Bruno CA 94066		PCMAHARAJ@YAHOO.COM

		Marquez 		Hilda Fabiola		G00926507		AS		Natural Science		271 Price St. Apt2		Daly City CA 94014		HILDAMARQUEZ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mendez		Olivia		G00444983		AS		Natural Science		21 Conrad Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		OMENDEZ3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Num		Bryan Chi-Hin		G00898669		AS		Natural Science		1027 San Luis Cir Apt 705		Daly City CA 94014		BNUM@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Portillo		Patricia Michelle		G00856051		AS		Natural Science		2518 38th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		PPORTIL4@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Sanchez		Priscilla Elizabeth		G00900957		AS		Natural Science		213 A St		South San Francisco CA 94080		PSANCH46@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Segura		Roberto Carlos		G00924763		AS		Natural Science		123 Toyon Avenue		South San Francisco CA 94080		ROBERSEGURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Sharma		Sachin		G00981664		AS		Natural Science		318 El Cortez Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		SSHARM46@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Alghaithi		Shaker Saleh		G00865957		AS		Network Engineering		P.O Box 815		Daly City CA 94017		SALGHAIT@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Coenders		Gerhardus Rudolfus		G00723037		AS		Network Engineering		824 Ridge Ct		South San Francisco CA 94080		GCOENDER@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Hall		Canon Cullen		G00817689		AS		Network Engineering		261 Emaron Drive		San Bruno CA 94066		CHALL54@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Yousef		Salpy Antranik		G00802179		AS		Network Engineering		770 Mills Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		SYOUSEF2@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Perdomo		Noemi Elizabeth		G00806492		AS		Office Assistant		8 Amhurst Court		Daly City CA 94015		NPERDOMO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Canas		Tatiana Concepcion		G00956102		AA		Paralegal/ Legal Assistant		230 Juniper Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		TCANAS1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		McNeill		Dina		G00834025		AA		Paralegal/ Legal Assistant		P.O Box 274		Redwood City CA 94064		DMCNEIL3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Canlas		Dolly Rey		G00983184		AS-T		Physics		1525 Sullivan Ave. Apt 3		Daly City CA 94015		dcanlas4@my.smccd.edu

		Capistrano		Jeremiah		G00992275		AS-T		Physics		15 San Felipe Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		jcapist6@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Num		Bryan Chi-Hin		G00898669		AS-T		Physics		1027 San Luis Cir. Unit #705		Daly City CA 94014		bnum@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Powers		Daniel Louis		G00628845		AS-T		Physics		2995 Trousdale Dr		Burlingame CA 94010		dpower10@my.smccd.edu

		Abudamous		Zeina		G00934513		AA-T		Psychology		705 Cedar Ave.		San Bruno CA 94066		zeineabudamo@my.smccd.edu

		Agcaoili		Jeremiah		G01005146		AA-T		Psychology		2961 Muirfield Circle		San Bruno CA 94066		jagcaoi6@my.smccd.edu

		Allen 		Stephanie Loletha		G00968424		AA-T		Psychology		1 Olive Court 		Redwood City, CA 94061		sallen53@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Avelar		Tracy		G00576656		AA-T		Psychology		2416 W. Tennyson Road Apt#223		Hayward CA 94545		tracyavelar@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Banawa		Keilani		G01018753		AA-T		Psychology		573 40th Ave #1		San Francisco CA 94121		keilanibanawa@my.smccd.edu

		Beltran 		Angel		G00985325		AA-T		Psychology		245 Sequoia Ave.		South San Francisco CA 94080		abeltr17@my.smccd.edu

		Blakeslee		Jonathan		G00912858		AA-T		Psychology		2911 Fleetwood Dr.		San Bruno CA 94066		jonatblakesl@my.smccd.edu

		Bloom		Clovis		G00997551		AA-T		Psychology		261 Verano Dr		Daly City CA 94015		skyaw4@my.smccd.edu

		Buzo-Marin		Ricardo		G00975821		AA-T		Psychology		358 El Dorado Dr		Daly City CA 94015		rbuzo@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Calara		Hephzibah		G00959409		AA-T		Psychology		38 Nelson Court		Daly City CA 94015		hco1@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa 

		Capitulo		Athena		G00990908		AA-T		Psychology		68 Driftwood Circle		Pacifica CA 94044		acapitu1@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude

		Cheung		Harrison		G00817337		AA-T		Psychology		449 Lakeshire Dr.		Daly City CA 94015		hcheun27@my.smccd.edu

		Chung		Aden T.		G00954506		AA-T		Psychology		351 Head St.		San Francisco CA 94132		lchung26@my.smccd.edu

		Duenas Zambrano		Jose		G00875715		AA-T		Psychology		17 Fairway Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		jduenasz@my.smccd.edu

		Fernandez		Errol		G00906543		AA-T		Psychology		642 Hickey Blvd		Pacifica CA 94044		eferna47@my.smccd.edu

		Franco		Rhenzie Anne		G00927123		AA-T		Psychology		35 Kent Ct, Apt 2		Daly City CA 94015		rhenzfranco@my.smccd.edu

		Garcia 		Alejandra V. 		G00961835		AA-T		Psychology		839 Baden Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		agarc310@my.smccd.edu

		Gheith		Jeanine		G00999180		AA-T		Psychology		515 King Drive Apt. #3		Daly City CA 94015		jgheith@my.smccd.edu

		Guan		Hui Yan		G01011945		AA-T		Psychology		358 8th Ave		San Francisco CA 94118		huiguan@my.smccd.edu

		Guo		Yanni		G00982237		AA-T		Psychology		31 Live Oak Dr		San Mateo CA 94403		yguo11@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Hanzlik		Lucas Martin		G00996785		AA-T		Psychology		330 Reichling Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		lhanzlik@my.smccd.edu

		Harrison		Andrew John		G00922868		AA-T		Psychology		118 Sylvan Dr.		San Francisco CA 94132		andreharriso@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude

		Hidalgo		Brenda Abigail		G01009405		AA-T		Psychology		467 Inverness Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		bhidalg5@my.smccd.edu		Cum Laude 

		Huang		George		G00972861		AA-T		Psychology		221 Olmstead St		San Francisco CA 94134		ghuang25@my.smccd.edu

		Jusay		Ana Margarita		G00978464		AA-T		Psychology		1063 Park Pacifica Ave.		Pacifica CA 94044		ajusay@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude 

		Kemball 		Bonnie		G01028441		AA-T		Psychology		9345 Trebbiano Circle		Elk Grove CA 95624		bonniekemball@my.smccd.edu

		Lacap		Marjorie Tayag		G00906083		AA-T		Psychology		1580 Southgate Ave Apt 210		Daly City CA 94015		mlacap4@my.smccd.edu

		Lindsey		Charlene		G00903560		AA-T		Psychology		22546 Main St. Apt 4		Hayward CA 94541		clindse5@my.smccd.edu

		Magalued		Francesca		G00759837		AA-T		Psychology		942 Antoinette Ln Apt 8		South San Francisco CA 94080		fmagalue@my.smccd.edu

		Magaspar		Jerlynn Gernale		G00931658		AA-T		Psychology		189 Hillside Blvd		Daly City CA 94014		jerlymangasp@my.smccd.edu

		McAdams		Jennifer		G00845194		AA-T		Psychology		30 Kent Ct. Apt 15		Daly City CA 94015		jmcadam1@my.smccd.edu

		Mora 		Tania H.		G00984269		AA-T		Psychology		370 F Street #223		Colma CA 94014		tmoragon@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		N-Dawng		Nu nu		G00966924		AA-T		Psychology		2455 Bantry lane		South City CA 94015		nndawng@my.smccd.edu

		Pascual 		Jessica Marie Villamar		G01001848		AA-T		Psychology		261 Bellevue Ave		Daly City CA 94014		jpascu28@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Pierotti		Kristin Michelle		G00997627		AA-T		Psychology		1289 Escalero Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		kpierott@my.smccd.edu

		Protich		Albina		G00998350		AA-T		Psychology		218 Moscow St		San Francisco CA 94112		aprotich@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa

		Ramirez		Yanira Edith		G00877641		AA-T		Psychology		401 Magnolia Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		yramir10@my.smccd.edu

		Rivera		Paula Patricia		G00937345		AA-T		Psychology		2675 21st Avenue		San Francisco CA 94116		paularivera@my.smccd.edu

		Rodriguez 		Maria 		G00992015		AA-T		Psychology		1511 Perez Drive		Pacifica, CA 94044		mrodr342@my.smccd.edu

		Rosales		Ryan Robert Ramos		G00902210		AA-T		Psychology		59 Calvert Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		rrosal28@my.smccd.edu

		Sabbaluca		Danrae John Caparas		G00911032		AA-T		Psychology		566 Clarinda Ave Apt 6		Daly City CA 94015		dsabbal1@my.smccd.edu

		Salubre		Kevin Joel Gabriel		G01014795		AA-T		Psychology		447 Gateway Dr Apt 116		Pacifica CA 94044		kevinjoelsalubre@my.smccd.edu

		Sataraka		Christina Inite M. 		G01018996		AA-T		Psychology		1071 Oakdale Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		christinasataraka@my.smccd.edu

		Silva		Aileen		G00837996		AA-T		Psychology		2608 Gellert Court		South San Francisco CA 94080		asilva55@my.smccd.edu

		Singh		Chandandeep		G01012822		AA-T		Psychology		P.O Box 170453		San Francisco CA 94132		chandandeesingh@my.smccd.edu		Phi Theta Kappa

		Tan		Faye Jilleen Vito		G00967660		AA-T		Psychology		5 Randall Ct		Daly City CA 94015		ftan10@my.smccd.edu		Magna Cum Laude 

		Tao		Maggie		G00988885		AA-T		Psychology		1958 Larkin St		San Francisco CA 94109		mtao5@my.smccd.edu

		Tariq		Kinza		G00995211		AA-T		Psychology		468 D St		Colma CA 94014		KTARIQ@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Ticzon		Nicole Sheila 		G00876895		AA-T		Psychology		160 Plumas Ct		San Bruno CA 94066		NTICZON2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Trinh		Ashley K.		G00951112		AA		Psychology		4713 Buckboard Way		Richmond, CA 94803		ATRINH9@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Valle-Carbajal		Vania		G00951692		AA-T		Psychology		320 Lake Merced Blvd Apt 2		Daly City CA 94015		vvalle1@my.smccd.edu

		Williams 		Clarissa D. 		G00754546		AA-T		Psychology		1277 Ingalls St		San Francisco CA 94124		cwill187@my.smccd.edu

		Williams 		Gregory Vincent		G00992654		AA-T		Psychology		325 Buckingham Way Apt.304		San Francisco CA 94132		gwilli94@my.smccd.edu

		Wilson		Savannah Annastasia-Frias		G00973336		AA-T		Psychology		640 Heather Ct		Pacifica CA 94044		swils108@my.smccd.edu

		Wong		Liam Trenton 		G01000113		AA-T		Psychology		2610 26th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		lwong208@my.smccd.edu

		Yan		Jonathan		G00959061		AA-T		Psychology		647 Felton St		San Francisco CA 94134		jyan17@my.smccd.edu

		Ancheta		Glizel		G00566474		AS		Respiratory Therapy		197 Goethe St		San Francisco CA 94112		GANCHET2@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Asilo		Aldrine		G00884945		AS		Respiratory Therapy		2926 Dublin Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		AASILO@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Atanacio		Beverly Badilla		G00627254		AS		Respiratory Therapy		605 Gellert Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		BATANACI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Bangalan Jr.		George Flores		G00889160		AS		Respiratory Therapy		189 Werner Ave		Daly City CA 94014		GBANGAL1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Barnoski		Ingrid A.		G00742652		AS		Respiratory Therapy		149 Cupid Row Apt 4		San Bruno CA 94066		IBARNOSK@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Capacillo III		Marinano V.		G00550469		AS		Respiratory Therapy		401 Crescent Ct		San Francisco CA 94134		MCAPACI1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Chin		Ricky Kan Wing 		G00623693		AS		Respiratory Therapy		1549 Leavenworth St		San Francisco CA 94109		RCHIN27@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Dao		Jeff Van		G00715086		AS		Respiratory Therapy		1454 30th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		JDAO1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Gilazgi		Nashih Bariagabir		G00921576		AS		Respiratory Therapy		990 Almaden Lake Dr Apt 304		San Jose CA 95123		NASHIGILAZGI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Guevara		Irene O.		G00623050		AS		Respiratory Therapy		P.O Box 280324		San Francisco CA 94128		IGUEVAR1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		He 		Angela Yu Wei		G00745585		AS		Respiratory Therapy		1227 Hampshire St Apt 5		San Francisco CA 94110		ANGELAODAY@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude

		Hernandez		Vanessa		G00707431		AS		Respiratory Therapy		542 Paris St		San Francisco CA 94112		VHERNA42@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Kaaid		Ammir		G00970499		AS		Respiratory Therapy		764 54th St.		Oakland CA 94609		AKAAID@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		LeMelle		Alyssa Ann		G00845048		AS		Respiratory Therapy		263 Holly Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		AWATERS8@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mañalac		Bernard Zapata		G00759828		AS		Respiratory Therapy		319 Deanne Ln		Daly City CA 94014		BMANALAC@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Nastor		Jessica Adrienne		G00912656		AS		Respiratory Therapy		611 17th Ave		San Francisco CA 94121		JESSINASTOR@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Saucedo		Jaclyn Christine		G00848473		AS		Respiratory Therapy		925 Larkspur Dr		Burlingame CA 94010		JSAUCED6@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Silva		Danica Camille A. 		G00745465		AS		Respiratory Therapy		362 Alida Way Apt. 13 		South San Francisco CA 94080		DSILVA39@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Torres		Rojelio Nick		G00985087		AS		Respiratory Therapy		1083 Gaviota Terrace		Sunnyvale CA 94085		RTORR103@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Viloria		Guenevere Angeli Mesina		G00853090		AS		Respiratory Therapy		304 Barbara Ln		Daly City CA 94015		GVILORI1@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Canjura		Maria De Los Angeles		G00488825		AA		Spanish		96 Park Manor Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MARIACANJURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Canjura		Maria De Los Angeles		G00488825		AA-T		Spanish		96 Park Manor Dr		Daly City CA 94015		MARIACANJURA@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Garcia 		Alejandra V.		G00961835		AA		Spanish		839 Baden Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		AGARC310@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Mena		Lucia Margarita		G00658499		AA-T		Spanish		220 Cotter Street		San Francisco CA 94112		lmena5@my.smccd.edu

		Sandoval		Melida Reyna		G009860102		AA		Spanish		202 Orange Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		MSANDO93@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Sami		Kelvin Jr.		G00831822		AA		Speech		1400 Dore Avenue		San Mateo CA 94401		KSAMI@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Bautista-Hernandez		Carmen Carolina		G00534411		AS		Surgical Technology		627 West Alameda St		Manteca CA 95336		CARMEBAUTIST@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Clark		Akiko		G00984171		AS		Surgical Technology		1023 Oddstad Blvd.		Pacifica CA 94044		ACLARK45@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Etienne		Aurore Nayanka		G00708481		AS		Surgical Technology		1239 Sierra Trail rd		Oakley CA 94561		AURORETIENNE@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Olmos		Angelica M.		G00811618		AS		Surgical Technology		135 Lexington Drive		Vallejo CA 94591		AOLMOS3@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Romero 		Elias David		G00953851		AS		Surgical Technology		502 Midway Ave		Daly City CA 94015		EROMER31@MY.SMCCD.EDU

		Sorto-Chavez		Jennifer Abigail		G00876056		AS		Surgical Technology		292 Frankfort St		Daly City CA 94014		JSORTOCH@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Magna Cum Laude

		Vazquez		David		G00806428		AS		Telecom. & Wireless Tech		777 Morrell Ave #111		Burlingame CA 94010		DVASQU23@MY.SMCCD.EDU		Cum Laude
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Spring 2016 Cetificates

		Spring 2016 Certificates Eligible Graduate List

		last_name		first_name		g_id		degree		major		address		city_state_zip

		Aaron		James Erwin A.		G00994942		Automotive Chassis Technology		87 Woodside Ave		Daly City CA 94015		jaaron3@my.smccd.edu

		Abuleil		Mustafa M.		G00882002		Automotive Engines Technology		1048 Continentals Way		Belmont CA 94002		mabulei1@my.smccd.edu

		Abuyaghi		Kevin Roger		G01009704		Automotive Chassis Technology		2965 Privet Dr		Hillsborough CA 94010		kabuyagh@my.smccd.edu

		Adriano		Joy Michelle Malonosan		G00753607		Esthetician		2674 Alemany Blvd		San Francisco CA 94112		jadrian3@my.smccd.edu

		Aloudi		Amal Ali		G00749923		Esthetician		3351 Geoffrey Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		aaloudi@my.smccd.edu

		Alvarez		Raquel Marie		G00960507		Cosmetology		677 4th Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		ralvar93@my.smccd.edu

		Anda		Gilbert H.		G00012936		Accounting Computer Specialist		1045 Cadillac Way Apt 105		Burlingame CA 94010		ganda1@my.smccd.edu

		Antiga		Kevin William		G00845321		Administration of Justice		662 1st Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		kartiga@my.smccd.edu

		Arlie		Michael Jeffrey		G01012634		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1834 Loyola Dr		Burlingame CA 94010		michaelarlie@my.smccd.edu

		Armanino		William Lawrence		G01035085		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		318 King Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		williamarmanino@my.smccd.edu

		Arnaud		Sandrine Madeline Charlotte		G00514597		Business: Office Management		3955 Reston Ct		South San Francisco CA 94080		sarnaud1@my.smccd.edu

		Avila Diaz		Briggitt C.		G01014286		Administrative Medical Assisting 		141 San Juan Ave Apt 3		San Bruno CA 94066		briggittavila@my.smccd.edu

		Ayag		 Lorna Breiz		G00020728		Paralegal		10 Longview Dr		Daly City CA 94015		layag@my.smccd.edu

		Bai 		Bing		G01036605		General Supervision		 2000 Crystal Springs Rd. Unit 15-21,		San Bruno CA 94066		bingbai@my.smccd.edu

		Banzon		Richie Lyn Francisco		G01008238		Surgical Technology		327 Shipley Ave		Daly City CA 94015		rbanzon1@my.smccd.edu

		Bautista-Hernandez		Carmen Carolina		G00534411		Surgical Technology		627 West Alameda St.		Manteca CA 95336		carmebautist@my.smccd.edu

		Beloy		Joshua Mattew		G01006413		Automotive Drive Train Technology		25573 Soto Rd		Hayward CA 94544		jbeloy@my.smccd.edu

		Benito		Francisco Javier		G01001453		Automotive Drive Train Technology		3050 Williams Avenue		Redwood City CA 94063		fbenitos@my.smccd.edu

		Benson		Artur Austin Michael		G00969141		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1620 visitacion ave		San Francisco CA 94134		abenso15@my.smccd.edu

		Bharti		Monika		G01032906		Esthetician		8 Elkwood Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		monikabharti@my.smccd.edu

		Blair		Joshua Wayne		G01003220		Surgical Technology		4607 Springlake Dr		San Leandro CA 94578		jblair18@my.smccd.edu

		Blandino		Dominic		G01016521		Automotive Engines Technology		31 Haven Dr.		Daly City CA 94014		dominicblandino@my.smccd.edu

		Caballero		Debbie Diane L.		G01024509		Esthetician		362 Paris St		San Francisco CA 94112		debbiediancaballero@my.smccd.edu

		Cabrera		Christine Nicole		G00951719		Cosmetology 		149 Newman street		San Francisco CA 94110		ccabre20@my.smccd.edu

		Calleja 		Nicole Steven		G00439786		Surgical Technology		1705 Van Buren St		San Mateo CA 94403		ncallej1@my.smccd.edu

		Campos Trujillo		Alexander Adolfo		G00990903		Business Administration 		13 Sereno Pl.		Vallejo CA 94589		acampost@my.smccd.edu

		Castro		Jeremy Anunciacion 		G00891659		Entrepreneurship		899 Hillside Blvd. Apt. 06		Daly City CA 94014		jcastr76@my.smccd.edu

		Castro		Aldo Jesus		G00908457		Automotive Chassis Technology		27747 Dickens ave		Hayward CA 94544		acastr74@my.smccd.edu

		Cathey		Samantha M.		G01010683		Massage Therapy		22240 Center St #115		Castro Valley CA 94546		scathey1@my.smccd.edu

		Chan		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		Office Assistant		38 Leo Circle		South San Francisco CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu

		Chan		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		Computer Information Specialist		38 Leo Circle		South San Francisco CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu

		Chan		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		Administrative Assistant		38 Leo Circle		South San Francisco CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu

		Chan		Megan Alexandra		G00871794		Multimedia Technology		38 Leo Circle		South San Francisco CA 94080		mchan165@my.smccd.edu

		Chavez		Jose Ignacio		G00884711		Automotive Drive Train Technology		333 Rollins Rd		Burlingame CA 94010		jchav115@my.smccd.edu

		Chavez Palacios		Kalia A.		G00926350		Early Childhood Education		835 Commercial Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		kaliachavez@my.smccd.edu

		Chen		Tracy Li-Chin		G00071891		Early Childhood Education		2201 Davis Dr		Burlingame CA 94010		tracychen1@my.smccd.edu

		Chen		Wendy Q.		G00641726		Massage Therapy		5871 Mission St # 7		San Francisco CA 94112		wendychen1@my.smccd.edu

		Chi		Hou Sec		G00696718		Automotive Drive Train Technology		3832 Ortega St		San Francisco CA 94122		hchi5@my.smccd.edu

		Chiu		Joel S		G01038613		Automotive Drive Train Technology		194 20th Avenue		San Francisco CA 94121		joelchiu@my.smccd.edu

		Chrisman		Jefferson Campbell		G01037541		Automotive Engines Technology		163 14th Ave		San Francisco CA 94118		jeffersonchrisman@my.smccd.edu

		Clark		Akiko		G00984171		Surgical Technology		1023 Oddstad Blvd.		Pacifica CA 94044		aclark45@my.smccd.edu

		Clark		Curt E.		G01007293		Multimedia Technology		22 Terra Vista Ave. Apt G19		San Francisco CA 94115		cclar102@my.smccd.edu

		Coe		Garrett 		G00876454		Automotive Chassis Technology		3790 Jefferson Ave		Redwood City CA 94062		gcoe2@my.smccd.edu

		Comandao		Kevin B		G00872108		Automotive Chassis Technology		131 East Vista Ave		Daly City CA 94014		kcomand1@my.smccd.edu

		Connolly 		Corbet Edward		G01000921		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		251 Turnstone Ct		Foster City CA 94404		cconno11@my.smccd.edu

		Contreras 		Jose Andres		G00989671		Automotive Drive Train Technology		91 Hillcrest Dr # 3		Daly City CA 94014		jcontr82@my.smccd.edu

		Coo 		Edwin A.		G01030791		Massage Therapy		2371 Valleywood Drive		San Bruno CA 94066		edwincoo@my.smccd.edu

		Courcoumelis		Aliki		G00894751		Automotive Chassis Technology		840 Hawthorne Way		Millbrae CA 94030		acourcou@my.smccd.edu

		Coutts		Virginia D.		G00086480		Early Childhood Education		1004 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		vcoutts@my.smccd.edu

		Cramer		Mark Thomas		G01041422		Massage Therapy		PO Box 1092		Davis CA 95617		markcramer@my.smccd.edu

		Cronin		Natasha Marie Barbo		G00986218		Automotive Engines Technology		23 Roemer Way		San Francisco CA 94112		ncronin4@my.smccd.edu

		Cruz 		Ana Elizabeth 		G00966073		Automotive Engines Technology		419 Rogell Ct Apt # 4		San Mateo CA 94401		acruz88@my.smccd.edu

		Danish		Shahida Kanwal		G01043576		Esthetician		721 Cedar St #3		Redwood City CA 94063		shahidadanish@my.smccd.edu

		Das		Praveen Chandra		G01017082		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		260 Sebastian Dr		Millbrae CA 94030		praveendas@my.smccd.edu

		Dasilva		Jaqueline F.		G00930033		Massage Therapy		744 Green Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		jaquedasilva@my.smccd.edu

		De la Concepcion		Alexandra Nicole Roosendaal		G00892063		Early Childhood Education		686 Sylvan St. Apt 1		Daly City CA 94014		adelacon@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Catherine Emily		G00961999		Massage Therapy		328 San Bruno Ave W		San Bruno CA 94066		cdiaz61@my.smccd.edu

		Diaz		Anthony Joseph		G00952450		Automotive Drive Train Technology		161 Country Club Dr #34		South San Francisco CA 94080		adiaz113@my.smccd.edu

		Dimalanta		Christian Jamison		G00973149		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1835 El Parque Ct. Apt A		San Mateo CA 94403		cdimala1@my.smccd.edu

		Doyle		Katherine Rose		G00821752		Esthetician		208 Baytree Rd		San Carlos CA 94070		kdoyle16@my.smccd.edu

		Dubey		Satya		G00451189		Surgical Technology		77 Tanforan Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		satyadubey@my.smccd.edu

		Eddy		Ashley Nicole		G00684904		Esthetician		9223 Rancho Hills Dr.		Gilroy CA 95020		ashleyeddy@my.smccd.edu

		Erazo-Hernandez		Daniel		G00807205		Accounting		167 Goethe St.		San Francisco CA 94112		derazohe@my.smccd.edu

		Espinoza		Nicole Cecelia		G00605245		Esthetician		988 Norton St		San Mateo CA 94401		nicoleespinoza@my.smccd.edu

		Eticnne		Aurore Nayanka		G00708481		Surgical Technology		1239 Sierra Trail Rd		Oakley CA 94561		auroretienne@my.smccd.edu

		Feldman		Margaret Dmitrievna		G00995462		Business Administration 		103 Arcadia Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		mfeldm18@my.smccd.edu

		Feldman		Margaret Dmitrievna		G00995462		Accounting		103 Arcadia Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		mfeldm18@my.smccd.edu

		Feng		Wei Lun		G00964208		Automotive Drive Train Technology		516 3rd Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		wfeng9@my.smccd.edu

		Feng		Zhaoxi		G00833090		Automotive Drive Train Technology		408 Caliente Dr		San Leandro CA 94578		zhaoxifeng@my.smccd.edu

		Fields 		Jay'von Kahlil		G00954181		Automotive Engines Technology		6918 Lacey Ave. Apt 5		Oakland CA 94605		jfield24@my.smccd.edu

		Fontenot		Omar Regile		G00931914		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		561 4th Ln		South San Francisco CA 94080		omarfonteno@my.smccd.edu

		Fryman		Michael		G00828155		Automotive Chassis Technology		3537 Jefferson Ave		Redwood City CA 94062		mfryman@my.smccd.edu

		Gan 		Jessica Isis Reyes		G00974083		Early Childhood Education		437 Commercial Ave Apt 1		South San Francisco CA 94080		jgan4@my.smccd.edu

		Gonsalez 		Manuel E.		G00887232		Solar Installation		217 Orange Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		mgonsal3@my.smccd.edu

		Gookin		Susan colleen		G00132612		Massage Therapy		404 42nd Ave		San Mateo CA 94403		susangookin@my.smccd.edu

		Gouthier		Zayne Adam		G01000090		Automotive Chassis Technology		128 Finger Ave		Redwood City CA 94062		zgauthie@my.smccd.edu

		Green 		Priscilla Ann Hughes		G00891760		Paralegal		425 Redwood Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		phughe16@my.smccd.edu

		Greenbaum		Jessica Lynn		G01001655		Massage Therapy		555 Munich St		San Francisco CA 94112		jgreenb7@my.smccd.edu

		Guevara 		Marvin F.		G00893382		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		300 Madrid St		San Francisco CA 94112		mgueva32@my.smccd.edu

		Guillory		Adrian M.		G00906713		Cosmetology		182 Avalon Dr		Daly City CA 94015		aguillo9@my.smccd.edu

		Guillory		Raymond Ronald		G00948412		Administration of Justice		99 Castillejo Dr		Daly City CA 94015		raymoguillor@my.smccd.edu

		Hagan 		Aaron Michael		G00994827		Automotive Engines Technology		1141 Morningside Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		ahagan4@my.smccd.edu

		Hanley 		Jennifer Mary		G00930648		Early Childhood Education		756 Larchmont Dr		Daly City CA 94015		jennihanley@my.smccd.edu

		Har		Cathy Wing Yan		G00962595		Esthetician		110 Woodland Ct		Milpitas CA 95035		char1@my.smccd.edu

		Hart		Sarah R.		G00170919		Cosmetology		1101 National Ave Apt 2410		San Bruno CA 94066		shart1@my.smccd.edu

		Herrera 		Angie		G00866802		Cosmetology		1155 Howard St Apt 2		San Francisco CA 94103		aherre48@my.smccd.edu

		Hilbert 		Louisa Kennon		G00460518		Esthetician		1305 Grove Ave		Burlingame CA 94010		louisahilbert@my.smccd.edu

		Htet		Hein		G01008022		Automotive Engines Technology		284 Saint Catherine Dr		Daly City CA 94015		hhtet2@my.smccd.edu

		Hu		Shan		G01003347		Accounting		3060 Dublin Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		shu16@my.smccd.edu

		Hudgens		Kelly Kathleen		G01030717		Paralegal Studies		290 Turk St		San Francisco CA 94102		kellyhall@my.smccd.edu

		Hunter		Antoine Dupree		G01007496		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		371 Imperial Way #215		Daly City CA 94015		ahunte24@my.smccd.edu

		Hussain		Sabira		G01051044		Early Childhood Education		120 Hickey Blvd		South San Francisco CA 94080		sabirahussain@my.smccd.edu

		Huynh		Michael Hai		G00987974		Automotive Chassis Technology		69 Bitting Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		mhuynh18@my.smccd.edu

		Iraheta		Eduardo 		G01015336		Automotive Drive Train Technology		2973 Folsom St Apt 4		San Francisco CA 94110		eduardoiraheta@my.smccd.edu

		James		Maya Sophia		G00897160		Surgical Technology		5701 El Dorado Ave		El Cerrito CA 94530		mjames29@my.smccd.edu

		Jimenez		Juan 		G00745762		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		253 Canyon Dr		Daly City CA 94014		juanjimenez@my.smccd.edu

		Jimenez		Cesar		G01014338		Automotive Chassis Technology		224 Juniper Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		cesarjimenez@my.smccd.edu

		Kang		Eunseon 		G00997973		Early Childhood Education		1575 El Camino Real #2		Millbrae CA 94030		ekang8@my.smccd.edu

		Kang 		Sonal		G01027999		Cosmetology		817 Webster St. # 411		Hayward CA 94544		sonalkang@my.smccd.edu

		Kennedy		Rochelle		G01036862		Esthetician		1400 Quesada Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		rochellekennedy@my.smccd.edu

		Keselman		Margaret		G01029183		Cosmetology		1639 34th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		margaretkeselman@my.smccd.edu

		Khan		Bashir		G00534273		Engine Performance		1750 8th Ave		San Francisco CA 94122		bashirkhan@my.smccd.edu

		Kim		Jun Yup		G00485060		Solar Engergy Technology		2710 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		junkim@my.smccd.edu

		Kim		Jun Yup		G00485060		Solar Installation		2710 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		junkim@my.smccd.edu

		Kim		Jun Yup		G00485060		Solar Techology and Business		2710 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		junkim@my.smccd.edu

		Kim		Jun Yup		G00485060		Solar Design, Estimation, Finance and Sale Skills		2710 Wexford Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		junkim@my.smccd.edu

		King-McEvoy		Claire		G00623037		Accounting Computer Specialist		3400 Craig Drive Apt#1524		McKinney TX 75070		cmcevoy2@my.smccd.edu

		Kollin		Joey		G01044173		Automotive Engines Technology		2370 Market St # 274		San Francisco CA 94114		joeykollin@my.smccd.edu

		Kotsorolos		Christian George		G01013158		Automotive Engines Technology		1319 Eaton Ave		San Carlos CA 94070		christiankotsovolos@my.smccd.edu

		Kuan		Jackie P.		G00891722		Esthetician		949 Mongomery Avenue		San Bruno CA 94066		jkuan2@my.smccd.edu

		Kuoch		Dany Kim		G01005080		Paralegal		639 London Street		San Francisco CA 94110		dkuoch@my.smccd.edu

		Kwong		Eugene Zhu		G01014984		Automotive Drive Train Technology		973 Key Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		kwongeugene@my.smccd.edu

		Lahiani		Fatma BenLMo-hamed		G01003535		Early Childhood Education		2850 Sneath Lane #22		San Bruno CA 94066		flahiani@my.smccd.edu

		Lau		Kyle		G00923885		Automotive Drive Train Technology		462 Hawthrone Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		kylelau@my.smccd.edu

		Lescano		Alexander		G00955100		Administration of Justice		427 Alvarado St		Brisbane CA 94005		alescano@my.smccd.edu

		Li		Jian Hui		G00853479		Automotive Drive Train Technology		702 Moraga dr		San Leandro CA 94578		jli116@my.smccd.edu

		Lim 		Olivia		G00446212		Early Childhood Education		17 Alpine Ave		Daly City CA 94015		olim1@my.smccd.edu

		Lowe		Sara C.		G00973485		Early Childhood Education		640 Sandy Hook Court		Foster City CA 94404		slowe21@my.smccd.edu

		Malayan		Ramuel H.		G01049331		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		129 A St		South San Francisco CA 94080		ramuelmalayan@my.smccd.edu

		Maltez		Ruth Alejandra		G01027681		Esthetician		69 Berta Circle		Daly City CA 94015		alejandramaltez@my.smccd.edu

		Mangondato		Justine		G00873467		Early Childhood Education		203 Clifden Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		jmangon1@my.smccd.edu

		Marinoff		Michael Erick		G00972293		Automotive Chassis Technology		27 Willits St		Daly City CA 94014		mmarinof@my.smccd.edu

		Marsh		Darlene Carol		G00043780		Medical Billing and Coding		300 Newman Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		dmarsh5@my.smccd.edu

		Mateo		Karl James R.		G00950362		Automotive Engines Technology		525 N El Camino Real #200		San Mateo CA 94401		kmateo@my.smccd.edu

		McDermott		Brenda		G00860370		Esthetician		467 Monterey Rd		Pacifica CA 94044		bking28@my.smccd.edu

		McKernan		Kiera Marie		G00805721		Esthetician		1400 El Camino Real Apt 2		Burlingame CA 94010		kmckern1@my.smccd.edu

		Meechukant		Nichapa		G01043563		Massage Therapy		3740 Fillmore St. Apt 101		San Francisco CA 94123		nichapameechukant@my.smccd.edu

		Mendoza		Rose Ferrer		G00928481		Massage Therapy		24 Ridgefield Ave		Daly City CA 94015		rosemendoza@my.smccd.edu

		Menezes		Dinalva		G00636438		Cosmetology		626 Miller Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		dmeneze1@my.smccd.edu

		Miller		Rachel Diane		G00879268		Early Childhood Education		647 Claridge Dr. 		Pacifica CA 94044		rmill155@my.smccd.edu

		Min		Ji		G01037878		PC Configuration and Repair		162 Avalon Dr		Daly City CA 94015		jimin@my.smccd.edu

		Mishra		Ruchi 		G01024529		Esthetician		1081 Beach Park Blvd Apt# 205		Foster City CA 94404		ruchimishra@my.smccd.edu

		Moore		Denis Ray		G00279270		Early Childhood Education		PO Box 5176		South San Francisco CA 94083		dmoore51@my.smccd.edu

		Morales		Liliana Rosie		G00971703		Surgical Technology		60 Shakespeare St		Daly City CA 94014		lmoral37@my.smccd.edu

		Moreno		Monica Alejandra		G01012166		Early Childhood Education		317 Camaritas Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		monicamoreno@my.smccd.edu

		Mu		Rong		G01039316		General Supervision		2000 Crystal Springs Road, Unit 15-21		San Bruno CA 94066		rongmu@my.smccd.edu

		Munayer		Juliana Shafiq		G00828409		Cosmetology		491 Richmond Dr Apt 6		Millbrae CA 94030		jmunaye1@my.smccd.edu

		Najdawi		Tarik Z		G00551136		Automotive Chassis Technology		67 41st Ave Apt 8		San Mateo CA 94403		tnajdawi@my.smccd.edu

		Nauslar		Zakary Elijah		G00963141		Automotive Drive Train Technology		P.O. Box 1135		Half Moon Bay CA 94019		znauslar@my.smccd.edu

		Nguyen		Thanh Hong		G01027684		Automotive Chassis Technology		67 Bridgeview Dr		San Francisco CA 94124		thanhnguye1@my.smccd.edu

		Ochoa		Diego		G00872885		Automotive Drive Train Technology		228 Carmel Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		dochoa13@my.smccd.edu

		Ochoa Alvarado		Alejandro		G00977661		Automotive Drive Train Technology		619 Baden Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		aochoaal@my.smccd.edu

		Ohk		Bora		G01009631		Cosmetology		663 Bellevue Ave		Daly City CA 94014		bohk@my.smccd.edu

		O'Leary		Erin Noel		G00685525		Esthetician		293 Oakcrest Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		eoleary2@my.smccd.edu

		Olmos		Angelica		G00811618		Surgical Technology		135 Lexington Drive		Vallejo CA 94591		aolmos3@my.smccd.edu

		Om		Vichara		G01010333		Cosmetology		1036 Polk Street		San Francisco CA 94109		vom@my.smccd.edu

		Omar		Oday Abdullah		G00975740		Solar Engergy Technology: Solar Installation		636 El Camino Real #1417		South San Francisco CA 94080		oomar@my.smccd.edu

		Orellana		Obed Misael		G01013980		Automotive Drive Train Technology		132 sickles ave		San Francisco CA 94112		obedorellana@my.smccd.edu

		Orozco		Mayling G.		G00660858		Surgical Technology		37 Lorton Ave Apt 8		Burlingame CA 94010		morozc21@my.smccd.edu

		Pacheco		Jacie Rene		G00693419		Cosmetology		1544 Meadow Lane		Burlingame CA 94010		jaciepacheco@my.smccd.edu

		Pagalunan		Chizy Joy		G00946175		Cosmetology		44 Miriam St		Daly City CA 94014		cpagalun@my.smccd.edu

		Pellegrini		Brandon Russell		G00959771		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		527 Park Blvd		Millbrae CA 94030		bpelleg1@my.smccd.edu

		Penaloza		Miguel		G01016399		Automotive Chassis Technology		1131 Main Street Apt 154		Half Moon Bay CA 94019		miguelpenaloza@my.smccd.edu

		Perez		Rene		G00964717		Automotive Drive Train Technology		424 Bellevue Ave		Daly City CA 94014		rpere138@my.smccd.edu

		Phu		Hannah		G00873366		Accounting		186 Avalon Dr		Daly City CA 94015		hphu1@my.smccd.edu

		Presto		Jason Bunuan		G00818343		Business Administration 		84 Gambetta St		Daly City CA 94014		jpresto@my.smccd.edu

		Price		Samuel Stephen		G00579179		Surgical Technology		84 Springfield Dr		San Francisco CA 94132		sprice28@my.smccd.edu

		Prieto Fregoso		Edgar Fernandp		G01002631		Automotive Chassis Technology		610 Olive Ave Apt #1		South San Francisco CA 94080		eprieto9@my.smccd.edu

		Prudencio		Jennyfer Karina		G00928008		Early Childhood Education		54 Palmdale Ave		Daly City CA 94015		jennyprudenc@my.smccd.edu

		Quilala		Ryan S.		G01035067		Automotive Engines Technology		710 25th Ave Apt 1		San Francisco CA 94121		ryanquilala@my.smccd.edu

		Ramirez		Itzel Nayeli		G01014429		Cosmetology		225 Northwood Dr		South San Francisco CA 94080		itzelramirez@my.smccd.edu

		Randhawa		Bhavkaran Singh		G01010241		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1153 Stirling Dr		Rodeo CA 94572		brandhaw@my.smccd.edu

		Randhawa		Harkirat Singh		G01038793		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1153 Stirling Dr		Rodeo CA 94572		harkiratrandhawa@my.smccd.edu

		Rankin		Mark		G00869411		Automotive Chassis Technology		62 Belhaven Ave		Daly City CA 94015		mrankin6@my.smccd.edu

		Reyes		Jimmy 		G01032564		Automotive Engines Technology		254 Ralston St		San Francisco CA 94132		jimmyreyes@my.smccd.edu

		Rezendez		Nichelle Marie		G00455048		Office Assistant		408 Richmond Dr. Apt 2		Millbrae CA 94030		nrezende@my.smccd.edu

		Riley		Mary Katherine		G00481542		Esthetician		845 Ahwahnee Dr		Millbrae CA 94030		mriley20@my.smccd.edu

		Rios		Jesus Alberto		G00920714		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		288 Roosevelt Ave		Daly City CA 94014		jesusrios@my.smccd.edu

		Ripko		Eliane		G00904259		Massage Therapy		131 Brighton Rd #4		Pacifica CA 94044		eripka@my.smccd.edu

		Rivera		Robert Benjamin Manalo		G00759864		Automotive Chassis Technology		351 Morton Dr		Daly City CA 94015		robertrivera@my.smccd.edu

		Rocks 		Colleen Maegan		G00851455		Early Childhood Education		88 Franciscan Drive		Daly City CA 94014		collerocks@my.smccd.edu

		Romero		Elias David		G00953851		Surgical Technology		502 Midway Ave		Daly City CA 94015		eromer31@my.smccd.edu

		Sabater		Hershel P.		G00846462		Surgical Technology		5486 Tradewinds Walkway Apt 1		San Jose CA 95123		hershelsabater@my.smccd.edu

		Saechao		Cindy		G01021405		Massage Therapy		2022 31st Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		cindysaechao@my.smccd.edu

		Sanders 		Kayla Anne		G01014007		Cosmetology		P.O. Box 894		Pacifica CA 94044		kaylasanders@my.smccd.edu

		Sanford		Jovauhn Kianh		G00990366		Automotive Engines Technology		1128 Oakdale Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		jsanfo15@my.smccd.edu

		Scheerer		Yvonne Denise		G00486108		PC Configuration and Repair		265 Hillcrest Blvd.		Millbrae CA 94030		yvonnescheerer@my.smccd.edu

		Semeit		Mariya Rebecca		G00180744		Early Childhood Education		P.O. Box 371089		Montara CA 94037		msemeit2@my.smccd.edu

		Seo-Park		Yea Kyung		G01024541		Early Childhood Education		1038 Chula Vista Ave Apt 3		Burlingame CA 94010		yeakyungseopark@my.smccd.edu

		Serrano		Mark Irvin		G00987549		Automotive Engines Technology		748 Huron Ave		San Francisco CA 94112		mserra36@my.smccd.edu

		Smith		Jennifer Lynn		G00684485		Esthetician		26 Cape Breton Ct		Pacifica CA 94044		jennism2@my.smccd.edu

		Son 		Esther		G00641642		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		139 Blake St		San Francisco CA 94118		eson1@my.smccd.edu

		Sorto-Chavez		Jennifer Abigail		G00876056		Surgical Technology		292 Frankfort St		Daly City CA 94014		jsortoch@my.smccd.edu

		Sozzi		Joseph Paul		G00961960		Automotive Engines Technology		3080 Muirfield Circle		San Bruno CA 94066		jsozzi@my.smccd.edu

		Stouffer		Carol		G00079246		Surgical Technology		9 Courtney Lane		Danville CA 94506		carolstouffer@my.smccd.edu

		Su		Lori		G00548414		Esthetician		41 Lydia Ave		San Francisco CA 94124		lorisu@my.smccd.edu

		Tam		Amanda R.		G01044218		Massage Therapy		315 Palomar Ct		San Bruno CA 94066		amandatam@my.smccd.edu

		Taufer		Jennifer Jill		G00446674		Esthetician		768 Linda Mar Blvd		Pacifica CA 94044		jennifertaufer@my.smccd.edu

		Taylor		Jeven		G01009381		Automotive Engines Technology		405 Valencia St 		San Francisco CA 94103		jtayl162@my.smccd.edu

		Teames		Maegan Leign		G00990755		Cosmetology		771 Del Monte Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		mteames2@my.smccd.edu

		Than 		Meme Cho		G00953666		Medical Administrative Assisting		50 Seashore Drive		Daly City CA 94014		mthan2@my.smccd.edu

		Tomita-Zegajeski		Lauren Nichole		G01042118		Esthetician		6342 Paseo Santa Maria 		Pleasanton CA 94566		laurentomitazaga@my.smccd.edu

		Tonnochy		Devin Anthony		G00771392		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		1618 Sullivan Ave 		Daly City CA 94015		devintonnochy@my.smccd.edu

		Tran 		Raymond 		G01004482		Surgical Technology		4008 Mclaughlin Ave		San Jose CA 95121		rtran19@my.smccd.edu

		Trejo 		Blanca Estela		G01007227		Esthetician		325 Georgia Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		btrejo1@my.smccd.edu

		Trujillo		Juan Hilario		G00961516		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		419 Rogell Ct # 5		San Mateo CA 94403		jtruji34@my.smccd.edu

		Tsang		Sai Hung		G00884405		Automotive Engines Technology		1851 B Stockton St		San Francisco CA 94133		stsang15@my.smccd.edu

		Tualaulelei		Arvin Ailao		G00961494		Administration of Justice		264 88th St		Daly City CA 94015		atualau1@my.smccd.edu

		Turner		Whitney Rae		G00629684		Medical Coding		105 43rd Ave		San Mateo CA 94403		wturne11@my.smccd.edu

		Turner		Whitney Rae		G00629684		Medical Insurance Billing		105 43rd Ave		San Mateo CA 94403		wturne11@my.smccd.edu

		Valencia		Juanita Esperauza		G00995439		Esthetician		727 Beechwood Dr		Daly City CA 94015		jvalen98@my.smccd.edu

		Vargas		Jose		G01006660		Accounting		413 B St		Colma CA 94014		jvarga71@my.smccd.edu

		Vargas 		Jose Arturo		G01037615		Automotive Chassis Technology		616 Miller Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		josevargasagui@my.smccd.edu

		Vazquez		Daniel V.		G00871314		Automotive Engines Technology		1880 Edinburgh St.		San Mateo CA 94403		dvazque9@my.smccd.edu

		Venturini		Herica Maroues		G00841180		Early Childhood Education		327 California Ave Apt 4		South San Francisco CA 94080		hventuri@my.smccd.edu

		Vigil		Karla Cristina		G00959969		Cosmetology		544 Valencia St		San Francisco CA 94110		kvigil2@my.smccd.edu

		Villagracia		Raxell Bach		G01011539		Automotive Electricity/Electronics		8 Santa Barbara Ave.		San Francisco CA 94112		raxellvillagraci@my.smccd.edu

		Villarino		Michael J.		G00807532		Surgical Technology		180 Alexander Ave		Daly City CA 94014		mvill102@my.smccd.edu

		Villongco		David		G00408637		Network Engineering		825 Crescent Ave		San Mateo CA 94401		davidvillong@my.smccd.edu

		Wevill II		Richard William		G01044968		Automotive Engines Technology		457 Norfolk Dr.		Pacifica CA 94044		richardwevill@my.smccd.edu

		Win		Phyu New		G01008147		Early Childhood Education		164 School St		Daly City  CA 94014		pwin1@my.smccd.edu

		Wong		Sabrina Renee		G00972089		Massage Therapy		1781 Monterey Dr		San Bruno CA 94066		swong358@my.smccd.edu

		Xie		Jason		G01039407		Automotive Drive Train Technology		500 Alexis Circle		Daly City CA 94014		jasonxie@my.smccd.edu

		Xu		Jia Sheng		G00934874		Automotive Engines Technology		167 Concord St		San Francisco CA 94112		jiashxu@my.smccd.edu

		Young		Camgi		G01012354		Automotive Chassis Technology		396 Castle St		Daly City CA 94014		camgiyoung@my.smccd.edu

		Yousef		Salpy Antranik		G00802179		Wiring and Installation		770 Mills Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		syousef2@my.smccd.edu

		Zeledon		Roberto Josue		G00931719		Automotive Chassis Technology		271 Woodrow St		Daly City CA 94014		roberzeledon@my.smccd.edu
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		Bandola 		Connie Corazon		G00024618		AS		Accounting 		860 Campus Drive Apt 109		Daly City CA 94015		cbandola@my.smccd.edu

		Ferreira		Adriana Michele		G00918789		AS-T		Administration of Justice		2495 San Bruno Ave apt A		San Francisco CA 94134		adriaferreir@my.smccd.edu

		Guillory		Raymond Ronald 		G00948412		AS-T		Administration of Justice		99 Castillejo Dr		Daly City CA 94015		raymoguillor@my.smccd.edu

		Kwan		Wesley Sean		G00964779		AA		Administration of Justice		2311 43rd Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		wkwan26@my.smccd.edu

		Lopez		Rafael Sandoval		G00956188		AS-T		Administration of Justice		101 Pecks Ln		South San Francisco CA 94080		rlope204@my.smccd.edu

		Chan		Kelvin J.		G00899301		AS		Allied Health		2666 36th Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		kchan178@my.smccd.edu

		Chen		Beverly		G00942823		AS		Allied Health		1906 32nd Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		beverchen@my.smccd.edu

		Cox		Lauren Monica		G00648456		AS		Allied Health		1123 Sanchez Way		Redwood City CA 94061		lodonne3@my.smccd.edu

		Loi		Wendy		G0854407		AS 		Allied Health		2174 41st Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		wloi@my.smccd.edu

		Nguyen		Tuyen H.		G00982259		AS		Allied Health		1764 S. Norfolk Street		San Mateo CA 94403		ttuyen@my.smccd.edu

		Patel		Shreta		G00651471		AS		Allied Health		707 12th Ave 		San Francisco CA 94118		spatel42@my.smccd.edu

		Sicat		Verald		G00906236		AS		Allied Health		71 Baldwin Ave 		Daly City CA 94015		jsicat@my.smccd.edu

		Tran		Quang Dang		G01003507		AS		Allied Health		173 San Marco Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		qtran19@my.smccd.edu

		Chavez		Jessica Elizabeth		G00964237		AA		Art		835 Hemlock Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		jchav129@my.smccd.edu

		Alvarado		Nidia Maribel		G00852134		AS-T		Business Administration		24 El Campo Drive		South San Francisco CA 94080		nalvara9@my.smccd.edu

		Foxgrover		Zachary Joseph		G00995284		AS-T		Business Administration		1057 Everglades Dr		Pacifica CA 94044		zfoxgrov@my.smccd.edu

		Hilado		Jeffrey Corrales		G00907605		AS-T		Business Administration		2106 Hailstone Way		Antioch CA 94509		jhilado@my.smccd.edu

		Liang		Jiayi (Karrie)		G00982866		AS-T		Business Administration		791 7th Ave Apt 1B		San Francicso CA 94118		jliang64@my.smccd.edu

		Pastor		Anna Patricia S.A.		G00980877		AS-T		Business Administration		1709 Hillside Blvd		South San Francisco CA 94080		apastor2@my.smccd.edu

		Wainiqolo		Lusiana Qolikoro		G00930526		AS-T		Business Administration		3375 Montgomery Drive		Santa Rosa CA 95405		lusiawainiqo@my.smccd.edu

		Mogannam		Shannon Emile 		G00955401		AA-T		Communication Studies		1970 22nd Ave 		San Francisco CA 94116		smogann8@my.smccd.edu

		Morrell		Monique Antoinette		G00842776		AA		Communication Studies		395 Susie Way Apt 2		South San Francisco CA 94080		mmorrel2@my.smccd.edu

		Rosales		Ryan Robert		G00902210		AA		Communication Studies		59 Calvert Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		rrosal28@my.smccd.edu

		Yip 		Tina		G00869857		AA-T		Communication Studies		679 35th Ave		San Francisco CA 94121		tyip7@my.smccd.edu

		Butterfield		Megan Lin		G00892677		AS		Early Childhood Education		858 Bower Road		Pacifica CA 94044		mbutter7@my.smccd.edu

		Martinez		Amy Darlene		G01014489		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		4215 Callan Blvd		Daly City CA 94015		amymartinez@my.smccd.edu

		Yanez		Magali		G00993253		AS-T		Early Childhood Education		14 Felton Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		myanez7@my.smccd.edu

		Alano 		Yves M.		G00803679		AA		IS:Arts & Humanities		498 Westlake Ave Apt A		Daly City CA 94014		yalano@my.smccd.edu

		Bueso		Erica Lizeth		G00875774		AA		IS:Arts & Humanities		357 Santa Barbara Ave		Daly City CA 94014		ebueso@my.smccd.edu

		Canizales		Kelsey Rose		G00986560		AA		IS:Arts & Humanities		701 Grand Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		kcaniza1@my.smccd.edu

		Molina Ochoa		Andy Adhemar		G00891562		AA		IS:Arts & Humanities		670 Natoma Street		San Francisco CA 94103		aochoa27@my.smccd.edu

		Zucchiatti		Robert		G01020177		AA		IS:Health & Physical Education		208 Helen Drive		Millbrae CA 94030		robertozucchiatti@my.smccd.edu

		Chavez Palacios		Kalia Aurora		G00926350		AA		IS:Letters & Science		835 Commercial Ave		South San Francisco CA 94080		kaliachavez@my.smccd.edu

		Flores		Arianne Dixie Coroza		G00913995		AA		IS:Letters & Science		595 Clarinada Ave Apt 9		Daly City CA 94015		arianflores@my.smccd.edu

		Kwan		Wesley Sean		G00964779		AA		IS:Letters & Science		2311 43rd Ave		San Francisco CA 94116		wkwan26@my.smccd.edu

		Maccay		Pauline Louise		G00896844		AA		IS:Letters & Science		1001 San Bruno Ave West		San Bruno CA 94066		pmaccay@my.smccd.edu

		Moore		Melissa Marie		G00924787		AA		IS:Letters & Science		77 Paloma Ave Apt 301		Pacifica CA 94044		melismoore@my.smccd.edu

		Sataraka 		Christina Inite		G01018996		AA		IS:Letters & Science		1071 Oakdale Ave 		San Francisco CA 94124		christinasataraka@my.smccd.edu

		Sicat		Verald		G00906236		AA		IS:Letters & Science		71 Baldwin Ave 		Daly City CA 94015		jsicat@my.smccd.edu

		Astudillo		Margarita MarÍa 		G00943676		AA		IS:Social & Behavioral Science 		2850 Sneath Lane Apt 19		San Bruno CA 94066		margaastudil@my.smccd.edu 

		Castellanos		Nichol		G01005179		AA		IS:Social & Behavioral Science 		216 Lassen Drive 		San  Bruno CA 94066		ncastel9@my.smccd.edu

		Flores		Arianne Dixie Coroza		G00913995		AA		IS:Social & Behavioral Science 		595 Clarinada Ave Apt 9		Daly City CA 94015		arianflores@my.smccd.edu

		Matthews		Caleb N. Maliq		G00947665		AA		IS:Social & Behavioral Science 		1974 Quesada Ave 		San Francisco CA 94124		calebmatthews@my.smccd.edu

		Sataraka 		Christina Inite		G01018996		AA		IS:Social & Behavioral Science 		1071 Oakdale Ave 		San Francisco CA 94124		christinasataraka@my.smccd.edu

		Chow 		Jason		G00990395		AA		IS:Social & Natural Sciences		151 Rey Street		San Francisco CA 94134		jchow72@my.smccd.edu

		Hines		Maryann Rangel		G00324711		AA		IS:Social & Natural Sciences		2860 Cottonwood Drive		San Bruno CA 94066		mrangelh@my.smccd.edu

		Maccay		Pauline Louise		G00896844		AA		IS:Social & Natural Sciences		1001 San Bruno Ave West		San Bruno CA 94066		pmaccay@my.smccd.edu

		Molina Ochoa		Andy Adhemar		G00891562		AA		IS:Social & Natural Sciences		670 Natoma Street		San Francisco CA 94103		aochoa27@my.smccd.edu

		Wu 		Jason 		G00952107		AA-T		Kinesiology		59 Somerset Street		San Francisco CA 94134		jwu141@my.smccd.edu

		Eid		Neveen 		G00874841		AS-T		Mathematics		118 Dunman Way		South San Francisco CA 94080		neid@my.smccd.edu

		Thwe		Kyaw Su		G00957180		AS-T		Mathematics		81 Portola Ave		Daly City CA 94015		kthwe@my.smccd.edu

		Cabrera		Ashley Verzosa		G01003202		AS		Natural Science		295 Waterford Street		Pacifica CA 94044		acabre21@my.smccd.edu

		Maccay		Pauline Louise		G00896844		AS		Natural Science		1001 San Bruno Ave West		San Bruno CA 94066		pmaccay@my.smccd.edu

		Azman		Masturah		G00905930		AA-T		Psychology		612 Miller Ave		Pacifica CA 94044		mazman@my.smccd.edu

		Hurtado 		Patricia		G00672667		AA-T		Psychology		1146 Cherry Ave Apt 43		South San Francisco CA 94080		phurtad4@my.smccd.edu

		McAdams		Jennifer Kristine 		G00845194		AA-T		Psychology		30 Kent Ct. Apt 15		Daly City CA 94015		jmcadam1@my.smccd.edu

		Morales		John Michael Razonable		G00851440		AA-T		Psychology		508 Midway Ave 		Daly City CA 94015		johnmorales@my.smccd.edu

		Nunez Ortiz		Gisselle Diana 		G00945004		AA-T		Psychology		564 1st Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		gissenunez@my.smccd.edu

		Zermeño		Alexa Marlina 		G00877867		AA-T		Psychology		701 Green Ave		San Bruno CA 94066		azermen4@my.smccd.edu

		Ancheta 		Glizel M.		G00566474		AS		Respiratory Therapy		197 Goethe Street		San Francsco CA 94112		ganchet2@my.smccd.edu
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	Program Title: Kinesiology
	Date Submitted: April 15, 2016
	Key Findings: Culture of Assessment:In evaluating assessments completed to date, all courses in Kinesiology have an assessment plan (100%) and results (100%). Assessments and results are done on each course taught during the fall and spring semesters and submitted to the Dean when grades are due.Culture of Success: SLO outcomes and performance outcomes closely track each other when assessed. PRIE data indicates a retention rate of 88% for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 85% college wide rate which equates to a 3% differential. PRIE data indicates a 81% success rate for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 70% college wide rate which equates to a 11% differential. This data seems to indicate that students stay in and succeed in Kinesiology classes at a greater rate than other courses at Skyline. We believe this is the case because of student engagement and the participatory nature of the curriculum.Curricular Changes: Changes in state wide regulation related to repeatability necessitated the leveling of 27 courses. These changes have reduced course enrollments and FTES generation by roughly 15% and load by about 8% in comparison to five years ago.
	1 Planning Group Participants include PT FT faculty staff students stakeholders: Tony Brunicardi, Kevin Corsiglia, Instructor, Mike Fitzgerald, Instructor, Jan Fosberg, Instructor, Sandra Hatzistratis, Joe Morello, Dino Nomicos, Justin Piergrossi and Amber Steele
	2 Contact Person include email and telephone: Joe Morello; morelloj@smccd.edu; 650-738-4293
	workers in the program: We have one administrator (dean), two classified (division assistant and instructional aide) and 19 faculty who serve the division. Of the 19 faculty, 6 are full-time but the majority of those have instructional responsibilities in other programs such as Dance and Athletics. We have lost several instructors this past year due to cut backs related to repeatability. We have, on average, 15-20 volunteers every semester and usually 2-3 work study students.
	FT Faculty: 3.80
	PTOL Faculty FTE: 5.00
	FT Classified: 2.0
	PT Classified FTE: 0
	Volunteers: 15-20
	Student Workers: 2-3
	Date: April 15, 2016
	Personnel: 
	Equipment: 
	Facilities: 
	ProgMissionandGoals: The mission of the Kinesiology program is to educate our students on the lifelong benefits of physical fitness.  This is done through a variety of activity and lecture classes offered by the program.  Over the last few years, the program has increased its focus on the national and local epidemic of obesity. Our curriculum is designed to tackle this epidemic and assist our students. Kinesiology also focuses on developing critical thinking skills in our students. Students must not only be able to demonstrate various activity skills and improve their fitness but also think critically about activity as a means to promote health and wellbeing.Skyline College’s mission statement is:  “To Empower and Transform a Global Community of Learners.” This mission is consistent with the breadth of the Kinesiology curriculum with all of our courses leading to transfer, career advancement, basic skills development and disease prevention or a combination of the above. The San Mateo County Community College District states in its mission statement that it will “Provide a breadth of educational opportunities and experiences which encourage students to develop their general understanding of human effort and achievement.”  This goal is also a cornerstone of our program’s mission. 
	Program: This is an area of strength for the Kinesiology Program based on a strong track record of assessment. All courses in Kinesiology have an assessment plan and results that are up to date. Assessment measurements are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. In addition, depending on the course, assessments related to, epidemiological benefits, theoretical knowledge, rules, customs, history and basic applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression with levels established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level. Results indicate a level of success at above established criterion. Because evaluation measures are impacted by active participation, students who regularly participate in skill and fitness activities tend to succeed at a higher rate than students who do not. Progression can also be impacted by injuries, ability and other limitations. Because ability can play a role in progression, rubrics are used in most classes to assess students progression based on pre-test and post-test results. While no areas were noted as requiring action, it was noted that facilities, equipment and supplies play a vital role in student engagement in participatory activities. As such, there is a continuing need for updated technology, equipment, facilities and critical supplies necessary to teach Kinesiology. Facilities are generally excellent and kept in good repair but additional storage space is required in some areas along with more consistent cleaning.
	ProgramPerformance: Program performance indicates a consistent pattern of achieving prescribed outcomes in relation to self-developed criterion. Statistically, PEEP indicates that students are more fit upon completing a class. Instructor data regarding skill and knowledge development also note sequential gains in performance and / or competency. SLO outcomes and performance outcomes closely track each other when assessed. PRIE data indicates a retention rate of 88% for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 85% college wide rate. PRIE data indicates a 81% success rate for Kinesiology courses in comparison with a 70% college wide rate. This data seems to indicate that students stay in and succeed in Kinesiology classes at a greater rate than other courses at Skyline. We believe this is the case because of student engagement and the participatory nature of the curriculum.  Greater success and retention are seen across all student demographic groups.Productivity in Kinesiology dropped again this past academic year. FTEF and FTES dropped by 4% from the past year. Head count has declined in this period about 3%. So while head count is still strong, we have seen reductions in FTEF and FTES that were precipitated by state changes related to HBA and repeatability. Our load remains robust at 663. Age is the last characteristic that was noted. By in large, students between 18-22 years of age make up about 56% of our enrollment. This is greater than the institutional average of 44% and is indicative that "traditional age" college students still see Kinesiology as a valuable part of their degree / transfer curriculum. This also shows up in the fact that 61% of the students taking Kinesiology indicate transfer as a primary goal in comparison with 51% of the general student population. Our assumption is this age differential will continue or potentially grow as changes related to repeatability target the "life long" learner who by in large falls in an older demographic.
	ProgramPerformance_other: Effective Fall 2013, the state no longer allowed a student to repeat a course which they had successfully completed before. Prior to this regulation, a student could take any Kinesiology activity course a total of four times (initially + 3 repeats). This was considered standard practice not only in Kinesiology but in disciplines such as Music, Art and Theater where courses were skill building in nature. Prior to the regulation passing, discipline experts through the state wide academic senate were consulted about impacts. During this consultation, skill building disciplines, such as Kinesiology, advocated for some ability for a student to progress in an activity either through skill or fitness development. It was not realistic to believe that a student, wishing to progress, could do so after attempting a class only once. Given this position, the regulation was changed to allow a student to progress up to four levels or take four different types of courses in areas that were "related in content". In assessing impacts this year, we have noted the following. One, students have adapted to the changes well and seem to understand the leveling sequence. Two, approximately 70% of our students do not repeat classes in the same family and are therefore not effected by the legislation. Three, we have seen about a 20% drop in FTES generation (State-wide the drop has been almost 38%).  Four, we have seen a significant increase in students who audit courses. And five, we have attempted to comply with the spirit of the legislation by not offering four levels of any course unless it is necessary for particular skill development. It has been the consistent position of our division that the changes on repeatability were not founded on pedagogy but because of budget limitations. As such, the use of curriculum to reduce FTES is ill-conceived. Reductions could have been made easily by reducing the amount of apportionment earned by a percentage for each successful repeat. Creating a situation where schools had to revise whole curricula and degrees in order to meet with the new regulations is stressful, time prohibitive and not in the best interests of students.
	Program Curric: For catalog year 2015-2016, we have all courses in TracDat. All courses have SLO's and assessment plans. All courses have been assessed with over 1,000 results being posted. All courses have been mapped to PSLO's and ISLO's.Our leveled curriculum has created a significant workload at the division level in several areas:1. Inputting the schedule has become more time consuming. We offer twice as many sections as before with a number of them being cross listed. This has created the need for more dedicated time for schedule input and greatly increase the complexity of entering the schedule.2. After census each semester, course enrollments are reviewed and course levels must be canceled that have 0 enrollments. 3. We will need the old Kinesiology courses in TracDat with SLO's, assessment plans and results archived and replaced with the new leveled courses. For example, we have FITN 301, Spinning in TracDat with SLO's, assessment plans and results. FITN 301 will be archived and replaced with FITN 301.1 (Spinning I), FITN 301.2 (Spinning II), FITN 301.3 (Spinning III) and FITN 301.4 (Spinning IV) in Fall 2013. All these courses will have SLO's but we'll need to develop assessment plans and results for each. All these new courses will also need to be mapped to PSLO's and ISLO's. In other words, it's a huge workload issue to get everything updated and into TracDat. We are going to need help.Finally, this past year we offered one new course in our program (KINE 305 - Health Related Fitness and Wellness) which is a lower division Kinesiology requirement at San Francisco. KINE 305 has been articulated to meet that requirement. KINE 510 - Sport Movement and Film is slated to be offered during the 2016-2017 academic year. KINE 510 has been articulated as satisfying the Area D requirement for CSU GE. We are waiting to offer KINE 510 until it can be offered through the new CANVAS system.
	Identify Patterns: Curricular offerings are based on student demand, space, expertise, budget, program need, breadth, and degree completion criteria.Student demand is a factor of enrollment pressure given facility constraints. We strive to offer activities which will engage students in learning. As such we allow student demand to impact what is offered and how much of it is offered. At the same time, we must balance that with facility constraints. Because our classrooms are often courts, fields, gyms and studios, they are not neatly replicated (like lecture based classrooms) across the campus. Furthermore, because specialized equipment and supplies are needed, finding similar space on or off campus is often not practical. Demand has been strong enough over the past several years and space so impacted, especially gym, studio and fitness center space, that as part of the campus master plan we have proposed a Center for Kinesiology and Human Performance. This center is also part of the campus Facilities Master Plan.Faculty expertise and budget are two additional factors that impact curricular scheduling. Limitations in funds can limit the number of sections offered in any specific activity. Budget can serve to restrict curricular options. Certainly, we have been strongly advised to keep our load above 600. Because of changes related to repeatability and HBA hours, we have had to cut sections to maintain that load. Also, lack of faculty expertise, can impact the ability to offer curriculum. For example, we had an excellent Tai Chi teacher for several semesters. When she left, it proved impossible to find a suitable replacement who met minimum qualifications. Therefore, we don't offer Tai Chi anymore.Program need and breadth are two large determinants of curricular offerings. We offer a breadth of activities in Adaptive PE, Combatives, Fitness, Individual Sports, Kinesiology, Physical Education and Team Sports. We have on-line activity course options for students as well. We strive to offer something in every area each semester to provide breadth in the curriculum. In doing so we balance that with program need and student demand. While it may be optimal for the program to offer several sections, we won't do that if student demand does not exist. Conversely, we may offer several sections of a particular program (Yoga, Pilates, Spinning, etc...) not because of program need but student demand.The final layer on all this is degree completion. Any student graduating from Skyline must complete two activity classes. In addition, we offer majors in Physical Education, Interdisciplinary Studies and Kinesiology (AA-T). As such we need to make sure that we offer core courses, such as Kinesiology, regularly and provide a depth of choices for students pursuing a general or Kinesiology area specific degree. For graduates during the 2015-2016 academic year, Kinesiology was the fourth most popular AA-T degree. This makes sense as Kinesiology is the 5th most popular degree program among CSU students. In fact, almost 4% of all degrees conferred at Skyline College in 2015-2016 (Summer 2015, Fall 2015 and Spring 2016) were either Kinesiology, Physical Education or Interdisciplinary Studies with an emphasis in Health and Physical Education.
	Response to APP: Our primary plan for the 2015-2016 academic year was the continued implementation and assessment of AA-T Degree in Kinesiology. The degree was approved by the state and became part of the Skyline Catalog in 2013-2014. It's proven to be popular. Of the 2015-2016 degree awards 24 students are graduating with a AA-T in Kinesiology making that degree the fourth most popular among AA-T options (Administration of Justice, Business Administration and Psychology were more popular).The Kinesiology 100 core course has had strong enrollment. In the fall semester, the single section offered had more than 70 students. This spring, three sections were offered with each having more than 35 students enroll. These students not only represent Skyline students but also students from San Francisco State who come here because the equivalent course at state is impacted. It's important to note that Kinesiology is currently the 5th most popular major at CSUs,  and can lead to careers in Sports Medicine, Coaching, Teaching, Wellness, Personal Training, Cardiac Rehabilitation, Biomechanics, Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Ergonomics, Corporate Fitness, Sports Management, Athletic Administration, Sports Broadcasting, Exercise Physiology, Sports Psychology, and Sports Officiating.In addition to the popularity of the AA-T, 11 students are graduating with a degree in Interdisciplinary Studies with an emphasis in Health & Physical Education and 2 students are graduating with a degree in PE. Adding all those together, the Kinesiology department is the primary focus for 37 degrees that are being awarded in 2015-2016. This number accounts for 4% of the degrees awarded this year (37/931).
	ActionPlan: Data and assessments indicate that student engagement is a huge factor in student achievement in Kinesiology. Because most activity classes are skill building (motor and / or fitness), it's important to keep students engaged. We also have noted the need to purchase, modify or update current supplies, equipment and technology that we use in our discipline. Our data indicates that student outcomes are better when students are actively participating. A key component in that is having supplies, equipment and technology which allow students to perform activity properly, safely and in a way that allows them to understand and achieve the epidemiological benefits of exercise."PEEP (Physical Education Evaluation Program) is now in its 34th  year. Over 40,000+ records have been collected regarding student progress towards outcomes related to the five major components of fitness. This data is something that we want to work with PRIE with to better understand. At the same time, we want to make this information more accessible for students. Right now, they receive results via paper at the end of the semester. We would like help in developing an on-line system where students can access pre and post test results and measure change not only during the semester but over their time at Skyline in case they take multiple classes. A G number + password system would be a good way for students to engage with their results. Plus, the online system would meet the sustainability goal of the campus by cutting down on the use of paper.  Ideally, multiple tablets could be used at each station, allowing students to type in their g-number and result as they get it, rather than requiring the dozens of hours of data-entry to be done after each round of testing.In addition, the database itself is quite inaccessible, in terms of creating reports that allow faculty members to analyse statistical results easily.  This system should probably not be created from scratch, (as the last version was, leaving us without support or ways to alter it), but should probably be a database created on a system with technical support on campus, such as an ACCESS or mySQL database.In conjunction with that, we'll need to create revised assessment plans for all our leveled curriculum. These updated plans are necessary so we can access these new courses moving forward.We also will need assistance in outreach related to our program. Our staff right now is stretched to simply meet operational needs. The campus has embarked on a strong outreach effort with numerous events and activities yet we are unable to participate in many activities. We don't have the staff. It's critical that we have such staff available.Finally, we are in need of additional indoor space due to the impacted scheduling of our three current teaching stations (3102 Fitness Room; 3200, Gym; and 3201, Dance Studio) and the useful life of our current portables. 3102,3200 and 3201 are scheduled and used in some cases 12-14 hours a day (excluding weekends). We need additional space to not only meet student demand but also as alternative teaching space because of weather. Our climate impacts the ability of students to learn and teachers to teach during especially windy and foggy times. Additional indoor space will be an alternative in such situations. In addition our classroom space in Portable 3A,3B and 3D are coming to the end of their useful life. These portables are all 15+ years of age and need to be replaced in the next year or two. Otherwise, our classes and activities will be negatively impacted.Key questions we would want to research in the next year are:1. Success and retention rates comparing students enrolled in KINE activity courses vs. those who do not?2. Impacts of the newly created leveling system on enrollment by gender, age and demographics and completion of degree?3. The success / need to evaluate the new AA-T Kinesiology degree?4. Evaluate and update as necessary the current PE and ISF Degree Options?5. Do we need to consider any certificate options related to our discipline?6. Are there areas of growth in our curriculum based on the internalization of the campus?7. PEEP evaluation to validate equity in outcomes as part of the SEEED initative?
	Professional Development Needs: In the past year, some of the funded projects included but are not limited to:Rachelle Marquez completed Adaptive Kinesiology course work and multiple instructors have retained or renewed certifications in Spinning, yoga, pilates and first aid / CPR.Activities such as those mentioned above are symptomatic of the type of continued Professional Development required to teach in Kinesiology. All our full-time and part-time staff are engaged in some activity to either update skills, maintain certifications or enhance their pedagogy. Examples of this are staying current on CPR, First Aid, AED, Yoga, Pilates, Spinning and other types of certification. The need for Professional Development is constant as Kinesiology is a discipline of change. New information, improved pedagogical methods and technology are all areas of focus and interest. This spring, summer and next fall our on-line instructors, Kevin Corsiglia, Justin Piergrossi and Amber Steele will be working through the CTTL to become certified to teach using the new CANVAS system. Finally, because of the focus of our program on disease prevention through Exercise Epidemiology, we are hopeful to offer more activities through the CTTL targeted for staff to help them engage in exercise. Currently, Walking for Wellness is offered once a month. We would want to expand offerings as ability and interest dictates.
	PRIE Requests: We would seek PRIE help on the following data requests:Success and retention rates comparing students enrolled in KINE activity courses vs. those who do not?The success / need to evaluate the new AA-T Kinesiology degree?PEEP evaluation to validate equity in outcomes as part of the SEEED initiative?Retention and success are at the heart of the Skyline Promise (Get In, Get Through and Get Out on time).Our current AA / AS requirement has the student complete two activity courses. The newly formed AA-T's exempt students from the requirement. We are curious to see if students perform academically better when enrolled and participating in an activity course in the same semester. Research and anecdotal reports seem to indicate improved cognitive functioning and academic performance when students are concurrently engaged in a fitness program. We would like to study the intersection of activity and its impact on academic performance. We are interested in looking at students at both the full-time and part-time level. We want to continue looking at our AA-T degree. In 2014-2015, we had 37 students graduate with the AA-T in Kinesiology. In 2015-2016, that number dropped to 24 students. We want to try and understand why. We took a stab in the dark for now and opened an additional section of KINE 100 but was that the right course? Is it possible that the addition on new AA-T's has diluted the student pool? Are we offering enough courses so the students can get through in time? Was the drop an anomaly? Finally, we want to study the intersection of race / socioeconomic status as related to exercise and disease prevention. Obesity and Type II Diabetes are an epidemic locally and nationally. People of color and lower socio-economic backgrounds are disproportionately impacted. What can our program offer to close this gap?   
	PN1: Faculty Release or Overload at a special rate to create assessment plans for newly leveled courses in TracDat.
	PN2: Funding to either in house or through a consultant, develop and load a web portal for students to access PEEP data
	PN3: 
	EN1: Supplies, Repairs and Contracts
	EN2: 
	EN3: 
	EN4: 
	FN1: Replacement of Portables
	FN2: Construction of the Center for Kinesiology and Human Performance
	FN3: 
	FN4: 
	P_How does this request align with your assessment of student outcomes1 2 3: 1. We need updated plans in order to match our newly leveled curriculum.2.It allows students to engage results on a continuing basis.
	P_How does this request align with your action plan1 2 3: 1.It is necessary to measure success / or need for improvement.2.It is necessary to measure success / or need for improvement
	P_Estimated cost for facilities and equipment1 2 3: 1. $20,0002. $8,000
	E_How does this request align with your assessment of student outcomes1 2 3: 1. Necessary to keep what we have been teaching by replacing what is old, broken or not current.
	E_How does this request align with your action plan1 2 3: 1. It is necessary to measure success / or need for improvement
	E_Estimated cost for facilities and equipment1 2 3: 1. $21,000
	F_How does this request align with your assessment of student outcomes1 2 3: 1. Replacement of existing instructional space that is at the end of its useful life.2. We need the center due to space limitations, community demand and weather. part of campus and district Master Plan.
	F_How does this request align with your action plan1 2 3: 1. Necessary to maintain existing instructional program by providing needed space.2. It is necessary to measure success / or need for improvement
	F_Estimated cost for facilities and equipment1 2 3: 1. 2,500,0002. 100,000,000


